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The Power to Manage? 

The crucial role of employers and managers in the development of industrial relations has 
been the focus of much recent research. However, there remains little consensus on key 
issues such as the determinants of managerial strategies, or employers’ contribution to 
differing national patterns of industrial relations. 

The Power to Manage? argues that many of these difficulties stem from the limitations 
of the theoretical frameworks within which the research has been carried out. Both 
Marxist and mainstream perspectives subordinate managerial choices to the pressures of 
the market or the broader patterns of business development. In consequence, these 
approaches cannot explain the persistent diversity of employers’ labour policies or the 
prevalence of contradictory and incoherent strategies. 

Using the ‘peculiarities’ of British industrial relations as a point of departure, the 
contributors to this volume present detailed empirical studies of employer labour policies 
in a variety of countries. These, together with the substantial introduction and conclusion 
by the editors, establish a comparative framework within which the distinctiveness of 
British developments can be evaluated and point the way towards a new interpretation of 
the employer’s role in industrial relations. 

Steven Tolliday is Assistant Professor at the Graduate School of Business 
Administration, Harvard University. Jonathan Zeitlin is Lecturer in Modern Social 
History at Birkbeck College, University of London. From September 1991, he will be 
Associate Professor of History and Industrial Relations at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison. 
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1  
Introduction  

Employers and industrial relations between theory 
and history  

Steven Tolliday and Jonathan Zeitlin 

The central role of employers in the development of industrial relations commands 
increasing recognition from historians and social scientists alike. A growing body of 
empirical research has focused on the evolution of managerial strategies at the level of 
the enterprise and the activities of employers’ associations in the labour market and the 
political arena. But little consensus has so far emerged on such key issues as the 
determinants of management strategies, the propensity of employers for collective action, 
or their contribution to differing national patterns of industrial relations.1 

Much of the difficulty stems from the limitations of the theoretical approaches within 
which research has been conducted. Despite their apparent variety, we argue below, most 
analyses of business behaviour share certain fundamental features. First, they regard the 
conduct of the firm as a more or less functional response to changing environmental 
pressures. Second, this functional vision of the firm typically goes hand in hand with a 
unilinear evolutionary model of the stages of business development. Thus, despite their 
ostensible emphasis on the importance of employer strategies for industrial relations, 
such approaches in practice give little causal weight to managerial choices as opposed to 
the pressures of the market and the broader trajectory of business development. As a 
result, none is well equipped to explain the persistent differences in employer labour 
policies between apparently similar developed nations. Nor can they account 
convincingly for situations in which management has failed to implement, or at times 
even to formulate, a coherent labour strategy. 

These weaknesses in the dominant approaches to the analysis of employer labour 
policies are highlighted by the history of British industrial relations since the late 
nineteenth century. Recent studies suggest that British employers have been 
internationally distinctive in three important respects. They have been unable or 
unwilling to establish direct control over the production process on the shop floor; they 
have failed to develop complex managerial and supervisory hierarchies in the enterprise; 
and they have not constructed effective associations for collective action in relation to 
trade unions and the state.2 Despite major changes in business organization over the 
course of the twentieth century, this pattern appears to have character-ized much of 
British industry into the 1970s, and it remains to be seen how far the developments of the 
1980s mark a decisive shift in management policies and practice.3 

This book serves a double purpose. First, it brings together detailed empirical studies 
of employer labour policies in Western Europe, the United States and Japan in order to 



establish a comparative-historical framework within which the distinctiveness of British 
developments can be evaluated and explained. How great are international variations in 
managerial strategies within the enterprise and what are their consequences for industrial 
relations? How far have employers in other developed countries been able to combine 
effectively and what factors have made this cohesion possible? The chapters in this 
volume shed new light on these questions whose answers are of crucial importance for 
current debates about both the past and the future of industrial relations in Britain and 
other advanced economies. Second, at a deeper level this book points the way towards a 
reinterpretation of the employers’ role in the development of industrial relations in the 
light of empirical research. In contrast to prevailing approaches, we argue that firms and 
employers’ associations, like trade unions and the state, must be treated as complex 
institutions whose decisions are the product of the internal political processes as well as 
external pressures. More fundamentally still, we suggest, employers and managers must 
be treated as potentially autonomous historical actors whose substantive choices can 
modify as well as reflect their environment. 

The book is divided into five main parts. This introductory chapter examines the major 
theoretical approaches to the study of the enterprise and considers the limitations of their 
analysis of employers’ labour strategies and collective organization; only by discarding 
their underlying assumptions, it contends, can the persistent diversity revealed by 
empirical research such as that presented in this volume be convincingly accommodated. 
Chapters 1–3 explore the distinctiveness of British employers through detailed case 
studies of key sectors such as shipbuilding, engineering and motor vehicles. Chapters 4–7 
develop the notion of contrasting national models through fine-grained historical 
accounts of labour management and employer organization in the United States, 
Germany and Italy. Chapters 8–9 adopt an explicitly comparative framework, 
scrutinizing work organization and collective bargaining across a variety of countries, 
and rejecting the notion of a tendency towards the convergence of managerial strategies 
across nations. The concluding chapter returns to the problem of the ‘peculiarities of the 
British’, building on the findings of the preceding chapters to assess the nature, causes 
and consequences of international variations in employer labour policies. 

LABOUR MANAGEMENT AND THE THEORY OF THE FIRM 

Dominant interpretations of employer labour policies, as we have already suggested, 
depend on deeper theoretical assumptions about the nature of the business enterprise. 
Despite their many differences, most theories of the firm—economic and sociological, 
Marxist and liberal—largely concur in viewing its behaviour as a series of more or less 
functional adaptations to the external environment. Markets and technology, it is widely 
agreed, determine a narrow range of appropriate organizational forms and business 
strategies at any moment in time. These imperatives in turn are held to shape employers’ 
individual labour strategies and their wider associational activities. As with all simple but 
powerful theories, their most sophisticated exponents hedge these assumptions round 
with innumerable qualifications and relax them substantially in the course of empirical 
research; but as we shall see, in framing more general claims they typically return to their 
original positions.4 
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An adaptational theory of the firm does not in itself imply any necessary historical 
trajectory. Organizational structures and business strategies might be held to remain in 
constant flux in response to random changes in the external environment. For most 
versions of the theory, however, long-term historical trends—notably the extension of the 
market and the diffusion of large-scale technologies—impose a distinctive evolutionary 
dynamic on the development of the business enterprise. At the company level, this 
dynamic centres on the rise of large corporations based on the professionalization of 
management, the internalization of market transactions, and the separation of conception 
from execution at all levels of the organization. On the shop floor, it implies a 
progressive tendency towards an ever more refined division of labour, the fragmentation 
of manual tasks, the dilution of craft skills and the elaboration of managerial control over 
the organization of production. As economic development proceeds, the leading sectors 
of successful industrial economies are expected to converge on a common model of 
efficient business organization. Divergences from this pattern in industrial structure, 
business strategy and work organization are usually attributed to three main sources. 
They may result from the residual survival of declining firms which will soon be 
eliminated by competitive pressures, differences in the suitability of particular industries 
for large-scale production and distribution, or variations in the level of development 
reached by individual national economies. 

The simplest and still perhaps most widespread approach to the theory of the firm is 
that of neo-classical economics. For this school, exemplified in the methodological 
writings of Milton Friedman, the firm is explicitly conceived as a ‘black box’, a passive 
respondent to market signals whose internal processes are wholly devoid of theoretical 
significance. Exogenously determined price changes, on this view, cause firms to adjust 
their output, substitute factors of production and shift between available technologies 
according to well-defined rules of optimization. Whatever the observable evidence, 
Friedman argues, ‘under a wide range of circumstances individual firms behave as if they 
were seeking rationally to maximize their expected returns’ because the ‘natural 
selection’ of the market forces them to do so. ‘Let the apparent immediate determinant of 
business behaviour be anything at all—habitual reaction, random chance, or whatnot’, he 
observes in a celebrated passage, 

Whenever this determinant happens to lead to behaviour consistent with 
rational and informed maximization of returns, the business will prosper 
and acquire resources with which to expand; whenever it does not, the 
business will tend to lose resources and can be kept in existence only by 
the addition of resources from outside.5 

The patent inadequacy of this position for the analysis of large-scale enterprises has given 
rise to a variety of ‘managerial’ theories of the firm which take as their point of departure 
the separation of ownership and control within the modern corporation.6Drawing on 
organizational sociology7and business history as well as industrial economics, the central 
feature of most managerial theories is the extension of the neo-classical model of 
economic behaviour inside the black box of the firm. Alternative goals such as growth or 
sales may be substituted for that of profits; orthodox assumptions of perfect information 
may be relaxed and oligopolistic competition accommodated; and sociological 
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contingencies or transaction costs may replace the direct price discipline of the market as 
the driving force behind enterprise decision-making. Yet despite appearing to take 
account of a wider range of motives and behavioural patterns, the managerial firm in 
these theories normally remains a more or less straight-forward maximizer of an 
objective function whose conduct is determined by the constraints of the external 
environment.8 

Thus Alfred Chandler in history and Oliver Williamson in theory both treat the 
evolution of successive forms of business organization as a necessary consequence of 
changing markets and technology. In Chandler’s view, for example, the emergence and 
diffusion of the modern corporation was a functional response to the organizational 
demands of wider markets and larger-scale technologies, manifest first in the United 
States and then on a global scale.9The construction of the American railways, he argues, 
unified this vast continental market, creating the conditions for mass production and 
distribution at the same time as it gave rise to the managerial hierarchies required to 
coordinate the throughput of goods within the new large-scale enterprises. As businesses 
diversified, moving into new spheres of activity, the multi-divisional or ‘M-Form’ 
corporation then appeared as a solution to the problem of reconciling centralized capital 
allocation and performance monitoring with decentralized administration of day-to-day 
operations. The development of these ‘organizational capabilities’ gave first-movers 
significant advantages of scale and scope and enabled them to establish oligopolies which 
created formidable barriers to entry. Oligopoly did not, however, lead to predatory and 
exploitative behaviour: rather, it enabled firms to overcome problems of risk and 
uncertainty and to use their large market share and vertical integration to achieve lower 
costs and higher productivity through administrative co-ordination. In particular 
industries, to be sure, technological characteristics proved unfavourable to corporate 
consolidation, and alternative forms of business enterprise have accordingly persisted. 
But international competition has driven the core sectors of other advanced economies to 
converge towards the American model, with limited variations associated with their 
individual routes to managerial capitalism.10 

Chandler himself has little to say about corporate labour policies but others like 
William Lazonick have sought to draw out the implications of his ‘managerial revolution’ 
in this area. Just as the new managerial structures sought to take control of supply, 
production and distribution, so they sought to take control of work organization away 
from the shop floor through deskilling technology, attacks on craft unions and the 
construction of elaborate hierarchies for the coordination, supervision and direction of the 
labour force. At the same time, however, the new high-throughput technology created 
new concerns about the quality of worker effort, and oligopolistic firms were therefore 
willing to share some of their gains with labour through the internalization of training, 
promotion and reward within the boundaries of the corporation. In this way, it is argued, 
the leading corporations came to exercise effective control over their workforce even if 
they could not win its wholehearted loyalty.11 

For Oliver Williamson, on the other hand, transaction costs and asset specificity rather 
than production costs and economies of scale are the crucial determinants of changes in 
the structure of the enterprise.12 Mass markets and large-scale technologies alone cannot 
account for vertical integration since the interdependent phases of production and 
distribution could still be performed by separate firms on a contractual basis. But under 
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conditions of uncertainty, Williamson argues, firms must regularly undertake investments 
in task-specific non-redeployable assets, while imperfect information and potential 
opportunism make it impossible to ‘cross all possible bridges in advance’ through a 
comprehensive set of contingent claims contracts. Hence recurrent contracting between 
interdependent firms is subject to a variety of transaction costs from haggling over 
unforeseen contingencies to monitoring performance, and market exchange is 
progressively supplanted by internal governance structures as asset specificity deepens 
and capital investments become more difficult to turn to alternative uses.13 The central 
assumption is that the selection of governance structures is determined by efficiency in 
reducing overall transaction costs, and firms shift across a spectrum of alternatives from 
spot-market contracting to administrative hierarchy according to the type of transaction 
involved. Thus managers constantly balance the costs of using the market against those of 
internal organization, while competition ensures that the most transactionally efficient 
governance structure will eventually be adopted.14 

The organization of work, in Williamson’s model, is no different from any other 
transaction, and the rise of the factory system can be explained by the efficiency of 
authority relations in restraining opportunism and economizing on costly bargaining 
when adaptation to a changing environment is required. As human capital assets such as 
skills and knowledge have become increasingly firm-specific or ‘idiosyncratic’ in 
Williamson’s terms, management and workers’ shared need to safeguard costly 
investments in on-the-job training has led in turn to the widespread development of 
internal labour markets characterized by administrative rules governing layoffs, 
promotion and discipline.15 

Like Chandler, Williamson emphasizes the dependence of economic efficiency on the 
internal organization of the firm. But while Chandler has less faith in the ‘marvels of the 
market’ and examines the dynamic interaction of organization, technology and strategy in 
economic success, Williamson’s transaction-cost approach is more static and concerned 
with ‘adaptive, sequential decision-making’.16 Beneath these differences, however, the 
outcome of the process for the two authors is otherwise the same: the internalization of a 
growing range of economic activities inside large, hierarchical organizations. In both 
cases, moreover, there is a uniquely efficient form of business enterprise at each stage of 
economic development. Those firms that fail to conform to the requirements of their 
environment either by adapting their structures to the needs of strategy or by minimizing 
transaction costs will decline and disappear, while choices between markets and 
hierarchies are themselves ultimately determined by the natural selection of the market.17 

For Marxists, unlike mainstream theorists of the firm, class interest rather than the 
neutral pursuit of efficiency is the motor of changes in business organization and 
management strategy, but the substantive picture that emerges is surprisingly similar. At 
the heart of the capitalist enterprise, Marxists argue, stands a structural antagonism 
between workers and employers, rooted in the struggle to extract surplus value from the 
production process. The law of value leaves little room for managerial discretion, and the 
organization of work is shaped by the resulting imperative for control over labour. 
Labour power, on this view, is not just another commodity or factor of production but the 
pivotal component of the production process because of its unique capacity both to create 
additional value and to resist managerial direction by varying the intensity of work effort. 
Like mainstream theorists, however, Marxists generally maintain that competitive market 
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pressures force each firm to adopt improved methods of production in order to match the 
socially necessary labour time required for the manufacture of its products and that this 
process of increasing efficiency will continue until the potential development of the 
forces of production under capitalism has reached its social limits.18 

Despite their many variations, modern Marxists typically subscribe to an evolutionary 
model of capitalist development whose basic lines were laid down by Marx himself. The 
dynamics of competition and accumulation, Marx argued, give rise to a progressive 
tendency towards the centralization of capital in fewer hands and its concentration in 
larger installations. At the level of the production process, these developments are 
accompanied by a parallel trend towards the separation of conception from execution and 
the increasing subjection of labour to capital. The transformation of the labour process 
can thus be understood as a series of stages in capitalists’ appropriation of knowledge, 
skill and discretion from the direct producers, and the ever-closer approximation of the 
latter to the ideal of abstract labour power. Marx himself distinguished three main steps 
in this process: ‘simple cooperation’, ‘manufacture’ and machine production or ‘modern 
industry’, as workers lose control first over the product itself, then over the labour 
process as a whole, and finally over the specific tasks on which they are engaged.19 

Subsequent Marxists, most notably Braverman, have updated and extended this 
unilinear model to cover the era of ‘monopoly capitalism’ by focusing on the impact of 
‘scientific management’ and the application of science and technology to industrial 
production.20 Following principles first enunciated by Frederick W.Taylor at the turn of 
the century, Braverman argues, management has consciously set out to reduce the 
knowledge and initiative of the individual worker, centralize the planning and direction 
of production in its own hands, and impose a fragmented and tightly supervised 
distribution of tasks on the shop floor. At the same time, the introduction of ever more 
advanced forms of mechanization and automation has removed the last vestiges of skill 
and discretion from the labour process, reducing the worker to a passive attendant of the 
machine. For Braverman as for Marx, however, the incidence of these tendencies is 
extremely uneven across industries, as labour tends to pile up in relatively unmechanized 
sectors which are then transformed in turn. A variety of forms of work organization—
from the most ‘archaic’ to the most ‘advanced’—will therefore coexist at any given 
moment in time. But this apparent diversity is merely transitory and the central 
tendencies will sooner or later be extended to all other sectors of the economy as well.21 

Other recent neo-Marxist writers, by contrast, have sought to modify Marx’s 
schematic model of capitalist development to accommodate a wider range of observed 
managerial behaviour while preserving its fundamental principles. Thus Andrew 
Friedman links variations in managerial control strategies to the evolution of the product 
cycle as well as the wider economy. ‘Direct control’ of labour through job fragmentation, 
mechanization and tight supervision becomes only one type of managerial strategy rather 
than the sole form of capitalist control over productive activity, as Braverman 
maintained. Under conditions of relative monopoly power, as during the ascending 
phases of the product cycle when demand is expanding and production remains relatively 
unstandardized, worker resistance and insulation from competitive pressures induce 
managers to apply an alternative strategy of ‘responsible autonomy’ to the core sections 
of their labour force. In this strategy, managers seek to harness rather than eliminate the 
variability of labour power by acknowledging workers’ discretionary intervention in 
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production while seeking to win their active support for the firm’s commercial objectives. 
As the product cycle turns downwards, however, demand is saturated and production 
becomes more standardized, competitive pressures reassert themselves, the scope for 
discretionary behaviour is reduced, and managers are obliged to revert to direct control 
strategies for dealing with labour. Managerial choice remains primarily a search for 
comprehensive methods of work control moving through alternate phases in response to 
the dictates of the market. Since neither strategy usually appears in a pure form, these 
shifts can be presented as movements along a spectrum according to changes in 
competitive and technological conditions, mediated by the expectations of managers.22 

A second major current, associated with the work of radical economists such as 
Marglin, Edwards, Gordon and Reich, is distinguished by its emphasis on the priority of 
power over efficiency in the organization of the capitalist enterprise. The radicals argue 
that the hierarchical organization of production—from the rise of the factory system to 
the job structures of the modern corporation—is rooted less in any contribution to 
technological advance than in capitalists’ attempts to control the work-force and 
appropriate a larger share of the surplus product.23 But if, on this view, power rather than 
efficiency shapes the division of labour under capitalism, power is conceived not as an 
end in itself but as a means of maximizing profits; and few radicals would deny that 
capitalists are driven by the competitive process to introduce the most profitable form of 
productive organization currently available.24 Hence for all their emphasis on the labour 
process as an historically contingent power struggle between employers and workers, the 
radicals ultimately concur with their more orthodox critics—whether Marxist or liberal—
that the logic of capitalism itself obliges firms to adopt the form of organization that most 
efficiently serves their economic interests.25 

Like Marx, Braverman and Friedman, the radicals also discern an historical logic in 
the evolution of the labour process as a result of the dynamics of capital accumulation 
and workers’ continuing resistance to managerial control. Thus Edwards, Gordon and 
Reich distinguish three main systems of labour management: ‘simple’ or ‘hierarchical’ 
control through direct supervision by the boss or foreman; ‘technical’ control through the 
introduction of managerial planning and deskilling machinery; and ‘bureaucratic’ control 
through impersonal rules governing the operation of internal labour markets within large 
enterprises. All of these control systems may coexist within the economy as a whole, 
giving rise to distinctive patterns of segmentation within the labour force; but with the 
transition from competitive to monopoly capitalism, bureaucratic systems of control have 
become progressively dominant in large ‘core’ corporations enjoying a significant degree 
of market power. Each control system, however, has its own internal contradictions, and 
the high fixed costs of bureaucratic control render it particularly vulnerable to cyclical 
downturns which erode corporate profitability, forcing firms to renege on implicit 
guarantees of job security and reintroduce more coercive systems of labour control.26 

A final influential Marxist schema is Michael Burawoy’s typology of ‘factory 
regimes’ which vary with the political and ideological apparatuses regulating production 
as well as with the organization of work itself.27 In capitalist societies, where the 
apparatuses of factory and state remain institutionally separate, Burawoy distinguishes 
three main types of factory regime, ‘market despotic’, ‘hegemonic’ and ‘hegemonic 
despoti’, depending on the forms of competition and state intervention at work.28 Under 
market despotism, the prototypical regime of competitive capitalism, the subordination of 
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labour to capital is secured through the ‘economic whip of the market’ and the state 
regulates only the external conditions of exchange without intervening directly in the 
factory apparatus itself. Under hegemonic regimes, characteristic of monopoly 
capitalism, the subordination of labour requires a measure of consent and the state shapes 
the factory apparatus through the development of new systems of labour law and social 
insurance.29 With the resurgence of competitive pressures in advanced capitalism, finally, 
despotic features reappear within the hegemonic regime, as the interests of capital and 
labour are still coordinated through the state, but workers are now forced to make rather 
than receive concessions on the basis of their employers’ relative profitability.30 Thus for 
Burawoy, as for Friedman and Edwards, the evolution of the capitalist enterprise towards 
increasingly bureaucratic and consensual modes of labour control is undercut by the 
reassertion of crisis tendencies in the wider economy, while the revival of market 
competition pushes firms back towards the coercive modes of labour control held by 
Marx to be an inherent feature of capitalism itself. 

By the mid-1970s, then, both Marxist and mainstream analyses had largely converged 
on a common vision of the developmental trajectory of the capitalist enterprise and its 
labour strategies—the progressive extension of task fragmentation, managerial control 
and bureaucratic employment practices within large, vertically integrated corporations 
enjoying a substantial degree of market power. But just as this teleological model of 
capitalist development was being embodied in ever more elegant and comprehensive 
theoretical syntheses, the world it was intended to describe was changing in ways that 
made the model seem increasingly unsatisfactory even to its staunchest proponents. 
Pervasive instability in markets, technologies and industrial relations have stimulated 
experiments with new hybrid forms of enterprise management and work organization that 
blur established boundaries between markets and hierarchies and undermine traditional 
divisions of labour. New strategies and practices, from joint ventures and ‘just-in-time’ 
component supply to teamworking and multiskilling, have spread rapidly among the 
world’s largest corporations and cannot easily be dismissed as archaic survivals of a 
previous stage of development or marginal phenomena confined to peripheral firms and 
sectors. At the same time, moreover, this movement of managerial labour strategies away 
from deskilling and direct control has been associated with an intensification of 
competitive pressures on firms rather than their relative insulation from them.31 

Hence, as in the past, both mainstream and Marxist writers have responded by 
reworking their models of capitalist development to accommodate discordant empirical 
phenomena while remaining faithful to the theoretical assumptions which underlie them. 
Thus among the managerialists, for example, Williamson now argues that under certain 
conditions—such as rapid innovation in products and processes or recurrent purchasing 
of customized material—‘relational contracting’ between loose networks of firms or 
managers held together by a ‘clan’ culture may prove competitively superior to 
coordination through either markets or hierarchies.32 And even where competitive 
conditions are otherwise similar, as in the case of the international automobile industry, 
he now acknowledges that the existence of cultural and institutional checks on 
opportunism may permit a greater degree of vertical disintegration in Japan than in the 
United States by reducing the trading hazards associated with subcontracting.33 But while 
this last example suggests that a plurality of organizational solutions may prove 
compatible with the demands of a given external environment, Williamson none the less 
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continues to maintain that the competitive process will select out those forms that most 
efficiently minimize transaction costs—at least in the longer term. 

Among Marxists, too, there is widespread retreat from claims that contemporary forms 
of work organization show an unambiguous trend towards deskilling and direct control. 
Recurrent experiments in job redesign, the recomposition of tasks and the devolution of 
greater autonomy to individuals or work groups have shifted the terrain of debate fro the 
‘degradation of work’ to its transformation.34 Many Marxists, to be sure, continue to 
regard these phenomena as temporary exceptions to the deeper tendencies of capitalist 
development which can be expected to reassert themselves in the long run,35 but other 
writers in this tradition are prepared to consider more significant theoretical innovations. 
Thus, for example, Paul Edwards (who calls himself a ‘materialist’ rather than a Marxist) 
distinguishes between ‘detailed’ and ‘general’ control of the labour process, arguing that 
firms are concerned less with control over the ‘details of work tasks’ than with ‘the 
accommodation of workers to the overall aims of the enterprise’, however the latter may 
be obtained.36 And John Storey likewise maintains that there may be a diversity of 
overlapping and countervailing means of management control within the ‘totality’ of 
political, economic and ideological structures of capitalist production which place 
objective limits on workers’ ability to challenge managerial plans.37 

More radically still, John Kelly locates the roots of job redesign experiments in the 
‘disarticulation’ between the different ‘moments’ of the ‘circuit of capital’ (the purchase 
of labour power in the labour market, the extraction of surplus value in the labour process 
and the realization of surplus value in the product market) with no moment necessarily 
dominant over the others and no reason to expect a unitary response from firms to this 
dilemma.38 In a similar vein, finally, Richard Hyman sees the plurality of observable 
managerial strategies as a product of the structural contradictions of capitalism itself. 
Hence ‘for individual capitals—for capital in general—there is no “one best way” of 
managing these contradictions, only different routes to partial failure’, and ‘managerial 
strategy can best be conceptualized as the programmatic choice among alternatives none 
of which can prove satisfactory’. Managerial concerns with improved design or product 
quality may conflict with desires for greater control, and there are irresolvable tensions 
between other objectives such as direction and delegation within the labour process, 
discipline and consent of the work-force, securing and obscuring the commodity status of 
labour, and individual and collective representation of workers.39 

On these assumptions, as Hyman and others have recognized, any notion of a 
managerial ‘control imperatie’ becomes problematic.40 Even under the most favourable 
conditions, with stable markets, standardized products and special-purpose machinery, 
direct control strategies remain necessarily incomplete, as Tolliday shows in his chapter 
on Ford in Britain. However elaborate a firm’s planning, it appears inherently impossible 
to predict all the contingencies in a complex manufacturing process, and a variety of 
unforeseen factors—fluctuations in the mix of products, the state of equipment and the 
particular set of employees who show up for work each day—all combine to demand 
greater discretion from even ‘unskilled’ workers than their formal job descriptions 
specify.41 Nor is this difficulty obviated by advances in automation: for as Bryn Jones’s 
chapter demonstrates, the importance of such ‘tacit skills’ is if anything enhanced with 
flexible manufacturing systems because of their increased complexity and vulnerability to 
breakdown. Hence managers typically require an ineradicable measure of consent and 
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cooperation from even the most deskilled work-force. Yet if management explicitly 
incorporates its dependence on worker initiatives into the organization of production, as 
in a strategy of responsible autonomy, there can be no guarantee that the resulting 
autonomy will remain ‘responsible’.42 

Such writers have moved a long way towards accepting that there can be no ‘one best 
way’ to competitive success. Yet they remain unwilling to jettison their deterministic 
assumptions, however nuanced by the introduction of ‘multiple’, ‘overlapping’ or 
‘contradictory’ determinations. At the deepest level, therefore, these writers continue to 
insist that management’s oscillation between alternative labour strategies is itself 
determined by the contradictory structure of capitalist production, and that managerial 
options are narrowly constrained by the requirements of surplus extraction. Thus even the 
most sophisticated Marxists, like their main-stream counterparts, remain unwilling to 
concede a genuine scope for managerial choice in the face of the objective constraints 
imposed by the external environment.43 

ECONOMIC ‘NATURAL SELECTION’ AND THE LIMITS OF 
DETERMINISM 

Dominant theories of the enterprise are thus largely agreed in deriving employers’labour 
strategies from the imperatives of markets and technology. But how robust is this widely 
shared assumption? Empirical studies of firms’ internal operations typically reveal 
complex political processes involving both conflict and cooperation between individuals, 
departments and interest groups rather than a clearly defined hierarchical structure of 
command corresponding to the formal organizational chart. The business enterprise, in 
Cyert and March’s influential formulation, should therefore be understood not as unitary 
actor but rather as a ‘political coalition’ whose objectives are determined by a bargaining 
process resulting in a ‘quasi-resolution of conflict’ which may be renegotiated at any 
time.44 Business decisions, on this view, are deeply influenced by non-economic factors 
such as company history, power struggles, personalities and ideology, and they are often 
based on routinized decision mechanisms such as standard operating procedures, ‘rules of 
thumb’ and accounting conventions rather than an assessment of each problem on its 
individual merits. In neither case, therefore, can such decisions be convincingly 
represented as the product of a strictly rational and objectively valid calculation of 
prospective costs and benefits in the light of predetermined organizational goals. Labour 
management, in this respect, is no different from any other sphere of enterprise activity, 
such as finance, marketing, product design or choice of technology. 

Many contemporary students of management such as contingency theorists 
acknowledge the force of these observations but regard them as imperfections to be 
overcome so that organizations can be steered towards more ‘rational’ forms of decision-
making. Such writers recognize the complexity of firms’ internal operations while 
seeking to retain a core ‘logic of effectiveness’. Contingency theorists are therefore 
concerned with mismatches between external change and organizational structure or 
between company strategy and company culture, and their diagnoses focus on the 
problem of effective business leadership in winning support for ‘contextually appropriate 
action’ or making organizations ‘congruent with their environment’. The requirements of 
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market competition thus remain the driving force behind organizational change, but its 
imperatives are mediated by cognitive and political processes which may impede or 
facilitate the necessary adjustments.45 

But empirical studies of business behaviour are less sanguine than prescriptive 
theorists about the prospects of overcoming organizational disfunctions within the 
enterprise. For the internal politics of the firm, these studies suggest, are not confined to 
‘routine’ decisions about pricing, output or work assignments, but also extend to more 
fundamental ‘strategic’ decisions. As Williams et al. have demonstrated, for example, the 
management of nationalized enterprises such as British Leyland, British Steel and the 
National Coal Board justified disastrous large-scale additions to capacity during the 
1970s by building optimistic assumptions about future demand into their investment-
appraisal models. At the same time, these companies also pursued reductions in direct 
labour costs well beyond their importance in total costs or their strategic relevance for 
competitive performance.46 In the private sector, similarly, a recent study by a team at the 
London Business School of strategic investment decisions in large diversified companies 
found that formal capital-budgeting procedures and financial-appraisal techniques were 
rarely followed rigorously, while outcomes depended heavily on organizational structure, 
divisional interests, ad hoc intervention by senior management and the overall ‘corporate 
climate’. Strategic planning in these companies, the authors concluded was more 
‘emergent’ than ‘deliberate’, and it was difficult to view investment decisions, however 
major, as ‘the implementation of an explicit prior strategy’.47 

The standard reply to these observations, whether from neo-classical economists, 
managerialists or Marxists, is that whatever their truth as empirical descriptions, the 
internal decision-making processes of the firm are irrelevant to the long-term operation of 
the economy because the market selects through competition only those firms which, by 
whatever methods, hit upon the optimally efficient solution for profit maximization. 
More concretely, firms pursuing suboptimal strategies will be either eliminated by 
bankruptcy or take-over or forced to imitate their more successful competitors in order to 
forestall this fate.48 

To what extent, however, does the market act as an effective mechanism for ‘natural 
selection’ among competing firms? Empirical research on business failure casts 
substantial doubt upon the claim that surviving firms are necessarily the most efficient or 
even the most profitable in some objective sense. Thus studies of stock-market takeovers 
in postwar Britain, for example, have consistently found that size, gearing and share 
prices rather than profitability or technical efficiency are the distinguishing characteristics 
of surviving firms, while merged companies have generally proved less profitable than 
their separate constituents.49 Similarly, studies of the diffusion of the M-Form 
corporation from the United States to Great Britain, West Germany and Japan have failed 
to find any systematic association between multi-divisionalization and economic 
performance.50 Even in the United States, where Chandler argued that the corporate 
consolidations of the turn of the century only proved successful in sectors where they 
permitted the realization of economies of scale, more recent research by Lamoreaux has 
demonstrated that market power, oligopolistic pricing and the erection of artificial 
barriers to entry played a crucial role in the creation and survival of the largest merged 
companies such as US Steel.51 
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Mergers, takeovers and bankruptcy proceedings are strongly influenced by the 
institutional organization of the capital market, competition policy, company law and the 
accounting conventions that define the valuation of capital assets and the assessment of 
profit and loss. All of these vary considerably from country to country, notably between 
stock-market systems such as the US and the UK on the one hand and bank-based 
systems such as the Federal Republic of Germany and Japan on the other, and these 
variations in turn shape the criteria for business success and failure in different national 
contexts.52 But mergers, takeovers and bankruptcy proceedings also depend on 
quintessentially subjective judgements about management quality, the value of a business 
as a ‘going concern’ versus the break-up value of its assets, and the potential returns to 
alternative configurations of company structure and strategy. The larger and more 
diversified the enterprise, too, the more controversial becomes the allocation of costs and 
revenues among its constituent parts, and the greater the weight of such subjective factors 
in assessing proposals for closures or restructuring, as recent debates about hostile take-
overs and leveraged buy-outs in the US or the retrenchment programmes of nationalized 
companies in the UK graphically illustrate.53 In none of these cases, therefore, can 
business failure be properly regarded as an impersonal mechanism whereby unsuccessful 
firms are eliminated on the basis of objective judgements about past performance rather 
than subjective assessments of future prospects.54 

At a deeper theoretical level, it is doubtful whether the market could ever act as an 
effective mechanism of ‘natural selection’ imposing profit-maximizing decisions on 
firms under any set of empirically plausible circumstances. For, as Sidney Winter has 
shown, information costs ensure that firms can never know ex ante whether or not they 
are pursuing optimal strategies in any given situation: under conditions of uncertainty, an 
alternative strategy might always prove more profitable, but the costs involved in its 
discovery might well outweigh the prospective returns. It is for this reason, Winter 
argues, that firms adopt routinized decision rules such as mark-up pricing and aim at 
satisfactory rates of return rather than seeking to discover the highest payoff in each new 
situation.55 

Other theorists have suggested that such ‘satisficing’ behaviour should be interpreted 
as a more sophisticated form of maximization or ‘bounded rationality’ once the costs of 
information are taken into account. But this approach offers no solution to the problem 
since, as Winter points out, the optimal level of search activity cannot itself be 
determined without incurring additional information costs. ‘Bounded rationality’, like the 
Marxist concept of the ‘relative autonomy of the state’, is thus a contradiction in terms: 
either behaviour is rational in the strict sense of being the best possible choice under the 
circumstances or it is not; and a decision procedure which provides no means for 
assessing the limits of the information on which it is based can hardly be considered a 
higher form of optimization.56 

If firms themselves are not capable of determining optimal strategies ex ante, neither 
is it likely that the ‘natural selection’ of the market will impose profit maximization on 
them ex post. For, as Winter has formally demonstrated, such characteristic features of 
modern economies as production economies of scale, product differentiation, variations 
in access to external finance and divergent expansion policies might all prevent 
maximizing firms from driving non-maximizers out of business. Conversely, he suggests, 
business policies that might approximate to profit maximization under one set of market 
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conditions will not necessarily do so under another. Under conditions of rapid innovation 
or extreme cyclical fluctuations, for example, the situation ‘may present decision 
problems totally unlike those on which the selection process has been doing its work’. 
Hence, if environmental changes exceed the range of past experience, 

the selection process may discriminate against those firms that would 
approach profit maximizing behaviour over a wide range of situations, 
and in favour of those which happen, by virtue of their rules of thumb, to 
achieve profit maximization in a restricted range of situations.57 

Since firms’ decision procedures are embedded in organizational routines, a period of 
time will normally elapse before their behaviour adjusts to the demands of the new 
conditions; by that point, however, the environment might once again have changed in 
unanticipated ways. At any given moment, therefore, the population of firms in the 
economy will typically consist of a heterogeneous amalgam of maximizers and non-
maximizers with respect to current market conditions, and this pattern can be expected to 
persist indefinitely in the absence of some long-term trend to static equilibrium.58 

But what of technology? Is there an immanent logic of technological efficiency that 
imparts to the economy a developmental trajectory—for example towards larger-scale 
production methods—that market processes alone do not possess? Here, too, recent 
research supports a sceptical response. Detailed studies show that in the formative stages 
of the automobile, office equipment and computer industries, to take some notable 
examples, there was an abundance of competing solutions to the key technical problems. 
Each was potentially better on some dimensions than the others; and its advantages 
reflected the particular circumstances and favoured the interests of its sponsors over the 
other competitors. Typically an exercise of economic power decided the outcome. Some 
firm or group of firms with enough control over the emerging market to ensure an 
indispensable minimum of demand for its solution and enough capital to cover the costs 
of its mistakes pressed ahead and imposed its plan. Once its products were established, 
competitors had reason to emulate them more or less completely, since development of 
radically different but promising designs was costly; and the prospects that costly 
innovation would be rewarded were steadily diminished as customers became habituated 
to existing solutions. Although the winning design had to meet some minimum 
performance standard, the sweep of its success was thus no proof of its unrivalled 
technical superiority; other variants could have served as well.59 But however 
overwhelming the triumph of a particular design solution, its hegemony was never 
permanent: a sudden shift in the conditions of competition such as the discovery of a new 
technology, a change in the price of raw materials or a realignment of demand might 
always reopen debate on the definition of the product. Nor did victory in one stage of 
technological competition provide any guarantee of equal success in the next, as can be 
seen, for example, from the relative performance of American and Japanese 
manufacturers during the current phase of ‘dematurity’ in the international automobile 
industry.60 

At a more general level, similarly, as we have argued elsewhere, the ascendancy of 
mass production over craft production in industrial economies through most of this 
century was not the result of its inherent technological superiority. Under favourable 
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circumstances, a growing body of historical evidence suggests, craft production—
understood as the combination of skilled workers and general-purpose equipment to 
manufacture customized products—could prove as technologically innovative and 
economically dynamic as mass production—understood as the manufacture of 
standardized products by unskilled workers using special-purpose equipment.61 Where 
markets were diversified, skills abundant and local institutions geared to balancing 
competition and cooperation among economic actors—as in many of the most famous 
industrial regions of the nineteenth century—craft producers, whether organized in large, 
internally flexible firms or interdependent networks of small ones, demonstrated a 
sustained capacity for innovation in products and processes over long periods of time.62 

But from the late nineteenth century onwards, the concurrent and competing development 
of mass production exerted an increasingly unfavourable influence on the wider 
environment confronting craft producers in a variety of spheres from retail distribution 
and the shaping of consumer tastes through systems of training and industrial relations to 
government policies. The result, as in the parallel case of industrial innovation, was the 
gradual abandonment of potentially viable technological alternatives that under different 
background conditions might have played a more important role in subsequent 
developments. Craft production, to be sure, persisted wherever markets were too small or 
too unstable to justify investment in special-purpose equipment and bureaucratic 
management methods, but even its own practioners now acknowledged their effective 
subordination to the technological dynamic of mass production.63 

As in individual industries, however, apparently closed debates about the general 
trajectory of technological development may be reopened by unexpected changes in the 
conditions of competition, such as the upheavals in the international economy during the 
1970s and 1980s. Mass production requires a large, homogeneous market for 
standardized goods and a stable, predictable environment in order to realize economies of 
scale and cover the high fixed costs of product-specific investments. But since the mid-
1970s, these requirements have become increasingly problematic in a world economy 
characterized by slowly growing national markets, intensified international competition 
and fragmentation of demand for manufactured products, as well as by sharp fluctuations 
in exchange rates and raw material prices. This persistent volatility of international 
markets, together with concurrent advances in micro-electronics and computerization, has 
arguably shifted the trajectory of technological development towards ‘flexible 
specialization’, a revitalized form of craft production based on the use of flexible, modern 
equipment and skilled, adaptable workers to turn out a wide and changing array of semi-
customized goods. Thus the mass-production paradigm of technological development that 
had been taken for granted for so long has itself been fundamentally challenged.64 

At a deeper theoretical level, finally, as Brian Arthur among others has shown, the 
technology that wins out in any given contest is not necessarily the one with the greatest 
potential for long-term development. Most technologies, he argues, are characterized by 
increasing returns, once adopted, for a variety of well-known reasons ranging from 
learning by using and network externalities through production economies of scale and 
informational advantages to technological interrelatedness. Under these conditions small 
‘historical’ events may give one technology an initial edge which becomes cumulatively 
larger as additional adopters are attracted who might otherwise have gone along with one 
of its rivals, until the market ‘tips’ in its favour. Where such increasing returns are 
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unbounded, the dominant technology will drive out all others and create a monopoly, 
while under less extreme assumptions certain sequences of adoption could bid up the 
returns to both technologies more or less in concert, leading to a shared market. In either 
case, however, it is the contingent outcome of historical events—themselves a product of 
the choices and expectations of the actors involved—rather than current or potential 
efficiency which shapes the trajectory of technological development and the resulting 
market structure.65 

Theoretically as well as empirically, then, there seems little reason to assume that 
technology or markets impose a narrow range of appropriate strategies on the enterprise, 
whether in relation to labour management or to any other sphere of business activity. 
Competition, to be sure, rewards some firms and penalizes others, while the least 
successful enterprises may be eliminated from contention altogether. But the degree to 
which any particular feature of firm performance is ‘selected out’ by the market is 
difficult to determine, and the criteria for competitive survival are often quite loose.66 
Within these broad efficiency constraints, a variety of managerial strategies may be 
pursued, and as we shall see in subsequent chapters, a considerable diversity of labour 
policies may therefore be observed at any historical moment. 

EMPLOYER ORGANIZATION AND THEORIES OF 
COLLECTIVE ACTION 

Despite their many differences, as we have seen, mainstream and Marxist theories of the 
firm substantially agree that the interests of individual employers are determined by their 
objective position in wider economic (and, for Marxists, social) structures. Hence both 
schools likewise concur in treating collective organization, whether in relation to workers 
or the state, as a simple aggregation of employers’ underlying interests rather than as a 
contingent political process in which these interests are redefined as well as expressed. 
These common premisses have none the less given rise to a variety of contrasting views 
about the associative behaviour of employers and their propensity for collective action. 

The most widespread approach to the analysis of interest group activity remains that of 
classical pluralism. In this view, the development of organization among businessmen, 
like other ‘potential’ groups, is a direct product of the latent interests shared by their 
individual members. These interests exist prior to and independent of organization.67The 
pluralist approach may then be refined by tracing observable conflicts within the business 
community to prior differences in economic position, as in the recent literature on the 
politics of industrial sectors. Drawing on theories of the product cycle and the Marxist 
notion of class fractions as well as on pluralism itself, writers such as Kurth, Ferguson, 
Abraham and Gourevitch have accordingly sought to derive the divergent political 
orientations of business groups—such as free trade or protectionism and acceptance or 
rejection of collective bargaining—from the underlying characteristics of particular 
sectors in terms of markets, technology, labour force and capital requirements.68 

If collective organization, for pluralists and sector analysts alike, arises directly from 
the existence of common interests, this link has been challenged by rational-choice 
theorists such as Mancur Olson.69 For even if all members of a group may have a 
common interest in a good obtainable through collective action, Olson argues, they have 
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no common interest in paying for the cost of this collective good, and will not contribute 
to it if they can obtain the benefits without so doing. The existence of this ‘free rider’ 
problem means that such collective goods will not normally be provided except under 
special circumstances: where all members of a group are obliged to contribute to the 
common good through some form of coercion; where individual members are large 
enough to provide some measure of the good for themselves; where a group is small 
enough to provide social as well as economic incentives for membership compliance; or 
where collective solidarity is underpinned by the provision of ‘selective incentives’—
such as low-cost insurance or expert advice—to members of the group on an individual 
basis. Collective organization, on Olson’s analysis, is thus inherently problematic for 
employers and workers alike, but business organizations are advantaged in many 
industries by oligopolistic concentration which reduces the size of the potential group and 
increases its cohesion, as well as by their superior ability to provide selective incentives. 
At the national level, conversely, he suggests, the business community as a whole forms a 
large group which is neither particularly well organized nor disproportionately powerful. 
In each case, however, the success or failure of collective action remains a simple 
consequence of group members’ rational pursuit of their predetermined economic 
interests.70 

From a Marxist perspective, Offe and Wiesenthal have taken up Olson’s analysis of 
the logic of collective action, while insisting on a fundamental difference in its 
application to the interests of capitalists and workers.71 Capital, in their view, is already 
‘organized’ within the firm, while labour instead is atomized by competition. The 
asymmetrical dependence of labour on capital arising from workers’ inability to 
reproduce themselves outside the labour market means that a broader range of ‘life-
interests’ is involved in organization for workers than for capitalists, while the interests of 
the former are also more heterogeneous than those of the latter. ‘Compared to that of any 
individual member of the working class’, they assert, ‘the interest of a capitalist is far less 
likely to be ambiguous, controversial, or wrongly perceived.’ Hence there are two distinct 
‘logics of collective action’. Workers, unlike capitalists, can only overcome the higher 
costs of collective action by creating a collective identity which changes the standards 
according to which these costs are assessed by each individual member of the group. 
Thus workers’ interests ‘can only be met to the extent that they are partially redefined’, 
and their organizations must ‘simultaneously express and define the interests of their 
members’. ‘Capital associations’, by contrast, need only aggregate and specify the ‘given 
and fixed’ interests of their members, whose formation takes place outside of and prior to 
the organization. Divergences may well arise within business associations—for example, 
between large and small firms, exporters and home-market producers, or competitors in 
labour, capital and product markets. But such internal conflicts are easily resolved 
through the provision of selective incentives because of the limited engagement of 
members’ ‘central life-interests’ within the organization. Thus business organizations, 
unlike trade unions or political parties, have no need for explicit ideology, and 

even if the need to rely on some explicit common understanding of 
interests should come up, the task is an easier one to solve because one 
can assume a presupposed consensus of social, cultural and political 
values, to which one can always refer. 
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The only uncertainty lies in finding the most effective means of securing these ends in 
any given situation.72  

Whatever their disagreements, each of the approaches examined so far assumes that 
collective organization plays a strategically significant function for employers, whether in 
relation to trade unions or the state. But a number of writers have recently questioned this 
assumption from a variety of perspectives. Thus Howard Gospel, for example, argues that 
collective bargaining by employers’ associations represents a ‘delegated’ form of labour 
management which is tendentially displaced as industrial relations are internalized within 
large, hierarchical corporations engaged in mass production and distribution.73 Paul 
Windolf conversely sees an evolutionary tendency towards the growth of enterprise-level 
bargaining arising from the new, flexible forms of work organization and decentralized 
‘productivity coalitions’ demanded by the changing markets and technologies of the 
1980s.74 And theorists of ‘disorganized capitalism’ likewise discern a secular decline of 
employer organization as a result of global trends towards the internationalization of 
capital and the disintegration of mass unionism based on working-class collective 
identities.75 But in each case, as in the previous approaches considered, it is employers’ 
prior economic interests—assumed once again to be fixed and unambiguous—that 
determine their now-declining propensity for collective action. 

The most significant departure from this widespread interpretation of business 
organization as a collective expression of pre-determined interests can be found within 
recent theorizations of neo-corporatism. Early versions of this approach, whether 
advanced by liberals or Marxists, regarded collective organization among employers and 
workers alike as a functional response to growing systemic demands for the incorporation 
of organized interest groups in the economic and political management of advanced 
industrial societies.76 But as the geographical and temporal variability of neo-corporatist 
arrangements has become more apparent, sophisticated proponents of this approach such 
as Schmitter and Streeck have come to see effective employer organization as a necessary 
condition for their success whose existence cannot be taken for granted.77 In contrast to 
Offe and Wiesenthal, these writers argue that employer interests are everywhere 
extremely heterogeneous and their solidarity inherently provisional and precarious. 
Hence, as Streeck observes, 

To speak on behalf of their members, employers associations seem to 
need the support of strong interlocutors, in particular trade unions and 
governments. They also seem to depend on the presence of favourable 
institutional and economic conditions that induce similar individual 
responses of their members and thereby help associations contain the 
strong centrifugal tendencies among their membership.78 

This shift in perspective in turn depends on a fundamental modification of the received 
understanding of interest-group organization as a simple aggregation of membership 
preferences. Thus, as Streeck and Schmitter argue, both employers’ associations and 
trade unions are ‘producers of group interests’. 

Contrary to their dominant image as ‘voluntary organizations’, they are 
much more than passive recipients of preferences put forward by their 
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constituents and clients. Empirical observations of neo-corporatist 
practice, as well as theoretical reasoning, show that organized group 
interests are not given but emerge as a result of a multi-faceted interaction 
between social and organizational structure—whereby the substance of 
the collective interest depends at least as much on the way it is organized, 
as does the structure of the organization on the interest it is to represent.79 

At this point, however, collective action among employers can no longer be derived from 
their prior economic interests, and the constitutive role of organization in redefining those 
interests must therefore be acknowledged for capitalists as for workers. 

Dominant approaches to collective action among employers characteristically assume 
that their organizations represent a simple aggregation of predetermined social and 
economic interests. But, as we have seen, markets and technology do not determine a 
uniquely effective labour strategy for enterprise management, nor do they impose on 
employers an unambiguous set of objective interests in relation to their work-force. 
Broad goals such as profitability or business success may be pursued by a variety of 
means, while differences in institutional structures, expectations and forms of calculation 
will shape perceptions of the optimal course of action in any given circumstances. It 
follows, therefore, that quite similar business groups can arrive at radically divergent 
definitions of their underlying interests in any particular situation.80 

At a deeper theoretical level, it is highly questionable whether objective interests can 
ever be imputed to social actors without reference either to their conscious interpretations 
or to some specific context. There is no self-evident reason to assume that social actors’ 
own assessment of their interests should necessarily correspond—even in the long run—
to an abstract definition put forward by an external observer. Even if interests could be 
taken as given, moreover, their ‘rational’ pursuit by individual actors may give rise to 
collectively sub-optimal outcomes, as in the well-known case of the ‘prisoner’s 
dilemma’. Only by recognizing the limits of their own rationality, sophisticated rational-
choice theorists argue, can human actors overcome these difficulties through the 
development of suitably ‘cooperative games’.81 More radically still, much recent work on 
the methodology of the social sciences suggests that interests should be regarded as 
inherently ambiguous, context-dependent and potentially incoherent. From this 
perspective, interests emerge from an interaction between social actors’ prior 
interpretative framework and the specific situation in which they find themselves, a 
context which includes the discourses and practices of institutions such as employers’ 
associations and trade unions as well as social and economic relationships. From these 
reflections it follows that whatever the objective bases for individualism or collective 
action among employers—as among workers themselves—there can be no way to 
determine in advance which tendency will prove more fundamental.82 

But even if we could ascribe objective interests to employers in relation to their labour 
force, collective organization among them could never be a simple aggregation of such 
interests. On the one hand, some impulses towards collective action remain ineradicable 
for employers because of the persistence of problems that cannot be resolved by the 
internalization of functions within the individual enterprise. Questions such as the 
regulation of local labour markets, the reform of labour law and the political 
representation of business interests all potentially require some degree of coordination 
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among separate firms. As we shall see in the conclusion such coordination, tacit or 
formal, can in fact be observed even in those cases where the internalization of economic 
activity has proceeded furthest, as in Japan and the United States. 

On the other hand, however, collective organization among employers is also 
inherently difficult because of the underlying heterogeneity of business interests arising 
from inter-firm differences in size, market position and geographical location. Employer 
organization is thus intrinsically problematic, and yet it occurs—often on a large scale 
over long periods of time. Nor should it be imagined—pace Offe and Wiesenthal—that 
collective action is necessarily of secondary importance for individual employers. For 
employers, as for workers, collective organization can, on occasion, exert a decisive 
influence over the ‘central life-interests’ of the individual members. Thus participation in 
protracted industrial disputes may bring particular enterprises to the brink of bankruptcy, 
as in the case of the British engineering industry between 1897 and 1922, or on a larger 
scale, the wage policies of national employers’ associations may systematically 
contribute to the demise of weak firms or sectors who could not afford to pay the 
centrally agreed rates, as in Sweden through most of the postwar period.83 

Employers’ associations, like trade unions, are therefore obliged to construct solidarity 
among their members, building coalitions among potentially conflicting interests which 
are redefined by the process of collective organization itself. Such associations are thus 
inherently political bodies whose policies are shaped by internal conflicts in which 
contingent factors such as organizational structure, ideology and leadership may play 
crucial roles, as well as by their relationship with external actors such as trade unions and 
the state.84 Hence, as the rest of this book demonstrates, these relationships form the basis 
of any understanding of how and why collective organization among employers, like 
their individual labour strategies, has varied and continues to vary so widely across 
sectors and countries at different points in time.  
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Employers’ strategies and craft production 

The British shipbuilding industry 1870–1950 
Alastair Reid 

INTRODUCTION 

Until recently, most accounts of the division of labour in capitalist economies have 
assumed that its development led both to the reduction of levels of skill possessed by 
employees and to an increase in the effective control of production by their employers. 
More careful historical research over the last decade has thrown a great deal of doubt on 
the former assumption, as it has been repeatedly discovered not only that technical 
innovation does not always completely dispense with old skills and usually requires new 
ones, but also that large sectors of even the most advanced economies remain committed 
to a variety of customer-specific products and hence to an experienced and adaptable 
work-force.1 This revision of assumptions about skill levels automatically implies a need 
to reassess the effectiveness of employers’ control of production, for workers’ retention 
of skill and discretion, even in the context of machine production, undermines all the 
processes by which it has normally been assumed that the development of capitalism 
increases the power of the capitalist. For example, theories based on the progressive sub-
division of tasks, on the imposition of clearly defined rules and on the separation of 
conception from execution all appear more doubtful in the light of recent historical 
studies of actual divisions of labour. 

If these studies of the workplace imply increasingly serious limitations to the power of 
the capitalist, it is necessary to look more directly at the common assumption that there 
was an inevitable tendency towards greater employers’ control of production. In the 
following discussion of the British shipbuilding industry, this will be done by focusing on 
what can be seen as a series of obstacles, first at the industry level where it will be argued 
that employers’ associations were surprisingly weak in their dealings with trade unions, 
and second at the level of the individual firm where it will be stressed that there were real 
difficulties involved in reducing work-group autonomy within the context of craft 
production. Finally, after considering their inability to overcome obstacles, it will be 
suggested that employers in the British shipbuilding industry, while continually 
attempting to eliminate troublesome behaviour on the part of their work-force, were 
fundamentally not prepared to undertake that direct involvement in the production 
process without which they could not hope for real control. 



THE SHIPBUILDING EMPLOYERS 

From the last decade of the nineteenth century the shipbuilding industry was well known 
for its strong and aggressive employers’ organization. Eventually emerging in 1899 from 
among the earliest of the regional bodies of this type in Britain, the Shipbuilding 
Employers’ Federation (SEF) was, as John Lovell has shown, to be regularly involved in 
fierce national confrontations with the industry’s major unions, most notably in 1908, 
1910 and 1923. However, despite its appearance as a united and determinedly aggressive 
force in industrial relations, the SEF was unable to establish a common policy of any 
substance over the long-term question of innovation in production. The conflicts of the 
1900s were largely concerned with resisting inter-regional wage leap-frogging by the 
Boilermakers’ Society, and with establishing a united bargaining procedure. Their 
outcome was indeed largely formal and procedural, dealing with the fixing of national 
standard time rates but leaving piece-rates and bonuses to be determined at the level of 
the individual firm. Similarly, although these years saw the increasingly coherent 
formulation of a set of employers’ demands for the relaxation of demarcation lines and 
the more flexible use of skilled labour, this too was largely a formal approach—indeed, it 
was specifically designed to leave actual practice up to ad hoc arrangements in individual 
yards.2 The development of the SEF, and its behaviour during national disputes, certainly 
deserves further attention, but the initial impression given both by the national agreement 
of 1909 and by the nature of the records preserved in the archives, is that the regional 
employers’ associations, in close communication with the individual firms, remained the 
central pivot in collective bargaining in shipbuilding and that the national parent body 
was much more of a figure-head than in the engineering industry. In any case, the 
Boilermakers’ Society only tolerated the national procedure for four years, unilaterally 
withdrawing in 1913, so that it had little time to take hold as a major determinant of 
industrial relations. 

The main explanation for this strategic weakness in employers’ organization, in 
shipbuilding as in so many other British industries, lay in the large number of relatively 
small and independent companies and the divergences of interest between them. There 
was, for example, a straightforward division of economic interest between merchant-
shipbuilders and war-shipbuilders, making quite different products and competing in 
quite different markets, which was to lead to friction among the employers during and 
immediately after the First World War. Neither of the markets was perfectly competitive, 
for a large proportion even of merchant-ship contracts were arranged between shippers 
and builders who had institutional or long-standing personal links. However war-
shipbuilding was an even more closed set-up, with a list of Admiralty-approved builders 
and informal agreements between firms on the level of cost estimates to be submitted to 
the government. The war-shipbuilders tended to be more heavily capitalized and more 
broadly equipped with machinery, as much to satisfy the Admiralty’s exacting standards 
as to reach new levels of technical efficiency, and, as a result, they pushed ahead more 
eagerly with pneumatic machinery introduced from the United States in the 1900s which 
was used for closing the rivets which held the steel hull plates together.3 By the outbreak 
of the First World War the war-shipbuilders therefore had, in almost every case, 
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extensive pneumatic plant operated on wage and working agreements that had been 
negotiated independently within each company, usually in the form of percentage 
deductions from the previous standard hand rates for the job and with non-union labour 
employed on the preparatory ‘screwing up’of the plates.4 

When the pressures of war production led the government to push for a general 
introduction of this machinery throughout the shipbuilding industry in 1917, the SEF was 
faced with a series of difficult negotiations: first, because the main union of structural 
steelworkers, the United Society of Boilermakers and Iron and Steel Shipbuilders 
(USBISS) was so strong after three years of wartime full employment that it was able to 
swing the balance towards its own preferred definitions of manning and wage rates; and 
second, because, as a consequence, the employers’ negotiating committee was forced to 
concede national conditions which required the war-ship-builders to make significant 
increases over their existing yard wage agreements and to replace their preparatory 
labourers with USBISS members. In effect, faced with a dual pressure from the 
government and the wartime labour market, the merchant-shipbuilding majority of the 
SEF had sacrificed the interests of the war-shipbuilding part of its membership that had 
practical experience of working pneumatic tools. Indeed, it had conceded to union 
demands to such a degree that the machinery in question was to become significantly less 
attractive as an investment. Thus in pressing the Clyde delegates of the Boilermakers’ 
Society to work harder to get their members fully to accept the new agreement, the 
Chairman of the SEF confessed that there had been much disunity on their side too:5 

Certain of the big firms who have done more than anybody else in 
pneumatic riveting for many years past have worked on better terms than 
that [new] agreement gave them, but, whilst you had difficulty in getting 
your Members to work it, we have had a good deal of difficulty in getting 
our people to think that the agreement which we came to was one which 
we should have done, and I personally have come in for a dressing-down 
for having been a Party to it. 

Another important division between shipbuilding employers was that between regions, 
especially between the two main sites of the industry on the Clyde in the west of Scotland 
and the rivers of the Tyne, Wear and Tees on the north-east coast of England. This had an 
economic component, since the Clyde was more biased towards passenger-liner building 
and the north-east coast towards general cargo shipbuilding,6 but overlaid on that was a 
deep divergence in attitudes towards industrial relations which was equally strong in the 
other industries in each region. Broadly speaking, the west of Scotland employers were 
more authoritarian and more anti-union, keen to seize any opportunity to weaken or even 
destroy labour organizations. By contrast, employers on the north-east coast tried to avoid 
conflicts with their men over basic principles and were almost always prepared to enter 
negotiations: it was therefore no accident that the head offices of the main shipbuilding 
unions gradually moved to Newcastle upon Tyne. The precise explanation for this 
regional divergence is not yet clear, but it is worth pointing out that Glasgow was also 
notorious for the authoritarianism of its local government, and it may well be that this had 
deep roots in the distinctive political and religious development of Scotland, with its 
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significantly less paternalistic social legislation and its more intrusive post-Reformation 
church.7 

At any rate, the difference in attitudes became particularly marked on the industrial 
front in the 1900s when, in the aftermath of the famous engineering lock-out of 1897–8, 
many Clyde employers wanted to impose the same strict rules on ‘managerial 
prerogatives’ as they felt the engineering employers had won.8 Accordingly, they began 
to work out detailed proposals on yard management which, on the one hand, followed the 
bargaining procedures by then in force in engineering, but, at the same time, made 
amendments with regard to work organization to adapt it to shipbuilding conditions, 
emphasizing employers’ control over the numbers of apprentices and the lines of 
demarcation between occupations much more than machine manning. At first the 
shipbuilding employers on the Tyne followed this initiative with interest, but when it 
became clear that some of the Clyde shipyards actually wanted to do something about it 
and were prepared to face up to a national strike, the employers on the north-east coast 
backed off rapidly. Something of this divergence was revealed in an interesting 
correspondence between G.V.Hunter of Tyneside and John Inglis of Clydeside.9 
According to Hunter: 

We in the North of England…want to work by agreement with the Trade 
Unions, we think we can manage the men better by so doing… I think it 
will be necessary for some of the Scottish shipbuilders, who are more in 
earnest and more advanced in their ideas than we are to discuss the 
business with all our Members in this district and try to convert those 
among us who are opposed to action being taken at present… 

to which Inglis replied in a more aggressive tone:  

For my part I believe the Union leaders only require to be convinced that 
they have a united body of employers to face—they are all mighty fearful 
of their funds… Personally I have no objection to begin by trying to work 
with the Unions—if they will not hear reason I am equally ready to fight 
them. 

While their internal resolve was weakened by this divergence of attitude, the proposed 
shipbuilding employers’ offensive over managerial power was finally undermined by a 
further factor: their inability to get joint action from employers in the neighbouring 
engineering industry with its over-lapping labour market. The dominant factions within 
the Engineering Employers’ Federation felt they had achieved their aims in 1897–8 and 
were therefore unwilling to prejudice either that achievement itself or their members’ 
market positions by closing down boiler shops in which members of the major 
shipbuilding unions were working outside marine engineering. Because of the large 
numbers of men involved, the absence of such a guarantee meant that the shipbuilding 
employers could not be sure that the balance of power really was on their side, and the 
whole scheme quietly faded away early in 1905. Although a bargaining procedure similar 
to that imposed by the engineering employers was later enforced after a series of disputes 
in shipbuilding between 1906 and 1909, there was to be no major victory for the 
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employers over the organization of work and the elaborate structure of bargaining was 
itself eventually abandoned in 1913, once the Boilermakers’ Society had been able to 
rebuild its financial base in the prewar boom.10 

Finally, we may note a further division between employers simply over the extent to 
which they showed a real interest in the radical reorganization of production. One striking 
instance of this has been demonstrated by Alan McKinlay in the case of Clydeside 
shipbuilding employers’ attitudes in the 1920s towards new technology for punching 
rivet holes in plates.11 Because the machines could greatly increase productivity in this 
one aspect of platers’ work, some firms began to propose a more rigid sub-division of 
these men’s tasks, involving the dissolution of the traditional squads and the 
incorporation of their leading men into the supervisory and technical staff of the firm. 
However, given the strength of the Boilermakers’ Society, such a step could only be 
taken on an industry-wide basis and this was not forthcoming as most of the firms, even 
in this hard-line region, were concerned that such a division of labour would be too 
inflexible and therefore lead to higher overheads. The importance of this case is that the 
difference of attitude cannot be traced to the most obvious divergences of economic 
interest in the industry, as major war-shipbuilding firms like John Brown and Beardmore 
found themselves on opposite sides of the fence, and even though it was small firms 
which were the most vocal in demanding radical changes, large firms, like Brown, were 
also associated with them. It seems, then, to have been simply a difference of opinion, 
possibly the result of those who happened to be in charge of the yards at the time, 
possibly the product of distinct traditions of company management. 

Thus despite the existence of a permanent national body representing the employers in 
industrial bargaining, their interests were in fact sufficiently divergent to make unity 
around a common policy that went beyond standard rates and hours very difficult to 
maintain. We have noted differences over the introduction of machinery, divergences of 
attitude between regions leading to divergences over the degree of managerial authority 
desired and a difference of opinion even between employers in the same region and 
product market over the extent to which rationalization ought to be pursued. That this 
disunity between the employers was a large part of the explanation of their lack of 
effective power in the shipbuilding industry was very clear to James Lithgow, the major 
cargo-shipbuilder on the Clyde. Writing to another company in 1914 during a conflict 
caused by severe competition between the two employers over skilled labour, he stated:12 

Our opinion is that Shipbuilders have themselves very largely to thank for 
Ninety per cent of the trouble which takes place with workmen. When 
trouble arises the interests of the various Shipbuilders appear so 
antagonistic, that our experience has shown that in a great many cases, 
some individual firm is left to do the fighting and if they are not strong 
enough to do so, all kinds of unreasonable demands are conceded, and 
whatever is done in one yard is used as a precedent in other cases. 

And with even more penetration, William Denny had remarked as early as 1877:13 

The Clyde has fought with the Tyne, the Thames and the Mersey, and on 
the Clyde every master has contested with every other for the work to be 
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done…. This free competition of master against master has been the secret 
of this country’s advance as a manufacturing nation…. A single master 
dreads his workmen less than his fellow-master, and his profits are more 
reduced by their competition than by any amount of strikes and shortening 
of hours. 

THE LOGIC OF CRAFT PRODUCTION 

Despite these divergences over specific issues which made common action between firms 
over the organization of work unusual, British shipbuilding employers did share a 
common commitment to the general features of craft production, that is, the use of 
labour-intensive methods with a devolved structure of management.14 Once again a large 
part of the explanation for these features of the industry can be formulated in terms of a 
series of obstacles to the employers’ direct control of the production process. 

First of all, there was the fundamental, but frequently overlooked, problem of the 
inadequacy of the available technology. For although the inventors and promoters of new 
machinery were always confident of its ability to displace manual skills, its actual 
application in particular industrial situations frequently led to much less satisfactory 
results. This was particularly the case in shipbuilding where the production process was 
dispersed over a wide area and the product was subjected to unusually severe stresses in 
use. Thus the central technical problem to be solved was that of the efficient and sound 
assembly of the various components, especially the steel items composing the basic 
structure of the vessel. Hydraulic methods of riveting, which had increased per capita 
output by up to nine times in boiler shops as early as the 1860s, turned out to be of little 
use in shipyards because any equipment with the necessary reach to rivet hull plates was 
impossibly heavy to move around, and, in any case, could not produce the flush effect 
required to reduce water resistance without distortions in the plates during assembly. It 
was therefore restricted to heavy internal items and by the 1900s was still only being used 
on under 5 per cent of shipyard riveting.15 Similarly, pneumatic riveting, quite apart from 
the question of its economic efficiency under union-imposed wage rates and working 
conditions, and even though it was considerably easier to move around the yard, was 
suspected of not producing a tight enough bonding of hull plates to guarantee water 
tightness. As a result it was restricted to lighter internal and superstructural items 
amounting, as late as the 1920s, to only 25 per cent of shipyard riveting.16 A further 
technical breakthrough in this area of shipyard activity was the process of welding plates 
together by using high temperatures to melt a bonding agent along the joints. But 
although this held out the prospect of an even smoother surface and an even li lighter 
vessel, it was many years before the customers were convinced that ship design and work 
practices had advanced sufficiently to guarantee a safe and lasting product: in 1936, less 
than 1 per cent of shipyard labour used welding equipment. And, as Edward Lorenz has 
shown, even when this technology was more widely introduced during and after the 
Second World War in the context of standardization and rationalization of yard layout, it 
st still could not replace skilled hand labour at dispersed work sites.17 Similar problems at 
the assembly stage afflicted the major outfitting trades, so that in marine engineering, 
plumbing, electrical work, joinery, and even in painting, as in boilermaking, the workers 
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involved in shipbuilding have been required to possess high levels of manual skill right 
up to the present day. Even the extreme pressures of the First World War, normally 
thought to have led to a marked reduction in skill levels through dilution with female li 
labour, made little impression on shipbuilding.18 The words of the naval a architect David 
Pollock in the 1880s applied throughout our period:19 

Since the early days of iron shipbuilding, when hand labour entered 
largely into almost all the operations of the shipyard, the field of its 
application has been gradually narrowed by the employment of machin-
ery. The past few years have been uncommonly fruitful of changes in this 
direction, and many things point to the likelihood of manual work still 
more largely superseded by machine power in the immediate future. Such 
changes, however, have not, as might be assumed, had any very sensible 
effect in diminishing the number of operatives generally employed. The 
influence has rather been absorbed in the greatly increased rate of 
production, and the elaboration and enhanced refinement of detail 
demanded by the much more exacting standard of modern times. The need 
for skilled handicraftsmen may not now be so general, but the skill which 
is still indispensable is of a higher calibre, and has called into existence 
several almost entirely new classes of shipyard operatives. 

The second feature of the industry which might also be considered as a major obstacle to 
managerial rationalization was the intensity of fluctuation in the demand for the product. 
There were a number of contributory factors to this, including the low level of 
replacement demand for capital goods and the long period of construction of even the 
average type of vessel, and their precise weighting in the final outcome has been much 
debated by economists. However, the result for shipbuilding employers was clear: in 
view of the long periods of idleness in the industry and its very sharp peaks of intense 
activity, it was preferable for an employer to rely as much as possible on manual labour 
which could be dispensed with when not required, rather than to invest in capital 
equipment which could become an intolerable financial burden.20 Closely interconnected 
with these severe fluctuations was the employers’ continued commitment to particular 
customers and to highly specialized products tailored to their needs. Here again it is 
probably futile to search for ultimate causes, but it is clear both that firms producing for 
narrow and specialized markets are more prone to fluctuations in output, and that 
attachment to particular customers provided some sort of safe-guard against the full 
impact of depressions. The net result, once again, was to intensify the employers’ 
dependence on skilled labour which could absorb experiments with new designs and the 
changing needs of valued customers, even in the course of construction of a single vessel. 

Thus one of the most deeply entrenched features of the industry was the 
subcontracting of whole sections of the work on the vessel to squads of skilled workmen 
who were given only the vaguest of instructions and then left to organize the work among 
themselves. Right up to the 1960s it was far from uncommon for squads of platers to take 
the measurements of plates required from the gaps left in the half-completed hull, and it 
was unusual for squads in any trade to be given a precise time-limit for the completion of 
their tasks.21 As John Hill, leader of the boilermakers’ union between the wars put it:22 
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[squad leaders] are not only highly skilled craftsmen, but they have that 
other qualification of being capable organisers of squads. They take the 
whole care and responsibility from the management and staff very largely. 
It is simply a matter, when the job comes along, of the foreman saying to 
Mr. So-and-so, ‘Here you are; these are plans of that job: get along with 
it’ and there is no need to look after them and watch them and see if they 
are doing it right, or to hurry them on with the job. The whole work is 
taken and managed so successfully that it is not so much the price as the 
skill and organisation of the squad that tells in the long run. 

These then, in outline, were the central problems at the level of the firm, and though a 
minority of owners and managers might periodically project some major rationalization 
of shipyard production, the majority were practical enough to realize that that would not 
be feasible short of further major progress in the technology of steel assembly and a 
decisive shift of production preferences towards standardization. Since neither of these 
was evident in the industry until the 1950s, the shipbuilding employers in the period 
under consideration continued to make do with an archetypal case of craft production 
and, though they might try to increase their control through stricter supervision, improved 
incentive payments and schemes for reducing labour turnover, these could at best provide 
only tactical improvements in a situation in which they had already conceded strategic 
autonomy to their skilled workers. 

Moreover, because of their adoption of labour-intensive methods as a response to 
severe fluctuations in output they were deprived of one major weapon in the battle for 
control: paternalism. Shipyards were indeed large enough, both physically and 
economically, to dominate the surrounding neighbourhood, as is clear in the virtual 
identification of yards and communities on the down-river sites: Dennystown on the 
Clyde, Vickers-town in Barrow, and most famous of all, Palmerstown at Jarrow on the 
Tyne. In these and other localities the firm was not only the biggest local employer but 
usually also financed local amenities like public parks, libraries and hospitals. However, 
because of the policy of regularly laying off large sections of the labour force, it was 
impossible to build up an effective relation of paternalism with the work-force: company 
housing was usually provided only for foremen and a minority of key technical workers, 
company welfare was usually restricted to minimal contributory accident insurance, and 
there is little evidence of any deep-seated loyalty to firms among the mass of their 
employees.23 Since even the steadiest of men spent only around a third of their working 
lives in the yard nearest their homes and relied for welfare provision on their union up to 
the First World War, and increasingly on the state thereafter, there was no effective basis 
for employers to establish a leverage of persuasion or coercion outside the immediate 
relationship of the short-term employment contract. 

Within that context their main agents of labour discipline were the foremen but these 
supervisors were, as Joseph Melling has shown, far from being simple tools of 
management. Given the ad hoc nature of craft production, foremen had to be capable of 
efficient work in the trade that they supervised in order to demonstrate what was 
required. They were therefore almost universally recruited from among the skilled 
workers, and they frequently remained as members of their original trade unions in order 
to retain their entitlements to sickness pay and retirement pensions. During the 1900s the 
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shipbuilding employers tried very hard to detach foremen from the influence of the 
skilled men and their unions by joining an employers’ welfare fund known as the 
Foremen’s Mutual Benefit Society, but this had only partial success: the foremen were 
still to be found siding with the workers under them, especially over issues of 
demarcation between occupations, and they temporarily formed an independent trade 
union of their own during the First World War.24 Even during the inter-war years of high 
unemployment, the foremen proved to be an unreliable tool of supervisory control, for 
they preferred to carry on offering customary allowances for obstructed riveting work and 
employing the usual numbers of skilled journeymen, in the face of employers’ pressure to 
cut back wages to the standard rates and employ more juvenile labour.25 

In the absence of an unmediated system of supervision, shipyard employers attempted 
to increase their control over production by introducing systems of incentive payment. 
However, remuneration by the amount produced rather than by the hours worked was 
ultimately no solution, for despite the enthusiasm with which many employers greeted 
them in the 1870s, piece-rate systems were soon undermined by contradictory pressures. 
If the rates offered were genuinely rewarding and the men responded by working really 
hard, they ended up by earning wages which were regarded as ridiculously high, not only 
because they added to yard costs but also because they undermined the status hierarchy 
between manual workers, white-collar workers and supervisory staff. When, on the other 
hand, the employers took steps to avoid such an outcome and to reduce the total wages by 
cutting the rate per item, the men simply responded by developing deeply entrenched 
restrictions on output in order to avoid having to work harder for the same take-home 
pay.26 The Premium Bonus System, introduced in metalworking increasingly after 1897, 
seemed at first to offer a way out of this situation for, by systematically reducing the 
wage increment for each extra unit of time saved on a task, it promised to set an 
automatic upper limit on manual workers’ earnings whilst still providing an incentive for 
effort. However, when introduced into a context riddled with restrictive practices, bonus 
systems fell foul of exactly the same contradictory pressures as piece-rates: the initial 
standard times set for tasks could be beaten by large margins when workers put in a real 
effort, the employers’ response was to reduce the standard time allowed and the men 
therefore immediately re-imposed restrictive practices.27 In any case neither piece-rates 
nor the Premium Bonus System were entirely suitable for the bulk of shipbuilding tasks 
as most of the industry’s workers could not be observed at one work-site, and the time 
taken for essentially similar tasks could vary enormously depending on where they were 
performed, thus requiring a complex system of customary bonuses for obstructed work 
which undermined the basic principle of incentive payments. 

The most obvious symptoms of this double failure to impose either an effective system 
of supervision or an effective method of incentive payment were chronic absenteeism and 
very high levels of labour turnover. Not only was it rare for the squads to return from 
their periods of holiday promptly, it was common for them to take substantial amounts of 
time off within the normal working week, most commonly on a Monday. In 
contemporary discussions, an excessive weight of blame was usually laid on heavy 
drinking at the weekends, but while it may be valid to emphasize a relatively high leisure 
preference behind this practice, it was also bound up with strategies for maintaining 
weekly earnings, either by pushing as much work as possible into periods of overtime 
pay, or by restricting output to maintain piece-rates, or both. Thus figures from the Clyde 
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indicate a significant increase in rates of absenteeism in periods of greater output, when it 
reached an average of a day a week in the case of piece-working boilermakers and a 
quarter of a day a week even in the case of time-working shipwrights and joiners.28 

As if this was not bad enough, shipbuilding employers were also confronted by their 
skilled workers’ excessively independent movement around the labour market from firm 
to firm, frequently leaving their current contracts uncompleted after the most 
remunerative parts had been done. Once again, they frequently sought an explanation in 
the moral failings of the work-force, but again the truth was to be found in more mundane 
and rational economic calculation. Whereas in the case of absenteeism within the 
working week the root cause was the employers’ unwillingness to give a genuine reward 
for effort, in the case of labour mobility the root cause was their willingness to offer 
bonuses and extras to attract skilled labour from their rivals in periods of high activity. 
Thus in both cases they really only had themselves to blame, and if in the one case the 
solution would have been to offer more generous wages, in the other it would have been 
to reach some agreement between themselves to divide up the labour supply more 
rationally. However, just as their collective organization at national level foundered over 
differences of economic interest, so attempts at coordination of local labour markets were 
usually hindered by the intense competition between firms. The preferred device was the 
‘character’ or ‘discharge’ note that each workman was to be required to get whenever he 
left a yard and each employer was to insist on seeing before taking on a new workman, in 
order to check on whether he had completed his previous contract. Until 1906 these had 
been operating only at the discretion of particular firms, but thereafter the regional 
employers’ associations attempted to operate a more coherent surveillance of the labour 
market. This continued up to the First World War but in periods of prosperity and full 
employment, when it was needed the most, the discharge-note scheme tended to break 
down, not only because of union resistance but also because of the urgency of each 
employer’s demand for labour: there is evidence that they accepted men without notes, 
took on men they knew were using aliases and frequently sent their own agents to poach 
skilled workers from outside each other’s yard gates.29 

CONCLUSIONS 

Given the limited nature of the technology available, their own preference for customer-
specific production and their inability to organize a united front within the industry, 
British shipbuilding employers were inevitably committed to labour-intensive, low-
supervision methods and to a work-force with high levels of technical skill and task 
discretion. Thus the industry’s work-force was not confronted with any significant 
pressures towards a major transformation in technology or work organization, and the 
main characteristics of craft production were not determined by the existence of strong 
craft unions—rather the contrary. The industry’s very strong trade unions developed 
partly as a result of the real skills and functional importance of the craftsmen and partly 
as a result of the high levels of labour mobility in such a fluctuating industry, which 
required generous union welfare and unemployment benefits. However, on the basis of 
their intrinsically strong bargaining-position and their large financial reserves the unions, 
especially the Boilermakers’ Society, were able to take substantial control over the lines 
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of demarcation between occupations, the regulation of apprenticeship training and the 
manning of machinery, thus making a significant negative impact on industrial efficiency 
at the margin.30 Moreover, on the foundation of their strategic autonomy, shipbuilding 
workers have been able to mount some of the country’s most effective protests against 
company closures in years of recession—for example, the Jarrow March of 1936 and the 
work-in at Upper Clyde Shipbuilders in 1971, both of which threatened to undermine 
employers’ freedom of action even in the sphere of investment decisions.31 

Why then did the shipbuilding employers tolerate such a situation? One part of the 
answer is that despite all of the problems and difficulties which they faced in the 
management of skilled labour, they too were able to push the margin of efficiency in their 
favour by means other than a complete transformation of production. For example, the 
increasing scale of vessels, especially in the 1890s and 1900s, automatically gave rise to 
increases in productivity, as volume increased more rapidly than surface area, so that 
carrying capacity increased more quickly than the amount of work required for 
construction. At the same time many employers deliberately pursued working-methods 
which made use of larger steel plates, thus reducing the amount of cutting and bending 
required and even more substantially reducing the amount of riveting required in joining 
them together. Further ways of reducing the amount of riveting, without mechanizing the 
trade, included overlapping the plates rather than joining them with ‘butt-straps’ (which 
required only one rather than two rows of rivets) and ‘joggling’ the plates by kinking the 
edges of the outer rows to bring them closer to the frames (which eliminated packing 
between frames and plates and reduced the size of the rivets required).32 

There was considerably less improvement among the outfitting trades, although even 
here a gratuitous benefit was gained through the increasing division of labour and 
application of machinery in the production of components: pipes, paint and, above all, 
wooden items, where the wood-cutting machines introduced from the United States in the 
1870s led to an overall increase in the efficiency of the joinery department by as much as 
60 per cent.33 Finally, we may note that whereas machinery rarely displaced skill, it did 
frequently either supplement or replace manual effort. Thus while the hydraulic plate-
shaping and beam-bending equipment introduced from the 1870s did not reduce the 
status and indispensability of the platers, it did reduce the physical effort required from 
their large gangs of helpers. Similarly, the improvement of cranes and haulage 
equipment, especially in the 1920s, led to a substantial cost saving in the least skilled 
groups of fetching and carrying labour.34 

However, important as these other avenues for increasing efficiency were, they do not 
account for the whole of the shipbuilding employers’ attitudes. Perhaps, strange as it may 
at first seem, they were in fact deeply committed not only to a high level of manual skill 
but also to a high level of independence on the part of their work-force. We have already 
seen some of the economic bases for such a preference, above all the desire for flexibility 
in the work process and the choice of low overheads in depressions rather than a 
paternalistic employment strategy. To these may also be added an almost instinctive 
dislike for the extra burden of white-collar salaries implied by the more systematic 
costing and supervision of manual labour, an objection which was usually sufficient to 
sink any such proposals brought up before the industry’s regional technical 
associations.35 
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But might it not be that there were even deeper instincts involved, which produced a 
distinctive set of managerial values stressing not only high quality in the product but also 
a high level of self-reliance and independence in the work-force? Documenting this more 
precisely is a difficult task, especially as so many of the lengthy employers’ statements 
on record in the twentieth century are forceful attacks on craft privileges and restrictions. 
However, it may be suggested that even from these it emerges that the central objection 
to trade unionism was formulated in terms of its imposition of collective restrictions on 
individual initiative which, if left to itself, would reap the full rewards of piece-rates.36 
Similarly, during the introduction of piece-work in the 1870s, its most vocal champions 
among the employers argued that it would produce a more independent, intelligent and 
innovative attitude among the work-force which would have its roots in a more open 
employment contract:37  

You never see a piece-worker running to his work at the approach of his 
employer or foreman. He knows he is giving an equivalent for his wages, 
and that he has the right to choose his own way of doing his work, and in 
his own time too. This makes a marked distinction between the piece-
worker and the time-worker. The former feels that he and his master have 
contracted and fulfilled a bargain, and that all scores are clear between 
them. 

Perhaps these attitudes were unique to shipbuilding or to the craft sections of the 
economy, but it may be that they were a wider manifestation within the organization of 
production itself of that liberal mainstream in British social and political life which Alan 
Fox has emphasized in his recent account of the development of collective-bargaining 
institutions.38 International comparison certainly indicates a relatively slow development 
of bureaucratic management and mass production in Britain, without making it entirely 
clear where the emphasis should be placed in analysing the interaction between 
employers’ attitudes and strong occupational trade unions.39 One of the implications of 
this study is that more weight ought to be placed on the lack of a strong desire among the 
employers to move away from established craft methods, not only for sound economic 
reasons but possibly also for political and social ones. 

This study of the British shipbuilding industry therefore throws further doubt on the 
most commonly prevailing assumptions about the development of capitalist economies. 
For not only did employees retain high levels of skill and workplace autonomy, it also 
appears that their employers made no sustained attempts to increase their effective 
control of production and may even have had an implicit commitment to the 
independence of skilled labour. It therefore becomes important to clarify the intellectual 
origins of our common assumptions, and here the root of the problem is that most of the 
major theories about historical trends in modern economies have been devised by 
intellectuals deeply disenchanted with them and determined to demonstrate that Western 
European countries were not, contrary to establishment claims, generating more genuine 
human freedoms. As a result their theories, especially those of Marx and Weber, have 
usually been designed to show how an early phase of individualism and apparent freedom 
would inevitably be replaced by a later phase of ever-tightening organization which 
would reveal the true nature of modern capitalism, whether as a result of monopolies 
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emerging out of markets or of bureaucracies emerging from the search for efficiency. 
Unfortunately, even scholars with different political outlooks have tended to capitulate 
before the superficially systematic approach of these theorists, and their assumptions, 
which are certainly inappropriate for the British case, have consequently become almost 
universal. Surely the time has now come, with the accumulation of so many empirical 
counter-examples, to move on from qualification and revision to a fundamental recasting 
of our basic assump-tions about the development of modern societies? And surely this 
must also involve not only the now customary criticism of economic determinism but 
also a radical reconsideration of the dynamics of economic change itself? 
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2  
The internal politics of employer 

organization 
The Engineering Employers’ Federation 1896–1939 

Jonathan Zeitlin 

INTRODUCTION 

British employers have become notorious for their lack of collective solidarity. By 
contrast to their German, Scandinavian and even American counterparts, it is widely 
agreed, employers’ associations in Britain have typically lacked internal coherence and 
capacity for sustained offensive action, whether at the peak or the sectoral level. As a 
result, it is often argued, British employers have proved less successful in defending 
managerial authority within the enterprise and maintaining orderly bargaining 
arrangements within the wider labour market than their competitors in many (but by no 
means all) advanced industrial economies.1 

These international contrasts have evident force when applied to the postwar world of 
fragmented workplace bargaining and strong shop-steward organizations in which they 
were originally formulated. But how far do they hold good for the period before the 
Second World War, when Britain’s national bargaining system was widely admired by 
foreign observers and her employers’ associations often served as a model for similar 
organizations abroad? No case is better placed to test the limits of employer collective 
action among employers in prewar Britain than that of the Engineering Employers’ 
Federation (EEF). Alone among British employers’ associations, the EEF mounted 
successful national lock-outs against trade unions to enforce recognition of managerial 
prerogatives in 1897–8 and again in 1922, while the disputes procedure it imposed at the 
turn of the century remained in place with minimal modification until 1971. By the 
1920s, the Federation had also constructed a centralized system of national wage 
bargaining which it maintained intact through depression and recovery well into the 
postwar period.2 However much the subsequent decline of national bargaining has 
tarnished the EEF’s image, before 1939 it is surely there if anywhere in British industry 
that a unified, cohesive and effective example of employer solidarity might be found. 

Despite the EEF’s undoubted achievements, however, an examination of its internal 
politics reveals a rather more complex and problematic picture. Engineering employers, 
as this chapter seeks to demonstrate, were deeply divided amongst themselves by sectoral 
and regional cleavages as well as inter-firm rivalries. The creation of a national 
employers’ organization in the late 1890s was thus a delicate and contingent exercise in 
coalition-building rather than a natural consequence of some underlying unity of 
interests. Only in exceptional circumstances, as its leaders realized, could the EEF 
mobilize its diverse membership behind a national lock-out, while the growing possibility 



of government intervention increased still further the risks of a confrontational strategy. 
The Federation leadership was thus drawn towards the pursuit of a durable 
accommodation with organized labour—particularly during the highly politicized years 
of reconstruction after the First World War. But the EEF’s freedom of manoeuvre in 
implementing this strategy was circumscribed by internal dissent as well as by the 
unions’ inability to deliver their members’ compliance with national agreements. The 
reassertion of managerial authority through a renewed lock-out in 1922 was thus a 
second-best solution to the stalemate in national negotiations, and the Federation’s 
resounding victory over the unions paradoxically laid the foundations for the subsequent 
decay of employer solidarity by undermining the leverage of the central authorities on 
both sides over their members. 

A DIFFICULT BIRTH, 1850–98 

Few industries are so heterogeneous as engineering. Indeed, it is less a single industry 
than a congeries of distinct but overlapping sectors linked by a common set of 
metalworking processes and the manual skills associated with them. In late nineteenth 
and early twentieth-century Britain, the most important such sectors were textile, railway 
and marine engineering, though significant clusters of firms could also be found 
specializing in the manufacture of armaments, machine tools and many other types of 
capital equipment. Motor vehicles, cycles and electrical engineering already accounted 
for a sizeable proportion of output before 1914, and their share of the total would increase 
dramatically between the wars. Product markets differed considerably from sector to 
sector, resulting in major variations in profitability, exposure to competition, experience 
of the trade cycle, and the mix of skills employed. Individual sectors were typically 
concentrated in particular districts, and regional patterns of growth and development were 
highly uneven. Within each sector and district, finally, there were pronounced disparities 
in size and resources between companies, with a handful of giant enterprises employing 
5,000 workers or more at one extreme, and several thousand small and medium-sized 
general engineering firms, often operating as subcontractors, at the other. Yet the 
boundaries of particular sectors remained fluid, and firms and workers alike might move 
between them at different points of the trade cycle, giving rise to interconnected labour 
markets across the industry as a whole.3 

Under these conditions, it is hardly surprising that it proved so difficult to construct a 
national organization of engineering employers during the second half of the nineteenth 
century. Periodic attempts at national collaboration among employers failed to overcome 
persistent sectoral and regional divisions, while bitter rivalries between individual firms 
often undermined collective responses to union demands at a local level. In 1852 a 
coalition of masters in Lancashire and London, the two major centres of the industry, 
crushed the newly formed Amalgamated Society of Engineers (ASE) in a major lock-out 
over craft regulation and managerial control, imposing the non-union ‘document’ on the 
defeated workers. But no permanent organization followed this victory, while the 
expansion and diversification of demand for British engineering products gradually 
reestablished employers’ dependence on skilled labour in the production process. These 
trends in turn allowed the ASE to rebuild its membership and revive its regulation of 
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wages and working conditions by picking off individual employers during the 1850s and 
1860s. While local employers’ associations had been formed in a number of engineering 
centres during the 1860s, it was the unexpected success of the nine-hours strikes in 1871 
which sparked off the first serious attempt to establish a national organization. Although 
the initiative for inter-regional collaboration came from New-castle manufacturer 
William Armstrong, the movement foundered on conflicts between inland and marine 
districts, and most of the latter held aloof from what became the Iron Trades Employers’ 
Association (ITEA). By the mid-1880s, this organization had branches in seventeen 
districts, and played an active role in promoting resistance to union demands by 
providing financial support to individual firms, supplying blackleg labour, and using 
black lists and ‘enquiry notes’ to prevent strikers from obtaining employment elsewhere. 
But the ITEA did not engage in collective bargaining and remained a loose confederation 
of local employers’ associations without the power to undertake national action.4 

During the depressed years of the 1870s and 1880s, British engineering employers had 
sought with considerable success to cheapen and intensify skilled labour within the 
existing organization of production, through methods such as piece-work, systematic 
overtime, the multiplication of apprentices and the promotion of semi-skilled ‘handymn’ 
and boys onto simpler types of machinery. As the trade cycle turned up from the late 
1880s, the ASE and other unions launched a major offensive to regain ground lost to the 
employers during the previous decades and re-establish their control over the labour 
market. This movement was centred above all in the marine districts, whose connection 
with the sharp cyclical fluctuations of the shipbuilding industry encouraged workers to 
take the fullest possible advantage of the leverage afforded by a boom by pressing for 
wage advances, hours reductions and tighter restrictions on overtime, piece-work, 
machine manning, demarcation and apprenticeship ratios. The sharp downturn of trade 
after 1893 shifted the focus of union militancy to reductions in working hours aimed at 
containing unemployment. Only deepening recession in 1895 halted the national 
campaign for an eight-hour day, but not before a significant body of employers had 
acceded to union demands.5 

It was this resurgence of craft militancy which provided the impetus for renewed 
attempts to create a national organization of engineering employers. In 1889 the Clyde 
masters, who had remained outside the ITEA, invited firms throughout the country to 
participate in a new National Federation of Engineering and Shipbuilding Employers. But 
the response was disappointing outside the marine districts, and the emergent 
organization was dominated by firms whose primary interests lay in shipbuilding. 
Meanwhile, the local employers’ associations on the three rivers of the north-east coast 
had been developing wider forms of coordination and mutual support to counteract the 
unions’ leap-frogging tactics, including regional black lists, sympathetic lock-outs and a 
strike insurance scheme. By the mid-1890s the north-east employers too were seeking 
closer cooperation with other districts, but the decisive step towards national organization 
was taken in the Clyde-Belfast dispute of 1895, where support from the Clyde masters 
proved instrumental in forcing the ASE to moderate its demand for a wage advance on 
the other side of the North Channel.6 

The success of concerted action in the Clyde-Belfast dispute prompted employers 
from the major marine districts to place their collaboration on a more permanent footing, 
and the Engineering Employers’ Federation (EEF) was formed officially in April 1896. 
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The new organization was governed by an elected Executive Board with regional 
representatives, while subscriptions and voting power were proportional to the total wage 
bill of each association. The EEF took as its objective the coordination of employer 
resistance to union demands across the whole spectrum of contested issues from wages 
and hours to machine manning, payment systems and ‘interference with foremen’. 
Federation decisions were to be binding on local associations, which were prohibited 
from independent action on matters of general importance without consulting the 
executive, and central authority was given added teeth by powers to subsidize firms for 
strike losses incurred while following its instructions.7 

At the outset, membership was confined to Barrow, Belfast, the Clyde and the north-
east coast, but the Federation’s leaders—notably its first President, Colonel Dyer of 
Armstrong’s—soon set out to build it into a truly national organization. They were 
assisted in this project by the mounting tensions between employers and skilled workers 
associated with the diffusion from the mid-1890s of American-model machine tools such 
as capstan and turret lathes, grinders and milling machines. The ASE was determined to 
capture the new equipment for its members, and a series of strikes over machine manning 
ensued. One such dispute provoked the EEF to threaten a national lock-out in August 
1896, and by November it had embarked on a coordinated campaign of resistance to 
union claims in the name of employers’ property rights in the machines. While the 
practical impact of the new technology remained limited, the ASE’s demands for 
exclusive rights to work it raised issues of principle which also applied to a much wider 
range of equipment. In the context of growing fears of foreign competition, these 
conflicts over mechanization proved a powerful force for convincing engineering 
employers in different sectors that common interests outweighed historic antagonisms, 
and Manchester became the first inland district to join the EEF in March 1897.8 In the 
event, however, it was not the machine question but the revival of union demands for the 
eight-hour day that triggered the national lock-out of 1897–8. The weakly organized 
London employers had remained outside the EEF, and metropolitan resistance to the 
eight-hour day began to collapse in the face of pressure from a joint committee of 
engineering and shipbuilding unions during the spring of 1897. In a desperate effort to 
staunch the flow of defeats, the London employers applied for membership in the EEF, 
which seized the opportunity to widen its sphere of influence by threatening to lock out 
union members nationally until the shorter-hours demand was withdrawn. The ASE stood 
its ground and the lock-out began in July 1897.9 

The EEF was well prepared for this confrontation. Plans had been laid for a strike levy 
on member firms, a benefit society to detach supervisors from the unions, an ample 
supply of blacklegs and the generalization of the ‘enquiry note’ system. Resistance to the 
eight-hour day provided propitious ground on which to mobilize employers from diverse 
sectors and districts, since a substantial reduction in working hours would reduce 
productivity, raise costs and undermine the competitive position of firms across the 
industry as a whole. Employers facing very different material circumstances could 
likewise rally behind the Federation’s principled defence of managerial prerogatives, 
while the disputed machine question enabled the EEF to brand the ASE as enemies of 
progress and property in the eyes of public opinion. Most of the provincial branches of 
the ITEA affiliated to the EEF during the course of the lock-out, and membership of the 
Federation expanded from 180 firms at the outset to 702 at its close. Yet the solidarity 
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and unanimity among engineering employers during the dispute should not be 
exaggerated. Leading employers such as Benjamin Browne and William Mather sought 
to broker a compromise settlement through the Board of Trade, and there were notable 
abstentions and defections from Federation membership among textile-machinery 
manufacturers, marine engineers and the great railway workshops. At the height of the 
lock-out only 25 per cent of ASE members were affected, with considerable variations in 
the proportion from district to district.10 

But the chinks in the employers’ armour were minor compared to the glaring 
weaknesses the lock-out exposed in the ASE. Despite growing membership, the ASE had 
organized fewer than half the skilled engineers in the industry and none of the burgeoning 
army of handymen capable of working the new machine tools. Equally, the ASE’s fierce 
defence of the boundaries of the engineer’s trade had isolated the union from the other 
great craft societies which held aloof from the dispute. The cost of financing the six-
month conflict brought the ASE to the verge of bankruptcy and forced its leaders to sue 
for peace.11 The Terms of Settlement’ accepted by ASE members in January 1898 
conceded a legitimate role for collective bargaining over wages in return for a sweeping 
recognition of managerial prerogatives in other spheres. Employers were henceforth free 
to hire non-unionists, to institute piece-work systems at prices agreed with the individual 
worker, to demand up to forty hours of overtime per man per month, to pay non-unionists 
at individual rates, to employ as many apprentices as they chose, and to place any 
suitable worker on any machine at a mutually agreed rate. In addition, the Terms of 
Settlement established a novel disputes procedure which enshrined the Federation’s 
strategy of elevating all disputes from the firm to the regional and, ultimately, the 
national level: henceforth the ASE could not sanction any strike until it had gone through 
a national conference between the union executive and the EEF.12 These procedural 
arrangements were designed to discourage local resistance on questions of principle by 
forcing the ASE executive to discipline its members through the constant threat of a 
renewed national lock-out. 

THE LIMITS OF EMPLOYER DOMINANCE, 1898–1914 

The overwhelming scale of the EEF’s victory in 1897–8 inaugurated a long period of 
employer dominance of industrial relations in engineering. Yet the emergent national 
system of collective bargaining and dispute resolution set in motion by that victory 
proved a major source of internal tensions within the Federation just as it did within the 
unions themselves. One set of tensions was rooted in the relationship of EEF officials 
with external bodies—above all trade unions but increasingly also the state. As guardians 
of the collective interests of engineering employers as a whole, the Federation’s leaders 
had to judge the precise balance of concession and coercion most likely to preserve the 
settlement of 1898 as trade-union organization revived and governments became less 
tolerant of employer unilateralism in the run-up to the First World War. And as in any 
trade union, the policies adopted by the central authorities of the EEF, whether militant or 
conciliatory, inevitably provoked dissent from firms and associations whose sectional 
interests they cut across. A second and related set of tensions arose from the growing 
integration of collective bargaining, particularly over wage questions, among separate 
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districts and between different trades within each district. Although the impetus for wider 
coordination in wage disputes emanated from the associations themselves, these 
centripetal pressures placed great strain on employer solidarity and, as in the unions, 
touched off reactions from defenders of local autonomy. Since the EEF remained a 
voluntary organization with a representative constitution and limited sanctions over its 
members, the Federation’s leaders, like their union counterparts, were obliged to pay 
close heed to the discontents of the rank and file in framing their national strategies. 

As I have sought to show elsewhere, the reassertion of management prerogatives in 
1897–8 did not lead to a wholesale transformation of work organization across the 
engineering industry. Where firms were large, demand buoyant and products relatively 
standardized, as in newer, lighter sectors such as cycles, motors and electrical 
engineering or parts of armaments, textile machinery and other older sectors, employers 
might undertake large-scale investments in deskilling equipment and introduce new 
systems of supervision and incentive payment designed to rationalize and speed up work. 
But in the bulk of British engineering, industrial structure and market conditions 
discouraged major retooling, so that innovation consisted rather in the introduction of 
new machine tools and management practices within a workshop organization that 
remained structurally unchanged. In such cases, employers’ attempts to free themselves 
of craft restrictions were more an extension of their traditional strategies for work 
intensification and cost-cutting than any breakthrough into a new ‘Taylorist’ mode, and 
they remained substantially dependent on the intervention of skilled workers in the 
production process right up to the First World War. Hence the ASE was soon able to 
rebuild its organization, and issues such as machine manning, payment by results, 
overtime and apprenticeship continued to dominate industrial conflict in engineering after 
1898 as they had before.13 

In the years immediately following the lock-out, the EEF’s central aim was to protect 
the Terms of Settlement against local encroachments by developing the procedure for 
avoiding disputes into a binding framework for labour relations in the industry. Since no 
strike could ‘constitutionally’ take place until a deadlock had been reached at central 
conference, the Federation could use its national strength to choke off local flare-ups of 
craft militancy even during periods of high demand for skilled labour such as the Boer 
War. Conscious of its dominant position, the EEF generally refrained from open threats 
of a national lock-out, preferring to isolate local resistance by bringing informal pressure 
to bear on the union leadership and by offering financial support to the firm concerned. 
While the Federation’s strategy proved highly successful in containing local strikes for 
over a decade, its effectiveness depended in no small part on maintaining the credibility 
of the disputes procedure in the eyes of the union. Hence the EEF was careful to insist on 
the observance of central conference decisions even when these were unfavourable to 
particular employers. In order to secure a more voluntary adherence to the Terms of 
Settlement by the ASE, the Federation leaders were likewise prepared to offer 
concessions on substantive issues such as piece-rate fixing, overtime limits and the 
displacement of skilled workers by machinery. At the same time, however, they rejected 
amendments that would have compromised the underlying principles of managerial 
prerogative, insisting for example that the disputes procedure remain retrospective, 
triggered only after a managerial innovation.14 
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Behind this tactical flexibility lay EEF officials’ awareness of the problems involved 
in mobilizing their membership for a renewed confrontation over any but the most vital 
issues as the organizational strength of the ASE revived and unrest mounted in the 
districts in the years following the lock-out. Thus, as A.P.Henderson, the Federation’s 
Executive Chairman, observed in 1906.15 

It would be a very difficult thing to get the Federation lined up against the 
ASE…. I think we should do everything we possibly can to avoid lining 
up the Federation, because we might be disappointed to find what the 
lining up was when the flag was raised. We need a very strong case to put 
before the Federation before we will get them to be as prepared to go into 
the sacrifice as they did on the previous occasion. 

If the concessions offered by the EEF Executive were far from sufficient to satisfy the 
restive districts of the ASE, they were often too much for the Federation’s own members. 
In 1907, for example, manufacturers of agricultural machinery in Lincoln and East 
Anglia resigned en masse from the EEF in protest at the provision for overtime and night-
shift payments to piece-workers in the revised Terms of Settlement agreed with the 
ASE.16 The Federation also faced the converse problem of firms or associations prepared 
to concede more generous conditions than those permitted nationally. Thus the EEF was 
forced to reconsider its position on working hours after 1902 by the growing diffusion of 
the ‘one-break system’ in which the traditional breakfast stoppage was eliminated in 
exchange for a later starting-time. Despite the opposition of a majority of local 
associations, important members in centres like Manchester were anxious to introduce the 
system, and the General Electric Company, its most committed proponent, resigned from 
the Federation when ASE members refused to accept a proposed agreement on the issue 
in 1907.17 

But it was the growing entanglement of wage questions with the disputes procedure 
that proved the greatest threat to the Terms of Settlement in the decade following the 
lock-out. The founders of the EEF had initially proposed to confine its scope to matters of 
principle, leaving adjustments of wages to the districts, but it was eventually agreed to 
permit local associations to appeal for assistance from the Federation in disputes over 
wages as well. After 1898 the associations realized that they could use the procedure to 
stall district movements for wage advances when demand was brisk, while demanding 
immediate reductions when the trade cycle turned downwards. Under these conditions, 
local deadlocks could quickly raise the spectre of a national confrontation. Thus in 1903 
on the Clyde and 1908 on the north-east coast, ASE district committees struck against 
proposed wage cuts in defiance of the orders of George Barnes, the union’s General 
Secretary, who was committed to working within the Terms of Settlement. A series of 
decisions by internal bodies of the highly democratic ASE had progressively 
circumscribed the executive’s powers to control local disputes, and Barnes himself 
resigned in 1908 when he was unable to compel the north-east strikers to return to work. 
The Federation remained reluctant to elevate a local wage dispute into a national issue, 
but after six months’ impasse, pressure from the north-east association forced it to 
threaten a full-scale lock-out, and a compromise settlement was only reached through the 
intervention of Lloyd George and the Board of Trade.18  
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The progressive integration of collective bargaining on a wider scale raised serious 
internal problems for the EEF just as for the ASE. In Lancashire, for example, 
employers’ associations were narrowly constituted around the old textile centres, and 
attempts to establish a broader combination for bargaining purposes ran aground on the 
continuing attachment to local autonomy in many districts.19 In the marine districts, too, 
proposals for formal collaboration in wage negotiations between shipbuilders and 
engineers were rejected as a potential threat to the cohesion of the EEF, while the north-
west and north-east associations themselves proved no more successful in sustaining a 
coordinated bargaining strategy.20 For many Federation leaders, the protracted strike on 
the north-east coast in 1908 had brought to light the underlying weakness of the 
industry’s wage determination procedures. It seemed increasingly unlikely, observed 
Allan Smith, then assistant secretary of the Federation, that the EEF’s diverse 
membership would support a national lock-out over small adjustments of wages in a 
single district, while the movement of public opinion and government policy towards 
compulsory arbitration and a minimum wage raised the possibility of outside intervention 
in any strike of large proportions. Smith therefore proposed the constitution of a national 
wages board in which an impartial arbitrator would be given binding authority to 
adjudicate local wage movements based on objective indicators of trading conditions. But 
any such scheme implied greater central coordination of wage bargaining, and a 
Federation subcommittee identified the major obstacle as the ‘want of common interest 
on the part of firms’, observing that ‘textile machinery might be very busy when marine 
depressed. Similarly with other branches of trade a serious difficulty would accordingly 
arise in the way of getting the Federation to act as a body on a wage question.’ When the 
local associations were consulted in 1909, they rejected any departure from the existing 
procedure by a wide margin.21 

The north-east coast dispute of 1908 signalled a period of mounting challenge to the 
policies developed by the EEF over the preceding decade. With the erosion of executive 
authority in the ASE, and the rapid tightening of labour markets after 1911, craft 
militancy in engineering enjoyed a dramatic resurgence. Its effects could be seen first of 
all in an intensified militancy in disputes over machine manning and payment systems, 
which both mushroomed in number and proved vastly more successful for skilled 
workers than at any time since 1898. ASE negotiators began to win growing numbers of 
compromise settlements and even victories on these issues through the disputes 
procedure, as they were rarely prepared to drop a case before the final failure to agree; 
and positive results were also achieved by official strikes after the exhaustion of the 
procedure. In a number of instances, large firms that had played a leading role in the 
assault on craft practices were forced to accept limitations on their rights to promote 
handymen or introduce new payment systems. This process culminated in the ASE’s 
unilateral termination of the 1898 settlement and the renewal of its demand for a 48-hour 
week at the end of 1913, an offensive tempered only by its grudging acceptance of an 
interim disputes procedure.22 

The Federation’s response to these unwelcome developments was predominately one 
of caution. Individual firms faced with a protracted strike might demand a national lock-
out and aggressive associations like the north-west (Clyde) proclaim their willingness ‘to 
give all active support necessary to maintain and, if needful, enforce…the employers’ 
rights and discretion as to the manning of machines and the employment of handymen 
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generally’.23 But the Federation leaders were not yet prepared to abandon the tactics 
which had proved satisfactory during the preceding decade. Long experience under the 
disputes procedure had bred a habit of negotiation that was not easily broken, and the 
broad coalition necessary to sustain a national lock-out would be especially difficult to 
mobilize in the context of a boom which tipped the balance of power in favour of local 
militancy. 

One reason for the EEF’s caution was the growing tendency of public officials to 
intervene in industrial relations which had already become evident in the north-east coast 
dispute of 1908.24 As the secretary of the Shipbuilding Employers’ Federation (SEF) 
observed to the EEF in 1911, 25 

Within recent years, this Federation, and over a longer period both your 
Federation and this Federation have had difficulty in preventing the Board 
of Trade coming into questions at issue with their workmen under 
conditions which, it was considered, would have imperiled, if not 
sacrificed, the interests of the employers. 

EEF leaders themselves believed that the Liberal government was considering the 
introduction of compulsory arbitration ‘on all questions, whether of fact or of principle’, 
a move which would subject managerial prerogatives as well as wages to the interference 
of an outside party. To deflect this threat, the EEF executive put forward new proposals 
for a central wages board, with a neutral chairman empowered to give binding decisions 
on advances and reductions, which were to be kept to a minimum, based on the state of 
trade. This scheme was accepted by the associations in 1913, but could not be 
implemented before the war because of long-term wage-stabilization agreements in a 
number of the districts.26  

At the same time, however, the EEF was also seeking to strengthen its hand in 
disputes with the ASE by increasing the financial resources available for supporting the 
firms affected. In 1908 the north-east coast association had proposed the creation of a 
more formal subsidy scheme to indemnify firms against strike losses ‘so as to avoid as far 
as possible the necessity for such extreme measures as a general lockout by the 
Federation’. But no action was taken until 1912, when the mounting cost of machine-
manning disputes obliged the Federation to impose an extraordinary levy on its members 
and devise plans for a permanent subsidy scheme with contributions based on each firm’s 
annual wage bill. While the local associations overwhelmingly approved this scheme the 
following year, many firms opposed the additional expense and feared lest they be forced 
to finance strikes arising, as one letter put it, ‘from employers’ want of tact’; as a result, 
membership of the Federation fell from 810 firms in 1913 to 744 in 1914.27 

There were thus sound reasons, both external and internal, for the leadership of the 
EEF to avoid a renewed confrontation with the ASE. Even when the new union executive 
unilaterally repudiated the Terms of Settlement, the Federation’s response was to reopen 
negotiations rather than call for a general lock-out, and the interim procedural agreement 
made no reference to managerial prerogatives. At the same time, to be sure, the 
Federation also warned the ASE executive against the risks of unilateral action in the 
districts on sensitive issues such as the closed shop. But when the SEF proposed a joint 
lock-out in opposition to the 48-hour week, the EEF executive instead obtained its 
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members’ authority to negotiate a more modest reduction in exchange for concessions 
from the unions on other contested questions. Thus, on the eve of the First World War, all 
the major questions that appeared to have been settled in 1897–8 had once more been 
reopened. The pressures towards a renewed trial of strength between the EEF and the 
ASE were certainly mounting, but a negotiated solution was also possible and the 
outcome far from certain.28 

THE CRUCIBLE OF WAR, 1914–18 

The First World War was a period of unprecedented difficulty for British engineering 
employers and their organizations. Government policies and the priorities of war 
production placed a premium on the cooperation of organized labour, while employers’ 
representatives were largely excluded from key decisions. Full employment and cost-plus 
contracts touched off a desperate scramble for scarce skilled workers, and established 
forms of employer solidarity in the labour market came close to collapse. Prewar tensions 
within the Federation erupted into open revolt, and the EEF leaders—above all, Allan 
Smith—were obliged to reconstruct their organization and rethink its policies in 
preparation for the challenges of the postwar world. 

Far from being a pliant tool of industrial capital, the wartime state proved distinctly 
resistant to employer influence, even where manufacturers were seconded as advisers to 
the war departments. Throughout the war, the central concern of government planners 
was to obtain the munitions and manpower required for military victory, and commercial 
considerations were relegated to the margins of policy-making. By contrast, the 
representation of union officials at all levels of the state machinery was explicitly geared 
to winning labour support for government policies. The framework for wartime labour 
policy was established by the Treasury Agreement of March 1915, a bilateral compact 
between Lloyd George and the unions, and the employers were not consulted despite the 
obligations undertaken on their behalf, which included limitation of profits and legal 
guarantees of the restoration of prewar practices.29 

Wartime conditions undermined the position of engineering employers in the local 
labour market as in the national political arena. As the War Office and the Admiralty 
placed ever larger munitions contracts, the major armaments firms and their 
subcontractors were drawn into a frenetic and increasingly unprincipled search for skilled 
labour which threatened to destroy the cohesion of their local employers’ associations. 
Engineering employers had never proved very successful in restraining competition 
amongst themselves for labour in periods of high demand. Prewar attempts to extend the 
‘enquiry note’ from a simple blacklist of strikers to a comprehensive system for 
preventing workers from changing jobs without their employer’s consent had broken 
down repeatedly in the face of determined union opposition and divisions among firms 
themselves.30 Hence even the best organized local associations were thus ill prepared to 
cope with the unprecedented strains caused by the munitions boom. On the Clyde, for 
example, the north-west association passed a series of resolutions in 1914–15 urging its 
members to use the enquiry note and to defend the district rate, but given the pressures in 
the labour market these remained very much a dead letter. On the north-east coast, too, 
enquiry notes fell into disuse and even so staunch an exponent of employer solidarity as 
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Arm-strong-Whitworth was prepared to hire men on strike from other local firms. 
Perhaps the most serious breach of Federation practice was committed by the recently 
formed Coventry association, which unilaterally agreed in June of 1916 to a general wage 
increase for men on time rates, provoking demands for its expulsion by the other West 
Midlands districts and formal censure from the EEF executive.31 

It was thus the failure of solidarity among engineering employers themselves which 
lay behind their demands for official restrictions on labour mobility in 1915 and after. 
Local associations on the Clyde and in Birmingham appealed to the Admiralty and the 
War Office to stop their contractors paying ‘illegitimate’ bonuses to attract labour and 
prevent men on munitions work from changing jobs in search of higher wages. In 
response to this pressure, the Munitions Act of 1915 prohibited employers from taking on 
workers from government-controlled firms without a leaving certificate from their 
previous employer. But these provisions were quickly watered down as a result of 
opposition from the unions and the leaving certificates were dropped entirely after the 
strike wave of May 1917.32 In negotiations with the Ministry of Munitions over the 
amendment of the Munitions Act the EEF sought desperately to obtain some continuing 
government backing for limitations on competition for labour between its members; as 
Allan Smith told the Ministry ‘we want to subject ourselves to discipline as much as 
anybody else, because we have to protect ourselves from ourselves.’ But the Ministry 
would not permit local employers’ associations to implement collective restrictions on 
worker mobility, while its own hesitant efforts to impose an embargo on competitive 
bidding-up of wages touched off a major industrial crisis in the summer of 1918. By 
March 1918 the EEF had accepted that many munitions firms could not hold out against a 
threatened stoppage for even a few hours, and asked only that its members notify 
Federation officials of their concessions after the fact so that representations could be 
made to the government authorities.33 

The inability of the Federation leaders to prevent these reverses sparked open conflict 
over the direction of policy for the first time in the EEF’s history. From the early months 
of the war, Allan Smith, the Federation secretary, was closely involved in negotiations 
with the ASE and the War Office over measures to accelerate the output of munitions. 
His central objective was to obtain the relaxation of trade-union restrictions on urgent 
war work while safeguarding the autonomy of the Federation and its bargaining 
procedures as far as possible. Conscious of employers’ limited influence with the 
government and convinced of trade-union leaders’ underlying patriotism, Smith favoured 
a conciliatory approach to the ASE executive which took into account the internal 
constraints on its freedom of manoeuvre. 34 Nor were Smith’s policies wholly 
unsuccessful. The ASE was persuaded first to allow female labour on ‘purely automatic 
machinery’, and then to concede a further extension of dilution in exchange for various 
safeguards. Although the Federation was not consulted in the drafting of the Munitions 
Act, the resulting measure incorporated modified versions of a number of Smith’s 
proposals—cluding the abolition of strikes and lock-outs, the suspension of restrictive 
practices and the establishment of munitions tribunals—and he himself was coopted onto 
numerous official bodies by the newly formed Ministry of Munitions.35 

But where the industrial situation was most acute, as on the Clyde, Smith’s emollient 
gradualism failed to satisfy local engineering employers thirsting for sterner measures. 
The north-west association had been up in arms over the authorities’ inability to restrict 
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the movement of labour, and its members were deeply shocked by wage concessions 
granted to unofficial strikers in February 1915. William Weir, whose firm had been in the 
forefront of the prewar struggles over managerial prerogatives, drafted draconian 
proposals for the abolition of illegitimate bonuses and inducements, the stabilization of 
wages, the suspension of trade unions and employers’ federations, and the generalization 
of industrial conscription. In June 1915 the north-west association decided to press these 
proposals on the government in hopes of influencing the deliberations on the Munitions 
Act, but the Emergency Committee of the EEF got wind of these plans and enjoined the 
association against any independent action. The Clyde employers reluctantly complied, 
but complained bitterly that ‘no lead had been given by the Federation to Local 
Associations in regard to a uniform wages policy or anything else in the present critical 
times.’36 After a long series of concessions to the unions on dilution and the Munitions 
Act, the government’s creation of a central Labour Advisory Committee precipitated a 
renewed burst of outrage from the Clyde in August 1916. J.R.Richmond, Weir’s half-
brother and north-west representative on the Emergency Committee, wrote to the 
Federation pillorying ‘the supine and inactive policies …during the last two years’, 
demanding greater consultation with the local associations, and questioning the value of 
Smith’s association with the Ministry of Munitions. Nor were these views confined to the 
Clyde: furious about government decisions on women’s wages, the Birmingham 
association echoed this call for the reconsideration of Smith’s position on the official 
bodies responsible. But the Emergency Committee expressed its confidence in Smith’s 
connection with the Ministry, reaffirming its support for his policies, and Richmond 
himself resigned the following month.37 

This incipient revolt of the membership provoked a swift response from Smith, and 
the EEF leadership aimed at safeguarding the cohesion of the organization. Already 
before 1914, the direction of Federation policy was largely set by an appointed 
Emergency Committee and the full-time secretariat rather than the elected Executive 
Board, but the centralization of wartime negotiations had tended to concentrate decision-
making power still further in the hands of Allan Smith. Now the constitution of the 
Federation was revised to reconcile the imperatives of professional administration with 
demands for greater accountability to the constituent associations. The Emergency 
Committee was replaced by a Management Committee composed of twelve elected 
members of the Executive Board together with office bearers and trustees; and the Board 
itself was reconstructed to provide for representation of the associations in closer 
proportion to their wage bill. Smith himself became the full-time chairman of the EEF, 
presiding over all its committees, and he was directed to devote ‘all his time, attention 
and abilities to the business of the Federation,’ though he remained a member of many 
official bodies, Smith’s authority was thus reaffirmed and in some ways enhanced, but so 
too was his dependence on the support of the associations, a point underlined by 
Richmond’s election to the Management Committee.38 

The reorganization of the Federation went hand in hand with the reorientation of its 
policies. As the chief spokesman for engineering interests on the Ministry of Munitions 
Employers’ Advisory Committee, Allan Smith put himself squarely behind his members’ 
grievances and emerged as a much more forceful critic of government labour policies 
than hitherto. Government orders on women’s wages, the privileged position of the ASE, 
the abolition of leaving certificates, the encouragement of shop committees and the 
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extension of bonuses to skilled timeworkers all came in for bitter complaint, together 
with the lack of coordination among government departments and the Ministry’s 
persistent failure to consult the employers until crucial decisions had already been 
taken.39 But Smith also sought to give a positive direction to EEF policy by concluding 
national agreements with the unions on wage determination and shop-steward recognition 
despite the bitter opposition of important sections of the membership.40 

These agreements formed part of a broader project aimed at preparing the Federation 
for postwar reconstruction. Although membership had increased rapidly during the war as 
growing numbers of employers felt the need for formal representation in their dealings 
with the state, internal surveys revealed the extent of disarray within the Federation. 
Beneath the unanimous adherence to the abstract principle of managerial prerogative, 
deep divisions were apparent across a broad spectrum of vital issues, from the future 
basis of wage determination and the length of the working day to the acceptability of 
shop committees. A number of associations also expressed doubts about the possibility of 
restoring the prewar position on key questions such as payment systems, overtime, 
training, the closed shop and the restrospective character of the disputes procedure.41 
Under these circumstances, concluded Allan Smith, employers’ collective interests could 
only be safeguarded through a bold national strategy aimed at reaching a durable 
accommodation with the unions even at the price of substantial reductions in hours and a 
greater degree of joint regulation over wages and working conditions. Thus an EEF report 
in January 1918 accepted the inevitability of the 48-hour week, acknowledged that 
‘regard must be had to the claims of the skilled turner’ in machine manning, envisaged 
the introduction of a grading system for all operations and recommended consideration of 
trade-union representation of apprentices. The Federation also advocated the continuation 
of binding arbitration on wages after the war, and was prepared to accept the compression 
of regional wage differentials as well as the establishment of minimum rates for unskilled 
labour.42 

At the same time, however, Smith also sought to rebuild the EEF’s capacity for 
collective action by internal reforms to improve its cohesion and by forging closer links 
with other employers’ organizations. Thus six regional Joint Standing Committees were 
created in 1917–18 to ‘bring about a closer community of interest amongst the local 
associations and bring [them] into closer touch with the Federation’; and in areas such as 
Lancashire, full-time regional organizers were appointed to increase recruitment and 
coordinate bargaining strategy across districts.43 In 1918, the EEF absorbed the National 
Employers’ Federation, whose 700-odd members were concentrated in the Midlands 
where Federation organization had historically been weak; and talks were underway with 
the SEF for a joint approach to postwar negotiations on working hours.44 But Smith was 
also seeking to create a broader framework for cooperation on labour issues with 
employers outside the metal trades, and his efforts bore fruit in early 1919 with the 
formation of the National Confederation of Employers’ Organizations (NCEO).45 

THE FAILURE OF COOPERATIVE BARGAINING, 1918–22 

At the end of the First World War there was little sense that the EEF was preparing for a 
renewed confrontation with the unions. Although membership had doubled from 744 
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firms in 1914 to 1,469 in 1918, solidarity within the local associations had largely 
collapsed and central authority stood at a low ebb, despite the efforts of Allan Smith to 
reorganize the Federation on stronger lines. Thrown onto the defensive by government 
policies which they expected to continue after the war, EEF leaders were seeking a 
comprehensive settlement with the unions in return for significant concessions on wages, 
hours and working conditions. It was only with the onset of a major depression, a 
pronounced shift in the political climate, and the demonstration of the unions’ inability to 
ensure the observance of national agreements that the EEF turned towards a unilateral 
reimposition of managerial prerogatives. Even then, a considerable measure of internal 
opposition had to be overcome before its membership could be mobilized in support of a 
national lock-out. 

The pursuit of Smith’s ‘national programme’ dominated the Federation’s bargaining 
strategy in the immediate postwar years. Faced with mounting industrial unrest in the 
wake of the armistice, the EEF and SEF conceded a 47-hour week in November 1918 in 
exchange for general promises by the trade-union leaders to promote maximum output 
and negotiate seriously on the introduction of payment by results.46 But these promises 
proved virtually unenforceable in 1919–20 as district committees and shop stewards 
broke free from central union control, and engineering employers experienced a growing 
tide of unilateral restrictions on machine manning, payment systems, apprenticeship 
ratios and overtime working. Throughout this period, however, Smith and the EEF 
leaders maintained a cautious posture, conscious of the Lloyd George government’s 
reluctance to antagonize the unions and the continuing disarray within their own ranks. 
Thus a Federation circular of August 1919 urged employers to exercise ‘the utmost 
discretion and tact’ and afford ‘workpeople the opportunity of raising any question in a 
constitutional way’.47 Only when confronted with official union support for unilateral 
action did the EEF revive the lock-out threat, as in the case of the electricians’ strike for 
the closed shop for foremen at Cammell-Laird’s Penistone works in 1920.48 

The central focus of Federation strategy. by contrast, was directed to protracted 
negotiations with union executives—above all the ASE (renamed the Amalgamated 
Engineering Union in July 1920)—for a comprehensive national agreement on wages 
procedure and working conditions which would resolve the full range of disputed issues. 
Smith was prepared to offer far-reaching concessions such as recognized bargaining 
rights for apprentices, a national grading system for semi-skilled labour, and an industry-
based unemployment scheme in return for union acceptance of payment by results and 
greater flexibility in machine manning. Within the AEU executive, influential figures 
such as J.T.Brownlie, the union’s president, were sympathetic to these proposals, and 
even those who remained more sceptical were attracted by the prospect of regulating 
working conditions on a national basis.49 In 1919, for example, the EEF and the ASE 
concluded a national piece-work agreement enabling a worker of average ability to earn 
one-third above time rates, as well as a new agreement incorporating shop stewards and 
works committees into the disputes procedure.50 But the high-water mark of the EEF’s 
campaign for the ‘national programme’ was the Overtime and Night Shift Agreement of 
September 1920 which levelled up rates and conditions across districts, an agreement 
pushed through by Smith in hopes of unlocking negotiations on wider issues and putting 
an end to local embargoes on overtime.51 
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But the Federation’s conciliatory strategy ran into growing opposition from 
disgruntled regional associations experiencing little relief from localized militancy and 
concerned about the costs of proposed concessions. These grievances sharpened during 
1920 as the postwar boom burst and recession spread unevenly across engineering. The 
worst-hit sectors began to clamour for immediate wage cuts, while the Overtime and 
Night Shift Agreement in particular sparked bitter resentment from regions facing sharply 
increased rates. All of Smith’s authority and diplomatic skills were required to persuade 
dissident associations such as the Clyde to adopt ‘a broad national standpoint’ for the 
moment, but the scope for further compromises with the unions had clearly been 
narrowed.52 Under such pressures, the Federation’s commitment to a bargained 
settlement could only be sustained if union leaders demonstrated their ability to deliver 
the quid pro quo of local compliance with national agreements. As unemployment began 
to bite more deeply, however, the conciliatory faction within the AEU executive itself 
lost ground to the defenders of local autonomy and unilateral craft restrictions. Thus in 
December 1920 the union threw its official weight behind the claim that district 
committees could maintain their overtime embargoes despite the provisions of the 
Overtime and Night Shift Agreement which fixed a limit of 30 hours per man per 
month.53 Given the unpopularity of this agreement among engineering employers, the 
AEU’s position struck at the heart of Smith’s attempt to establish a mutually acceptable 
framework for industrial relations through national negotiations with union officials. In 
early 1921, therefore, the EEF threatened to dismiss anyone refusing to work overtime up 
to the agreed limits and lock out the AEU if it struck in their defence.54 

From that point onwards, Smith and his colleagues appear to have decided that the 
weakness of central authority within the unions now required a unilateral reassertion of 
managerial prerogatives. But if the collapse of the postwar boom eliminated gross 
disparities between different sectors of engineering, the shift in economic circumstances 
did not automatically swing employer opinion behind a confrontation with the unions 
over these issues. Recession did, however, galvanize the EEF to press for the speedy roll-
back of war bonuses and postwar wage advances, particularly since the AEU had 
unilaterally withdrawn from the national wage-arbitration procedure in the summer of 
1920. Under heavy pressure from the employers, the unions conceded a staged reduction 
in July 1921, despite an adverse vote of their members, but by autumn the EEF was 
demanding further cuts of 26s. 6d. per week. Smith and the Federation leaders used this 
crucial period to mobilize support among their members for a broad campaign to extract a 
formal recognition of managerial prerogatives from the unions and impose a new 
procedural agreement on the industry. For many employers, however, the EEF’s focus on 
questions of abstract principle represented an unwelcome distraction from the burning 
need for a drastic reduction in wage costs to restore their international competitiveness. 
Union restrictions in any case had largely evaporated as the recession deepened, and even 
the AEU’s overtime embargoes had become more symbolic than real. Hence the 
Federation’s proposals to extend the threatened lock-out from overtime to managerial 
prerogatives in April 1921 met with a distinctly ambivalent response in many districts.55 

But the downward spiral of demand progressively diminished the costs of a lock-out to 
the employers, while the political constraints were also disappearing as the coalition 
government sought to extricate itself from active involvement in industrial negotiations. 
At the same time, too, the strategic immobility of the AEU enhanced the ideological 
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attractiveness of a formal restoration of managerial prerogative. With union funds 
depleted by heavy unemployment, by November 1921 the AEU executive felt compelled 
to accept the EEF’s interpretation of the overtime agreement and the employers’ right to 
initiate changes in the workplace pending the conclusion of the disputes procedure, but 
the proposed memorandum on managerial functions was rejected by a ballot of the 
membership. At this point, employer opinion swung decisively behind the Federation’s 
confrontational stance, and Smith was even able to extend the lock-out threat to all other 
unions in the industry unless they too signed the disputed memorandum. Although the 
government had sought to avoid the lock-out, the court of inquiry it appointed ruled in 
favour of the employers’ position on overtime and the contending parties were left to 
pursue a war of attrition without further external intervention.56 

From the beginning, the 1922 lock-out was more comprehensive than that of 1897–8. 
In March all AEU members were barred from federated factories, and 51 additional 
unions were thrown onto the streets in May for refusing to sign the contentious 
document. Local resistance within the AEU was fierce and a majority on its executive 
held out against further concessions. But, as in 1897–8, many firms were able to continue 
working, and the three-month dispute finally exhausted the unions’ finances and morale. 
The AEU was a spent force and it would be many years before it could again challenge 
the employers even at a local level.57 

AMBIGUOUS VICTORY, 1922–39 

The EEF’s victory in 1922 was much more complete than in 1898. The full range of 
engineering unions had been brought within the ambit of a uniform national bargaining 
system and forced to acknowledge the legitimacy of managerial prerogatives. The AEU 
itself had been reduced to bankruptcy and its capacity for national action decisively 
shattered; union membership fell by 45 per cent between 1920 and 1923 and workplace 
organization was decimated by unemployment and victimization. Demand for skilled 
engineering workers remained depressed for more than a decade, offering the unions little 
opportunity to rebuild their organization, and the government had become increasingly 
reluctant to intervene in industrial relations, whatever the balance of power between the 
parties. On the shop floor as in the wider labour market, engineering employers had won 
a free hand in practice as well as in principle. 

In this environment, the EEF experienced little direct challenge to its dominance and 
its leaders were able to impose tough terms on the unions in national bargaining over 
wages and working conditions. But at the local level engineering employers and their 
associations were pursuing policies that would prove dangerous for the future. In the 
older sectors of the industry, firms sought cost reductions through the multiplication of 
apprentices and downgrading of skilled workers rather than rationalization and 
reequipment. Even in newer sectors such as motors, management relied on the 
manipulation of payment systems rather than machine pacing and tight supervision to 
drive production processes that remained flexible and labour-intensive.58 The associations 
attempted without much success to establish common standards for payment systems, 
control labour mobility and encourage genuine training; as the economy began to recover 
in the mid-1930s, growing skill shortages gave rise to competition for labour, wage drift 
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and the resurgence of workplace militancy. The EEF was divided between depressed and 
booming sections, inhibiting its ability to formulate a common policy, while the 
Federation’s authority over the associations had atrophied during the long period of 
industrial quiescence. The demands of rearmament also brought the government back 
into industrial relations in engineering, and the EEF was again forced to negotiate with 
the unions for the relaxation of restrictive practices. 

The EEF moved quickly to exploit its victory in the 1922 lock-out. Sweeping wage 
cuts were imposed without further delay and unions such as the Foundry Workers which 
had previously held out against payment by results were now forced to sign agreements 
for its introduction. In 1921 the Federation leadership had opposed any move away from 
national bar-gaining in negotiations over wage reductions, and when trade began to 
revive in 1923 it successfully resisted claims for advances from AEU district committees 
in the more prosperous areas. At national level the Federation held out against any wage 
increase until 1928, demanding off-setting concessions over working hours and 
conditions; and in exchange for avoiding further wage cuts in 1931, Allan Smith and the 
EEF leaders persuaded the AEU to accept significant reductions in overtime, night-shift 
and piece-work rates. The triumph of national bargaining appeared complete, and by the 
late 1920s the AEU had even agreed to participate alongside the other unions in an 
Engineering Joint Trades Movement responsible for national pay negotiations.59 

But beneath the surface the situation was less reassuring. The depression heightened 
differences in the economic position of individual firms, while the weakness of the 
unions made solidarity appear less vital to many employers. The number of firms 
affiliated to the EEF fell from 2690 in 1922 to 1968 in 1931 and 1806 in 1935, and in 
1932 the Federation was obliged to grant a rebate on contributions to its strike indemnity 
fund to assist the local associations and stem the decline of its membership.60 Throughout 
this period, Smith and other EEF officials sought to instil a greater strategic awareness 
among its members, but without the external threats of union power and state intervention 
their leverage was sharply diminished. Federation initiatives on key issues such as 
training and grading therefore foundered on the limited time-horizons imposed on 
manufacturers by depressed trade and their ability to cut production costs without 
recourse to industry-wide measures. As Smith warned, however, this strategic ‘short-
sightedness’ would have serious consequences for labour supply and industrial relations 
when trade eventually improved.61 

More serious still was the position in individual associations. As the Federation Board 
observed in 1931,62 

In several districts, practices or customs agreed or recognised have been 
allowed to remain in operation notwithstanding the fact that they have 
since become the subject of national agreements. In other cases 
objectionable practices have been allowed to grow up unknown to local 
associations. 

The worst offender in this regard was Coventry, centre of the expanding motor industry 
and one of the most buoyant engineering districts in the country between the wars. After 
the 1922 lockout, AEU membership in Coventry effectively collapsed and victimization 
of shop stewards was widespread. In 1927 the Federation admonished the Coventry 
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association that no works committees were functioning in the area; the association was 
openly reluctant to refer cases to the disputes procedure and local firms were also 
contravening the provisions of the Overtime and Nightshift Agreement. The Coventry 
association sought to prevent competition for labour among its members by enforcing the 
use of the enquiry note, preventing firms from paying above the district rate and ensuring 
that systems of payment by results were constructed on a solid basis. But the EEF refused 
to allow expulsions for failure to observe the enquiry note, and poaching of labour 
became a recurrent problem whenever demand was strong. Under these circumstances, 
piece-work systems were difficult to police and by 1930 the Federation was complaining 
that earnings and costs of production in Coventry were well above those in neighbouring 
districts such as Birmingham.63 

Conditions in the older sectors of engineering presented distinct but related problems 
for employer solidarity. On Clydeside, employers moved to stamp out shop-steward 
organization after the lock-out, but weak demand for heavy engineering products 
provided little incentive for new investment, and as in the past firms concentrated on 
cutting costs by cheapening and intensifying skilled labour. The north-west association 
launched a determined campaign to encourage the diffusion of payment by results, 
employing an expert adviser to popularize more systematic forms of management, but the 
poor response from local firms drove him to resign within a year. Even where incentive-
payment systems were in operation, rate-fixing was often left to craft-trained foremen, 
while their central attraction for many firms lay in the possibility of revising rates at will 
in the absence of workplace organization. Only the best-trained and most versatile 
craftsmen continued to receive the skilled men’s rate, while the majority of AEU 
members were downgraded to tasks rated as ‘semi-skilled’, depending on payment by 
results to make up their earnings. Firms multiplied the use of apprentices and boys whose 
wages were not subject to collective bargaining, subverting the process of skill 
acquisition by assigning them to simple, repetitive operations wherever possible. By the 
early 1930s the north-west association was predicting that ‘an improvement in our 
economic fortunes’ would create ‘a serious shortage of experienced operatives’, but in 
the circumstances of the depression the association was unable to mobilize support for 
any form of collective training.64 

Wage drift had already begun to appear during the upturn of 1924–8, but with the 
onset of rearmament and the quickening of recovery from 1935 it soon reached epidemic 
proportions. In old and new sectors alike, engineering employers had run down training 
during the depression, while their associations had failed to develop the enquiry note into 
an effective system for controlling the local labour market. Existing reservoirs of skilled 
labour had largely been drained and few of the unemployed could meet the standards of 
precision required in the toolrooms of the expanding aircraft factories and other military 
contractors. To restrain earnings on payments by results, employers had relied on their 
unilateral ability to cut rates as workers moved up the learning curve, a practice which 
became increasingly problematic as unemployment diminished, and payment systems 
degenerated as firms offered ad hoc bonuses to attract workers from their neighbours.65  

Workplace organization began to revive in established centres of trade unionism such 
as Glasgow and Manchester, while shop stewards reappeared even in largely non-union 
Coventry, making particular headway in the shadow aircraft factories run by the motor 
manufacturers. Initially, shop-floor activists won symbolic victories such as the right to 
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smoke at work, but the challenge to managerial authority soon encompassed the 
collective regulation of payment systems, the allocation of short time and the demand for 
the closed shop.66 The challenge to employer authority at factory level in turn placed an 
intolerable burden on the industry’s cumbersome disputes procedure, compelling the EEF 
to adopt a more flexible, conciliatory stance. By 1934 the Federation was once again 
advising its members to use ‘the greatest discretion…before making any serious change 
in working conditions’, including prior consultation with unions whose members might 
be affected.67 But the most dramatic reversal suffered by employers was the success of 
the 1937 apprentices’ strikes, which forced the EEF to accept trade-union negotiation of 
apprentices’ rates for the first time in its history.68 

The Federation likewise experienced mounting difficulty in reconciling the needs of 
expanding and contracting sectors within a national bargaining framework, as tight labour 
markets forced it to grant periodic wage advances to the unions from 1934 onwards. 
Anomalies had crept into wage rates in adjacent districts which were exacerbating local 
labour shortages, but adjustments could not easily be made without touching off claims in 
other areas. Any concession to national wage claims was often too much for firms in 
depressed sectors, while booming districts might prefer more generous advances; 
alternatively, firms which had already granted high levels of remuneration informally 
might resent additions to their costs imposed by national agreements. By the late 1930s, 
for example, a growing number of firms were conceding paid holidays to their workforce, 
and the EEF included a week’s holiday in the 1937 wage agreement to retain control over 
this movement. But this departure provoked widespread opposition in regions such as 
Lancashire, while the Coventry association, which had long been divided on the question, 
ignored the agreement entirely. In Lancashire generally, there were sharp divisions over 
wages policy between the depressed textile machinery manufacturers and the 
beneficiaries of rearmament, who were largely concentrated in Manchester; in 1938, after 
fruitless negotiations with neighbouring associations over increases in labourers’ rates, 
the Manchester association granted a unilateral advance. Employer solidarity was 
breaking down at the regional as well as the district level, and the new system of national 
bargaining looked increasingly shaky in the face of its first real test.69 

In the national political arena as in the workplace and the labour market, the 
Federation found itself thrust onto the defensive by the eve of the Second World War. 
After the 1922 lock-out, two cardinal precepts came to define the central thrust of 
Federation policy: no bargaining with unions over questions of workshop management, 
and no intervention by the government in the detailed conduct of industrial relations.70 
Hence when shortages of skilled labour began to obstruct the rearmament programme 
from 1936, EEF leaders sought at any cost to avoid being drawn into tripartite 
negotiations over dilution with the unions and the government. The Federation fought 
valiantly to convince the government that the best method to increase the supply of 
skilled labour was to make individual factory agreements and extend subcontracting 
networks to a wider range of engineering firms, while national negotiations with the 
unions ‘would make the various forms of dilution more difficult by allowing the AEU to 
insist on all its preconditions’. Since the AEU itself was desperate to avoid negotiations 
on dilution, which the executive believed would benefit the general unions at its expense, 
and the government too anxious to avoid becoming ‘a milch-cow for employers and 
Trade Unionists alike’, this policy proved successful for several years. But by 1939 the 
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AEU executive had come round to the view that a formal dilution agreement was vital if 
the union was to keep control of industrial change, while ever greater labour shortages 
made it impossible for the EEF to hold aloof from negotiations. The resulting agreement 
allowed other workers to be employed on skilled men’s work where existing supplies of 
craftsmen were inadequate, but the AEU’s approval was required for any changes and 
pre-existing practices were to be restored as soon as the emergency had ended.71 The 
untrammelled freedom of management established in 1922 was now officially suspended 
without any parallel guarantee of the restoration of prewar practices. As Allan Smith had 
foreseen, without a comprehensive agreement with the unions to define the scope of 
managerial prerogative, the employers’ historical claim for untrammelled authority 
proved impossible to sustain over the longer term. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Why were British engineering employers unable to build on their national victories to 
institutionalize their solidarity on a more durable and effective basis? No definitive 
explanation can be given for what remains a highly contingent historical outcome, but 
partial answers can be identified at the level of the firm, of the local labour market, and of 
the national industrial and political environment. Despite considerable variations among 
individual firms and sectors, British engineering employers, like their shipbuilding 
counterparts, were generally reluctant to assume full control over the production process 
through the introduction of deskilling technology and more systematic forms of 
management. Hence employers remained structurally dependent on the skill and 
discretion of their work-force, and there was an inherent tendency for the re-emergence 
of a craft challenge to managerial prerogatives when the labour market and the political 
climate turned once again in a favourable direction. The limited elaboration of 
managerial hierarchies and heavy reliance on the external labour market meant too that 
even quite large British firms were unable to follow the ‘internalizing’ strategies of union 
avoidance pioneered by their American and German counterparts.72 

Greater mystery surrounds the failure of British engineering employers to develop 
more effective mechanisms to control the recruitment and reproduction of skilled labour 
at the local level. As Howell Harris has shown in the case of Philadelphia, it was 
eminently possible for small and mediumsized engineering firms manufacturing diverse 
products to free their supplies of skilled workers from union control, regulate labour 
mobility and even provide training on a collective basis.73 Perhaps the answer lies in the 
greater inclusiveness of the Philadelphia association than its British counterparts, which 
were dominated by larger firms; perhaps in the greater cohesion attainable in a strictly 
local organization; or perhaps in the wider industrial and political context of the United 
States, which weakened union organization at the national level and made an employer-
dominated labour market a more realistic objective. But, whatever the reasons, British 
engineering employers’ inability to collaborate in regulating the local labour market 
reinforced their individual dependence on refractory craftsmen and ensured that national 
solidarity would prove difficult to maintain when supplies of skilled workers became 
scarcer. 
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What, finally, of the institutionalization of solidarity at the national level? Could the 
EEF have developed into a cohesive, centralized organization negotiating genuinely 
binding agreements with national unions on the German or Scandinavian model? One 
possible route might have been the creation of a wider employers’ front sufficiently 
powerful to force the unions into a commensurate degree of centralization, and alliances 
of this type were occasionally mooted in the headiest moments of industrial unrest during 
and after the First World War. But by 1920–1 it had become clear that no real 
revolutionary threat could be expected from the British labour movement, and employers’ 
organizations decisively rejected proposals to invest the NCEO with executive powers 
over their labour policies and establish a system of mutual support in industrial 
disputes.74 A second route, favoured by the engineering employers before 1922 and again 
during the 1960s, might have been through changes in the legal status of collective 
bargaining, which would have given public support to the industry’s disputes procedure 
and strengthened the hand of ‘responsible’ union leaders. A statutory framework for 
industrial relations involving compulsory arbitration was perhaps a more plausible 
possibility in the first two decades of this century than it subsequently came to appear 
during the heyday of British voluntarism. But, as engineering employers themselves 
recognized, such an arrangement would have been unlikely to exempt managerial 
prerogatives from external interference and it would also have required a measure of tacit 
consent from the labour movement.75 

Paradoxically, therefore, the most plausible route to greater cohesion among 
engineering employers at the national level would have been through an agreed 
framework of joint determination with the unions themselves, and this appears to have 
been the aim of Allan Smith and the EEF leadership during and immediately after the 
First World War. At first glance, rank-and-file employers’ attachment to managerial 
prerogatives might appear to have posed an insuperable obstacle to this possibility. But as 
I have sought to show, an abstract commitment to managerial prerogatives was 
compatible with significant concessions to joint determination in practical matters, and 
Smith was often able to lead the Federation in directions opposed by sections of its 
membership. The crucial barrier came rather from the other key actors, the unions and the 
state. The ASE and its successor the AEU were federal-democratic bodies with little 
capacity for centralized decision-making, and at key moments their leaders proved unable 
to win the membership’s support for agreed compromises with employers, even in the 
face of organizational disaster. The state, too, proved incapable of pursuing coherent 
labour policies or giving effective legislative support to industrial peace, particularly 
during the crucial years of the Lloyd George coalition, and it retreated into a largely 
passive voluntarist stance after 1922. As Allan Smith observed during the First World 
War, British engineering employers needed external assistance to protect themselves 
from themselves, and this their interlocutors proved neither strong nor singleminded 
enough to provide. 

NOTES 

I am pleased to acknowledge the EEF and the Amalgamated Engineering Union for 
access to their archives, which are held at the Modern Records Centre (MRC), University 
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of Warwick, as well as the Scottish Engineering Employers’ Association, which holds the 
records of the North-West Engineering Trades Employers’ Association (NWETEA). I am 
also grateful to the British Academy for research support, and to Alan McKinlay and 
Terry Rodgers for help with archival materials. For convenience, I will refer to the 
Engineering Employers’ Federation throughout this chapter although the organization 
changed its name several times between 1896 and 1939. 
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Ford and ‘Fordism’ in postwar Britain  

Enterprise management and the control of labour 
1937–1987  
Steven Tolliday 

INTRODUCTION 

From 1945 to 1990 Ford of Britain was highly distinctive in comparison with its major 
British competitors.1 Beyond being a subsidiary of an American multinational, it was also 
exceptional in its compact and rationalized model range, its centralized and professional 
management structures, its long-range product development, its use of day-rates rather 
than piece-work payment systems, and its location away from the Midlands engineering 
heartland. It was also the most successful British motor manufacturer in terms of profits, 
sales and market share.2 From the time that the other British companies began to enter 
crisis in the 1970s, Ford has also consistently been the template against which these 
companies judged themselves and were judged by others (notably the government and its 
agencies) and which they have sought to emulate.3 

Paul Willman has argued that its industrial relations system also possessed a 
‘comparative innovative advantage’ against its competitors in these years, and Wayne 
Lewchuk has maintained that the failure of its British-owned rivals can be explained by 
their belated adoption of the Fordist system of production. This absence resulted in a 
conflict between the requirements of new American technology for greater direct 
management control of the production process and the constraints resulting from 
shopfloor ‘production institutions based on earlier craft technology’. This contradiction 
was only resolved by the reassertion of managerial control in the 1980s and the ‘belated’ 
introduction of Fordist techniques of labour management.4 

This chapter analyses the changing structure and dynamics of Ford’s industrial 
relations and labour-management systems in order to account for and evaluate their 
distinctiveness. As in the case of its British competitors, Ford management strategy 
interacted crucially with the politics of trade unions and the state. Yet the outcomes of 
these parallel interactions were strikingly different. Neither the technology nor the 
national environment determined the outcomes: rather, they were the result of strategic 
choices in specific historical conjunctures. Against this background, the chapter also 
considers the limits of Ford’s strategy of direct control and argues that there was no 
technological logic that ‘required’ a Fordist system of direct control. This in turn casts 
doubt on any simple notion of inherent efficiency advantages in the Ford system and 
suggests, contrary to other accounts, that it was something of an irony that in the 1980s 
the British-owned companies moved towards ‘Fordism’ with disastrous consequences, 
just as Ford itself was beginning to realize the underlying weaknesses of its own model 
and to start to modify it. 



ORIGINS OF FORD’S EXCEPTIONALISM: THE NON-UNION 
ERA 1911–1946 

From the time that Ford established manufacturing operations at Manchester in 1911 its 
methods of labour management were distinctive. They drove out unions at an early date 
and established a high level of direct managerial control over production that was 
sustained throughout the inter-war years. Most British car firms shared Ford’s 
commitment to high levels of unilateral management authority and also generally kept 
unions out of their plants. They exercised control through tight control of piece-rates 
which ensured high levels of work effort, but Ford, obliged to follow the model of its 
American parent, eschewed incentives and operated fixed day-rates combined with close 
supervision to ensure task performance. Driving supervision, unilateral work standards 
and speed-up were the characteristic style of labour management. The work-force bore 
the brunt of irregularities of production through layoffs or intensified work and 
compulsory overtime (demanded without notice and paid at straight time rather than 
premium rates). The notorious Ford ‘spy system’ operated and workers who joined 
unions risked instant dismissal. Wages were cut during the recession of the early 1930s 
but rose later on, partly to forestall unionization.5 

Ford’s methods of labour management were matched by its attempts to transpose its 
American production methods and product strategy to Britain in the inter-war years. 
Ford’s refusal to adapt its product to changing conditions brought it close to failure. In 
the 1920s, Ford stuck rigidly to the production of a single model (the ‘Model T’) even 
while the market moved away from such a basic and rugged form of transportation 
towards the smaller, lighter and better-equipped cars that British firms like Austin and 
Morris were producing. Consequently, between 1913 and 1929 Ford’s share of the British 
market fell from 24 to 4 per cent. After 1928, in the face of these developments, there 
was a partial retreat from dogma and the introduction of new models designed 
specifically with the European market in mind. Nevertheless, the construction of the giant 
Dagenham works (modelled on the River Rouge Plant in Detroit), which was never able 
to run at more than half its capacity before the war, showed a continuing commitment to 
highly standardized volume output that did not suit well the conditions of the British 
market in the 1930s. The resultant cash-flow strains produced an unrelenting pressure to 
minimize labour costs in the plant, and the scale of Dagenham’s operations only began to 
pay off in the conditions of expanded demand after the Second World War.6 

At most of the other companies wartime conditions, tight labour markets and 
sympathetic state policies made it possible for the unions to organize, at least for the 
duration of the war. But Ford again remained an exception. The limited involvement of 
their main Dagenham plant in military contracts kept them outside the ambit of direct 
pressures from the Ministry of Aircraft Production (MAP). Nevertheless, the national 
significance of the company and its notoriety had made it a target for a Trades Union 
Congress (TUC)-led organization drive since 1935, and from 1938 to 1944 the TUC 
continued to press for union recognition through intermittent private talks with a 
relentlessly procrastinating Ford management. The TUC felt that their lack of progress 
was a blot on their prestige and they also shared the MAP’s fears that frustration and 
incipient workplace conflict could explode and disrupt war production.7 
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Despite these pressures, the TUC remained unwilling to support industrial action or 
use plant grievances to build up organization during the war and confined themselves to 
informal talks and ‘pressure’. Inside the plant, the war had given shopfloor workers the 
confidence to begin to develop some organization, and by 1943 a considerable number of 
departments had elected shop stewards. Direct actions in the workplace over shopfloor 
grievances proliferated, but they were isolated from either union or political leadership. 
This build-up of workplace grievances and militancy precipitated a crisis in December 
1943, when, following yet another interruption of negotiations, 43 stewards occupied the 
works manager’s office at Dagenham in a sit-down protest.8 

The TUC persuaded the stewards to call off the protest, but it was by now apparent to 
Ford that they could no longer fend off pressure for union recognition indefinitely. Three 
years earlier in the United States, under intense pressure from cases at the National Labor 
Relations Board (NLRB), Ford also sensed the inevitability of union recognition. Their 
first response had been a rather sordid backstage attempt to engineer a recognition deal 
with the moderate American Federation of Labor (AFL) rather than the more militant 
Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO). When this miscarried and the CIO gained 
clear majority support in an NLRB-sponsored ballot, Ford, facing serious losses of 
government war contracts if they did not act, carried through a strategic volte-face. From 
outright resistance, they moved to a path-breaking contract that included 100 per cent 
union membership and check-off, an elaborate grievance procedure and a large wage 
increase. In effect, once they recognized that unilateral management control was no 
longer feasible, Ford preferred to attempt to establish the United Automobile Workers 
(UAW) as a ‘responsible partner’ in control of its workplace membership.9 

Though there is no evidence of direction by Detroit, the American model was clearly 
influential on Ford’s British management. Yet the different context meant that the system 
could not simply be transplanted. Ford’s notion was that if they had to deal with unions 
then it was best to deal with them on a highly centralized basis and involve them in the 
responsibility of imposing agreements on their membership. In November 1943, 
therefore, Percival Perry, the Managing Director of British Ford, privately indicated to 
Walter Citrine, the General Secretary of the TUC, a willingness to negotiate a recognition 
agreement. But he was prepared to negotiate only with the general secretaries of the ten 
unions with members at Ford, and not with their local officials. Ford were keenly aware 
that leading Communist party members held many of the key negotiating positions in the 
London regional and district structures of the Amalgamated Engineering Union (AEU).10 

The fact that there were ten unions with which to deal instead of one undercut any 
possibility of a monolithic deal similar to that signed in the United States. Moreover, in 
the British case, Ford already faced an emergent steward organization that had sprung 
into being on the basis of day-to-day grievances on plant-level issues. A recognition deal 
along the lines of the national engineering procedure, which applied in all engineering 
firms affiliated to the Engineering Employers’ Federation (EEF), would inevitably give 
these rather heterogeneous and unruly stewards a place in the bargaining arrangements 
that the company was not prepared to tolerate. As Rowland Smith, the Dagenham works 
manager noted, he ‘had the impression that not only were the unions unable to handle the 
shop stewards, but the shop stewards themselves were endeavoring to gain control and 
defy their unions in every direction’.11 
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Ford accordingly bargained for, and eventually won, the exclusion of shopfloor 
representatives from any role in the bargaining process. Under the Agreement of April 
1944 all major negotiations on wages and conditions were to be in the hands of the union 
general secretaries sitting with the company on a Joint Negotiating Committee (JNC, 
later National Joint Negotiating Committee (NJNC)). Shop stewards and local officials 
had no role in the bargaining process, and workloads, mobility of labour and the 
necessary steps for ‘the achievement of efficiency’ were treated as matters exclusively for 
managerial determination.12 

Ford were able to conclude such a deal despite the fact that they were under serious 
pressure from workplace discontent and certain government departments largely because 
the TUC acted as a willing ally in their campaign to suppress steward militancy in the 
plant. This had deep roots in the antipathy of the TUC and its Organization Department to 
local Communist Party influence in the local trades councils in the prewar period. Vic 
Feather of the Organization Department, who played a key role in these talks, made no 
secret of his reluctance to support the stewards’ cause (a reluctance tinged with hostility 
towards many of the latter)13 and the TUC largely accepted Ford’s case about the dangers 
of allowing stewards bargaining rights. As Patrick Hennessy put it, ‘the procedure 
agreement they [Ford] were suggesting would provide proper channels for proper 
discussions with responsible people instead of providing a breeding ground for the type 
of Communist troublemaker whom neither they, nor the unions found to be helpful’.14 
The TUC broadly concurred. As Feather put it to Citrine, ‘even from a union’s point of 
view, the suggestion of Ford that there might need to be stricter control over shop 
stewards may not be unhelpful’.15 

The April 1944 Agreement demonstrated Ford’s determination to retain the widest 
possible managerial prerogatives at workplace level within the context of collective 
bargaining. The TUC broadly accepted the legitimacy of management’s claims in these 
respects and their anxiety for union ‘control’ over their membership inhibited them from 
taking advantage of Ford’s weaknesses at the time of the negotiation of the agreement. 
Citrine was not convinced that the shop stewards could be excluded from the procedure 
in the long run, but for the time being he was prepared to accept Ford’s proposal, hoping 
to forestall a major dispute. The Ministry of Labour, on the other hand, was very worried 
about the deal and believed that the exclusion of the stewards would store up a legacy of 
trouble for the future.16 

Over the next two years the deficiencies of the initial agreement were quickly 
exposed. The plant shop stewards, at times in alliance with unionists and non-unionists 
alike, showed themselves to be capable of calling wildcat stoppages and were erratic and 
unpredictable in their behaviour. The AEU pressed consistently for the principle of 
steward recognition, and gradually even those most dubious about allowing stewards a 
role in the procedure came to believe that it would be better to have shop stewards inside 
the agreement than outside it. After a strike in 1946 Ford found it prudent to backtrack a 
little on its original position. While still rejecting shop stewards (who would have rights 
to negotiate on shopfloor issues), they agreed with the NJNC to amend the agreement to 
provide a limited role for ‘Shop Representatives’ in a Joint Works Committee (JWC) 
who would be ‘consulted’ on day-to-day problems. The distinction between negotiation 
at JNC and consultation at JWC was firmly underlined in the agreement.17 
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The union structures that emerged at this period were unique to Ford. Ford’s strategic 
aspirations and the TUC’s propensity to compromise left the regulation of workplace 
matters unclear and produced a system with a poor fit between procedures and union 
structures. Ford continued to insist that Shop Representatives should be elected as 
representatives of departments or geographical areas in the works, not as representatives 
of the members of a particular union. In the long run this was to prove seriously 
counterproductive. The geographical structure meant that Shop Representatives were not 
directly responsible to any single union. Consequently union control was much less 
effective and inter-union collaboration at plant level was much easier. As Turner et al. 
described it, Ford’s attitude committed them to a ‘singularly clumsy bargaining and 
conciliation agree-ment…and a system of workplace representation which was 
exceptionally divorced from union control and guidance’.18 

SHOPFLOOR MANAGEMENT UNDER THE FORD SYSTEM 
1946–1968 

Ford’s product and labour strategies after the war were a marked contrast with those of 
the British-owned companies. The largest of these was the British Motor Corporation 
(BMC), which incorporated Austin and Morris after 1952. BMC made a wide variety of 
models in medium volumes using labour-intensive methods and minimal fixed 
investment. These methods enabled them to expand and contract output quickly with 
fluctuations arising from model changes and cyclical shifts in the market. Between 1954 
and 1962, for example, BMC introduced five new models, including five new body shells 
and two new power-trains, and doubled their production capacity, yet spent only £78 
million on capital investment, development costs and tooling. They did not build any new 
factories but concentrated on reorganizing and re-equipping the existing ones, 
incrementally adding new machines or lines alongside the old rather than scrapping and 
building new ones. Manual work remained relatively extensive and laborious, and job 
cycle-times much longer than at Ford. Automated equipment in welding, painting and test 
sections came only slowly, usually only where it could be added on relatively easily to 
existing plant layouts. BMC’s labour-intensive system did not achieve major economies 
of scale and, in the absence of extensive machine pacing, it increased considerably the 
complexity of managing production processes at shopfloor level and threw much of the 
burden of managing production on to their incentive payments systems.19 

These systems were established before the war when the British companies, like Ford, 
had driven the union out of their factories and achieved high levels of management 
authority in the workplace. Unlike Ford, however, they used this power to establish 
payment-by-results systems which became their primary mechanism for controlling the 
organization of work. Tight control over the setting of piece-rates enabled them to 
operate a highly effective incentive system, and to offer high wages for intense and 
continuous effort. There was a direct incentive for workers to maintain continuous 
production because their earnings directly depended on it. Since unions remained weak in 
the major British car factories until the late 1950s the bonus effectively substituted for 
direct supervision of work performance. Individual workers and work gangs would chase 
up stocks and supplies to ensure continuous work, improvise better ways of performing 
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tasks to increase bonus earnings, devise improvised tools to facilitate tasks at their work 
station and frequently try to reduce manning levels on their lines so that fewer workers 
could share the pool of bonus earnings. On the negative side, however, the pursuit of 
bonuses might result in poor-quality work as workers took short-cuts to increase output 
which might, for example, lead to greater wear and tear on machines or result in quality 
problems at later stages of the manufacturing process, or neglect preventive maintenance 
because it might reduce the time available for earning bonus.20 

Ford’s outlook was very different. Before the war the massive integrated Dagenham 
plant had suffered from costly problems of overcapacity. But as postwar demand surged, 
it became possible to utilize the plant fully and to maximize economies of scale for the 
first time. Ford concentrated on the production of large volumes of a narrow range of 
standardized value-for-money cars, including, until 1959, the cheapest mass-produced car 
on the market (the Popular).21 Ford also invested heavily. While BMC invested only £78 
m on capital investment, development costs and tooling at all their plants between 1954 
and 1962, in the same period Ford spent £79 m on investment in the new Paint, Trim and 
Assembly (PTA) plant opened at Dagenham in 1959, invested heavily in facilities for its 
new Consul/Zephyr series in the early 1950s, and opened a wholly new plant at 
Halewood. Moreover, Ford’s research and development were well known to be 
generously funded in comparison with BMC.22 Its investment spending must be 
conservatively estimated at double that of BMC in the 1950s.23 Ford’s fixed assets per 
worker and output per worker were correspondingly higher. By 1972 while BMC had 
fixed assets per worker of only £920, Ford had £2,657 at Dagenham and £3,608 at 
Halewood;24 and from the late 1950s until the early 1970s, while BMC (later British 
Leyland Motor Corporation (BLMC)) produced 7 or 8 vehicles per employee per annum, 
Ford produced approximately 12.25 The other side of this picture for Ford, however, was 
that by 1958 Ford were producing less than 300,000 vehicles with the same value of net 
assets that BMC were using to produce 500,000. 

Ford’s pattern of high-volume standardized production of a limited range of models 
supported by high levels of fixed capital investment in at first one and later two plants 
contrasted with BMC’s production of a diverse range of models, often in low volumes, in 
several plants, many of which were archaic and suffering from continuing under-
investment. It was also a putatively ideal environment for the company to pursue its 
chosen strategy of direct control of labour through close supervision of measured, 
fragmented and repetitive tasks. As Ford saw it, the main problem was to maintain 
managerial prerogatives in the workplace and to resist or contain any challenge from 
worker organization. 

In the late 1940s and early 1950s Ford found their new system basically satisfactory. 
Moderates dominated the Works Committee in the 1940s, although they were 
periodically swept aside by surges of direct action involving unionized and non-
unionized workers on local grievances such as overtime, tea-breaks and similar issues. 
Ford was able to resist any concessions to custom and practice, insist on its rights under 
Procedure and maintain the status quo while the matter crawled its way through the 
NJNC. As Joe Scott, one of the officials on the NJNC put it in 1949,  

Of all the slow drawn-out machinery that I know about with our union 
…this one just caps it from that angle…we cannot encourage or inculcate 
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the ideas of discipline upon people when we are dealing with some sort of 
internal organization of the firm which is foreign to the way the union 
functions.26 

In the late 1940s and early 1950s these frustrations were beginning to pull forward more 
militant stewards, and management was becoming perturbed that the existing Shop 
Representative structure was too volatile. Ford began to consider reforms that would 
make the Shop Representatives more amenable to union control. The individual unions in 
the NJNC were separately sympathetic to such a project. Nevertheless, they were 
collectively unable to reach any agreement on the redivision of shop-steward 
constituencies in such a reorganization and the proposals languished.27 

After 1952 these reform proposals were overtaken by wider industrial-relations 
problems following Ford’s take-over of its neighbouring body supplier, Briggs Bodies. 
Ford wanted to bring the whole united Dagenham site under a common agreement but 
Briggs had a very different shopfloor history from Ford. Shop stewards had become 
established at an early stage in the war, and Briggs stewards had gone on to develop their 
own distinctive pattern of shopfloor bargaining including de facto negotiating rights on 
job standards, certain restrictions on labour mobility, the abolition of compulsory 
overtime, and recognized tea-breaks and relief times. In addition, their different payment 
system with a larger number of grades and differentials posed an obvious problem in 
integrating Briggs workers with Ford conditions.28 

Ford’s stewards at once took up Briggs’ conditions as their bargaining goal while 
Briggs workers refused to give up their superior conditions. A number of resulting 
disputes came to a head in the ‘Bell Ringer’ dispute of 1956. Ford refused to compromise 
and took the issue of their right to manage to a Ministry of Labour Court of Inquiry 
where they won a decisive victory. Lord Cameron, the chairman of the court started out 
from the premiss of the illegitimacy of workplace-based steward organizations that did 
not operate as tributaries of official union structures. He also accepted Ford’s thinly based 
allegations of malign political motivations. His characterization of the Briggs stewards as 
‘a private union within a union enjoying immediate and continuous contact with the men 
in the shop, answerable to no superiors and in no way officially or constitutionally linked 
with the union hierarchy’ became notorious.29 The dismissal of the Briggs convenor was 
upheld, and following its victory Ford was able to standardize conditions gradually on its 
own terms until the NJNC recognized its de facto completion in August 1958. 

Thus Ford beat off a potential challenge to the integrity of its system and remained 
effectively free of plant-level negotiations on day-to-day issues. Nevertheless, 
‘standardization’ created problems for its system. Ford’s supervision system relied 
significantly on the use of merit payments as individual rewards for performance. The 
incorporation of Briggs tended to distort the system. The old Briggs wage system had 
contained far more occupational differentials and allowances than had Ford’s. 
Supervisors now tended to use merit payments as a way to ease standardization, and in 
the late 1950s, the Briggs stewards, having failed to gain the acceptance of the Briggs 
system in national negotiations, concentrated on winning their demands at departmental 
level. As Ford Labour Relations director, Leslie Blakeman, described the situation: 
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The strain on the lower echelons of management who carry a large share 
of the responsibility for the application of the merit system had been 
considerable. Not surprisingly, peace had been bought at the price of merit 
money and, as some supervisors would say, this has become a system of 
blackmail.30 

Second, the integration of two work-forces with such contrasting traditions created a new 
range of problems. These were particularly concentrated in the new Paint, Trim and 
Assembly (PTA) building, built in 1958 and staffed roughly half-and-half with Ford and 
Briggs workers. From 1959–62, against a background of retooling for new models and 
the consequent wholesale revision of work standards on a non-negotiable basis, the PTA 
became a centre of frequent disputes. There were 59 strikes and 114 overtime bans 
between 1959 and 1962. Shopfloor organization began to emerge around the issue of new 
work standards. Blakeman, the labour director, described the situation as one where ‘the 
whole plant has become a jungle of restrictive practices, inefficiencies and 
unconstitutional behavior in defense of them’. This overstated the rather limited 
accumulation of custom and practice on issues such as tea-breaks, overtime allocations 
and the stewards’ rights to hold meetings on company premises. Nevertheless, as Ford 
tried to rein back these practices the stewards resisted. As Turner et al. described it: ‘A 
situation of immanent conflict, combined with a general frustration of the steward 
organization provided the basis for militants to assume leadership.’31 

After 1960 some activists began to try to contest manning levels and take highly 
aggressive attitudes in face-to-face conflicts with their foremen. The prominence of 
Communist Party members and militants among these activists enabled Ford to represent 
this as politically motivated disruption. It gave them added leverage with leading right-
wingers like Carron on the NJNC to renew their attempts to draw the unions into a joint 
policing role in disciplining their members. The NJNC unions were sympathetic but 
confused and ineffectual in their response to Ford’s approaches, but they explicitly 
conceded Ford’s right to manage its plants. When the disputes culminated in the crisis of 
the 1962 strike, their defence of the 17 sacked activists against victimization was 
confused and hesitant. The 17 stayed sacked after a Court of Inquiry upheld Ford’s right 
to re-employ workers selectively after lay-offs, ignoring ‘first-in, last-out’ rules. The 
confusion and major demoralization of the work-force that followed meant the 
disappearance for most of the 1960s at Dagenham of the sort of shopfloor organization 
that had begun to emerge before 1962. 

After the defeat of the unions at Dagenham in 1962 and with the opening of their new 
plant at Halewood near Liverpool, Ford had a powerful position from which to recuperate 
the authority and control of work that had begun to be tested by union and steward 
pressure in the late 1950s. During the 1960s Ford were able to prevent the emergence of 
effective shopfloor union organization in their plants. Yet, despite the strength of their 
position, Ford remained unable to develop and consolidate the direct control they aspired 
to. Why? In part they were unable to define and elaborate mechanisms by which 
management could accomplish these goals; in part there were problems inherent in their 
notion of ‘control’ itself. Moreover, as key features of their system decayed or ceased to 
fulfil their intended functions, Ford was unable to get the sort of sympathetic assistance 
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from government and other employers that it hoped for and felt it needed to implement 
fully its desired labour policies. 

Union strength, steward organization and incipient job controls were growing through 
this period, but they were growing from a very low starting-point.32 At Dagenham, 
following the defeat of the unions in 1962, the company implemented its ‘firm line’ 
curtailing shop-steward facilities and restoring to supervision a freer hand than they had 
enjoyed since the early 1950s. The opening of Halewood in 1963 also provided Ford with 
an opportunity to get away from Dagenham and ‘Dagenham ways’ and to try to recreate 
the Ford system in pristine form. Their attempt to circumvent the multi-union problems 
of the NJNC through a local deal with the more compliant AEU and General and 
Municipal Workers Union (GMWU) in Liverpool quickly miscarried. But they set out to 
establish a very tight managerial regime and a very high pace of work from the outset. 
They aimed to block the emergence of a shop-steward organization at Halewood by 
meticulous control on the freedom of movement and role of shop stewards (the so-called 
‘ball and chain’ system), tying shop stewards to their sections and operating very tight 
work standards.33 

The Halewood strategy broke down in two respects. First, the rigour of the regime 
provoked intense though disorganized shopfloor conflict. In the absence of shop stewards 
to articulate them, grievances often became exacerbated and labour-turnover rates were 
high and rising from 36 per cent in 1966 to 50 per cent in 1969 in the Halewood PTA. 
Second, the anti-union strategy was not wholly successful. Attempts at selective 
recruitment broke down under the tide of labour turnover, and union recruitment 
proceeded rapidly. In contrast to Dagenham, from the start there were close links between 
plant stewards and local and regional officials and plants like the PTA became a virtually 
100 per cent Transport and General Workers’ Union (TGWU) shop. Hence in contrast to 
Dagenham there was not the same gap between geographical, multi-union shopfloor 
representation and official union structures, and it made possible the emergence of what 
Beynon has described as Halewood’s distinctive pattern of ‘unofficialism’.34 

The extent of inroads into managerial prerogatives and the establishment of union job 
controls was varied and sectional in each plant. At Halewood the early days of the plant 
witnessed a raw battle for control, often resolved by severe face-to-face conflict. It had 
been common for management to vary the speed of the lines during shifts to cope with 
erratic production schedules and this had been a major cause of spontaneous walk-outs, 
naked resistance or occasional sabotage. To avoid this, management had conceded to 
shop stewards the right to hold the key that locked the speed of the assembly line during 
shifts. Nevertheless, the overall speed of the line for each shift remained a matter for 
management to determine exclusively and workloads continued to be varied. With a 
change in the model mix a less-than-proportionate increase in manning might be allowed 
and the new reduced manning ratio retained when lower workloads were resumed. By the 
late 1960s supervisors at Halewood often allowed overtime rotas or delegated the 
allocation of tasks to shop stewards as the simplest and most trouble-free way of coping 
with issues of labour deployment. Thus Halewood stewards had some rudimentary 
controls over manning levels and the pace of work, though these were more common in 
the Body Plant than in the PTA and varied widely according to the personality and 
capability of section stewards. At Dagenham it was rare for stewards to exert such 
informal controls. Shop stewards, for example, were generally unable to prevent virtually 
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obligatory overtime over long periods and concentrated instead on trying to win the right 
to get adequate notice of overtime.35 

Thus shop stewards were able to introduce certain elements of equity and job control, 
but all these gains were precarious and did not present a very radical challenge to 
management. Any gains that stewards might make in controlling workloads or allocations 
of labour were quickly eroded with changes in the organization of work.36 

There was, therefore, wide-ranging scope for effective management discretion in work 
organization, yet Ford were unable to translate this into comprehensive control. One 
reason for this was that, despite Ford’s public preoccupation with shopfloor turmoil, the 
company only slowly gave industrial relations importance in its managerial hierarchy, 
largely under prodding from Detroit who wanted to see a shift from ‘fire-fighting to fire 
prevention’. An Industrial Relations director was only appointed for the first time in 1962 
as part of the ‘Americanization’ of Ford UK by the parent company who used 
‘visitations’ and reporting procedures to monitor and catalyse local management.37 

These weaknesses in the structure of labour management had serious implications for 
line management on the shop floor. Ford’s desire for tight administrative control of the 
workplace put intense pressures on shopfloor supervision who often feared to make 
decisions. When rules began to bend in face of worker resistance supervisors had 
insufficient authority to make concessions; yet often they also lacked the power to take a 
stand. It began to be common practice for production management to use supervisors as 
‘fall guys’, pressing them to resist shop stewards’ demands, only to cut the ground from 
under their feet by themselves making concessions to the stewards in order to keep 
production going. At Halewood in the late 1960s most section stewards had direct access 
to the convener who, in turn, was in day-to-day contact with plant management, thus 
creating the possibility of undercutting line supervision by ‘upstaging’ them.38 

Even where there was a negligible steward presence there appeared to be inherent 
limits to direct control. Management could unilaterally set work-loads but they were still 
reliant on the foreman and work groups (with or without stewards) to cooperate to solve 
problems. For example, a sudden change in the product mix could result in a need for a 
rapid adjustment in manning or for men to ‘work down the line’. Uncooperative workers 
could prove highly obstructive in such circumstances. Moreover, with relatively full 
employment and high levels of labour turnover young, restless and alienated workers 
created serious problems for control and discipline. Beynon has described ‘the lads’ 
throwing Bostic bombs in skips, pulling the safety wire on the lines to get a break, or 
refusing to work without iced lime-juice in the hot summer of 1969. If the sack did not 
sufficiently intimidate them, the front-line supervisors badly needed shop stewards to 
‘control the lads’. The stewards could control and pacify a section or make them listen to 
warnings where the foreman could not. In sections where direct monitoring of production 
was difficult and responsibility for defects hard to pinpoint, such as the paint-spray decks, 
‘spoiling’ of products was hard to trace and it was only a relationship with the steward 
that could ensure the quality of production.39 Thus high levels of relatively arbitrary 
control by management, in the context of weak supervision, poorly elaborated 
management structures and disorganized uncooperativeness by workers created 
difficulties for production. 

Payment-by-results systems attempted to resolve similar problems by the use of 
incentive payments to induce workers to cooperate in the achievement of production and 
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efficiency. But the Ford system turned its back in principle on incentives. It followed that 
weaknesses in the apparatus of management control that could be disguised under piece-
work became much more transparent in the Ford system. Moreover, they created still 
more problems as the Ford wage system began to show signs of strain and slackness. 

By the mid 1960s Ford’s wage structure was coming under strain. Despite the 
company’s policy to resist custom and practice demands, special payments and 
allowances had inevitably crept into a system that had been in continuous operation over 
twenty years, and anomalies were beginning to appear more and more frequently. In 
addition the merit system continued to degenerate. The system had provided a carefully 
dispensed element of incentive linked to management control, but it also made it possible 
for the company to use it to ‘lubricate’ their rigid grading system. Since the merger with 
Briggs merits had come to be expected as a matter of course and rather freely given 
(annually or across the board in certain departments). It was not easy to restore control to 
such a system once it had been eroded.40 

The problem of the merit system was also linked with Ford’s growing labour-market 
problems. By 1965, contrary to the theory of flat-rate payment, continuous rises in merit 
pay had opened up a wage gap of 45. per hour between the lowest-paid new starter and 
workers with seven years’ or more service. In the 1960s this brought two further 
problems. The opening of the new Halewood plant meant that all Halewood workers 
were ‘new starters’. After long negotiations and stoppages, the NJNC had agreed on the 
phased introduction over several years of parity of basic rates between the two plants. But 
even when this process was completed, the merit situation meant that a wage gap would 
remain as a source of invidious comparisons. If Ford tried to close this gap via enhanced 
merits to Halewood they would risk further leap-frogging merit claims at Dagenham. If 
they did nothing they risked increased strife at Halewood.41 

At the same time, Ford were becoming victims of their own past successes in wage 
bargaining. Until the mid-1960s Ford had kept their wages very low in comparison with 
other car firms by gaining acceptance of modest offers at the NJNC. Low wages, 
especially for new starters, were beginning to make it difficult for Ford to recruit new 
workers. High proportions of new recruits were low-skilled immigrants and Ford was 
finding it hard to get the more skilled or experienced workers that they needed. By the 
late 1960s some Ford managers believed that Ford needed a substantial hike in basic rates 
simply to maintain its supply of labour. But the Labour government’s successive pay 
freezes were an obstacle to this. 

The legal and political environment proved unfavourable for the retrenchment of the 
system. A crucial test case was Ford’s failure to get solid support from the government or 
from other motor employers in the Motor Industry Joint Council (an employers’ liaison 
committee under the sponsorship of the Ministry of Labour) for their attempts to restore 
backbone to their payments systems through an insistence on rigid adherence to 
procedures and formalized work rules in the mid-1960s. Public calls by the Labour 
Government for productivity, rationalization and restraint gave them some cause to hope 
for such support. But their hopes were torpedoed when they took a dispute with their 
paint-sprayers to a Court of Inquiry. The paint-sprayers walked out on unofficial strike 
against the imposition of new working conditions and the TGWU subsequently made the 
dispute official. Ford went to an Inquiry, confident that they would win on the procedural 
case. But the Inquiry side-stepped these issues, treated the case essentially as one of 
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arbitration, and split the difference.42 This left Ford feeling let down by the Ministry of 
Labour, and the Joint Labour Council and vulnerable to further similar claims where their 
options would be either continuous piecemeal concessions or resistance which might lead 
to further Courts of Inquiry with similar unsatisfactory results.43 

THE FORD SYSTEM IN TRANSITION? 1968–1978 

These pressures triggered a process of change in the Ford system after 1968. 
Simultaneously, related changes were altering the face of industrial relations and labour 
management in the other British car companies. The emergence of effective shop-steward 
organization in these companies for the first time in the early 1960s had two rather 
contradictory effects on their systems. On the one hand, shop stewards often operated in 
quasi-managerial roles in order to keep production and earnings running at high levels.44 
On the other hand, the stewards also began to engage more and more effectively in 
opportunistic shopfloor wage bargaining. As a result, during the 1960s incentive pay was 
coming to have an increasingly tenuous relationship to effort. The frequency and 
effectiveness of sectional bargaining, rather than productivity, increasingly determined 
earnings. Management’s capability to control and direct the piece-work system and to 
orchestrate the factory through it was eroded. The loss of managerial control on the shop 
floor was not, however, the same thing as the existence of union control. The results of 
constant, fragmented sectional bargaining were often unsatisfactory to both management 
and labour, and the spread of differential earnings within plants became anomalous and 
chaotic. The wide scope and frequency of sectional bargaining resulted in a regime of 
high friction between line management, workers and stewards. Each decision could be a 
dangerous precedent or stepping-off point for further bargaining, and both sides were 
liable to give ground unwittingly since the implications of particular decisions were often 
not immediately clear. By the late 1960s this proliferation of bargaining had resulted in 
an endemic pattern of short stoppages and go-slows. 

In many senses management were losing effective control of their piece-work systems 
in the mid-1960s and felt that the traditional wage system no longer served its purpose. It 
is important to note, however, that the evidence of the deleterious effects of these 
payment systems on company performance is inconclusive. As I have argued elsewhere, 
there is no clear evidence that the increase in shopfloor bargaining resulted in any sharp 
rise in earnings levels or labour costs, and the prevalence of short local strikes was 
probably less damaging than has often been argued. Major studies by Turner et al. in the 
1960s and by Durcan et al. and Marsden et al. in the 1980s all suggest that small 
dispersed stoppages had little impact on overall production levels while larger stoppages 
tended to be associated with recessions.45 Until 1968 strikes were not a major problem for 
output. Given the product market situation which Williams et al. have described 
elsewhere, uninterrupted production would often have left BMC/BLMC simply with 
larger stocks of unsaleable cars. In addition, steward bargaining-horizons remained very 
narrowly focused on wages and stewards continued to respect surprisingly large areas of 
unilateral management control and ‘the right to manage’, especially over issues such as 
hire and fire, plant closures and information disclosure, labour mobility, and the use of 
overtime and short-time to cover fluctuations in production. Moreover, both Streeck and 
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Willman have recently demonstrated that shopfloor bargaining posed no major 
constraints for the introduction of automation or new technology.46 

Nevertheless, by the late 1960s the management of British Leyland (BL, the renamed 
BLMC) had come to identify the continued existence of the piece-work system as the 
principal cause of their production problems and both stewards and management shared 
the belief that its replacement by a system of Measured Day Work (MDW) based on the 
Ford model would destroy the bargaining power of the shop floor. They envisaged plant 
and group negotiations becoming centralized in the hands of management and union 
officials, thus curbing sectional activities. But they lacked any clear perception either of 
the difficulties of running such a system that Ford experienced or the enlarged scope of 
management responsibilities in the organization of production that it would entail. 

These problems were compounded when, as MDW was introduced on a plant by plant 
basis, stewards reorientated their bargaining strategies and set out to ‘capture’ the new 
system. Since earnings levels were now fixed, they shifted their focus from an almost 
exclusive attention to pay and the maximization of earnings to the minimization of effort, 
better job conditions and security of earnings. The intensity of effort and the pacing role 
of piece-work fell away. Stewards ceased to attempt to correct production problems as 
they occurred or chase up materials. Extra labour was now welcomed on to the sections 
to ease effort rather than shunned because it reduced earnings. Where workers had 
formerly improvised to keep aged machines running they now let them break down and 
waited for the repairmen to come. As one commentator has put it, ‘effort drift’ replaced 
‘wage drift’.47 

MDW was hastily established with little method- or time-study and no thorough 
reform of supervisory systems. It put the responsibility for maintaining the continuity and 
quality of production and the flow of materials squarely on to management’s shoulders; 
but management was not equipped for these new tasks. Over the next ten years BL 
struggled to integrate its new payment system with restructured work organization and 
managerial systems, and to follow through the extensive implications that the new system 
had for stock and quality control, buying and production programming, and production 
engineering and job design. 

But while other companies were seeking to solve problems by moving towards the 
Ford model, Ford were seeking new ways to renovate their system and hold it together in 
face of disruptive pressures. Their first escape-route from the problems described above 
was a decision in 1967 to restabilize their wage structure and preserve its logic by 
relaunching it on the basis of job evaluation. The consequent new wage structure was to 
reestablish the importance of centrally negotiated wage deals against the creeping 
emergence of local bargaining by stewards, centred on merits and special allowances. By 
reasserting a rule-bound system they hoped to clear out anomalies and start afresh with a 
new ‘tight’ version of their system. 

Despite the elaborate and quasi-scientific process of job evaluation, Ford retained tight 
control of the shape of the final outcome through their control of the ‘factor weightings’ 
which they refused to disclose even under pressure from a Court of Inquiry.48 Despite the 
complexity of the mechanisms by which the structure was rejigged, the basic change was 
from a four-grade to a five-grade structure. The hourly rate for each grade continued to be 
negotiated at NJNC, and earnings thereafter varied only with hours worked or with 
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premiums for overtime, shift and weekend working. No incentives were admitted and 
merits were eliminated and replaced by a simple scale of service increments.49 

In fact, however, the new wage structure did not prevent more fundamental changes in 
Ford’s postwar industrial-relations system emerging under the pressure of nascent 
shopfloor bargaining and its interaction with a shift in the national politics of the trade 
unions. The new structure made Ford vulnerable to a host of grading grievances some of 
which, like the strike by female sewing-machinists at Dagenham, threatened to 
undermine the whole edifice. The logic of the women’s case for upgrading was strong, 
but rectifying their grade could fundamentally disturb the entire male-grading hierarchy 
and unleash a stream of leap-frogging comparability claims. One result was the 
paradoxical outcome of the strike noted by Friedman and Meredeen. The women were 
able to win the apparently broad principle of equal pay for equal work which had 
significant national political and economic implications for women workers and the 
Labour Government. But they failed to force the company to concede their apparently 
narrow and local grading grievance. As Friedman noted: ‘In response to a grading claim 
for five (old) pence per hour confined to 400 sewing machinists, Ford was conceding a 
pay increase 50% higher than that, to all Ford women workers.’ Ford effectively 
negotiated a settlement on a claim which had never been presented.50 

The wider developments in the car industry in the late 1960s which we have already 
described, were also creating new pressures. In particular, costly exercises to buy out old 
piece-work systems and replace them with MDW pay structures stimulated upward 
pressure on wages51 and, in combination with issues of national pay policy and supplier 
strikes, thrust the issue of layoffs and wage security into the foreground. Alongside these 
developments shopfloor organization and confidence began to rise again after the 
demoralization of the defeats of 1956 and 1962. These developments were stimulated by 
the sewing machinists’ strike and symbolized by the formation of the National Conveners 
Committee and the National Delegate Committee at Ford. 

The consolidation of union organization created serious tensions within Ford’s 
policies. On the one hand, Leslie Blakeman, Ford’s Industrial Relations director, and his 
associates were strongly influenced by the ideas of leading academics such as Allan 
Flanders about ‘regaining control by sharing it’,52 and the grading package deal had been 
singled out for praise by the Wilson government as an exemplary case of ‘the Donovan 
creed of reforming pluralism’.53 But such overtures towards a new business-like 
relationship with the unions existed alongside older goals of shopfloor discipline and 
management prerogatives.54 For a while in the late 1960s Ford hoped to reconcile the two 
through wider support for its policies from the state or the law. The Donovan 
Commission (1965–8) and the Labour Government’s openness to legal change in the 
field of industrial relations gave some hope that the legal system might be fluid and 
helpful in this respect. Ford argued strongly to the Donovan Commission in favour of 
laws to curb unions and for the legal enforceability of collective bargaining. 
Subsequently, their 1969 pay deal, which linked a pay rise and new layoff payments to 
obligatory adherence to a streamlined Procedure Agreement backed up by ‘penalty 
clauses’ against unconstitutional action coincided with the launch of In Place of Strife 
(December 1968) by the Labour Government. Ford’s deal was at once labelled ‘a private 
enterprise Industrial Relations Act’,55 and the Department of Employment and 
Productivity accepted the trade-off of increased pay in return for disciplinary clauses 
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under the government’s current incomes policy. But under wider political pressures the 
government was soon shying away from further legal measures to control unions, and in 
the absence of broader government backing Ford had to turn independently and rather 
desperately to the courts in an unsuccessful attempt to have their negotiated agreement 
with the NJNC declared legally enforceable. If the Labour Government had not backed 
off, Ford might have had a context in which to move towards structures more akin to 
their US practices, notably the combination of strict contract language and a powerful 
interlocutor like the UAW capable of making deals stick at shopfloor level. 

The 1969 deal was in fact accepted by the NJNC but the retributional clauses 
provoked a strong reaction at shopfloor level and, for the first time since the war, the 
plant conveners were able to hold mass meetings in the plants, reject the package and call 
a viable national strike repudiating the NJNC’s acceptance of a national agreement.57 A 
few years earlier this would have been unthinkable, but, partly as effect and partly as 
cause of the rising confidence of the shopfloor representatives, the attitude of the two 
biggest unions (the TGWU and the AEF—the Amalgamated Engineering Federation) to 
the NJNC was undergoing a sea change. An era of slow radicalization in their ranks 
culminated in 1969 in the accession of the more radical leaderships of Jones and Scanlon. 
This significantly strengthened the hand of the unions at plant level and established new 
active relations between the unions and the plant convenors. The response to the strike 
call at plant level was patchy and it was only saved from collapse by the AEF and TGWU 
making the strike official. The precarious shopfloor organization required a significant 
degree of nurturing by supportive national union institutions. Although the settlement of 
the strike by Jones and Scanlon after nine weeks following government mediation did not 
wholly eliminate the ‘penalty clauses’, they were in practice neutralized.58 

It also provided the occasion for a comprehensive restructuring of the NJNC.59 The 
dominance of the TGWU and AUEW (Amalgamated Union of Engineering Workers—
the renamed AEF) over decision-making on the union side was insitutionalized and, for 
the first time, shopfloor representatives in the shape of five conveners were admitted. 
Shifts in the locus of power at both national and shop-floor levels had changed the rules 
of the game and undermined Ford’s old ‘industrial creed’. Until 1969 Ford had always 
had confidence that the company plus the national officials in the NJNC could control 
any challenge from the shop floor. Changes in union policy and shopfloor organization 
now undercut that. 

During the 1970s Ford abandoned their old ‘industrial creed’ and moved towards a 
new relationship with the shop floor, accepting the legitimacy of negotiation with 
shopfloor representatives while attempting to keep their managerial prerogatives 
fundamentally intact. Beynon has described this as one of the most elaborate processes of 
industrial-relations reform attempted by any company in Britain.60 But while it is true that 
major changes took place at the level of collective bargaining, Ford gave almost no 
ground on their traditional exclusion of large areas of workplace regulation from 
negotiation. 

According to two of Ford’s leading managers, Bob Ramsey and Terence Beckett, in 
their evidence to the House of Commons Expenditure Committee in 1975, the company 
had turned its back on the old ideology of paternalism and direct control and was seeking 
to modernize its procedures, acknowledging that it must manage by consent with the 
‘willing concurrence’ and ‘complete involvement’ of the work-force. This change had 
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been much delayed because for too long the company had waited in hope that the 
government would breathe new life into the old institutions by legal and political 
changes. Now, however, the company had recognized that it had to sort things out for 
itself.61 

This view has subsequently been endorsed by academic commentators,62 and major 
changes in Ford’s industrial relations policies did indeed occur. During the 1970s, under 
the powerful leadership of Bob Ramsey and Paul Roots, the management of industrial 
relations assumed a much greater prominence and strategic role in the Ford hierarchy. 
Their policies, marking a sharp break with the past, were to expand and institutionalize 
the role of shopfloor representatives. Until this time Ford had sought to marginalize shop 
stewards and had regarded them as subversive of company-wide bargaining. But, after 
1971, there was a trend towards an accommodation with elected shopfloor 
representatives.63 Ford began to give shop stewards an enhanced status and facilities and 
encouraged the old rank-and-file organizations, notably the plant-conveners committee, 
to integrate themselves more closely into the official union networks. A layer of 
conveners and stewards became effectively full-time negotiators in daily touch with 
management. The pattern of plant negotiations was increasingly dominated by conveners 
and senior stewards while sectional stewards had a more limited negotiating role, acting 
primarily as channels of communication about grievances.64 Finally, the company agreed 
to a 100 per cent post-entry closed shop and collection of union dues by check-off from 
the payroll. Again, this was a major departure from Ford’s hallowed policy that union 
membership was a ‘domestic matter’ for the unions. It explicitly recognized that if the 
company wished the unions to police agreements on their side, then the company too had 
an interest in its employees being union members.65 

Subsequently in 1978 Ford took a further step with a major reform of the NJNC. 
Whereas in 1969 Ford had reluctantly accepted reform of the NJNC, they now played an 
active role in initiating the changes. Ford were aware of a growing lack of reality in the 
bargaining at the NJNC. According to Les Moore, a convener at Halewood, They were 
no longer bargaining with the trade unions as representatives of the workers, but through 
them with the conveners’ committee. Their best arguments, presented by highly 
professional negotiators, were being wasted on messengers.’66 To get away from this sort 
of two-tier negotiations, Ford brought all 23 plant conveners on to the NJNC, giving lay 
representatives a majority on the committee for the first time. These policies ran in 
parallel with and were reinforced by the national strategies of the AUEW and the TGWU. 
Both organizations were seeking to base themselves more solidly on the shop floor, partly 
because of the programmatic positions of their leaderships and partly because of the 
strategic needs of their rivalry for dominance of recruitment in the car industry which 
meant that neither union could afford to distance itself too far from the lay 
organizations.67 

The combined effect of shifts in union policies and company orientation to collective 
bargaining made the 1970s appear to be what Henry Friedman has called a ‘decade of 
continuous shift of power to the shop floor’.68 There was a definite strategic attempt by 
the company to realign its formal procedures and to integrate union organization into its 
collective bargaining. Yet procedural reform and the partial integration of the unions also 
overlay intense continuing conflict at the workplace level. 
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The worst conflicts centred on layoffs and shopfloor working practices. Blunt 
disciplinary instruments at plant level contrasted sharply with the apparently more 
accommodating and integrative policies of the company at national level, and plant-level 
conflict actually rose in intensity as the broader policies of ‘accommodation’ developed. 
The company’s practice of laying off related work groups as retribution after unofficial 
stoppages caused violent clashes, occupations or protests on several occasions (notably at 
Dagenham in September 1973, October 1974, April 1975, September 1976 and 
September 1977) and some ‘rioters’ were subsequently dismissed with the tacit consent 
of the unions.69 

At Halewood working practices were generally the central issue especially after 
November 1976 when management ‘declared war’ on informal practices like ‘welt’ 
working. Local managers recognized the gulf between their relations with the union and 
the chaotic day-to-day conflict of the shop floor. 

The unions did not really declare war in retaliation [in 1976] but the 
workers did. It turned into a nightmare. We enforced discipline, they 
would walk out. We would again enforce discipline, win some battles, 
lose others, we would take discipline, they would walk out. It was hell to 
work here. Nobody wanted to come to work in the morning, because 
everyone knew we would move right into a battle.70 

Ford’s strategy at plant level in no way matched the seeming coherence of its national-
level initiatives. At national level they were pursuing a relationship with responsible and 
accountable shopfloor representatives with whom they could negotiate. But at plant level 
there were no gestures towards any real ‘partnership in control’. Ford’s only concession 
to the demands of the work-force on job-related issues was a Work Standards Agreement 
of June 1975 which was significant in that for the first time it committed the company to 
consultation with stewards on work standards and committed the company to ensuring 
that the standards were ‘fair and equitable’, but this fell far short of any real negotiating 
rights.71 

Ford was prepared to consider reforms of collective bargaining but it maintained its 
traditional insistence on unilateral work standards, procedure and discipline and it was 
these issues that were the most prone to trigger plant-level direct action, vandalism and 
stoppages. By the end of the 1970s Ford were becoming concerned, as they had never 
been before, that their doggedly maintained control of the labour process was no longer 
delivering the goods. Constant labour disputes, off-standard performance, inflexible 
skills, loss of productive time and lack of right-first-time production were becoming real 
competitive handicaps that their traditional insistence on managerial prerogatives and 
direct control could not remedy. Punitive weapons such as penalty clauses were proving 
almost wholly counterproductive and hours lost to strikes rose sharply again in 1977–8.72 

‘AFTER JAPAN’ 1978–1987 

It was developments in the wider competitive environment in the 1980s that provoked 
Ford’s most fundamental rethinking of its labour strategies. Automakers’ perceptions of 
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markets and technology underwent a radical shift in the 1980s. In particular, the new 
orthodoxy recognized that growing requirements for more flexible production and 
innovation made repetitive standardized production problematic.73 In tune with this, Ford 
began to question their traditional approaches in marketing and manufacturing,74 centring 
on a new emphasis on rapid product and technology innovation, a new role for quality in 
marketing strategy and a recognition of the costs of quality and the need for prevention of 
defects rather than cure.75 

These shifts directed attention towards the adequacy of existing labour-management 
methods and stimulated change, even though the new strategic direction remained unclear 
and ambiguous. Events at the end of the 1970s made it clear that, although unions and 
workers did not have the power to challenge management prerogatives broadly, they 
were able to frustrate managerial designs and impede the translation of formal controls 
into effective control on the shop floor. The lack of motivation among workers caused the 
costs of quality and control systems to escalate, and the rigid separation of plan and 
implementation and the removal of responsibility from workers were becoming 
counterproductive. Sub-optimal utilization of human resources produced both a poor 
quality of work-life and spiralling control costs.76 

The changes that occurred at Ford in the 1980s were not revolutionary but they did 
mark a watershed in company practices. There were no radical innovations in work 
organization, the primacy of the assembly line and a highly managed labour process 
remained intact. But significant reversals in the logic of the system emerged, which, 
according to some commentators ‘seem to mark a change in the old Fordist paradigm of 
decomposition and fragmentation of tasks’.77 Alongside these changes more traditional 
features persisted. Continuous rationalization and the reduction of head-count; the use of 
international sourcing in Europe; the intensification of work effort (by greater continuity 
if not greater pace of work); the emphasis on the ‘right to manage’; and tight payment 
systems—all remained in place. By the late 1980s workplace harmony might still be 
limited, but the old ‘aggravation’ of workplace relations had been significantly reduced. 
The extent to which Ford’s conversion to ‘participative management’ went beyond 
catchwords remained unclear. 

The initial impetus to a rethinking of management methods came from a growing 
awareness of the sources of Japanese success. A trip to Japan in 1978 by Bill Hayden, the 
head of Ford of Europe, stimulated a first ‘shock response’. Hayden was shaken by the 
size of Japan’s efficiency-lead and initiated an ‘After Japan’ programme to try to close 
the gap. Until this time Ford of Europe had been relatively uninformed on the nature of 
the Japanese challenge. They believed that it was based primarily on government support 
and cheap docile labour. But, following Hayden’s visit, Ford’s study of Japanese 
practices in the early 1980s revealed that their greatest productivity shortfall in relation to 
Japan was not labour productivity but the result of the interaction of design, build 
complexity, schedule instability and the consequent low level of mechanization and 
automation.78 Studies of their allied Japanese company, Mazda, showed that while Ford 
matched Japanese practice in ‘hard automation’ they lagged in the effectiveness of its 
application. In particular, their engineers noted the added inventory costs arising from 
Ford’s use of produce-and-store rather than kanban methods, and an under-utilization of 
organizational resources resulting from ‘organizational chimneys’ dividing related 
departments which particularly raised design and development costs. Still more 
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important, however, were the combined effect of models that were unduly complex to 
build (‘build complexity’) and unstable production schedules. Responding to the 
fluctuating demands of the sales departments, Ford had ‘evolved a capability to cope 
daily, weekly and monthly with dramatic changes in the number and mix of vehicles to 
be built’. While Mazda or Toyota with systematized option packages were able to 
stabilize their monthly schedules, Ford were ‘unable to set a firm schedule for the number 
and the detailed mix of options for any period in advance’. This increased costs at the 
assembly stage by limiting automation, shortening runs and excessively complicating 
work tasks. At the same time it placed a heavy cost-burden on upstream supplier 
operations who had to cope with unstable production schedules.79 

One response to these observations was calls from the engineering side aggressively to 
reduce build complexity and improve schedule stability, and subsequent rationalization, 
computerization and reform of relations with suppliers tackled some of these issues. 
Nevertheless, marketing demands continued to emphasize diversity and market 
segmentation and this limited the scope of these developments. Instead, the organization 
had to learn to cope with the implications of ongoing complexity and design innovation. 
While seeking commonality across its European product range Ford in the 1980s also 
accelerated product innovation (anti-lock brakes, electronic engine management, fuel-
efficient engines and so on), shortened its product cycle and begun to proliferate high-
margin versions of its standard products.80 

The lessons of ‘After Japan’ were therefore complex and could be interpreted in a 
variety of ways.81 At first it changed more in engineering and accountancy than in 
production management and industrial relations.82 There were, for example, actions to 
reduce inventories and build complexity, reform supplier relations, introduce quick tool 
changes and to emphasize the role of quality. But the implications for labour emerged 
more erratically. Until 1983 the emphasis continued to be, in rather traditional fashion, on 
discipline and the control of work through technology. From 1983, however, novel 
features began to be more prominent, notably a new emphasis on Employee Involvement 
and participative management and certain elements of job redesign. 

Hayden’s initial interpretation of the lessons of Japan was that an essential 
complement of organizational reform was a restoration of discipline and increased 
shopfloor effort. Thus he stressed that, ‘We need plain, tough discipline’, and the early 
1980s saw a frontal offensive on this issue, particularly at Halewood.83 The New 
Disciplinary Code, introduced in November 1980, built on the old tradition of penalty 
clauses and in particular on a punitive retaliatory layoff system. The code itself was 
arbitrary and inconsistent and even cut across other elements of agreed procedures. Ford 
imposed it unilaterally and for six months, notably at Halewood, the code became the 
focus of bitter battles. A relay of small sectional disputes led to a succession of plant-
wide layoffs and a spiral of retaliation. The situation was exacerbated by the timing of the 
code’s introduction along with the launch of the new Escort in 1980. The launch brought 
with it the teething problems of a new model, a great deal of new technology, a massive 
introduction of new work allocations and timings and considerable interruptions to 
production resulting from problems with the new robots. The plant was close to chaos, 
and threats of the imminent closure of Halewood were flying round before Ford 
rescinded the code in May 1981 in return for a union undertaking ‘to improve self-
discipline on the shop floor’.84 
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The code lay squarely in the old tradition of Ford collective bargaining and labour 
management—a blunt instrument to rectify the company’s perceived ‘productivity 
problem’ at Halewood.85 During 1980–3 Ford pursued with little success the forcible 
imposition of self-certification of work, on-line maintenance and the removal of 
demarcations. A 1981 ‘efficiency package’ was resisted fiercely at plant level, 
culminating in the Kelly dispute of March–April 1983. The Kelly dispute was seen by 
management at Halewood as the culmination of years of ‘using the baseball bat’: the 
penalties of confrontation were so great that ‘we had to recognize that we had come to a 
point where force did not pay any more’.86 

The second axis of Ford’s pursuit of control between 1978 and 1983 was to attempt to 
build-in control through its new technology. This was most effective in eliminating whole 
areas of labour-intensive and conflict-prone tasks, notably in bodywelding and paint 
shops. As Derek Waeland, manufacturing engineering manager, Halewood, put it, ‘We 
haven’t got control of the labour force, we can’t force each man to put each weld in the 
right place. So we’ve tried to build in quality through machines.’87 In other respects, the 
new technology itself often controlled labour more tightly and eliminated scope for 
discretion in the labour process in, for instance, practices such as banking up work, 
building stocks ahead of schedule or ‘spelling’ colleagues (working more intensively for 
a while to enable a co-worker to take a break—known as ‘welt working’ at Halewood). 
Certain technological changes considerably diminished the scope for argument on certain 
job-related issues and there was some truth in the notion that new technology and greater 
order in engineering tended to reinforce managerial control. 

Perfecting control via a ‘technological fix’ remained a tantalizing but illusory goal. 
The persistence or increase of variants on the line in the 1980s kept issues of labour 
deployment central. Computer scheduling was unable to overcome all line-balancing and 
deployment problems arising from model-mix fluctuations (a Sierra Ghia required some 
15–20 per cent more work on the line than a base model), problems with supply or 
delivery, or rearrangements when defective work had to be taken out of the line. Despite 
extensive computerization daily schedules remained constantly subject to last-minute 
changes and required work by foremen and industrial engineers to juggle and improvise 
to balance out under- or over-utilization of labour capacity. In the 1970s at Halewood 
these needs had been covered by informal flexibility and custom and practice whereby 
work groups of 8–10 would allocate tasks among themselves flexibly and allow 
temporary ‘overcycle work’ to be made up by ‘undercycle work’ on an hourly basis. The 
squeeze on this ‘welt working’ in the early 1980s not only increased tension and conflict 
but also created additional rigidities.88 

The continuing weakness of worker organization nationally in the context of recession 
and redundancy and the Thatcher government’s political and legal offensive against the 
unions provided Ford with a position of strength to explore labour management options. 
Employment at Ford was cut heavily between 1979 and 1985, with the hourly head-count 
falling from 58,561 to 37,027, a cut of 36 per cent.89 This provided the background for 
the strategies of discipline and technical control of the early 1980s. But it also provided 
the conditions for the development of a second and increasingly powerful stream of 
management strategy under the more subtle banner of Employee Involvement (EI). EI 
dated back to a declaration of intent by Philip Caldwell in 1979, but at that time its 
implementation was left up to the discretion of local management and it remained mainly 
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a ‘communications exercise’ or public-relations programme until it slowly moved to 
centre-stage by around 1983. 

In the early 1980s attempts to extend worker responsibility for quality and to minimize 
process inefficiencies, reducing buffer stocks, wastage and rectification, were largely 
ineffectual. Tactics that were a mixture of bullying, manipulation and exhortation were 
counterproductive. A mishandled attempt to introduce Quality Circles foundered on a 
deep distrust of management and the justifiable union perception that it was in part a 
deliberate effort to cut across union jurisdiction, bargaining arenas and negotiating 
structures. 

Following this, Ford management shifted their ground and began to focus on 
negotiated flexibility through reforms to the job and wage structure. The new approach 
began to develop at Halewood following the nadir of the Kelly dispute. Between 1983 
and 1985 seek-and-repair and self-certification were slowly edged in at certain 
departments at Halewood. Shop stewards fought a tough rearguard action but ultimately 
had to give way. Management’s tactics were to win the hearts and minds of the work-
force and ‘bring on board’ the shop stewards—backed by the threat of large redundancies 
or closure if the plant did not perform competitively. Stewards and workers were wooed 
with training courses, discussions and visits to other plants, notably Saarlouis in 
Germany, using inter-plant productivity comparisons (‘the Saarlouis Gap’) to spur 
cooperation. 

In 1985 the new approach moved to the centre of national negotiations with an 
agreement on flexibility at the NJNC which provided a basis for the gradual extension of 
self-inspection, self-rectification and elements of team work, broader job classifications 
or new jobs such as ‘lead operatives’ (where the distinction between production and 
supervision is blurred).90 The new ‘production operator’ title replaced 86 old job titles, 
and production workers were henceforth expected to handle minor maintenance, self-
certification, stock-handling and cleaning their own work stations. At the skilled-worker 
level a key aim was to increase productivity by increasing the flexibility of deployment of 
craft workers through the elimination of demarcations and the establishment of two-
trades maintenance.91 At all levels the shift from ‘quality control’ to ‘quality assurance’ 
signalled an intention to increase individual worker responsibility for performance and to 
change the motivational orientation of the shop floor.92 

Such changes were partial but potentially significant. They represented a reduction in 
the fragmentation of tasks, steps towards a restoration of responsibility to operatives and 
a quest for co-operation and bargained adherence rather than imposition. Top 
management in the late 1980s began to emphasize their perception of a need for high-
trust relations, or what they termed ‘participative management’. Their internal 
organizational goals prioritized the need to change their embedded managerial culture to 
become ‘customer-driven’ rather than ‘numbers-oriented’ in marketing and 
manufacturing and to develop participative labour management. All these changes 
represented significant reversals in the logic of Ford’s system, though it is still too early 
to assess how thoroughgoing these changes have been. There are enormous difficulties in 
reversing the habits of fifty years of direct control in the field of worker responsibility. 

Even as Ford began to modify their system in the 1980s, BL was moving to emulate 
many of the features that Ford was abandoning. When Michael Edwardes became 
Managing Director of BL in 1978, ten years after implementation of MDW had begun, 
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production organization at factory level was still, in his opinion, ‘a shambles’.93 He 
initiated numerous reforms of the technical side of management at BL and also conducted 
a vigorous managerial purge of the ‘old guard’. But the key to Edwardes’ strategy was to 
solve what he called ‘the labour problem’. His ‘recovery plan’ was based on four 
elements. A massive programme of plant closures and redundancies would cut the 
company back to a viable core operation. At the same time a range of new modern cars 
would spearhead ‘product-led’ recovery. This new generation of cars would be 
manufactured by the most modern automation systems, and the production system would 
be regenerated by a thorough-going reform of working practices.94 

Of all these elements, Edwardes prioritized the reform of work practices, arguing that 
this was a prerequisite for the efficient use of new technology and the production of 
competitive models. The ‘labour question’ was seen as being so important that it was 
worth taking the company ‘to the brink’—and possibly over it—in order to resolve it. 
During 1980–1 the company used the threat of the closure of the company as their 
principal weapon, and ultimately imposed the new practices unilaterally in the ‘Blue 
Newspaper’ of April 1980. This document swept away the old practices of ‘mutuality’ 
and established that henceforth the organization of work would be the sole prerogative of 
management, notably in respect of changes in performance standards, manning levels, 
relief times and the deployment of labour. The previous 500 hourly paid job 
classifications were swept away and replaced with five company-wide grades and non-
negotiable plant-wide incentive schemes. In a period of three years shop-steward 
authority on the shop floor was effectively destroyed. The number of full-time shop 
stewards at BL was cut from 20 to 6 and those that remained had their facilities and 
mobility restricted and were strictly confined to procedural roles in dealing with job 
grievances. By 1983 the weakening of shop stewards had gone so far that, at Cowley, 
over half of the shop-steward constituencies had no representative. Indeed, Paul Willman 
has suggested that the company had probably gone so far that it was in danger of 
breaking down the structures of ‘orderly’ trade unionism.95 Nevertheless, the crackdown 
on the unions did reduce the rate of strikes. In the late 1970s BL had lost an average of 5 
per cent of working hours per year to strikes but in 1980–5 it lost only 1.5 per cent. 

Edwardes claimed that the reform of working practices and the reestablishment of 
management’s right to manage was one of his principal achievements and the foundation 
for what he called the ‘productivity miracle’ at BL (subsequently renamed Austin 
Rover)—a claim that was to achieve almost iconic status in subsequent pronouncements 
by the Thatcher government. But, as Williams et al. have demonstrated, the ‘productivity 
miracle’ is a myth.96 Improvements in output per man had almost nothing to do with 
changes in working practices. Productivity had plunged between 1972 and 1980 when 
output collapsed much faster than employment. In 1980–3 Edwardes slashed the work-
force from 80,000 to 41,000 and thus brought the work-force into line with the decreased 
output levels. The main sources of these cuts in labour were not changes in manning 
levels but the closure of plants and labour-displacing investments in certain key facilities 
such as highly automated body shops. Apart from mass sackings, the gains from 
reformed work practices were insignificant. Closures failed to eliminate overcapacity, 
and the attention to managerial rights was probably dysfunctional in terms of costs and 
productivity. In particular, Willman and Winch have shown that an obsessive concern 
with displacing direct labour from the production process was responsible for serious 
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errors in the configuration of automation for the Metro. The Metro facility was ‘the line 
manager’s revenge’ reducing direct labour to a minimum, but this was only possible by 
opting for extremely rigid multi-weld systems dedicated to the production of a single 
model instead of using other more flexible systems that were available. The result was 
that the company saddled itself with an enormous fixed cost-burden when, as proved to 
be the case, the Metro lines could only be used at 60 per cent capacity.97 In the mid-1980s 
Austin Rover (AR) typically produced only 450,000 cars per year in facilities designed to 
produce 750,000 cars. Thus any savings on variable costs were more than offset by 
soaring fixed costs, and the new sophisticated plant remained under-utilized. 

Management attention was obsessively focused on ‘the labour question’ and 
managerial prerogatives. BL top management, government and wider industrial circles all 
concurred that the humbling of labour was essential for effective management in the 
company. Starting from this point of view, the Labour Government in the late 1970s had 
started the practice of making continued government support for the company dependent 
on industrial-relations performance, and the Thatcher government made it clear that 
unless the company demonstrated its ability to control labour it could hope for no further 
subsidies. Whatever their rationale in terms of the efficiency of production, aggressive 
policies towards labour were a political sine qua non for survival. The moves were given 
an added political edge by Edwardes’s belief that the plants were being kept in ‘a 
continuing state of master-minded anarchy’ primarily through the activity of Communist-
led militants.98 

This unbalanced strategy meant that much less effort was directed towards improving 
supplier relationships, training, quality control or renovation of marketing and 
distribution networks. Moreover, the strategy of confrontation, discipline and managerial 
unilateralism fitted uncomfortably with the emergent needs of high-quality 
manufacturing processes in the 1980s. Austin Rover’s attempts to involve employees in 
concern for product quality or cooperative working practices fitted ill with their coercive 
managerial style. Moreover, automation did not dispense with the need for continued 
responsible and attentive work on the part of the work-force. 

CONCLUSION 

Ford has emphasized and obtained more direct managerial control of work standards, 
labour mobility, working time, discipline and work organization than any other British 
car company. But, as we have seen, there are grounds to doubt any simple picture of the 
superior efficiency or technological rationality of Ford’s system of direct control. Ford’s 
experience reveals some important inherent limits to the operation of direct control. First, 
despite continuing high levels of management authority in the plants, it has never become 
possible to dispense with the need to generate consent and legitimacy within the system: 
as Terry and Edwards have noted, ‘labour independence’ may prove as much of a 
problem for companies as shopfloor union organization. Second, Ford has found it 
difficult to develop managerial and supervisory structures adequate to the task of 
applying control consistently. Third, in the absence of any simple technological logic of 
deskilling, the need for worker responsibility has remained inescapable. Given the 
importance of the ‘mix problem’ and the variability of work on the line, Ford’s notion of 
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‘normal’ performance to be enforced by direct supervision becomes problematic. Toyota, 
for example, recognized this by abandoning the idea of a ‘normal’ task and built the 
existence of fluctuating work tasks into workers’ job standards.99 Contrary to the 
industrial orthodoxies of the 1970s or the more recent comments of Lewchuk and others, 
there is no immanent logic of bringing ‘production institutions’ into line with the needs of 
technology. The pursuit of control for its own sake may prove very costly. Similarly, 
comparisons between the merits of incentive-based or direct-control systems are difficult. 
Clearly, BL had serious problems with the loss of control of its incentive systems. 
Nevertheless, for much of the postwar period, piece-work systems proved flexible and 
adaptable and were much more capable than direct control of blurring lines between 
supervision and production. The problems arising from labour-management issues at BL 
need to be carefully balanced against the problems arising from broader product 
strategies, marketing and management. 

Beyond problems inherent in the strategy of direct control, it is also necessary to 
question its presumed degree of success. Ford’s share of UK new car registrations has 
been fairly consistent though not expansive. It rose from 27 per cent in 1955 to almost 30 
per cent by 1965 but then fell to 23 per cent by 1974. Since then it has risen again to 25 
per cent in 1978 and 30.5 per cent in 1982. In contrast, BL’s market share in the 1980s 
collapsed from 33 per cent in 1974 to less than 18 per cent by 1982. However, Ford’s 
share of UK production has been less impressive, particularly in comparison with 
BMC/BL/Austin Rover over the crucial period of BL’s decline, 1954–78. In 1954 BL’s 
predecessor companies produced 52 per cent of British output and Ford 27 per cent; in 
1978 BL still held 50 per cent against Ford’s 26.5 per cent. Only after that, as BL’s share 
of UK output fell sharply to 40 per cent by 1986 did Ford’s share of output increase 
significantly to 34 per cent. The key to Ford’s strong market share and profitability lay 
not so much in its superior performance as a British producer but in its capacity as a 
multinational to bring large quantities of imports into Britain. It may be that the Ford 
system has been no better than the BL system at manufacturing cars competitively in 
Britain. However, unlike BL/AR, they have been able to take advantage of their 
multinational organization. BL’s attempt to hold close to 50 per cent of the UK market 
over time required them to produce a proliferation of low-volume models which could 
not generate economies of scale and which generated low profits per car. Ford, in 
contrast, with a more restricted strategy of controlling some 30 per cent of the market 
with three models were able to use more dedicated investment and economies of scale 
and achieve higher output per worker and higher profits per car.  

Nevertheless, Ford’s undoubted distinctiveness clearly demonstrated the scope for 
managerial strategic choice within a given national context. The extent to which union 
responses and strategies offered Ford scope for its policies suggests that the British firms 
may not have been constrained by the unions to the extent that is often argued. Ford was 
successful in preventing the effective consolidation of shopfloor organization over long 
periods. One reason for this was its shared aim with national union organizations in the 
1940s and 1950s preventing the development of independent shopfloor organization. One 
result was that the unions only consolidated their position at Ford’s from the late 1960s 
when shifts in both management policy and union strategy enabled shopfloor 
organization to become more durable. The absence of union support for shopfloor 
organization in the earlier years meant that the shopfloor organization that existed was 
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much less integrated into national union structures than it might have been and was much 
more unruly and unpredictable. Paradoxically, therefore, the lack of more developed 
union structures meant that the unions could not control their membership in the ways 
that Ford often called on them to do. At the same time, the prolonged weakness of local 
union organization meant that Ford may have ultimately been too successful in its 
collective bargaining for too long. Its wages dropped out of line below other car 
companies, resulting in problems in the recruitment of suitable labour in the 1960s and 
painful clashes with national incomes policies in the 1970s when management recognized 
the imperative to catch up. It was only in the 1970s that Ford began to recognize unions 
as possible interlocutors at shopfloor level, but their continuing demand for ‘discipline’ 
and the historical weaknesses of links between national and shopfloor organization made 
this a difficult transition to achieve. 

Ford might have been able to consolidate its policies more effectively if the context of 
state policies and the legal framework had shifted. Ford wanted a highly regulated private 
regime, but as problems grew it increasingly sought sympathetic public assistance from 
the state or the law to enable the company to hold its system together, notably the resort 
to Courts of Inquiry in the 1950s and 1960s, Ford’s campaign for the legal enforceability 
of agreements and its ‘private enterprise’ analogy to the Industrial Relations Act in 1969. 
At times it seemed as if the sorts of shifts in law and government policy that Ford desired 
might indeed come to pass. However, even if the company had obtained such 
institutionalization problems would have remained. In the United States Ford’s similar 
quest for a high-control system within a legalistic and contractual shopfloor framework 
was indeed institutionalized from the 1940s. It initially legitimated and enforced 
managerial power. Yet there too, over time, the rigidities of the system came to impose 
significant and unexpected constraints on management action, ultimately precipitating a 
quest for reform in the 1980s.100  
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Employers’ collective action in the open-

shop era  
The Metal Manufacturers’ Association of 

Philadelphia, c. 1903–1933  
Howell Harris 

INTRODUCTION 

Historians have recently argued that much of the ‘exceptionalism’ of the American 
industrial-relations system results from the attitudes, behaviour and characteristics of the 
employing class and business community. Much of their work concentrates on large 
firms. Given that their principal concern is the development of bureaucratic methods of 
production and personnel management, this emphasis has been understandable; but 
perhaps it has also been a little misleading.1 One cannot safely assume that trends 
observed in the core economy give an accurate idea of what was happening in smaller 
firms. This chapter offers a complementary account of the history of employment 
relations in America’s emerging industrial periphery. It examines a group of small and 
middle-sized metalworking firms through the open-shop era. Historians tell us that their 
industry was a storm-centre of managerially induced transformations in technology, the 
labour process and the experience of work. It was certainly one of the most important 
bastions of employer opposition to unionism.2 The American labour movement’s 
weakness in the metal trades resulted only in part from the well-publicized resistance of 
‘center firms’ like US Steel, International Harvester or National Cash Register. Failure to 
expand or preserve membership in middle-sized firms was also crucial to the stagnation 
of metal-trades unionism in the 1900s and its decay in the 1920s. 

National and local employers’ associations made a vital contribution to keeping unions 
out of their member-firms’ workshops. Middle-sized and smaller firms formed the bulk 
of their membership. Such firms employed a large proportion of the industry’s labour-
force and were comparatively soft targets for craftsmen’s organizing drives and 
bargaining pressures. Big firms could rely on their own resources to meet this challenge. 
Most metal-trades employers had no such power and confidence. To prevail over their 
skilled workers’ unions they had to adopt strategies of mutual support.3 

Employer solidarity, or entrepreneurial collectivism, was a general phenomenon of the 
open-shop era. But we lack detailed accounts of the local and sectoral associations that 
mobilized the resistance of big capital’s lesser brethren and made it effective. This is a 
case study of one of them, the Metal Manufacturers’ Association of Philadelphia (MMA), 
founded at the outset of the first great nationwide ‘open shop’ drive in 1903. It flourished 



throughout the period, its membership increasing from 50 to over 100 firms, their 
combined work-forces rising from less than 3,000 to almost 30,000 men and women.4 

THE MMA: ORIGINS AND CONTEXT 

The MMA was established in December 1903 by a group of middle-sized foundry 
operators, local members of the National Founders’ Association (NFA). The foundry 
trade was the most heavily unionized branch of the Philadelphia metalworking industry. 
Only the very largest local firms had had the strength to keep the Iron Molders’ Union 
(IMU) out of their shops during the great boom of 1898–1902.5 

Union recognition came with costly strings attached. The IMU pressed for district-
wide organization, shorter hours and levelling up of wages and working conditions. It 
aimed to eliminate scab moulders from the neighbourhood, and to reduce the ability of 
local founders to contract work out to nearby lower-cost, non-union shops. To further 
these objectives and protect its members’ standards and job security, the IMU tried to 
throttle the labour supply through strict control of apprenticeship and entry to the trade. 
Working conditions could then be determined largely by custom and practice and shop-
level negotiation. These local developments mirrored what was happening across the 
nation in other cities, and between employers and other metal-trades unions.6 

Even the most conservative and respectable union, like the Molders, threatened the 
profitability of the employers it dealt with. Labour-intensive, seasonal and cyclical 
industries of small units and often marginal firms were particularly unattracted by the 
prospect of higher and stickier labour costs and lower productivity. But that was what 
common American Federation of Labor bargaining objectives threatened to bring about. 

Employers met this challenge head on, building on their long history of collective 
organization. Philadelphia founders had formed unstable local alliances to confront or 
bargain with their moulders since the 1860s. They established a durable local 
Foundrymen’s Club for the discussion of technical papers and business matters in 1891. 
In its early years the Club also coordinated its members’ resistance to their skilled men’s 
demands, notably for a limit on the number of apprentices and the introduction of 
moulding machines. It encouraged foundrymen in other production centres to organize 
too. 

In 1896 over 200 firms, most of them members of local associations on the 
Philadelphia model, met there to form the American Foundrymen’s Association. The 
association concentrated on promoting technical and managerial improvements in this 
notoriously backward branch of the metalworking industry. But under the leadership of 
William Pfahler, a Philadelphia stovemaker, it also organized a ‘Committee on Defense’ 
to look into the labour problem. This resulted in the setting up in 1898 of the NFA, which 
was dedicated singlemindedly to protecting its members’ interests as employers.7 

The NFA was patterned after one of America’s first nationwide employers’ 
associations, the Stove Founders’ National Defense Association, which operated in the 
most heavily and longest unionized branch of the iron trade. The Defense Association 
had started out in 1886 as a strikebreaking body, but after five years of costly and 
indecisive battles with the IMU it abandoned its belligerent approach. It settled down 
instead to annual national collective bargaining over wages, hours and working 
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conditions, and established permanent joint machinery to settle disputes without strikes. 
By 1898 this relationship had survived America’s worst depression, and seemed to offer 
employers in the other main branch of the foundry trade—‘gray iron’, most of which 
went into machinery parts—a model to follow.8 

Defensive employer associations like these existed first and foremost to protect 
member-firms against strong pressure to accept union demands rather than struggle on 
alone when they were subjected to the union strategy of the ‘strike in detail’. There were 
two ways of doing this. 

The first was by association-wide collective bargaining: all unionized firms in the 
same labour or product market would then operate under the same basic terms and 
conditions; the most vulnerable or heavily unionized firms should not be forced to accept 
worse. And unions would have to organize and finance much larger strikes if they did not 
settle peaceably, rather than being able to parlay a few victories achieved one at a time 
into a market-wide advance. So, ideally, the terms resulting from such a settlement would 
be more moderate, more ‘fair’ and both sides’ behaviour would be modified by their 
knowledge of the potential scale of industrial conflict if they failed to agree. 

Unions had much to gain from this system. They could not win long, large strikes: 
their members simply would not hold out. Unions were best adapted to sustaining 
isolated strikes, which they did by giving strike pay, or assisting strikers in finding 
alternative employment. This support-mechanism broke down very rapidly in the face of 
widespread and determined employer resistance. Collective bargaining with an 
employers’ association therefore seemed the least risky way of securing a general 
improvement in members’ conditions of employment.9 

But employer organization also made such resistance more feasible, and therefore 
more likely. And this was the second, and as things turned out more durable, sort of 
protection employers’ associations gave their members. If all, or even most, of its 
competitors were struck, a firm would feel less compelled to give in to preserve market 
share, though perhaps more tempted to do so to steal a march on them. If only one firm or 
a few were struck, their organization could help them stick it out—especially by 
providing replacement labour. Employers’ associations relied on this strategy and found 
it quite satisfactory in dealing with sectional strikes by skilled workers whose unions 
never managed to control the whole labour supply, however hard they tried. 

Employers’ associations that formed in response to the rise of national craft unions 
were willing to experiment with union recognition and collective bargaining as ways of 
protecting their members’ interests. In 1899 NFA and IMU negotiators drew up a 
procedural agreement for the grayiron trade establishing national recognition for the 
union and centralized conciliation machinery. Moulders and foundrymen should attempt 
to settle their differences by direct negotiation, but if they failed there should be no strike 
or lock-out pending intervention by officers of both organizations. 

This ‘New York Agreement’ covered none of the substantive issues dividing masters 
and men in the foundry business. Shorter hours, annual national wage bargaining and 
progress towards national wage uniformity, limitations on piece-work, and the 
maintenance of apprenticeship, were the IMU’s demands. The NFA sought union 
acceptance of employer sovereignty in the crucial areas of control of entry to the trade via 
hiring and apprenticeship, the extension of piece-work, the setting of wage rates, and the 
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introduction and manning of moulding machines. These objectives were clearly going to 
be hard to reconcile. 

Nevertheless, the New York Agreement served as the framework for labour relations 
between the NFA and the approximately 30,000 foundry workers they employed—
roughly a quarter of their total labour force—for the next five years. IMU membership 
increased from 22,000 in 1899 to 52,000, a prewar peak, in 1903. However, from the 
employers’ point of view the New York Agreement had many drawbacks. Its central 
feature, the conciliation mechanism, did not live up to their expectations. Its failure to 
provide adequately for local and shop-level bargaining helps account for this. There were 
150 local strikes against NFA members while it lasted, a third of them unauthorized, a 
handful protracted, bloody, costly to both sides, and involving precisely those questions 
of principle that the national negotiators could not resolve. And the NFA’s roughly 500 
member-firms generated enough disputes to require about 2,500 joint conciliation 
meetings. Still, there was no all-out national dispute, and the commitment of both parties 
to the relationship was sufficiently strong for their leaders to continue trying to 
compromise their differences until 1904. Meanwhile, agreements were made in a number 
of important foundry centres which did address the very issues on which no national 
settlement was reached.10 

Philadelphia members of the NFA were pioneers in this process, reaching 
comprehensive one-year written agreements on wages, hours and working conditions 
with their moulders in 1900 and in each of the next three years. Having to bargain with 
the IMU brought together local members of the NFA and non-members who also 
employed moulders. Their experience with ad hoc cooperation persuaded them of the 
need to complement the NFA’s weak system of district organization with a permanent 
body for the local coordination of employers’ interests.11 

Philadelphia foundrymen followed the lead of another national employers’ 
association, of which a number of them were also members, as they pursued this 
objective. In 1899 ‘machinery foundrymen’, who operated integrated enterprises with 
both foundries and machine shops, established the National Metal Trades Association 
(NMTA) to extend the benefits of association to employers throughout the machine-
building and engineering industries, and to contain pressures from the other 
metalworking craftsmen they employed. 

The NMTA’s attempt to settle its differences with the International Association of 
Machinists (IAM) by national collective bargaining was even less successful than the 
New York Agreement: the ‘Murray Hill Agreement’ of 1900, concluded after a bitter 
national strike centred on Chicago, only lasted for one year. It collapsed in good measure 
because control issues were even more prominent and intractable in the country’s 
machine shops than in its foundries. Machine shops were in the midst of a revolution in 
technique, while the IAM attempted to limit the impact of change by requiring its 
members to refuse to operate more than one machine, accept piece-work systems, or 
instruct ‘handymen’—specialized and semi-skilled machine tenders. The NMTA came 
out of its experiment in negotiation committed to the defence of its members’ sovereignty 
within their own workshops. It drew up a Declaration of Principles that amounted to a 
wholesale repudiation of collective bargaining and a claim to an unrestricted right to 
manage.12 
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The NMTA was differently structured than the NFA. The NFA was highly centralized 
and had a single purpose—dealing with the IMU. The NMTA’s union adversaries were 
more numerous and varied; it grew in part by absorbing local associations; so it devolved 
much more responsibility to those semi-autonomous bodies, particularly the local 
recruitment of the diverse skilled strikebreakers they required. 

By late 1903 the NMTA was engaged in a national crusade within the employer 
community for the ‘open’ (non-union) shop and the right to manage. It had won over the 
National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) and was campaigning within other 
employers’ associations, like the NFA, to get them to follow the same line. Its national 
and local officers visited metal-trades employers throughout the industrial north-east, 
encouraging them to establish new local branches to work with the NMTA and the 
network of ‘Citizens’ Alliances’ formed by the business classes of small midwestern 
cities to resist the challenge of labour. Meanwhile NFA and IMU negotiators pursued one 
another around the country in yet more fruitless efforts to settle their differences.13 

This was the context in which the NFA’s Philadelphia members began to think about 
abandoning the conciliatory course they had followed for four years. Their own and other 
local firms’ relations with the IMU and less powerful metal-trades unions were 
increasingly difficult. And when they looked outside their industry they could see the 
results of strong unionism in other local businesses—the textile industry, Philadelphia’s 
largest, afflicted by a city-wide general strike in 1903; the building trades, large 
consumers of metal products, riven by jurisdictional disputes between crafts and boycotts 
of non-union materials; or the Pennsylvania anthracite coalfield, scene of a large and 
bitter strike in 1902 which shut off Philadelphia metal manufacturers’ normal fuel 
supply.14 

So they had every reason to conclude ‘that a closer relationship of the manufacturing 
interests [of Philadelphia] was a necessity in order to protect their mutual interests in 
labor troubles’. But those interests were ‘too extensive and diversified to make it 
practicable to have one association of employers of all industries’, along the lines of the 
burgeoning open-shop associations in smaller, simpler communities. Philadelphia was 
America’s third-largest metropolis. Whether judged by the importance of its 
manufacturing economy or of its fabricated metal products sector, only New York and 
Chicago exceeded it.15 

THE CHARACTER OF MEMBER-FIRMS 

The Philadelphia MMA was similar to an NMTA branch in membership, structure and 
function, but it did not affiliate with the national organization. This was largely because it 
included foundrymen and machine-shop operators in the same body, and dealt with both 
the moulders, machinists and other metalworking craftsmen in their employ, thereby 
ignoring jurisdictional boundaries between the major national employers’ associations. 
This peculiarity resulted from the IMU’s prominence in Philadelphia, and the IAM’s 
weakness, which was reflected in the local strength of the NFA and NMTA respectively. 
The NFA had no branch system to meet its Philadelphia members’ desire for local 
organization; the NMTA had insufficient members to sustain a branch themselves. And 
the leaders of the MMA included the larger ‘machinery foundrymen’ who had a foot in 
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both camps. When they established the MMA the fusion of the NFA and NMTA was 
being actively debated in both bodies. But it did not come to pass: the two associations 
cooperated closely, but jealously guarded their overlapping pieces of the common turf. 
The MMA remained as a would-be branch of a kind of united metal-trades employers’ 
association which never emerged. 

The MMA was founded at a critical period in the history of American employers’ 
efforts at self-organization. Its development thereafter was further conditioned by the 
particular character of Philadelphia’s industrial economy and business class which 
provided it with its context and constituency. Philadelphia metal-trades employers had 
many points of contact with one another. Some had trained in others’ firms; many had 
received their engineering education at the University of Pennsylvania; in maturity they 
joined the Engineers’, Foundrymen’s, or Manufacturers’ Clubs, or the Union League; and 
many were active members of the same religious denominations. Philadelphia’s was a 
very homegrown employing community whose members enjoyed many overlapping 
social connections. 

Their firms were tied together by a multitude of business relationships. Metal 
manufacturers typically did not produce completed goods for a consumer market, but 
instead supplied raw materials, semi-finished goods, and services to other businesses. The 
Philadelphia metalworking industry was a metropolis-wide complex of specialized, 
interrelated firms. Its factories were located in the same neighbourhoods of a sprawling 
city, particularly along the railway corridors which determined where firms using large 
quantities of heavy raw materials and fuel could be operated profitably.16 

But what these manufacturers had most in common was their dependence on the same 
troublesome skilled labour supply. Businessmen were not all of one mind on religion or 
politics; they were competitors at the same time as being united by ties of mutual 
dependence and subcontracting; but MMA members saw a common interest in 
establishing a dominant position in the labour market. The MMA was to be, and it 
remained, strictly an employers’ association: it eschewed its members’ other commercial 
interests, as these were either so diverse that they offered no basis for common action, or 
so uncomfortably close as to set them at one another’s throats. 

The MMA’s original members included gray-iron, brass and steel founders, machine-
tool makers, and machine-shop operators, making products as diverse as boilers, 
plumbers’ supplies and steam fittings, pumps and valves, industrial power-transmission 
machinery, gas and electric fixtures, electrical goods, testing machines, and professional 
and scientific instruments. To manufacture this range of goods, they relied on 
‘[m]achinists, millwrights, blacksmiths, boilermakers, patternmakers, carpenters, 
structural iron workers, iron shipbuilders, platers, polishers and buffers, brass workers, 
molders, coremakers, electrical workers, pipe fitters, machine operators, and members of 
kindred trades, handling iron, brass, steel, or other metals.’ Employment of men from 
those skilled trades was the essential membership criterion.17 

MMA members were also characterized by their size. None of the original forty 
members had more than 400 blue-collar employees, and most had considerably fewer 
(median 52, mean 72 as of 1 January 1905). The foundrymen among them who had the 
longest tradition of organization were, similarly, small-to-middling enterprises: in 1902, 
none had employed more than 100 moulders (mean and median: 27). Member-firms were 
mostly one-factory operations. They were owned and controlled by the same man or men 
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who had established them, and whose name they often bore, or by their descendants. 
Even if they were incorporated, they were closely held enterprises, prime examples of 
‘proprietary capitalism’. Management within them was personal, simple and direct. Even 
in the larger enterprises proprietors and officers were assisted by no more than a few 
secretaries and clerks, salesmen, designers, superintendents and foremen. There were no 
elaborate hierarchies. These firms were not well endowed with managerial resources for 
handling their labour relations or other problems—which was why they saw the 
advantage in getting together.18 

Within the Association, firms paid dues, and had votes, in proportion to the number of 
their blue-collar employees. Membership cost money, but not very much: dues were 
stable at 10 cents a month per operative for more than twenty years; in real terms, they 
declined. MMA officers believed in running a lean organization: they kept a close watch 
on even the smallest expenditures and cut overheads to a minimum. 

It was not until the 1920s that fundamental change occurred in the character or size of 
MMA member-firms. Few branch plants of out-of-town enterprises were members before 
then, and none of the large local firms which were well able to maintain their non-union 
status and manage their own employment relations singlehandedly. The latter were also 
probably deterred from joining by the per capita dues. They would have found 
themselves paying the bulk of the Association’s costs, in return for services they did not 
need because they provided them for themselves already, under their own sole control. 

FUNCTIONS AND BEHAVIOUR 

We should not regard the Association as a strike insurance 
agency, a strike breaking agency, a labor bureau only, nor 
simply as a body to guard [against] labor legislation. It is 
all of these combined. 

(President Edward L.Langworthy, 1910)19 

The social and business contacts binding MMA members to one another and the 
Association should not be undervalued. But their more important reason for joining the 
Association was their mutual interests, commonly perceived and defended. Proprietors 
and managers weighed up the costs, risks, difficulties and rewards of membership for 
their own firms. Joining was a strategic choice which no more than a substantial minority 
of firms eligible for membership ever took. Membership was conditional, and active 
membership even more problematical. The organization was sustained because, and only 
so long as, it delivered worthwhile services not otherwise obtainable. In the Association’s 
first two decades, routine employment management functions were its bread and butter. 
Members sustained the organization in quiet times to partake of them, and also to keep 
their strike insurance policy in good condition. In seasons of difficulty it enabled them to 
tip the scales decisively in their favour in their running conflict with skilled trade 
unionism. 

Member-firms had to coexist with customers and suppliers, as well as with non-local 
competitors, some of which were notably larger and enjoyed considerable market power. 
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To survive in such an environment, they depended on traditional bulwarks—the tariff, if 
their products were subject to import pressure; product differentiation; and most of all on 
a production regime dedicated to cutting labour costs and maximizing its productivity and 
flexibility without high fixed investment. 

Member-firms hoped and discovered that by acting together they could acquire the 
sort of power in setting the terms of the employment relationship otherwise available 
only to their larger brethren. For the Philadelphia metalworking industry did include a 
handful of very large companies—J.G. Brill (streetcars), William Cramp (ships), Niles-
Bement-Pond (heavy machine tools), Midvale Steel (ordnance), Henry Disston (saws), all 
of them counting their work-forces by the thousand; and, at the top of the tree, Baldwin 
Locomotive, which employed between two and three times as many workmen as all 
MMA firms put together throughout the prewar years. Their proprietors and executives 
were leaders in the local business community. They were probably MMA firms’ most 
important local customers. They were ‘open shops’ before, during, and after the great 
boom in union membership in 1898–1902. They offered an attractive model for their 
lesser neighbours to emulate. And their success had set limits on the IMU’s and IAM’s 
local strength which meant there was already a significant non-union craft work-force on 
which the MMA could build and capitalize. 

FIGHTING UNIONS 

Strikebreaking was not the Association’s most expensive or regular activity, but it was 
undoubtedly the reason why the MMA was formed, and its basic raison d’être for its first 
two decades. Firms which joined it were protected against the strike-in-detail. The 
Association swiftly became strong enough to be able to boast about never losing a strike 
for any member with the guts for a fight to the finish. But it did not use the full range of 
tactics commonly employed by belligerent employers at the time. It did not deal with 
commercial strikebreaking agencies or private detective firms. It only paid for 
information once, but it received some free, from dissident union members, and perhaps 
from friendly national employers’ associations. MMA members did not seek injunctions 
against strikers. Only once did the MMA hire guards to protect strikebreakers at its 
members’ shops, and even then nothing dramatic occurred. Three guards were recruited 
openly and locally to cover eleven chandelier manufacturers whose 400 workers struck 
for thirteen weeks in 1910–11 in one of the two largest strikes the Association fought 
before the war. Metal manufacturers normally relied on the city police to maintain order 
during strikes, protection which the Association’s lobbying helped secure from 
successive Republican local administrations.20  

This strangely pacific picture is, in part, a distortion, the result of this case study’s 
focus. For the MMA operated in the protective shadow of the big local open shops; and 
they showed no such restraint. Philadelphia’s metalworking unions were weakened and 
broken by the opposition of the big employers; the MMA’s smaller-scale victories 
ensured that unions were crippled in their dealings with middle-size employers too, and 
left with no sure hold on anything much larger than the small jobbing shops right at the 
periphery of the local industry. 
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In three pivotal struggles, large local firms broke the unions’ repeated attempts to get 
established or keep a footing within their plants, and cleared a path for MMA members to 
follow. Bement-Miles (as it then was) wrecked the IMU’s ability to sustain a major strike 
in 1906 by using an injunction to prevent the union’s vice-presidents from entering 
Philadelphia or giving their locals any other assistance. MMA firms fighting the Molders 
at the same time took advantage of this. In the great Baldwin strikes of 1910, Samuel 
Vauclain used fair means and foul to prevail, and all that MMA members had to face 
were comparatively small-scale sympathetic walk-outs. In 1920–1 the IAM concentrated 
its fire on fighting a mass lock-out at Cramp’s shipyard. That battle was lost, and the 
local Machinists’ organization too—the Cramp’s strike having the same devastating 
effect on the membership, funds and morale of the Philadelphia IAM as the great railroad 
shopcrafts strike of 1922 had on the national union. 

These crucial defeats for the IMU and the IAM established the frame-work within 
which the MMA operated. MMA members never faced well-resourced strikes from 
unions controlling the great majority of the local craft labour market. Against their 
enfeebled opponents they never had to mobilize for open warfare. Other means were 
adequate.21 In six of its first ten years the MMA had to deal with strikes involving up to a 
quarter of its members, and up to a fifth of their operatives, in any one year. Successful 
labour replacement was essential to winning strikes, and maintaining the loyal resolve of 
the member firm or firms affected. It could do this far more effectively than the NFA, 
whose flying squad of scab moulders was simply not large enough for all eventualities. 
Locally recruited scabs did not have to be transported, housed or paid bonuses. They 
were no more expensive than ordinary workers, and might even be more productive, as 
they did not abide by restrictive union practices. They were quite happy to operate 
moulding machines and to make as much money on straight piece-work as they could. 

The MMA’s success in strikes depended on its ability to recruit these ‘independent 
workmen’; and this, in turn, depended on the Association’s routine work in times of 
labour peace, which consumed the greatest part of its income even in strike-ridden years. 
The MMA believed both that the best defence is a good offence, and that in time of peace 
one should prepare for war. The price of entrepreneurial liberty was eternal vigilance, and 
the Labor Bureau, with its Secretary, for a long time the MMA’s only salaried employee, 
was the watchman.  

MANAGING THE LABOUR MARKET 

The labour bureau, an institution Philadelphia copied from other local metal-trades 
associations, and which it hired an NMTA organizer to establish, played an important 
role in this and other communities for at least thirty years. And yet these agencies are 
scarcely noticed in the secondary literature. Published data about labour bureaux consists, 
for the most part, of the revelations of congressional committees of inquiry into industrial 
relations in the 1910s and 1930s concentrating on the work of these agencies in overt 
union-busting. There are few mentions of labour bureaux’s less dramatic role, the 
attempted management of local labour markets.22 

However, many contemporaries recognized the needs to which labour bureaux were 
one response. They knew only too well the problems of the chaotic, unregulated 
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American labour market. How could employers find workers? By personal contact, 
personal recommendation by existing workers, personal application at the plant doorway. 
These were the informal mechanisms by which most workers found jobs, and employers 
found ‘hands’ or ‘help’. Large-scale employers of immigrant or common labour used fee-
for-service private employment bureaux; employers of domestic and white-collar labour 
turned to other specialized agencies or put advertisements in the press. The state played a 
minimal role. The Common-wealth of Pennsylvania’s free public employment office in 
Philadelphia was under-funded, inconveniently located, run by ill-paid political hacks and 
labour-union has-beens, ignored by employers and workers alike. In this respect as in 
others, Philadelphia’s experience was representative.23 

In the middle of this mess, how were small-to-middling metal manufacturing plants, 
located in an industrial metropolis with an inadequate and expensive public transport 
system, supposed to get in touch with workers who lived a comparatively long way from 
their work? And not just with any sort of common labour they could recruit at the gate, 
but with men of proven competence and particular skills? This was one of the special and 
enduring features of the Philadelphia labour market: there was a rather large proportion 
of such small plants and of skilled labour well into the twentieth century. The two 
depended on one another.24 

Throughout the open-shop era, MMA strategy and behaviour were powerfully affected 
by the nature of member-firms’ product and labour markets and labour processes. In the 
1920s, even with workers disorganized, and considerable general unemployment, 
shortages of skilled men gave MMA members a continuing reason for common action to 
solve manpower problems. Even much larger companies such as General Electric and 
Westinghouse depended on skilled labour to build heavy capital goods at their 
Philadelphia plants. MMA member-firms’ labour policies were dedicated, not to 
deskilling in any meaningful sense, but to trying to maintain an ample supply of skilled 
workers, while rigging the market, cheapening their price and increasing their flexibility 
by destroying workers’ collective attempts to share in determining the rules under which 
they worked.25 

Firms producing small batches or specially commissioned single units of relatively 
expensive capital goods for customers more sensitive to quality, design and prompt 
delivery than to price per se, faced with widely fluctuating overall demand and highly 
specific customer requirements, had little choice other than to maintain production 
processes relying on skilled, flexible labour. The skilled man could be a substitute for the 
capital and management resources such firms often lacked: an all-round machinist could 
turn a general-purpose machine tool to a variety of tasks; a trained moulder could 
produce almost anything in cast metal weighing from ounces to tons; and you could hire 
the man when you needed, and let him go when you did not. 

But when there was work pouring into the shops, as in 1898–1902, or the first part of 
1907, or 1916–19, you had to be able to find your man, on pain of losing business. Where 
could you go? You could poach skilled men from other local firms, thereby increasing 
wage rates and turnover; you could rely on your foreman—generally a skilled man 
himself—with his contacts in the craft community; or you could turn to the unions’ 
business agents and their offices, which served as informal employment exchanges, 
telling unemployed local skilled men, or sojourners and tramping artisans, where they 
could find work in ‘fair’ shops (i.e., under union conditions). This placement service was 
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a valued one—a selling-point of a union like the IMU to the employers with whom it 
dealt, and even more of an advantage to skilled men over their unskilled brethren, who 
had no such assistance in the task of finding their way around the labour market. 

If the MMA was to break the union stranglehold on the loyalties of its skilled 
workers—an essential precondition to being able successfully to withdraw recognition 
from their unions and cease bargaining with them—it had to offer member firms an 
alternative, and better, source of ‘help’, and skilled workers a better way of getting in 
touch with job opportunities. This was what the Labor Bureau provided—a centrally 
located office for onestop job shopping for skilled metal tradesmen; a courteous 
reception; no fees to either side—firms got the service as part of their return on their 
MMA dues; no obligation—the bureau only recommended a man to a firm, the foreman, 
superintendent or proprietor still did the actual hiring; and no discrimination. 

Or at least, not much. Other labour bureaux might maintain a black list, but in a formal 
sense Philadelphia’s never did. This was because the MMA included both non-union 
shops, where no activist was tolerated, and shops granting unions informal recognition. 
The IMU was by no means eliminated from the Philadelphia foundry trade, the core of 
the MMA’s membership, even after the Association won the upper hand as a result of 
large strikes in 1904 and 1905–6.26 

Accordingly, the MMA had to cater for a membership diverse not just in the range of 
skilled men they employed, but in their ability to minimize or ignore the union presence 
in their work-forces. It would warm firms who wanted to maintain non-union conditions 
not to hire too many ‘card men’—i.e., passive unionists who retained their membership 
even though they were willing to accept work in non-union shops; it would attempt to 
send ‘card men’ to union shops, and ‘independent workmen’ to the rest; it would warm 
firms not to hire named activists and make it clear that if they found themselves in trouble 
because of ignoring the warning, they would have to look after themselves. But this 
warning would not guarantee that the ‘agitator’ would be fired. 

Thus the MMA was not absolutely anti-union. It aimed to maintain its members’ 
independence in labour-relations matters, and that degree of employer autonomy could 
result in a pragmatic decision to get along with the union at the workshop level. What the 
MMA would not tolerate was its members’ entering into any formal agreement and 
accepting ‘union dictation’; and it was equally determined to atomize labour relations and 
get away from the era of centralized recognition and bargaining. 

Its ideal was the individual employer dealing with independent workmen, but if he 
chose to deal with them through a shop committee or business agent that was more or less 
his affair. However, despite repeated union approaches and entreaties, it would neither 
recognize nor negotiate with unions itself. It was very careful, in encouraging its 
members to make coordinated wage-movements in line with market pressures, to avoid 
even the appearance of a concerted response to union demands. 

So in the case of the Philadelphia MMA, it seems that the common rhetoric of the 
open-shop employer—that his workers were free to join, or not to join a union, as they 
saw fit, but he would take no notice of that decision when he hired them and would not 
let his employment practices be governed by them—better reflected reality than in other 
contemporary settings. Indeed, the larger Philadelphia metal-trades firms which claimed 
to be open shops better fit the realistic contemporary definition—they were open only to 
non- or undiscovered and inactive unionists. The MMA’s membership’s behaviour was 
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more moderate than that. Their aim was to alter the balance in their relations with skilled 
workers, not necessarily to eliminate unions entirely. 27 

The Labor Bureau’s usefulness went beyond its undermining of unions. Association 
members were protected, to some degree, even against the harmful consequences of the 
resulting ‘free’ labour market. To the extent that they hired through the Bureau, they were 
inhibited from hiring skilled men from one another, a practice which, in rush times, gave 
scarce manpower a real advantage. When they let a man go—as an adjustment to 
changing demand, rather than as a disciplinary measure—they had somewhere to send 
him, some hope that his skills would not be lost to the local labour market. When they 
needed men, they could call both on informal enterprise-specific labour pools and, if that 
failed, on the Associa-tion’s central register. They were creating an Association-wide 
approximation to an internal labour market for the benefit of members who could not 
possibly have built their own at the level of the individual firm. 

With the breakdown of traditional apprenticeship, and given the inadequacy of formal 
training provision, this imperfect labour market for skilled men even served as a way of 
organizing the process of ‘picking up a trade’. Foremen encouraged purposeful 
movement from one shop to another, until men acquired the all-around experience local 
metal-trades employers valued. A man’s employment record with the MMA turned into a 
sort of certificate of competence, or at least proof of experience. An employer did not 
have to rely entirely on trying the man out—an expensive, chancy business. 

The MMA’s open-shop campaign was neither a crusade nor a conspiracy. It was a 
very deliberate defensive strategy, conceived during a boom, but only introduced once 
the return of significant unemployment made it practicable. Its success depended, not on 
crude belligerency, but on the Labor Bureau’s routine activity of compiling an ever-
growing card-file with details of men who worked, or had at any time worked, for its 
member firms. It knew their track-record; knew what work they could do; cultivated their 
goodwill by helping them to find regular jobs, and so could turn to them when an 
emergency occurred. On occasion scabs had to be recruited from out of town, but there 
were usually ample local supplies. And once Philadelphia acquired the reputation of 
being a predominantly non-union town, it became a ‘refuge for no-card men from other 
troubled cities’.28 

The Labor Bureau’s ability to recruit local ‘independent workmen’ as strikebreakers 
depended on its success in helping make the MMA’s rhetoric of the mutuality of interests 
between masters and men credible to the latter. All that skilled men were offered by the 
Bureau was some reduction in the costs and hassle of job search, and perhaps in frictional 
unemployment too, but in early twentieth-century Philadelphia no other institution, public 
or private, offered anything better. 

Philadelphia’s skilled workmen had it demonstrated to them that the costs of union 
membership were high, and might include local unemployability for activists; and that 
the benefits were few. They seem to have become reconciled, to would-be organizers’ 
distress, to the new regime of employer sovereignty. 

That sovereignty did not necessarily entail revolutions in the experience of labour 
within the workshop. Philadelphia was the home of Frederick W. Taylor, and there were 
some notable ‘scientifically managed’ firms within the MMA’s membership; but for the 
most part they were traditional, undynamic enterprises, content or constrained to continue 
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to depend on skilled men paid by day-work or simple piece-work, and paid rather less 
than their fellows in other large cities, well into the 1920s.29 

Why did skilled men put up with this? Any explanation must be speculative, but 
Philadelphia was also a city with low living costs. It had cheaper and better working-class 
housing, more of it owner-occupied, than any other manufacturing metropolis. It offered 
skilled workers a large choice of workplaces, which meant some security against 
prolonged unemployment. And the behaviour of its employers, while authoritarian, was 
also somewhat paternalistic. Most firms contained cores of long-service skilled workers; 
some encouraged father-to-son succession. Social stability within the working class 
neighbourhood and within the proprietary firm perhaps helps to explain the quiescence of 
the skilled work-force, and perhaps the Labor Bureau, by organizing the labour market, 
helped achieve this result.30 

Year in, year out, the Bureau continued its work. Member-firms supplied data on their 
work-forces when they joined, and were required to keep it updated, whether they hired 
through the Association or not. When a man was laid off, discharged or quit, they were 
required to report the fact and the reasons. Non-members cooperated by providing data 
on men who left their employ and registered with the Bureau. So the card-file grew: after 
ten years, for example, even though MMA firms only employed about 7,000 men, the 
Association had details of 35,000, more than half the local metal-trades work-force. Men 
who applied for work at the Bureau themselves were another source of data, which could 
be cross-checked with the card-file or with their previous employer. 

When a member-firm wanted to hire workers, it could send a requisition to the 
Secretary for so many men with such-and-such skills, and be reasonably confident of 
receiving what it wanted. In the Bureau’s first nine months of operation, more than 5,000 
men registered for work, almost 3,000 references were investigated (unskilled men, 
revealingly, were not checked on), nearly 2,000 were sent for member-firms to look over, 
and roughly 1,000 hired, about three-quarters of them skilled men, especially machinists, 
moulders, polishers and buffers.31 

The only real obstacle to the Bureau’s work came, not from the official union boycott, 
which was predictable, long-lasting, and ineffective, but from the non-cooperation of 
MMA members themselves. Given that they paid dues in proportion to the size of their 
work-forces, they had an interest in under-reporting, and there was no way of checking 
up on them; given that few had even the rudiments of bureaucratized employment records 
and procedures themselves, they were understandably reluctant to work with the 
Association’s. Most hiring was still done direct, at the shop door; it was the foremen’s 
responsibility, and it was the devil’s own job to get them to report the details to the 
Bureau. The Secretary had an official commitment to building up his dossiers, a strategic 
vision of their purpose and practical experience of their usefulness. To members’ 
foremen it was all a lot of unecessary paperwork—until, that is, they needed strike 
replacements, or were short of workmen to cope with a boom, at which time they became 
insistent customers critical of any delay in meeting their needs.  

So the commonest items in the MMA’s annual reports to members were two themes in 
discordant counterpoint, the upbeat statistics on the Labor Bureau’s operations and the 
plea to members to get their foremen to behave. This problem was aired almost annually, 
but never solved, because it was the very nature of the Association and of its member-
firms that made it insoluble. 
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For the Association was a voluntary body. If its members did not cooperate, there was 
no disciplinary sanction short of expulsion, which was reserved for the heinous crime of 
accepting a ‘closed-shop contract’ as the price of ending a strike they did not have the 
funds or the stomach to continue. And their firms were small-to-middling, informally 
managed affairs. That was why they were members in the first place, and also why it 
could never be more than partly successful in its constant efforts to get them to accept 
some bureaucratic controls over their employment procedures. 

Nevertheless, the Bureau did a good enough job of meeting members’ particular needs 
for skilled men to persuade firms of the value of Association membership, even in years 
of high unemployment and labour peace; and it developed sufficiently close and wide 
contacts with Philadelphia’s skilled metal-tradesmen to be able to recruit strikebreakers 
from among them in times of trouble. It built up reserves of goodwill in both camps on 
which it could draw. 

THE MMA: ESTABLISHMENT AND CONSOLIDATION 

The MMA began its work in the early Spring of 1904. It met its first big challenge that 
summer when the IMU struck the works of its president. That strike was won, with some 
help from the NFA’s flying squad. The moulders were beaten, and piece-work 
established, but this was only the opening round in a decade-long struggle between the 
two organizations. Business conditions improved in 1905, and again the MMA’s major 
foundry operators—all NFA members—had to confront their skilled men’s demands for 
wage increases. A bitter strike, lasting almost a year, was fought to a successful 
conclusion: no MMA firms conceded. The NFA assisted once more, and the Labor 
Bureau on this occasion had to go out of town to look for replacement workers, as well as 
to encourage struck firms to hire more ‘handymen’ and apprentices. The much less well 
organized Machinists struck two firms in 1905 and 1906, and were similarly defeated. 

However, what really enabled the MMA to win and keep the upper hand was not so 
much its success in these early encounters—though it claimed they had a considerable 
‘moral effect’ on other craftsmen in the city—but the recession which struck in the late 
summer of 1907. Member-firms’ markets slumped, and unemployment soared. MMA 
firms laid off almost half their men, but they did not withdraw from membership. 
Unemployed union members turned to the Labor Bureau in their search for jobs. 
Resistance to the MMA crumbled. It enjoyed three strike-free years, and never again had 
to use the services of national employers’ associations or recruit strikebreakers beyond 
the locality. 

The MMA did not drop its guard even after the immediate union threat its members 
faced receded. Philadelphia remained, in some respects, a ‘union town’, to which the 
AFL devoted limited organizational resources. And the AFL increased its political 
activity at the state and federal levels to compensate for its general bargaining weakness. 
The Pennsylvania labour movement, strengthened by the ability of its most numerous and 
geographically concentrated bloc, coalminers, to return sympathetic state legislators, 
looked to Harrisburg for tighter employers’ liability laws, childlabour laws, control over 
women’s working hours, and stricter factory inspection; and the Commonwealth 
government responded. 
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So too did the MMA and other employers’ associations within the state: these 
measures threatened to increase their labour costs, decrease labour supply and reduce 
their managerial freedom. Foundry operators, for example, would no longer be able to 
employ boys on dangerous operations. This threat of legislation in workers’ interests was 
sufficient stimulus to get the MMA to coordinate employers’ resistance to a tougher 
employers’ liability law in 1907, and to affiliate en bloc with the Pennsylvania 
Manufacturers’ Association (PMA) in 1911, two years after the latter’s founding. 

The MMA heartily endorsed the PMA’s object of ‘prevent[ing], as far as possible, 
vicious, unfair, and unwarranted legislation…affecting the employment of labour’. It 
made up one-eighth of the PMA’s membership, and shared in its lobbying which helped 
ensure that Pennsylvania remained a state with rather weak labour laws, and that the new 
Department of Labor and Industry accommodated employers’ interests in drafting and 
enforcing occupational health and safety legislation. The MMA bought its members their 
share of this political protection at a reduced group rate, just as it arranged their liability 
insurance at a discount, at first with a commercial firm, and later with the insurance 
offshoot of the PMA itself.32 

In the years before the First World War the MMA was looking cautiously beyond the 
boundaries of the Philadelphia labour market, but only because what happened outside 
threatened to raise its members’ labour costs and restrict their freedom as employers. In 
political action as in other fields, the MMA, like its members, was self-interested and 
tight-fisted. There was little that was enlightened about its conservatism as it resisted the 
high tide of ‘Progressivism’. 

Between 1904 and 1916 the MMA operated largely as its founders had originally 
envisaged, with little change or development. Its membership hovered around the 50 
mark, employing more than 6000 blue-collar workers at the peak of the boom in 1907, 
and about half that number at the end of the 1904–5, 1907–8, and 1914–15 contractions. 
More firms joined than left on the upswing of the business cycle, and more firms quit 
than joined— because of bankruptcy, retrenchment, or a simple realization that 
unemployment was sufficient strike insurance—during the downswing. 

The Labor Bureau’s pattern of operation became settled, its strike-breaking techniques 
refined to a humdrum routine occasionally deployed. The MMA looked after its own, and 
contacts with the NFA and NMTA atrophied. New functions, like lobbying, were only 
added when change in the outside environment required. The MMA took no initiatives: it 
confined itself to responding to threats to its members’ freedom to govern their relations 
with their work-people. 

And it was very successful. It helped its members with their problems, and they 
sustained it. It had difficulty winning their full cooperation with its work, and it had its 
‘free rider’ problem like any voluntary organization: other manufacturers benefited by its 
opposition to local skilled metal-trades’ unions, and its aggressive lobbying, without 
having to pay their share of the costs. But the MMA had become ‘the largest, strongest 
and most valuable association of metal manufacturers in any city’. For the lowest dues in 
the country it had helped turn Philadelphia into ‘scab city’, the paradise of the 
‘independent workman’.33 
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1916–1920: RIDING THE STORM 

The First World War brought the MMA its greatest challenge: after the 1914–15 
recession, employment in the local metal trades soared, as Philadelphia turned into 
America’s most important munitions and shipbuilding centre. Small local firms shared in 
this boom as subcontractors, but they had to compete for scarce labour with new and 
expanding shipyards and munitions plants, some of them run by out-of-town companies 
willing to pay top dollar for labour and unconcerned about the effect on their new 
neighbours with shallower pockets.34 

The increasing volume of government work further disturbed established local 
employment practices. Statutory provisions in federal contracts required firms to 
introduce the eight-hour day, which did not mean cutting hours, at least in the short term, 
but paying overtime, and further increasing labour costs. The war would not last long, but 
employers feared its legacy might prove more enduring, and hinder their return to 
competitiveness thereafter. 

The war also threatened the area’s metalworking industry’s open-shop status. In 1917–
19 firms came under pressure from the armaments-procurement agencies and federal 
dispute adjusters—the permanent representatives of the Department of Labor’s 
Conciliation Service, established 1913, and the temporary, but much more powerful, 
National War Labor Board of 1918–19—to recognize unions as one way of stabilizing 
industrial relations in war industries.35 

The challenge of the eight-hour day came to a head in 1916, and the threat came not 
from the familiar quarter—the IMU—but from a newly important adversary, the IAM. 
Moulders’ numbers, like their trade, were in decline. Machinists’ numbers, in contrast, 
were booming, and the broadly based IAM was a formidable foe. It determined to use the 
war boom as a chance in a lifetime of organizing Philadelphia, and the drive for the eight-
hour day as its rallying-cry.36 

The MMA fought back. It coordinated the opposition of all large metalworking 
employers of the lower Delaware Valley. Its tactics were straightforward: an oversupply 
of labour was attracted to Philadelphia by the advertisements and recruiting agents of the 
large firms; and the MMA provided its members with the usual strike replacements, as 
well as telling employees through advertisements in the local papers that their employers 
would not, and could not, give in on the principle of shorter hours. Non-members joined 
with the MMA to pay for that campaign. 

Not all MMA firms held out for the nine-hour day. By 1917 those holding federal 
contracts found it hard to resist government pressure, and in any case, why should they 
bother, if the contract was cost-plus? Still, the IAM’s hopes of winning an eight-hour 
standard with its own strength, and turning victories into a golden organizational 
opportunity, were disappointed. 

The MMA, instead, went from strength to strength: firms experiencing difficulties 
turned to it for aid, were sometimes helped ‘for the good of the cause’ even if non-
members, and were persuaded to join. Meanwhile existing members’ payrolls grew. So 
the MMA’s membership list rose from 45 in 1915 to 77 in 1920, and their blue-collar 
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work-force from 3,200 at the pit of the depression to 11,500 at the peak of the postwar 
boom. 

In these years the MMA experienced growth without much change—in the character 
of its membership, in the personnel of its leadership, in the range or purposes of its 
activities. 1916 was its busiest strikebreaking year ever: two-thirds of members, 
employing two-thirds of the total MMA work-force, were affected by strikes, and given 
help. The next four years were much quieter, but the MMA found other uses for its 
growing income and resources. 

The professional staff was increased, and their salaries raised to compensate for 
inflation. Their duties changed too. The Labor Bureau was made temporarily redundant 
by the policies of the wartime state, which established the United States Employment 
Service as an aid to labour mobilization, and finally as a curb on job mobility. By 1918 
the Service legally monopolized the business of hiring common labour, and filling 
employers’ requisitions; it offered skilled men another way of finding jobs; and it would 
not supply replacements in a strike situation. The Labor Bureau, in any case, thrived 
when labour was in surplus; from 1916 to 1920 the shoe was on the other foot. 

The MMA’s Secretary and Labor Bureau did new things rather than shut up shop. 
They began collecting data, regularly and systematically, from members and cooperative 
non-members alike, about rates of pay for the many categories of labour in the 
Philadelphia market. Their aim was to give members an advantage by being able to 
compare their rates with their competitors’. This would give members the opportunity to 
bring their wages into line with market norms as a way of minimizing organizational 
opportunities for trades unions or, more significantly, reducing the impact of skill 
shortages and turnover upon themselves. If MMA members still had difficulty recruiting 
or holding labour, at least they would know why, even if they could not afford, or were 
disinclined, to take remedial action. 

The surprising thing about the war period is how little it altered the MMA and its 
members, not how much. This is despite the fact that in 1918–19 they had to face an even 
greater challenge than the IAM. National War Labor Board (NWLB) investigators and 
mediators intervened in local strikes at the unions’ behest whether the employers agreed 
or not. The MMA’s strategy of dealing with the NWLB was simple—stonewalling delay. 
The war, and the NWLB’s powers, would not last forever; and of course, they did not, 
departing in the fall of 1918 without having compelled a single MMA firm to recognize 
and bargain with the unions they confronted. 

There is one exception to this picture of strange changelessness. What the war did 
bring to the Philadelphia metal trades were new firms, and within them new kinds of 
manager. Major electrical manufacturers General Electric and Westinghouse, leaders in 
all the new techniques of man-management, located giant factories in Philadelphia. And 
some large local firms began to acquire ‘employment’ or ‘personnel’ managers, to 
bureaucratize their internal employment procedures, and to form associations of their 
own for comparing experience of how the new systems worked, with which the MMA 
cooperated.37 

These progressive firms wanted more information about the metropolitan labour 
market than they could supply just by themselves, and had a more sophisticated strategy 
than most MMA members. They wanted more than just an oversupplied market full of 
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skilled but relatively cheap workers prepared to work long hours under conditions 
employers dictated. 

They were not much interested in securing strike replacements—especially after the 
local metal-trades unions were emasculated by the 1920–1 recession and employer 
offensives from which they did not recover. They were preoccupied instead with new 
problems—turnover, its definition, measurement, and reduction; morale; and how to 
gauge the effectiveness of the new personnel programmes they operated. Larger firms 
were creating their own internal labour markets, which involved paying the best rates in 
the Philadelphia area for the classes of labour they wanted to recruit, in order to give 
themselves the pick of the bunch. To operate such a community wage policy, one had to 
know the going rate. And the war had stimulated the MMA to turn itself into a provider 
of exactly this information. 

As a result, if the war period was one of growth without substantial immediate change 
for the MMA, the 1920s saw a transformation in the size and character of the 
organization’s member-firms, in the personnel and outlook of its leadership, and in the 
functions it discharged. This transformation was a response both to the opportunity 
provided by changes in the Association’s actual and potential constituency, and to a crisis 
within the organization itself. 

CHANGE AND GROWTH 

The crisis occurred for several reasons. Philadelphia’s traditional businesses, especially 
transportation equipment and steam-engine manufacture, and their associated machine-
tool builders and suppliers, missed out on the prosperity of the 1920s. The city had 
specialized for too long in industries with a great past but no future; its firms were well 
adapted for custom and batch production, not the increasingly standardized and mass 
production which better suited the American market of the 1920s; and it was not directly 
involved in automobile manufacturing, the big growth area. 

MMA firms went bankrupt or, on their principals’ death or retirement, just folded up. 
Firms that lingered on, particularly in the declining foundry sector, could not see the 
point of investing in new equipment or in the creation of another generation of skilled 
workers. Officers who had led the MMA since its foundation withdrew.38 

The MMA’s raison d’être became less compelling. If there is no labour-union threat, 
why maintain a strikebreaking agency? With no progressive legislation emanating from 
Harrisburg, why maintain political vigilance? 

The MMA could have succumbed to these challenges, as well as to the more obvious 
problems posed by a decline in revenues as its members’ work-forces fell from 11,500 to 
just 7,000 in the 1920–1 recession. At the same time, operating expenditures remained 
high. The MMA had emerged from the fat years of 1916–19 with a larger professional 
and office staff, better paid and equipped, than ever. Through the early 1920s the MMA 
operated at a loss. In the short term, it survived by liquidating surpluses invested in the 
good years; but in the long run it needed new leaders, new purposes and new members. 

The new leaders were recruited largely from a particular group within the MMA, 
entrepreneurial members of the Quaker subculture. They were well-educated men with a 
mass of business and personal contacts among themselves, ideally placed to mount a 
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coup within a voluntary association with a largely passive membership. They volunteered 
for office, supported one another in packing committees and had some notion of what 
their association could do that would be relevant to members’ changing needs. 

These entrepreneurs’ firms, while small, were dynamic and innovative, making 
products with high added value to occupy market niches secured, often by patent, against 
competition. They operated with long time-horizons, as research-and-development-
intensive firms must. They had comparatively large white-collar staffs. And they were in 
the forefront of the personnel-management movement. This was not just because they 
realized their dependence on highly skilled workers whom they wished to attract, and 
hold—the president of one firm reported a fifteen-year learning curve for instrument 
mechanics—but because they responded to other than strictly economic imperatives. 

These Friends were members of a religious denomination with strong commitments to 
egalitarian and non-coercive interpersonal relations. They lived their beliefs, so they did 
not treat their workers just as ‘hands’, subordinates, or costly, troublesome factors of 
production. The Society of Friends was an international religious community, so these 
men were not just parochial Philadelphians like most MMA firms’ executives—they 
were instead personally acquainted with the British Quaker entrepreneurs, notably the 
Rowntrees and Cadburys, whose pioneering activities entitle the early twentieth century 
to be called the Chocolate Age of British personnel management. Their opposition to the 
war effort in 1916–19 had forced them to re-examine, and confirm, their convictions, and 
to strengthen the bonds between themselves by establishing and running Quaker war-
relief charities. So they were ideally suited to the task of working together to give their 
employers’ association new life.39 

These were the men who took over an MMA in the doldrums of the early 1920s. They 
were prepared to give it their time; they had the respect of the local business community; 
and they had valuable connections outside of it. They had the assistance of the MMA’s 
full-time staff, in particular its secretary, whose career was tied up with the organization’s 
survival and success. They decided, rather than retrenching, to maintain and even add to 
its range of activities, in order to attract new members; and they got rid of the last 
vestiges of crude anti-unionism in the MMA’s behaviour. In any case, they had no strikes 
to fight, which made it easier for them to keep their hands clean and still provide useful 
member-services. 

What did the revamped MMA do? It improved and extended the Labor Bureau’s work 
as a job-filling agency, useful to members and their employees alike in a time of 
increasing short-term fluctuations in demand for labour against a background of chronic 
decline in some traditional metalworking sectors while others boomed. It added to the 
wage data surveys. And it entered new fields, particularly training. 

The end of large-scale European immigration in the 1920s dried up a traditionally 
important source of skilled men. Small-to-middling-sized firms were hardly capable of 
recreating their own skilled labour force. But the Association could try, and not be 
bothered by the calculation that time and money spent on training might be wasted as 
men migrated from firm to firm once trained. Instead, the MMA was resupplying the 
whole local labour market on which all its members depended; and as a lobbying group it 
was sufficiently influential to transfer some of the burdens of training from the individual 
industrialist to the taxpayer, in the shape of the City and State (and even Federal) 
education budgets. Machinists and foremen were the chief products of this exercise.  
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Finally, the MMA coordinated joint research into the effectiveness of personnel 
programmes and the workings of the local labour market, which the University of 
Pennsylvania’s Department of Industrial Research carried out for participating firms. 
MMA firms supplied researchers with access and data, the University and the Rockefeller 
Foundation paid the bills.40 

What all these activities had in common was that they looked towards the more 
rational management of individual firms’ industrial relations, the creation of data bases 
for improved decision-making, and the development of an association-wide personnel 
management and human-resources programme in which small firms could participate 
without even having to pay a proportionate share of the cost. 

The revitalized MMA suited the needs and style of the new firms locating and 
growing in the Philadelphia area in the war and postwar years. The MMA’s progressive 
officers and small but competent staff spoke the language of their personnel managers 
and shared their commitment to the bureaucratization of employment management. The 
only obstacle to persuading those larger firms to take up membership in the Association 
was the old problem of the Association’s dues. This was solved by offering reduced rates 
to employers of over 500, over 1000 and female labour, thus inducing General Electric, 
Westinghouse, the Atwater Kent radio manufacturing company and other big firms to 
join. The MMA was transformed: by 1925 less than one-tenth of the 86 member-firms 
employed more than half the total blue-collar work-force, which at almost 11,000 was not 
far short of the pre-recession peak; and Quaker activists and professional executives 
dominated the organization. 

For the new members, the MMA was mostly a research and data collection agency. 
For the traditional type of member-firm, still numerically predominant, the MMA was 
little more than a highly-effective employment agent, a supplier of skilled men and a 
meeting-place. But both parties seemed content with the deal. And the MMA prospered, 
until in the last quarter of 1929 its 113 member-firms reported 28,472 operatives, an 
increase of 28 per cent over the previous year, four times more than in 1921, and the 
largest proportion of the whole local metal-trades labour force ever. 

But pride comes before a fall. The oceans of self-congratulation at the Association’s 
25th Anniversary dinner soon turned sour. The non-union employment system the MMA 
had so carefully constructed and maintained could not withstand the Great Depression. 

Bankruptcy and retrenchment reduced its list of members. The economic whirlwind 
blew two-thirds of their fall 1929 work-force into the ranks of the jobless by 1932, while 
many of the others only worked short time. The MMA shed staff, curtailed activities, 
adapted to a new environment and survived. As late as 1935 no member-firms had formal 
union agreements, but the resurrection of the labour movement and the intervention of the 
New Deal state soon changed all that. The Labor Bureau closed its doors in 1937. And 
the MMA concentrated instead on supplying individual members with the information, 
counsel and labour-market data they needed to operate effectively in the collective 
bargaining era. Though they bargained with unions as separate plants or firms—normal 
in the organized sector of the American metalworking industry since the New Deal—they 
were not on their own. 

The MMA adapted once again to changing needs, changing times. Its successor 
organization, the Manufacturers’ Association of the Delaware Valley, formed in the 
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1950s from a merger of the MMA with an equally old employers’ association active in 
the Philadelphia suburbs, carries on the same activities to this day.41 

CONCLUSION 

The greatest accomplishment of organized labor as I see it is the part it has 
unwittingly played in forcing into being many organizations of employers. 
Born primarily of the need for self-defense, and concerned in their earlier 
years mainly with this, these associations, of which ours is typical, have 
been the real pioneers and are to-day the most active agents in furthering 
in every direction those things which make for Industrial Peace.42 

One does not have to go all the way with Staunton Bloodgood Peck, MMA president in 
1921, to accept the essential historical truth of his remarks. To get employers of labour to 
advance beyond Adam Smith’s ‘tacit, but constant and uniform combination’ took some 
external stimulus. 

The challenge of labour was the necessary stimulus to the MMA’s formation, and the 
cement that held it together for twenty years, but in its last decade before the Depression 
and New Deal altered for good the ground-rules under which it worked, it developed in 
new directions, and for different reasons. We do not know enough about other open-shop 
associations in the ‘New Era’ of the 1920s to be able to speak with confidence about 
whether or to what extent they may have followed the same path. The coincidence in 
Philadelphia of the University of Pennsylvania’s social scientists, the progressive 
homegrown leadership of the MMA and innovative giant incoming firms, would be hard 
to replicate elsewhere. But the activities these groups grafted onto the MMA, particularly 
in the area of training, were nothing more than local applications of programmes 
developed first in other metal-trades cities, notably Cincinnati, Ohio, under employer 
association, and particularly NMTA, sponsorship.43 

What these developments of the 1920s, when trades unionism seemed well down the 
road to extinction, should tell us, is this; that there could be much more to a union-free 
employment relations policy, even in the open-shop era, than just strikebreaking. 

Moreover, this case study of an employers’ association which also covers its period of 
most active strikebreaking should lead us at least to question received impressions about 
how typical, and how important to the success of the open-shop movement, employer 
belligerency, bolstered by state repression, actually was. If the Philadelphia case is at all 
representative, we should de-emphasize coercion and examine more carefully the 
contributions to employers’ power made by their dominant position in the labour 
market—a ‘natural’ dominance on which their organizations capitalized. Labour 
replacement, not the labour spy or the labour injunction, was the most important way to 
win strikes. 

We should also question recent scholarship which has stressed conflict for control of 
the ‘labour process’ as the fundamental fact of employment relations in early twentieth-
century manufacturing. In Philadelphia, at least, struggles between proprietors and 
employees were much more obviously about control of the labour market. Victory in that 
arena had to precede an employer’s ability to revolutionize the labour process within his 
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firm, but, paradoxically, by reducing the costs of maintaining an existing labour process, 
it also permitted continuing managerial conservatism. Most Philadelphia firms seem to 
have pursued this line of least resistance, with the result that, even in the 1930s, their 
work-forces were anything but homogeneous, their tasks anything but ‘de-skilled’.44 

This close examination of the behaviour of a group of firms of a sort usually 
neglected, in one industry, in one city, in war and peace, prosperity and depression, and 
through ‘progressive’ and ‘reactionary’ periods in American national politics, challenges 
the conventional wisdom about the open-shop era. But to account for that era, when 
American businessmen became able and willing to assert their unilateral authority in the 
employment relationship, we need to go beyond the bounds of a case study and examine 
the American experience in a comparative context. 

The pattern of American employer behaviour in the nineteenth century which Bonnett 
detailed was very little different from that which McIvor identifies in his studies of 
Victorian Britain. This is not surprising—the two economies relied on the same sorts of 
labour and forms of business organization well into the late nineteenth century; and 
entrepreneurs and labour leaders on both sides of the Atlantic were well aware of one 
another’s problems and ‘solutions’. American employers’ experimentation with 
organization for the purpose of collective bargaining in 1898–1900 resulted to some 
degree from their imitation of what seemed to be a successful labour relations system in 
the first industrial nation.45 

But what the open-shop era, of which Philadelphia’s experience is representative, 
emphasizes, is how rapidly and completely American labour relations diverged from this 
bargaining model. Around 1900 one can begin to speak of the ‘exceptionalism’ of the 
American industrial relations system. In the metal trades, the most successful employer 
organizations were not those that remained committed to bargaining, but those that turned 
towards warfare. There was nothing to parallel the decline in the use of strike-breakers 
McIvor charts; no teleological progress from ‘defensive’, by way of ‘procedural-
political’, to ‘market model’ collective relations between employers and unions. 

This was not because the idea of collective bargaining lacked influential friends in the 
United States. The National Civic Federation, representing Labor, Capital and the ‘Public 
Interest’, gave it strong support in the early 1900s. The US Industrial Commission of 
1900, the Department of Labor after 1913, the US Commission on Industrial Relations of 
1913–16 and other bodies of worthies all favoured it. The Wisconsin and Johns Hopkins 
schools of labour economists were propagandists for it. Progressive journalists supported 
them. And, of course, the American Federation of Labor itself was officially wedded to 
the extension of organized relations between unions and businesses. But this weak 
current of opinion in favour of the ‘trade agreement system’ among some of the great and 
the good was not translated into coherent or effective policies designed to foster its 
growth. 

So what was missing in the American context was that subtle but powerful state 
intervention which, in late Victorian and Edwardian Britain, set limits on employers’ 
conflictual behaviour. In the United States, statute and judge-made law legitimized the 
free market or contractual models of the wage bargain and employment relationship that 
underpinned the open-shop movement. 

What was also missing was that very moderation in the pursuit or exercise of practical 
control by managers over workers that Zeitlin and others have found characteristic of 
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British firms in a variety of trades. Haydu has attempted to explain this divergence 
between the two countries’ mechanical-engineering industries chiefly in terms of the 
comparatively shallow roots and recent growth of craft unionism in the United States, and 
of the different product markets and technological options American employers 
confronted.46 

In general terms, such an explanation is quite plausible. But how can it account for the 
sharp turn towards the open shop which foundry and machine-shop operators took in 
Philadelphia at the same time as the perhaps more typically American firms, with their 
narrow product lines and semi-skilled machine-tending work-forces, of which Haydu 
writes? The Philadelphia case does not answer the question why American employers’ 
behaviour was so different. Instead, it highlights it, because we are dealing with the same 
sorts of firms, in similar labour and product markets, that in Britain at the same time were 
behaving so very differently. So an account that goes no further than a sort of economic 
and technological determinism cannot be wholly satisfying. 

What a study of the American metal trades at the turn of the century—or of other 
industries which maintained distinctive bargaining regimes there-after—also shows, is 
that a particular pattern of employer behaviour is not something given, something which 
can be attributed in any unproblematic way to the peculiarities of a nation’s ‘culture’ or 
‘history’. For there is no single ‘American’ pattern: comparisons between regions, 
industries and firms, or even between the same firms, in the same industries and local 
contexts, across quite brief spans of time, reveal this quite clearly. 

What we are looking at here is the range of business strategies which can result from 
choice—from a decision-making process which is, however, neither wholly ‘rational’ nor 
unconstrained. The turn of the century was a moment of openness in the American metal 
trades: employers were genuinely undecided as to how best to meet unprecedented 
labour-relations difficulties. They made their decisions in the light of an accumulation of 
immediate experience, but also within a context of constraints and opportunities. Some of 
these were the material forces Haydu has identified. But by no means all. 

Employers in the metal trades and other industries made their critical choices within a 
uniquely supportive cultural and political framework. They felt no legal or political 
inhibitions; their ethos of cost-cutting, maintaining managerial prerogatives, protecting or 
enforcing the ‘independence’ of the workman in the labour market, minimizing ‘outside’ 
or state intervention, found powerful support well outside their own particular class or 
interest. American open-shop employers’ behaviour was sanctioned by most of the 
institutions of the national polity. The course they chose seemed much more than merely 
sensible or practicable. It was safe, it was profitable, but it was also right. 
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5  
The ‘human factor’ and the limits of 

rationalization  
Personnel-management strategies and the 

rationalization movement in German industry 
between the wars  

Heidrun Homburg 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent scholarly endeavours to explain the ‘peculiarities’ of German history, in particular 
the National Socialist state system have recognized the shortcomings of earlier 
approaches that stopped historical enquiry at the factory gates. Scholars like George 
L.Mosse, Michael Geyer, Tim Mason and the East German Jürgen John point to 
competition, struggle and social darwinism as essential and formative principles of Nazi 
rule and stress the need for a materialist history that, according to Tim Mason, ‘sees that 
subject in terms of economic forces and institutional power, in terms of social and 
economic practice and individual behavior (intentions)’.1 This urge for a materialist 
history that combines a structural approach with historical analysis of ideas and the 
decision-making processes of individuals in the realm of ‘low’ and ‘high’ politics opens 
up a new and challenging approach to business history that concentrates on economic 
practice and social interests, on everyday life experiences and their repercussions on the 
shaping of macro-politics. 

The development and implementation of sophisticated personnel management 
techniques are particularly appropriate for such an approach. In the final decades of the 
nineteenth century the full force of the Industrial Revolution struck Germany.2 The 
growth of industrial firms, enhanced mechanization and the transformation of work and 
authority were perceived by contemporaries as dramatic economic changes and social 
challenges that involved managers and workers alike. On the one hand, expansion of 
firms, increased competition and protracted mechanization made new and greater 
demands on managers’ professional skills. On the other hand, changes of scale and new 
and innovative manufacturing and management techniques provoked workers’ protest 
and paved the way for strong socialist trade unions that challenged both the autocratic 
rule of management and the existing political power-structure. By 1890 legal repression 
had failed to curtail the socialist labour movement or reduce the workers’ orientation 
towards Marxist concepts of class struggle. Accordingly, the elaboration and 
implementation of personnel management tech-niques became a focus for management’s 
economic needs and broader socio-political expectations. These practices reflected 
management’s vision of an ‘ideal’ worker, and its efforts to obtain social control inside 
the firm and an adequate societal order outside. 

In the following chapter I shall first outline some influential concepts of personnel 
management and the complex societal functions attributed to it, and show how these 



guided management’s expectations and professional endeavours in this field from the 
1890s to the 1930s. I shall then turn to the implementation of these concepts, in particular 
time studies and psychotechnical aptitude tests in the inter-war period, and analyse the 
difficulties and obstacles management encountered when it ventured to rationalize the 
‘human factor’ in industry. The study concentrates on a core group of metalworking firms 
in Berlin and in particular on the Siemens company whose managers had already 
developed sophisticated personnel management techniques in the first decade of the 
twentieth century and who pioneered the German rationalization movement after the First 
World War. Finally, I shall discuss management’s reactions to the emerging limits of its 
power to manage the ‘human factor’ in industry and society. 

CONCEPTS OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT: VISIONS AND 
INTENTIONS 

In the 1870s the economist Gustav Schmoller (1838–1917) was the most prominent 
German intellectual who pointed to management’s capacity for social engineering and its 
social responsibility to restructure industrial and labour relations for the common good. 
From the 1860s Schmoller was the generally recognized leader of the so-called younger 
historical school, an organic approach that predominated in German economic reasoning 
from the late nineteenth to the early twentieth centuries, and he became the most 
influential academic teacher in Wilhelmine Germany. Schmoller gained an even wider 
audience and direct political influence as organizer and later president of the Verein für 
Socialpolitik, an association founded in 1872 which dedicated itself to the promotion of 
social reform as a means of preventing social upheaval through the integration of workers 
into the existing order.3 

As Schmoller observed in 1889 general welfare, social peace and economic progress 
depended to a high degree on the inner structure or constitution, industrial relations and 
personnel-management strategies of big business. The general aim was to turn the 
enterprise into a sittliche Gemeinschaft (moral community). Schmoller suggested that the 
means were the creation of well-defined career patterns, internal hierarchies of positions, 
salaries and wages, and social welfare and workers’ councils or other limited forms of 
worker co-determination.4 

Schmoller’s basic argument, his appeal for enlightened management as a last resort 
against the spectre of a revolutionary overthrow originated by the modernizing, capitalist 
enterprise, as well as his optimistic vision of the selfhealing capacity of large ever-
growing industrial firms, had subsequent parallels. Twenty to thirty years later, Taylorism 
and Fordism contained essentially the same message. 

The American gospel of social engineering through technical and organizational 
means stressed once again and even more explicitly management’s power to manage the 
‘human factor’ in industry and thereby its capacity to establish a new ‘harmonious’ social 
order. In Taylor’s and Ford’s visions, however, management’s escape from class 
confrontation was closely linked to the social possibilities of mechanization and applied 
engineering sciences.5 Productivity, expertise and optimization were the declared 
prerequisites for the materialization of their visions of social harmony inside and outside 
of the factory. Managers and engineers were summoned to do away with antiquated 
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customs and devote themselves to a new, scientifically based approach to all aspects of 
production and factory organization. Workers, on the other hand, were urged to rely on 
management’s enlightened techniques as best serving their own ends. The prescribed new 
mutual relationship of friendly cooperation and the combined innovative efforts of 
management and labour were to pay off economically for both sides and to change the 
nature of authority from power over men to the administration of things, thus removing—
in the last analysis—the objective basis for class formation and class conflict. 

German employers needed no instructions about the positive function of friendly 
relations between employers and employees for enhanced productivity. Without doubt, 
they preferred the stable, grateful and submissive worker to the mobile, class-conscious 
and rebellious one. However, Schmoller’s and—particularly after the First World War—
Taylor’s and Ford’s visions that the means to induce industrial as well as social consent 
were at management’s own disposal, were eagerly picked up by important sections of the 
German business community. Their previous objections to any schematic approach and to 
the implementation of American concepts of efficiency engineering through improved 
plant logistics, with its risks of increased unproductive time and overhead costs, 
persisted. They believed that this ran counter to the particular economic needs of German 
industry. Nevertheless, they turned to these promising visions as a last resort when 
confronted with the sobering fact of Germany’s defeat and its revolutionary 
repercussions.6 Schmoller had paved the way for managerial fantasies of omnipotence. 
Their later reliance on the American version of social engineering through the pursuit of 
efficiency represented an updated approach to management’s old aims. Their common 
denominator was the utopian vision that management had unrestrained power to manage 
(and to rationalize) the ‘human factor’ on the shop floor and even beyond and that it 
could create a new harmonious social order. This played an important role in shaping 
managers’ collective expectations, guiding their economic actions, stimulating their 
professional activities and forming their political attitudes. Certainly, self-delusion is 
always part of such utopian visions. And it is this tension, the gap between vision and 
reality as well as its broader impact on management’s political attitudes, that is central to 
the discussion in the following sections of this chapter. 

VISION VERSUS REALITY: AN ILLUSION DESTROYED 

The extent to which enterprise management could achieve the tasks ascribed to it by 
Schmoller, Taylorism and Fordism depended on many variables. Not all of them were 
under the direct control of the firm or could easily be influenced by it. One of these 
variables was the firm’s environment. A case in point from the 1890s was the labour 
market of the Berlin metalworking firms including the Siemens company, Germany’s 
oldest and one of the world’s largest electrical engineering firms. 

Environmental challenges and constraints 

The Siemens company, founded in 1847, had its headquarters in Berlin until 1945. 
Siemens was one of many metalworking firms that chose Berlin as a location, attracted 
by its abundant supply of labour, in particular of skilled and experienced workers. It was 
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preceded by Borsig, Louis Schartzkopff and other locomotive and machine-building 
firms and followed not only by several highly specialized engineering firms, like Ludwig 
Loewe & Co., but also—especially from the 1880s—by a number of newcomers in 
electrical engineering like Allegemeine Elektrizitats Gesellschaft (AEG) and Bergmann. 
In the course of the nineteenth century Berlin thus developed into one of the most 
important and dynamic industrial regions in Germany. The local concentration of 
metalworking firms and their economic growth were reflected in their share in the local 
labour market. In the late nineteenth century they absorbed one-fifth of the city’s 
industrial labour force, amounting to about 250,000 blue- and white-collar workers in 
1882, and to about half a million in 1895. After the turn of the century, the metalworking 
industries outranked clothing and textiles as the dominant employer. In 1907 
metalworking employed 227,000, in 1925 374,000 and in 1939 529,000 persons 
(including both blue- and white-collar workers), comprising 28, 38 and 45 per cent 
respectively of Berlin’s industrial labour force.7 

The vast majority of those employed in the metalworking industries—about 80 per 
cent at the end of the nineteenth century, and roughly 70 per cent in the 1920s and 
1930s—were blue-collar workers. Despite the mechanization and standardization of work 
male workers continued to predominate, and skilled male workers formed the backbone 
of the production process throughout the nineteenth century and the first four decades of 
the twentieth century (Table 1). 

This was equally true for the impressive number of ‘giant’ enterprises that employed 
more than a thousand or—in the case of Siemens—even tens of  

Table 1 The composition of the labour force in the 
Berlin metalworking industries 1925–19398 

  All 
Workers

Female (%) Male 
unskilled

(%) Male 
skilled 

and 
semi-
skilled

(%)

1925 310980 68059 (21.9) 70990 (22.8) 171931 (55.3)
1933 119814 29133 (24.3) 8316 (6.9) 82365 (68.7)
1933 122571 30583 (24.9) 15771 (12.9) 76217 (62.2)
1939 401587 107778 (26.8) 78566 (19.6) 215243 (53.6)
Sources: 1925, 1933 and. Vocational Census; 1933 
Industrial Census 

thousands of employees. According to the industrial census, there were 53 Berlin 
metalworking firms in 1925 and 85 firms in 1939 that belonged to this category of 
‘giants’.9 Siemens had by this time turned into the most important single employer 
amongst the ‘giants’. At the company’s plants in Berlin, Siemens employed 4,400 in 
1895, 32,000 in 1907, 40,000 in 1914, 68,000 in 1929 and 80,000 in 1939. AEG, its most 
serious competitor, employed 42,000 in its Berlin plants in 1914, rising to 60,000 in 
1929. In all its German plants it employed 72,000 people in 1939.10 

The continuing dependence on skilled male workers was partly due to the highly 
diversified production programme of these ‘giants’. Siemens, for instance, was a general 
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contractor for the construction of power stations, planning, coordinating and supervising 
the work. In addition the company manufactured in its several Berlin plants a wide 
variety of high- and lowvoltage electric appliances. The range of manufactured goods 
included small and rather standardized items like plugs, switches, wires, cords, cables, 
and light-bulbs as well as technically more complex goods which because of their 
complexity or because of changing patterns of demand defied standardization, such as 
electric motors of various outputs and sizes, transformers, generators, electric fans, 
pumps, hammers, drills, heaters, telegraphs, telephones, electric watches and 
electrometers. In the 1920s production became even more diversified as Siemens began 
to manufacture a growing variety of electric household appliances such as vacuum 
cleaners, irons, refrigerators, stoves, hair-dryers, washing machines, razors, toasters and 
so on. This diversification reflected both technological innovations and the company’s 
quest for new customers and markets. Thus the firm’s most important clients before the 
1880s—the public authorities, the German Post and the German Railways—were 
supplemented first by industrial clients, and from the 1920s also by individual consumers. 
Stimulating the demand for production goods as well as for consumer durables became 
part of the company’s marketing strategy. 

Technological and product innovation, the scope of the company’s production 
programme and its marketing strategies had important repercussions on the company’s 
structure and its production facilities. Techno-logical breakthroughs in high-voltage 
engineering, notably in the generation, long-distance transportation and applicability of 
electric power, from the 1880s pushed the Siemens & Halske Company to expand its 
production facilities. In 1903 the Nuremberg electrical company Schuckert and Co. was 
successfully merged with Siemens. The merger was followed by structural innovations. 
Henceforth the Siemens company comprised two major divisions: Siemens & Halske and 
Siemens-Schuckert, producing and marketing low- and high-voltage electric appliances, 
respectively. Following the diversification of the product line and technological 
innovations in the respective fields of electrical engineering, manufacturing was 
organized and managed in several plants, the majority of which were located in Berlin. 
The factory layout and the organization of the work process varied according to the 
product manufactured, its technical ‘maturity’ and its prospective sales. Products were 
continuously subject to fundamental or minor changes arising from the novelty of a 
particular line, design innovations, changing patterns of demand, changing scale of 
production, or improvements in the production process. Each plant was shaped by its 
main products. In the Siemens-Schuckert division: cables and wires, large electric 
motors, medium-to-small electric motors, large generators and transformers, small 
switches and insulating materials, high-voltage current switches and control panels and 
meters predominated. In the Siemens & Halske division the main lines were electric 
light-bulbs, telegraphs and telephones, all kind of electric measuring and signal devices, 
broadcasting equipment and radios. The corresponding production technologies ranged 
from quasi-artisanal to standardized mass manufacturing, while there could be a 
combination of differently structured shops for each of the components of a given item. 
Each plant’s production programme defined its internal organization. 

In varying degrees this pattern was also typical for the other ‘giants’. AEG, Bergmann, 
Ludwig Loewe & Co, Borsig—to name only some of the more prominent Berlin 
metalworking firms—were also composed of a variety of differently organized 
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workshops, each of them reflecting the changing technical and commercial features of a 
product and the correspondingly varied manufacturing processes. 

The ongoing diversification of the product line, the quest for innovations and the 
competition for new markets that was typical of the ‘giant’ metalworking firms in Berlin 
from the 1890s and in particular after the First World War seems to be the key variable in 
explaining the gender composition of the blue-collar labour force with its remarkably 
high proportion of male workers who generally had greater skills than their female 
colleagues. Innovation, continuous change and experimentation with new products or 
manufacturing techniques required—at least in the initial stages—an experienced, highly 
flexible, supportive, and motivated work-force. These features required the sort of skills 
traditionally confined to the male workers who dominated the metal trades since access to 
public as well as company vocational training was largely restricted to men. Thus the 
combination of industry’s actual needs for an intelligent worker and the traditional 
genderbias of the vocational training system preserved traditional male predominance of 
the blue-collar work-force (Table 2). 

Even the Siemens company, which was seen by contemporaries as a prime example of 
a modern firm with advanced management techniques conformed to this rule. In early 
August 1914 male workers represented roughly two-thirds (66.7 per cent) of its blue-
collar workforce, in July 1928 they accounted for 69.3 per cent, and in July 1938 this 
proportion still reached 65 per cent. This occurred despite the fact that the company’s 
total blue-collar work-force in its Berlin plants had increased remarkably in absolute 
numbers. In comparison to 1 August 1914 it expanded by 64 per cent by July 1928 and 
by 72 per cent by July 1938.12 

Though the data are rather scattered, the statistical material available underlines that 
the continuing dominance of male workers went along with a preponderance of 
experienced skilled and semi-skilled workers.13 In the first half of 1928 41.5 per cent of 
the Siemens company’s male blue-collar work-force employed in Berlin belonged to the 
category of Facharbeiter mit höchstwertiger Leistung (vocationally trained workers with 
qualitatively highest performance). Accordingly, they were paid the highest wage-grade 
(class I) out of five categories laid down in the collective agreements on wage and 
working conditions for the Berlin metalworking industries of 1919/21 which still defined 
wage-grades within the company (though there had not been a binding collective 
agreement on the actual wage rates between spring 1924 and summer 1928). In the 
second half of 1928—that is, after the trade unions and employers had settled a new 
general collective agreement for the Berlin metalworking industries—40 per cent of the 
Siemens company’s male workers were paid the highest hourly wage-grade (class A). 
Their work was classified under the terms of the new collective agreement as 
hochqualifizierte Facharbeiten (highly qualified tasks that require skills). A further 20–
30 per cent of the male workers were eligible for the second grade (class II, renamed 
class B during 1928). Only a minority of 30–40 per cent of the male workers and of the 
available tasks were rated in classes III and IV (C and D from 1928). A census organized 
by the trade association of German electrical manufacturers produced comparable data 
for this branch of industry in general. According to its investigation, the proportion of 
skilled and semi-skilled workers was 78.5 per cent of the male blue-collar work-force in 
early summer 1933, and 78.7 per cent in May 1940, of which almost half (45.6 per cent) 
were classified as skilled workers.14 
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One reason that had attracted metalworking, and in particular electrical engineering 
firms, to Berlin in the nineteenth century was the supply of skilled and experienced 
labour offered by the capital’s labour market. Their particular labour demand locked 
them into Berlin in the 1920s and 1930s. The local concentration of metalworking 
industries in Berlin, their dependence on skilled male workers, the existence of several 
‘giant’ enterprises and of numerous small and medium-sized firms, all of them  

Table 2 Distribution of the labour force by 
industrial branch and percentage of female workers 
in the Berlin metalworking industry 1925–193911 

Electrical 
engineering 

Machinebuilding Metal/iron 
goods 

Mechanical 
optical industry

Iron-
/steelproducing 

  

All 
workers 

Female 
% 

All 
workers

Female 
% 

All 
workers

Female 
% 

All 
workers

Female 
% 

All 
workers

Female 
% 

1925 126220 35 101363 9 58261 20 10197 15 14939 9 
19331 103097 35 74491 8 61121 16 9062 15 7855 8 
19332 54763 37 31989 9 24727 19 5066 17 3269 10 
1939 171908 41 141092 11 61276 27 16032 22 11279 15 
Sources: 1925, 1933 and 1939 Vocational Census 
1 Employed and unemployed workers 2 only employed workers 

characterized by similar patterns of labour demand, thus created a situation of structural 
competition for labour, and in particular for experienced male skilled or semi-skilled 
workers. Inside the greater Berlin area whose highly developed transport infrastructure of 
commuter trains facilitated labour mobility, the worker did not depend on a single 
employer. Under ‘normal’ economic and political conditions he could always hope to 
find better working conditions when he changed places and employers. Workers could 
leave one company for better pay or improved conditions in the next. Freedom of 
movement under these conditions was not only a theoretical notion, but a practical 
possibility the worker could and did make use of. 

The firms’ location in Berlin implied further challenges for management. The Berlin 
workers were not only mobile, intelligent and quick-witted, but also radical. From the 
1890s Berlin developed into a stronghold of socialist trade unions. During and after the 
First World War it became in addition a centre of Communist and other leftist opposition 
groups. The metalworking industries belonged to the best organized trades. From the 
beginning of the twentieth century over 60 per cent of the skilled workers adhered to the 
socialist Deutscher Metallarbeiter-Verband (German Union of Metalworkers), an 
industrial union which was the most powerful German union before and after the First 
World War.15 Management’s quest for social control thus did not remain uncontested. It 
had to reckon with a strong political and ideological competitor that pitted the concept of 
class struggle against visions of social peace through extended managerial prerogatives. 
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Approaches to modern forms of personnel management: Siemens’s 
dual strategy 

The environmental challenges that management confronted in Berlin were structural and 
political. What strategies did the Siemens managers develop to cope with these 
challenges and how did these strategies affect the firm’s environment? Like the 
challenges, management’s strategies were twofold. On the one hand, it tried to promote 
the workers’ identification with the company; on the other hand, it engaged in an ever-
increasing effort to organize employers in the industry and develop a collective response 
to the workers’ demands. In the following discussion, I shall call the first ‘internal’, the 
latter the ‘external’ or ‘collectivist’ approach. 

The first time that the Siemens management consciously adopted this dual strategy 
was between 1904 and 1906.16 In 1904 Siemens joined the Berlin metalworking 
employers’ association. The association was founded in 1890 and had tried to impose 
employer control over the labour market and the individual worker by a compulsory 
employers’ labour exchange and by black lists. The association decided to defend the 
employers’ autocratic position and autonomy inside the firm against the trade unions by 
general lock-outs as well as by publicity and political channels. Two years later, after a 
series of important strikes that directly or indirectly involved the company’s plants in 
Berlin through either workers’ or employers’ collective action, Siemens founded a 
company union, the so-called Unterstützungsver-ein von Arbeitern und Arbeiterinnen der 
Siemens-Schuckertwerke GmbH und der Siemens & Halske AG Berlin. The members of 
this ‘yellow union’ were to enjoy distinct privileges. They were not laid off in case of 
strikes or lock-outs and were promised different social benefits if they stayed for several 
years at the company. 

This policy of promoting workers’ identification with the company, while aiming at 
the same time at the fragmentation of labour, proved to be quite successful. Unorganized, 
unskilled, and semi-skilled male as well as female workers in particular joined the 
company union, though skilled male workers, the backbone of the production process and 
of the socialist union, stood apart. Nevertheless, membership reached the quota of 40 per 
cent of the labour force employed that the employers’ association had set as a 
requirement to exempt a member-firm from its obligation to participate in employers’ 
collective action in cases of labour conflicts or strikes. In spite of these promising early 
years, however, the company union did not survive the First World War. During the war 
membership declined rapidly. Because of this development and the changing political 
environment, its underlying anti-socialist and anti-trade-union attitude became obsolete 
and the company union became more and more anachronistic. Finally, in November 
1918, the Siemens management decided to dissolve it in silence. 

Though new means were needed after the war, the company’s dual strategy persisted; 
indeed, both its components became even more elaborate. The process of reorientation 
was accompanied by a remarkable shift in emphasis. In contrast to the prewar period, the 
‘collectivist’ approach gained in importance, and the firm’s individual response declined 
in importance, although the ‘internal’ approaches became much more refined than before. 
The reasons for this paradox were both ‘technical’ and political. 
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Discussion of scientific management techniques had started before 1914 but they 
gathered momentum in the immediate postwar period. Germany’s defeat and its 
economic repercussions increased the general cost-awareness and stressed the importance 
of personnel policies as a central element for systematic management. As a consequence, 
management tried for the first time to evaluate precisely the costs of the high rate of 
labour turnover and to scrutinize its causes and possible remedies. Hence the strategy of 
promoting workers’ identification with the company became part of a general endeavour 
to adopt and implement the principles of scientific management. Immediately after the 
war the most significant organizational innovation or structural change (to use the 
categories developed by Alfred Chandler)17 in the administration of the Siemens 
company which indicated the new approach was the establishment of a social-policy 
department and of an adviser to the board of directors on personnel policy, which were to 
administer centrally all general questions of personnel management. The practical 
outcome of this department’s endeavour to promote workers’ identification with the 
company was a wide range of new methods to achieve the old aims. The measures that 
were introduced in the immediate postwar period were: vocational-training scholarships 
for highly qualified apprentices, preferably sons of the company’s blue-collar employees; 
the publication of a monthly company journal that was mailed to every blue- and white-
collar worker; the opening of a sanatorium for workers (another one for salaried 
employees had existed before the war); the construction of company dwellings; and a 
variety of other social benefits. In the mid-1920s management launched a formal 
selection procedure for suggested improvements with monetary rewards for the best 
suggestions in order to increase work motivation, while company-sponsored social 
activities after work were promoted and service bonuses were introduced to foster 
workers’ active cooperation. Finally, the company tried to improve the recruitment of 
foremen by new screening procedures and to promote workers’ career aspirations by 
establishing an internal labour exchange for blue-collar workers. 

In contrast to the prewar period, when Siemens had been one of the few large Berlin 
metalworking enterprises that had founded a company union, these measures—though 
impressive—were not unusual. The professionalization of management, including 
personnel management, was a general phenomenon. All the larger metalworking firms in 
Berlin, including Siemens’s main competitors for skilled and experienced male workers 
like AEG, Bergmann, Telefunken, Ludwig Loewe & Co, Borsig and so on, engaged in 
the same kind of policies and introduced identical measures. As a result though these 
measures probably promoted a certain ‘company spirit’ among the workers, they lost 
their power of differentiation. They made only a limited contribution to Siemens’s need 
to prevent worker turnover and to promote ‘friendly cooperation’ with management. 

As ‘internal’ policies did not fully achieve these ends, employers’ collective action 
became more important. For example, in periods of high labour turnover the Berlin 
metalworking employers’ association (Verband Berliner Metallindustrieller) used 
binding agreements not to hire workers for a certain period of time unless they could 
present a written leaving certificate from their former employer.18 Three other factors 
increased the importance of employers’ collective action. First, collective bargaining was 
accepted for the first time by the Berlin metalworking employers’ association 
immediately after the war and later legally enforced by the Reich government as the 
common institutionalized procedure for the settlement of wage and labour disputes. This 
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demanded a higher level of coherence among the employers in order to resist trade-union 
demands for better pay and improved working conditions. Second, the adoption and 
implementation of ‘scientific’ management techniques demanded closer employer 
cooperation. The methods of time studies, for example, had to be standardized between 
enterprises if workers were to be convinced of the claimed ‘objectivity’ of this procedure 
of wage determination and if wage differentials between different firms for the same task 
and consequently labour turnover in pursuit of better pay and disorganized competition 
between firms were to be avoided. Last but not least, class conflict did not disappear as a 
result either of elaborate company strategies to promote workers’ identification with the 
company, or of the application of sophisticated techniques of efficiency and social 
engineering. On the contrary, it can be argued that the war and its aftermath fostered a 
rise of class tensions that prevailed until the fatal end of the Weimar Republic in 1933. 

Siemens’s management realized the urgent need for a more sophisticated ‘collective’ 
strategy among employers immediately after the war. Siemens’s top managers, including 
the head of the company, Carl Friedrich von Siemens, played a very active part in the 
Berlin employers’ association and in the collective-bargaining process. The company’s 
social-policy department, with a staff numbering between 190 and 32619, was heavily 
involved in preparing the statistical data and the drafts for the sessions and in analysing 
collective agreements on wage and working conditions in other German industrial 
regions that might serve the Berlin employers’ association as reference material. 

In addition, Carl Friedrich von Siemens and several other high-ranking Siemens 
managers and senior engineers argued strongly for a collectivist approach by the German 
business community to efficiency and social engineering. At the end of and immediately 
after the war they were actively engaged in the formation of different organizations, first 
on a regional, then on a national level, that were to promote the ideas and techniques of 
rationalization. Siemens managers thus played a prominent role in shaping the German 
rationalization movement and the actual work of its most important branches like the 
National Board of Industrial Standards (founded in 1917/18), the National Efficiency 
Board (founded in 1921) and the National Committee for Time Studies and Time Rate 
Setting (founded in 1924). 

The foundation of these national committees, which were all preceded by similar joint 
ventures among the outstanding Berlin metalworking firms in the immediate aftermath of 
the war, suggests that these calls for industry cooperation were not totally in vain. But a 
large gap remained between the farreaching goals that motivated these top managers to 
take the lead in the German rationalization movement and the actual work of these 
committees. A case in point was the approach to time studies and to psychotechnical 
aptitude tests, two areas that aimed to achieve social goals through efficiency 
engineering. 

Testing the vision of cooperation in industry: time studies and the 
setting of time rates 

At the end of the war, preparation for future economic and social battles was an urgent 
matter for German industry.20 As this conviction gained ground amongst representatives 
of the most prominent Berlin engineering firms from 1917 onwards, they began to look to 
industry cooperation (Gemeinschaftsarbeit) as the best means to disseminate new ideas 
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and techniques of efficiency and social engineering which seemed essential for the 
survival of managerial prerogatives and economic success under adverse conditions. 
They proclaimed that what German industry needed was not only collective study of the 
available literature and experience of the new management techniques, but also the 
filtering out of the most promising techniques so as to define the one best method that 
could be promptly implemented in German industry. 

Suiting the action to the word, the Berlin propagandists of industry cooperation were 
themselves the first to arrange common study groups and to delegate their representatives 
to the different committees that were to take care of particularly important issues. Thus 
by June 1919 managers of the Berlin metalworking firms Siemens, Borsig, 
Schwartzkopff, Reichswerke Spandau and others who had tackled the problem of time 
studies in preceding inter-firm meetings presented the first results of their discussions to 
the interested public: a common and agreed concept of time studies. After this basic step 
to establish mutual understanding they took the initiative to form a working party called 
the Committee for Time Studies.21 

By early 1920 this Committee published a programme for future industry cooperation 
in this field.22 It distinguished between time studies and work psychology. The former 
were defined as a means to evaluate quantitatively the performance that could be attained 
with given workers, machines or tools and work processes. This was neatly separated 
from ‘work psychology’ which was seen as a supplementary means by which one could 
grasp the ‘essence of work’ and analyse the psycho-physical preconditions of the required 
vocational aptitudes in qualitative terms. Scrutiny of the worker’s possible performance 
was seen as an important managerial tool. It would enable factory management to 
demand a certain, quantitatively well-defined performance from the worker by means of 
time rates. Time studies were declared absolutely necessary since they were the only way 
to determine time rates in a reliable way and to calculate the results in advance. Time 
studies, the programme stated, always had to consist of two steps. First, each work 
process or task had to be broken down into its individual elements of machine and 
manual time. Next, these elements had to be put together into a new ‘synthesis’, the so-
called ‘rationalization’. The committee expected time studies to facilitate the prior 
calculation of prices, to guarantee fair wage rates based on objective criteria that could be 
checked by the workers so that disputes over tasks and wage rates would diminish. 
Furthermore, time studies were also emphasized as a valuable tool that would help 
management to improve production planning, work processes and the quality of products, 
machines and handling devices. In the last analysis and above all, time studies would 
contribute to lowering production costs.  

In view of the manifold resistance by workers, their unions and the business 
community to time studies, the committee emphasized the necessity for German industry 
to proceed ‘in a methodical, correct, and systematic manner, in short in a scientific way’ 
and it recommended a detailed programme for further investigation in order to make time 
studies palatable to the workers and to secure optimum results for industry. It proposed to 
take into account and to analyse carefully all time components that might influence the 
speed and the completion of a certain task or working process. The methods of time 
studies and time-rate setting developed by the pioneering Americans Taylor, Gilbreth and 
Merrick were accordingly to be supplemented and improved. Finally, the programme 
proposed to fix a single method for time studies and their interpretation, and to train 
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carefully time-clerks in these methods. Only thus would German industry fully enjoy the 
benefits of time studies without being plagued by the ‘teething troubles’ experienced in 
America. 

The ultimate result of this collective endeavour was also spelt out. On the basis of this 
unique method it would be possible, the committee expected, to list time standards for 
different tasks, handling operations and their individual components. These would be 
valid for all factories. Their elaboration would thus serve two ends at once. Their general 
applicability for the same given task in different factories would relieve the individual 
enterprise of the complex preparatory measures and expenditures that time studies 
required, thus lowering costs and improving the international competitiveness of German 
industry. At the same time, binding standardized times and wage rates for the same tasks 
would also regulate inter-firm competition. Unfair price competition would become less 
likely as an important element of cost calculation would become more transparent; 
competition for labour would be reduced as local or even regional wage differentials for 
the same task, a major cause of labour turnover, would be eliminated. 

Although the cooperative endeavours of the big Berlin metalworking firms continued, 
the results were far from satisfying the heightened expectations. Inter-firm cooperation, 
the exchange of calculation sheets and the communication of management techniques and 
experiences proved to be difficult, given the firms’ traditional secrecy and the tough 
competition for market shares. Not until 1921/2 did some Berlin engineering firms start 
to exchange their advance-calculations and wage-rate settings.23 The first interfirm 
training courses for time-clerks were organized in Berlin in 1922.24 And the 
establishment of a ‘one best method’ for time studies as well as the ensuing list of 
standard job times encountered more obstacles the more concrete work and energy were 
invested to tackle the problem. 

By 1924 the former radiant optimism was replaced by relativism. In this year, Kurt 
Hegner, a director of the Berlin engineering firm Ludwig Loewe & Co., published the 
first extensive German manual on time studies and time rates based upon the practice, 
experiences and discussions of the small group of Berlin firms that had founded the 
Committee for Time Studies. Hegner’s account, like all manuals that were published later 
in the 1920s and 1930s,25 listed four methods for the determination of correct time rates. 
These were: estimates in the form of a rough calculation; comparisons that made use of 
tables and graphs; empirical data based on systematic observations; and ‘exact’ 
measurements by means of time studies. 

This rather wide variety of methods reflected the practical difficulties encountered by 
engineers and time-clerks when they engaged in running time studies. Even the most 
fundamental steps were not always easy, given the multitude of different work processes 
and tasks in an engineering plant as well as the lack of familiarity of the engineer with the 
work process under scrutiny that contrasted sharply with worker’s familiarity with the 
routine of doing his job. First of all, the engineer had to figure out the exact beginning 
and end of the task or work process he was observing. He had then to be able to 
determine precisely its individual components and the time needed for each of them. 
Only afterwards could he proceed to his proper job of time rate-fixing, which implied (at 
least in the ideal case) that he had found ways to improve the individual operations and to 
rearrange their sequence in a more ‘rational’ way to save time and money. The 
preparatory steps, however, proved to be more difficult the greater the proportion of 
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manual work involved in the accomplishment of a certain task. The complexity of the 
‘human factor’—even in cases of seemingly simple manual operations whose individual 
components could not, however, be exactly discerned—reduced the applicability of time 
studies, as Hegner and subsequent manuals were forced to concede. The call for a ‘one 
best way’ of rate-fixing through time studies proved to be illusory, when confronted with 
a more prosaic reality. If time studies were to play a role at all, their area of application 
was limited to those jobs or work processes that were predominantly composed of 
machine time. The machines, their performance per unit of time, and their operative 
speed seemed to be a more secure point of departure for time studies and time rate-fixing 
as it was easy to discern when and how long the machine was in operation and then to 
determine what kind of manual operations were needed in order to start the machine, to 
feed it, to keep it going, to remove the finished piece and to assess how much time this 
manual work required.26 

As a result the calculation and standardization of machine performance was 
proclaimed the most important focus of industry cooperation. In 1920 the pioneering 
group of Berlin managers and engineers had believed that these tasks were comparatively 
simple and could be easily solved.27 A wave of optimism arose that industry would soon 
have at its disposal reliable time standards for machine operations that could serve as a 
point of reference and an industry-wide basis for the calculation of job times and wage 
rates. However, these assumptions, too, were soon disappointed. To standardize the 
performance of machine tools proved to be a lengthy process as it required a voluntary 
consensus among industrial producers and consumers. Thus the preparatory intra-industry 
discussions to standardize the number of revolutions required for machine tools took 
several years, and it was not before 1929/30 that the first recommendations for industry 
standards were issued.28 Industry was forced to realize the gap that existed between 
theory and practice due to differences in size, layout, organization of the production 
process and skills, even between firms in the same industrial branch, located in the same 
industrial region. The calculated maximum or average performance of a machine tool 
was not universally applicable. These performances, gathered and published by Hegner in 
lengthy lists, were dependent on the given conditions in a workshop, and soon warnings 
appeared that calculated machine-tool standards and hence operatorperformance 
standards could not be transferred from one place to the next, unless all the conditions 
that had entered into these graphs and tables were thoroughly checked and 
‘normalized’.29 

These far-reaching plans to establish generally applicable and binding standard job 
times through collective industry efforts failed, not only for technical reasons. It was not 
so much structural differences between firms or technical difficulties, but differing 
economic interests and intellectual allegiances that prevented the few Berlin engineering 
firms that pioneered these practices from agreeing upon the ‘one best method’ for 
analysing time studies and filtering out correct times for each operation. In fact, the 
German manuals of the 1920s and 1930s that were primarily based on their experience 
continued to juxtapose two methods that led to different results. One method consisted of 
summing up the mean values established by several time studies for each individual 
component of a work task, the other one established the job time by combining the mean 
values of machine operation times, the shortest times taken for the manual work, and 
precalculated supplementary time units.30 
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This methodological heterogeneity compounded the technical deficiencies and 
contradicted the original hopes and intentions that had stimulated the pioneering work of 
the Berlin business community. Nevertheless, the latter continued its activities and 
relentlessly promoted industry’s further cooperation. Their aims remained to promote 
managerial prerogatives, control workers and increase their performance, lower wage and 
production costs, and prevent cut-throat competition between German firms through 
incorrectly calculated prices. 

The latter goal had already been important in the discussions of 1918–19 but it became 
the prevailing concern during the inflation.31 In 1921–2, when any exact basis for 
calculating costs and prices seemed to be vanishing, representatives of the leading Berlin 
metalworking firms began promoting time rates as the only available objective yardstick 
that could substitute for money and serve industry’s need for a standard that was stable in 
value. And, indeed, they did not only pay lip-service to this new insight. On 1 August 
1923 they met in order to discuss whether and how wage rates based on time standards 
should be introduced in their Berlin workshops. The idea found general support, and two 
proposals were agreed upon for reconciling wage rates based on time standards with the 
existing collective agreement on wages and working conditions for the Berlin 
metalworking industry.32 

The excitement of the final stages of hyperinflation prevented industry from pursuing 
this plan fully. However, after the stabilization of the German currency in November 
1923, the zeal to make industry switch collectively from piece-to time rates revived, this 
time fed by new and different challenges. Managers now perceived German industry to 
be facing at least three problems simultaneously. After the distortions wrought by 
inflation, adequate or ‘normal’ terms of competition had to be reestablished; wage costs 
per unit produced needed to be kept low for the sake of Germany’s international 
competitiveness; and industry needed a unified strategy in order to resist the trade unions’ 
push for pay rises to compensate labour for losses during the last hyperinflationary 
stages. Time rates and their unified introduction by German industry seemed best to serve 
these ends. Consequently, Berlin’s most prominent engineering firms put forward new 
initiatives to organize and promote a German (standardized) method of time-rate setting. 
They themselves became the core members of the National Committee for Time Studies 
and Time Rate Setting that was founded in September 1924.33 

As the Berlin pioneers had already been forced to realize, the setting of adequate time 
rates contained many problems. One was the computation of standard times or—as it was 
called—the lowest average operative times for a certain task, and it was this aspect that 
had been their primary concern in the earlier discussions. Another problem was now 
attracting their interest. In practice, supplementary times were—and indeed had to be—
added to the elementary standard times before the final time rate was handed out to the 
workers. These supplementary times were needed either to motivate workers to accept 
piece-work by guaranteeing them a comparatively higher income than on an hourly-wage 
payment scheme or to account for so-called ‘losstimes’ or unproductive times during 
which the worker could not continue his productive efforts due to personal needs or 
objective circumstances. The ensuing spectre now haunting the time-study experts was 
that these supplementary times, unless thoroughly regulated, might call into question the 
proclaimed objectivity of standard time rates for certain operations established through 
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time studies or other computing methods and thus undermine the inter-firm validity and 
comparability of wage rates. 

The new call for unity and standards failed just like the earlier ones. First of all, 
though the methodology of time studies and the techniques of timerate setting were 
certainly improved, this ‘technical’ progress was not sufficient to counterbalance the 
fundamental deficiency of a purely quantitative and mechanical approach to worker 
performance, namely the worker’s willingness to do his best, to cooperate with his 
colleagues and to integrate himself into a given organizational structure of the production 
process. Nevertheless, it was not only the workers and their unions that cast a critical eye 
over management’s latest efforts at efficiency and social engineering through time studies 
and the switch from piece-to time rates. There always remained a big gap between the 
proclaimed ideals and goals of industry cooperation and the effective results. 

In 1928, Kurt Hegner, the doyen of the National Committee for Time Studies and 
Time Rate Setting, commented critically on the state of the art.34 With reference to the 
setting of time rates in the Berlin metalworking firms, he revealed the inadequacies of 
industry practice as well as some of the underlying causes. The time rate for a certain task 
was composed of different constituent elements—the operative times and supplementary 
times. The set time rate for a certain task (expressed in minutes) was multiplied by the 
money value for a minute of piece-work according to the wage scale union and 
management had agreed upon or, as was the case in the Berlin metalworking industry 
from 1924 to 1928, according to the unilaterally fixed wage scale. The product of 60 
minutes of piece-work multiplied by the money value of one minute of piece work was 
defined as the hourly money wage that ‘allows the average worker to earn an average 
income, i.e. the amount of money that equals the fixed hourly rate for piece work’. As 
Hegner pointed out, the job of the time-clerk was composed of two tasks: on the one 
hand, he had to compute the ‘exact amount of time’ a worker needed for a certain task in 
such a way that an average worker was able to complete the task in the set time. On the 
other hand, he had to convert the set time into a money wage. As Hegner emphasized, 
however, it was not part of the time-clerk’s business to figure out if the money value for a 
minute of piece-work or the set time rate guaranteed the worker an adequate income. In 
fact, it was assumed that separating the merely ‘technical’ question from the decision on 
wage scales would at least relieve the strain of conflicts over piece-work from the shop 
floor and neutralize them, since, by definition, wage questions were relegated from the 
shop floor to the collective bargaining process. 

This vision of a new industrial peace did not materialize. The struggle for better wages 
re-entered the shop floor, transformed into a struggle over adequate time rates for a given 
task. In addition, the strict application of the new wage system proved to be 
counterproductive if labour was scarce. A case in point was the Berlin metalworking 
industry, where—given the limited supply—the individual firm’s dependance on skilled 
and experienced workers fostered competition for labour. Analysing the industry’s 
reactions, Hegner was apprehensive about the new wage system’s ‘purity’ and future.35 
As the worker was used ‘to earning more money than the collectively agreed upon 
minimum hourly wage rate for piece work’, the time-clerk was forced, Hegner noted, ‘to 
include into his calculation of time rates this “plus”, that definitely had to be conceded to 
the workers as it corresponded to the economic circumstances’. This implied, however, 
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that the time-clerk, being himself unable to change the money value per minute of piece 
work, was  

forced to change the time rate he had exactly computed, i.e., he 
consciously falsifies the result of his former calculation and sets a higher 
time rate than effectively needed for the completion of a certain task…. 
The worker was pretty much aware of such manipulations. He knew that 
the set time rate was not correct, that it was too generous, and indeed had 
to be higher than the time that was effectively necessary: because I (the 
worker) have to earn more money.35 

As a result, haggling over ‘how much more’ returned to the shop floor. Hegner did not 
doubt the negative impact of these manipulations. They would discredit the system of 
time studies and time rates altogether, and would thus produce the contrary of what had 
been originally intended. The causes for this highly undesirable development were not 
difficult to discern. They refer to the inadequacy of the collective wage agreements as 
well as to the indispensable variability of wage rates to serve the particular economic 
ends of individual firms competing for skilled labour in the market-place. 

The technocratic vision of curtailing the challenges of the market and of superseding 
them with a well-organized network of friendly cooperation did not materialize. The 
expectations of 1918–19 were frustrated. Though the Berlin promoters of time studies 
were not idle, their plans had largely failed by 1928. Many reasons accounted for this 
sobering development: underestimates of the inherent difficulties of time studies and time 
rates, worker dissatisfaction, union influence on wage levels and wage differentials 
through collective bargaining, and last, but not least, economic competition for market 
shares and labour between firms which prevailed over the common, but nevertheless 
more remote, interests of all employers. The prominence of these structural challenges in 
Berlin led the top managers of its outstanding engineering firms to take the lead in 
industry-wide cooperation on time studies. In spite of their experience of the limits of 
management’s power to manage over several years of serious effort but debatable 
progress, they continued and even intensified their calls for industry cooperation in the 
area of time studies and time-rate setting. They continued to believe that it was not the 
deficiencies of the tool, but the insufficiencies of the industry’s cooperative and 
standardizing efforts that thwarted employers from harvesting the promised crop in full. 

PSYCHO-TECHNICAL APTITUDE TESTS 

This pattern of high and rising enthusiasm, followed by calls for collective efforts, 
disappointments and renewed calls for cooperation to overcome disappointments, was 
repeated in other areas. The inner core of Berlin engineering firms also became 
enthusiastic about industrial psychology and its promise to advance the rationalization of 
the ‘human factor’ in industry and to improve industrial relations. 

Following an invitation by the Berlin section of the Association of German Engineers, 
Walther Moede, a psychologist who had developed aptitude tests for the German army’s 
truck and car drivers, lectured in March 1918 on experimental psychology and the 
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multiple pay-offs of its application in industry.36 Moede’s analysis and his seemingly 
simple and allencompassing solutions to the problems of recruitment and integration of 
the work-force in a highly specialized and mechanized industry fostered considerable 
interest in industrial quarters. 

In September 1918 the Berlin section of the Association of German Engineers formed 
a special committee to study the possible use of psycho-technical aptitude tests. The 
membership was composed of engineers in leading positions, psychologists and directors 
of vocational training schools. The committee was commissioned to act on behalf of the 
general interests of industry. It was to review various proposals, in particular those of 
Moede, to formulate guidelines and to recommend a selection procedure (aptitude tests) 
in order to guarantee that workers’ abilities would match the requirements of rationalized 
industry. The leading Berlin metalworking companies financed the first research institute 
for industrial psychology, founded in October 1918. It was attached to the professorial 
chair at the Technical University in Charlottenburg (later Berlin) of Georg Schlesinger, 
the leading German authority on scientific approaches to industrial management. Moede 
was appointed to the directorship of the institute. The committee and the institute worked 
hand in hand. Guidelines for testing unskilled labour and apprentices were produced by 
the end of 1918.37 Moede specified which machines could be used for testing 
metalworkers’ abilities by October 1919. At the same time Moede claimed that the test 
programme for apprentices, which involved 32 separate items, had already been proved 
to be efficient. The institute had tested twenty apprentices from AEG. The grading scale 
arrived at in these tests in the majority of cases matched the separate evaluation of AEG, 
which had been arrived at through grades given by foremen and teachers.38The guidelines 
and this first success seem to have accelerated the introduction of tests in industry. 
Between 1918 and 1920 they were introduced by AEG, Osram, Ludwig Loewe & Co, 
Siemens and later by some other firms. Tests were not used uniformly. They were 
introduced step by step. The first groups tested were apprentices and unskilled women 
employed for special tasks. 

However, with the publication of Moede’s report in 1919 on the successful use of the 
so-called ‘psycho-technical aptitude test for industrial apprentices’ a controversy was 
unleashed. The opponents, beginning with the professor of psychology at the University 
of Berlin, Hans Rupp, held a variety of opinions but all attacked the tests on scientific 
grounds. One of them doubted the efficiency of the apparatus used, another claimed the 
testing on the machine was invalid in principle because you could not test in this manner 
the qualities which really mattered, such as character, responsibility and loyalty to the 
company. A third called into question the validity of integrating test scores because the 
criteria were partly objective (tests performed on machines), partly subjective (evaluation 
by foremen and teachers). No unity among professional psychologists was ever reached. 
The Reichssparkommissar, a civil servant who in 1931 investigated the various 
possibilities for economizing in the public sector, found that though there were now many 
institutes for applied industrial psychology, none could be closed because each had a very 
different means of testing, and a different set of clients, and there was no way to decide 
which approach was the best.39 

Apart from the controversy among psychologists, doubts arose in industrial quarters. 
The tests required first an investment of considerable sums for buying the machines for 
the tests and second the use of paid company time. The personnel needed for testing 
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involved hiring qualified psychologists or the training of supervisors. In addition, the 
usefulness of the tests was questioned. For example, it was company practice at Siemens 
to give preference to apprentices who were sons of company employees or who had other 
connections with the firm. This ran counter to the idea of an objective selection-
procedure based on tests. Even after introducing a general revised testing programme for 
apprentices in 1923 Siemens discovered that the firm was more interested in the character 
of the potential employee than in his objective skills. Management therefore again placed 
more emphasis on school and personal interviews. Aptitude tests on machines were 
entirely eliminated.40 

Osram was the first company to develop a general testing programme for unskilled 
workers immediately after the war. Even after several years of testing practice, the firm 
admitted in 1923 and 1925 that it could not evaluate the efficiency of the testing 
programme adequately. First of all, after eight weeks’ employment the majority of 
women tested and hired had already left the company. Both workers who had tested well 
and those less good had left, vitiating Moede’s vision of continuity; this was primarily 
because of better pay in similar firms or other industries. Of those that stayed, many were 
no longer working at the machine for which they had been tested. Then there was the 
problematic role in the testing procedure of foremen who did not possess the criteria for 
evaluating new workers and lacked sufficient contact with the workers to say much about 
their performance.41 These difficulties were not limited to this particular case. Other 
Berlin engineering firms went through similar experiences and disappointments. Their 
reactions differed: some firms continued experimenting in order to improve their testing 
techniques, others decided to give them up or, like Siemens, ceased testing some parts of 
their work-force. 

Though the pioneering Berlin engineering firms experienced the manifold limits of 
psycho-technical aptitude tests in attempting to apply them, they continued to support the 
basic concept or even initiated calls for its more sophisticated extension. Such calls 
proliferated in the late 1920s and early 1930s. Under the presidency of Carl Friedrich von 
Siemens (the head of Siemens) the German National Board for Efficiency Engineering 
pressed industry in 1929 for further sustained collective efforts in order to improve the 
techniques of industrial psychology and to promote their implementation. The Board 
argued that ‘a truly perfect rationalization’ could not be achieved by exclusively technical 
means. It also required the ‘rationalization of man’.42  

The latter was declared an essential interest of German industry. Though German 
industry had made considerable progress with efficiency engineering, as could be seen 
from the development of standardized mass production, the elaboration of industry 
technical standards and time rates, there still existed a ‘diversity of results achieved by 
different workers’ that, in the Board’s view, resulted from the individual worker’s 
varying aptitude for a particular job or work process. As a consequence, according to the 
Board’s analysis, those workers who were less suited to perform a particular job and who 
considered themselves overtaxed by the time rates set would become uninterested in their 
job and, exhausted, would deliver low-quality work, start arguing about their effective 
wage income and show an insufficient identification both with their work and their 
company. Under these conditions ‘the man having lost any inner relationship to his work’ 
would start ‘to see himself as a slave of the machine, of technical rationalization’ and 
henceforth would become ‘unable to be a valuable member of human society’. Indeed, it 
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could not be ruled out that ‘his disinterest or his hatred of the violation of his personality 
experienced on the job’ would result in his ‘disinterest or his hatred of the society that 
allowed this mutilation’. After having painted this rather dark picture, the Board 
reminded the business community of the remedy that already existed. The recruitment 
and placement of workers by means of a psycho-technical aptitude test emerged as a 
quasi-wonder weapon and was recommended as ‘the most important means…to 
rationalize the factor “man”’, allowing management to overcome all remaining problems: 

It will be possible to standardize the result per unit of time not because of 
any instruction as to how a job should be done, but because of the 
selection and placement of individual workers in view of their particular 
aptitude for certain tasks.43 

Given the difficulties in establishing a convincing or even practically useful ‘one best 
method’ of aptitude tests and in view of the many problems, corrections and partial 
withdrawals of those Berlin engineering firms that had pioneered in the area of industrial 
psychology from its very beginning, the new efforts to sell psycho-technical aptitude tests 
and selection schemes as a general remedy for industry’s malaise sounded anachronistic. 
Despite contradictory experiences and countervailing evidence, the Berlin promoters of 
the German rationalization movement continued to nourish the illusion that they would 
be able to solve ‘the human problem’ in modernized factories, if only management would 
unite its efforts, improve its methods and agree upon unified standards of implementing 
and handling psycho-technical aptitude tests.This was an ideological position. In contrast 
to 1918–19 it was no longer stimulated by naïve enthusiasm for a scientific utopia, but 
propelled by management’s quest for social control. It presumptuously maintained that 
industry would finally succeed in forming the ‘transparent’ worker who, without even the 
slightest inner resistance, would put his energy, his performance and intelligence at 
management’s disposal, the worker who would accept management’s rule and would 
consent to being ‘used’ and employed by management like the other factors of 
production. 

In fact, Siemens and the other prominent Berlin metalworking firms, confronted with 
the challenges of the market and tough economic competition, had started comparatively 
early to defend and enlarge management’s power to manage through sustained 
investments into better techniques of personnel management. However, the results of 
management’s combined ‘internal’ and ‘collectivist’ approach to efficiency and social 
engineering did not meet expectations. The utopian vision of management power to 
rationalize the ‘human factor’ in industry, to neutralize the challenges of the labour and 
product markets and to create a new harmonious social order beyond class conflict, but 
not beyond capitalism, did not materialize. Not the power to manage, but its multifaceted 
constraints became evident the more management engaged in rationalizing the ‘human 
factor in industry’ and the more it seriously tested the scope and the effects of those 
techniques that claimed to offer an integral, straightforward solution to management’s 
struggle for social control and the individual firm’s economic survival. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Since the late nineteenth century concepts stressing management’s power to manage the 
‘human factor’ inside the factory and beyond its gates entered debates on economic and 
social policies. Many of the techniques and methods of ‘enlightened’ management—
organizational and technological innovations, welfarism, time studies, industrial 
psychology and the like—were presented by German scholars like Schmoller or 
Muensterberg and by American engineers/entrepreneurs like Taylor, Gantt, Merrick and 
Ford before 1914. Though German managers, in particular those of metalworking firms, 
had already experimented with these new techniques, it was only after the war and in 
order to cope with the new challenges of its aftermath that they started fully to endorse 
these inherently technocratic visions and to promote a unified industry approach towards 
their implementation. In fact, rationalization proved to be a lengthy experimental process, 
characterized by repeated trial and error as well as by the simultaneity and novelty of 
different approaches. The gap that opened between the vision and reality, and the fact that 
German managers could not achieve their goal of curtailing the trade unions and 
controlling the workers in the expected way, helps perhaps to explain later political 
options. Confronted with a more prosaic reality, German managers did not renounce their 
technocratic utopia, but superseded it with wishful, ideological thinking. And it was 
perhaps this ideologized perception of management’s need for unlimited power to 
manage and its obstacles that induced the majority of German managers in the final years 
of the Weimar Republic (1930–3) to vote openly or secretly for the destruction of the 
trade unions and to accept willingly or, as in the case of Siemens, at least silently the shift 
towards an autocratic and even a dictatorial regime that promised to abolish class struggle 
and the challenges of the market-place by political means and state terrorism. 

This hypothesis certainly requires further investigation of how German managers 
themselves established a balance-sheet of their efforts to solve ‘the human problem’ in 
industry under the given political circumstances and in view of a seriously depressed 
economy. The argument advanced here does not, however, imply that the German 
business community or parts of it had the capability to ‘produce’ a National Socialist 
mass movement, nor that they directed Hitler and his party’s quest for totalitarian rule or 
profited from its outcome in every respect. On the contrary, German managers, including 
those of Germany’s most outstanding giant corporations, discovered after January 1933 
that their own expectations were not matched by the dynamics of the Nazi power system. 
The proclaimed National Socialist goals were to establish by means of state terrorism a 
‘popular community’ (Volksgemeinschaft) based on political and racial homogeneity, and 
to forge the Germans into an obligatory vast ‘plant community’ (Betriebsgemein-schaft) 
where workers were expected to cooperate with managers for the common weal as 
defined by the ruling political elites. These goals were not identical with the ideal of 
safeguarding managerial prerogatives in order to improve socio-economic conditions for 
the sake of private capitalism. Indeed, workers’ trade unions and their traditional socio-
cultural and political organizations were destroyed by law and party and state terrorism 
after Hitler’s ‘seizure of power’ between February and June 1933, and the labour force 
was forged into an amorphous and apolitical, but also passive mass. At the same time, 
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however, the quest for totalitarian rule did not stop at the factory gates. Managers 
themselves were confronted with interventions of the Nazi state and its mass 
organizations even into those realms that management had always striven to keep under 
its exclusive control such as strategic economic decision making and the structuring of 
industrial relations inside the firm. Management’s struggle against the trade unions thus 
came to an end without achieving its primary goal, the autonomy of the private enterprise 
from external interference. The disillusionment about the ‘improvements’ achieved under 
Nazi rule took time to develop, and politically acceptable alternatives were not available 
after Hitler had completed his ‘seizure of power’. Management’s struggle against 
incursions by the National Socialist state system began soon after its establishment. 
However, this struggle should not be confused with resistance to the political system and 
the atrocities of the regime. It was, on the contrary, primarily directed towards 
safeguarding the autonomy of the firm inside and against the Nazi system. Indeed, it was 
only after Germany’s total defeat, and under the pressure of re-education and of 
integration into the western bloc that Germany’s managerial elites slowly learned to 
accept the challenges of a pluralistic democratic society, a social order that allowed for 
powerful unions and that was not a mere extension of the firm’s internal organizational 
needs to society at large.44 
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Berlin 1900–1939 (Berlin, 1989). 
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6  
Employers’ associations and industrial 

relations in postwar Germany  
The strategies of Ruhr heavy industry  

Werner Plumpe 

INTRODUCTION 

Until recently there has been little dispute that the reshaping of industrial relations after 
the Second World War played a key role in the so-called ‘economic miracle’ in the 
Federal Republic of Germany. After the war, a low strike propensity and shopfloor peace, 
as well as the largely pacific relations between trade unions and employers’ associations 
within the framework of a legally ordered system of collective bargaining constituted an 
apparently smooth-running model of industrial relations. In comparison with other West 
European economies the Federal Republic appeared to be an island of industrial peace. 
Moreover, Germany also seemed to have made a clean break with its own past of intense 
conflict between employers’ associations and trade unions. Today it is a matter for debate 
whether this model will continue to work under the less favourable economic conditions 
of the 1980s and 1990s. But its success in the 1950s and 1960s is nevertheless 
impressive. 

What were the reasons for this fundamental change in industrial relations after the 
Second World War? The explanations presented in the literature on the subject are 
contradictory. As far as the role of the trade unions is concerned the analyses largely 
concur with one another about the trend, although some evaluations are more critical than 
others. After internal disagreements during the 1950s the unions reached a fundamental 
consensus among themselves on the acceptability of social partnership.1 Assessments of 
the development of the position of the employers, on the other hand, are unclear and 
contradictory. Some authors emphasize the continuity of employers’ views on trade union 
and company co-determination.2 Others stress the anti-trade-union attitude of certain 
parts of industry, notably heavy industry, and focus on employers’ claims for social 
leadership that were not altered either by the war or by the postwar period.3 Finally, some 
authors speak of an ‘Americanization’ of German industry: the adoption of American 
marketing and production strategies, combined with the simultaneous decline in the 
influence of heavy industry, eventually led employers to accept the trade unions as 
equals, at least in principle.4 Although the thesis of the Americanization of German 
industry is partially convincing, it overlooks the fact that numerous German traditions, 
particularly those of heavy industry, played a role in the restructuring of industrial 
relations after the war. This analysis takes account of these traditions, and their 
effectiveness, importance and influence in the period following the end of the Second 
World War. 



THE STARTING-POINT 1945–1947 

The British role 

By the spring of 1945 the British government had completed its own plans for the 
reshaping of future industrial relations in Germany. These were collated in a directive 
that was presented to the European Advisory Commission.5 It stated: 

You should therefore direct that there should be no interference with free 
associations having the character of Trade Unions or employers’ 
associations so long as the activities of such bodies are not directed 
against the Allied authorities or detrimental to their control, and so long as 
they do not produce such disorder as to threaten the security of your 
forces or the accomplishment of the objects of the occupation. 

The wording of this directive and of subsequent additions to it gave the British Military 
Government in Germany (the Control Commission for Germany/British Element 
(CCG/BE)) a good deal of scope in regard to the formation of trade unions. Although it 
provided that wage controls should be replaced by free negotiations between employers’ 
associations and trade unions, the abolition of wage controls was linked to prior 
requirements that could only be fulfilled by a currency reform and a resolution of the 
problem of high inflation. 

Thus the future relationship between employers’ associations and trade unions was not 
precisely stipulated. On the contrary, the reconstruction of the trade unions was 
subordinated to British political interests which increasingly centred on conflict with the 
Soviet Union. The conservative Military Government regarded the trade unions which 
sprang up after the war as ‘fifth columns’ of the Soviets. With the consent of the Ministry 
of War they proceeded to suppress them rigorously.6 Indeed, in the face of the mutual 
agreement between the British government and the Military Government in Germany on 
this matter, reconstruction of trade unions was so restricted ‘that at first union work was 
essentially impossible’.7 German trade unionists had to build up organizational structures 
from the local level while subject to constant British control. 

An episode of conflict in the autumn of 1945 clarified British trade-union policy. 
Drawing on the lessons of the failure of the Weimar trade-union movement, the founding 
circles of the new German unions wanted to build up a comprehensive, economy-wide 
trade-union federation with a centralized organizational structure. Supported by the 
British government, the Military Government turned this proposal down, fearing the 
construction of a large, Communist-influenced power centre. Socialist and other German 
trade unionists were informed in no uncertain terms that an organizational model of this 
type would not be permitted under any circumstances. Nevertheless, the German trade 
unionists stuck to their concept and only gave way under great pressure from all sides, 
including the TUC, acting more or less as an official arm of the British government, and 
the Military Government in Germany. Faced with the alternative of either not being able 
to organize or agreeing to a decentralized federation on the lines of the British TUC, the 
German unions bowed to British pressure in early 1946. Only after this were they able to 
begin to construct lasting organizational structures. 
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British policy was not based on a long-term model of future industrial relations in 
Germany. Rather, it was subordinated to her social and foreign policy. Although a 
‘British’ organizational model had been imposed upon what became the Deutsche 
Gewerkschaftsbund (DGB/German Trade Union Federation) of the British Zone of 
Occupation, this did not go beyond general statements concerning future cooperation 
between trade unions and employers’ associations. Right from the start, the Military 
Government was intent upon getting unions and employers around the conference table to 
deal more easily with social problems through a ‘social partnership’. This policy met with 
little opposition on the British side. There were divergent opinions in London about the 
way in which trade unions should be treated in occupied Germany, but both the Ministry 
of Employment and the TUC subordinated themselves to priorities of foreign policy. 
With a few exceptions, the Military Government took up an extremely conservative 
position. One of these exceptions was Wolfgang Friedmann who was in charge of the 
Organizations Branch of the Economic Sub-commission of the CCG/BE and who clearly 
regarded structural social and economic reforms as prerequisites for the formation of a 
democratic Germany. On the key issue of the restructuring of employers’ organizations, 
where the unions wanted to impose restraints, Friedman was at least able to hold off a 
decision in favour of the employers while he was in office. But his return to London at 
the end of 1946 put an end to his ‘leftist’ influence.8 

The British lacked a concept for the reshaping of industrial relations in Germany after 
1945—apart from a fear of strong Communist unions. Accordingly, the Military 
Government orientated itself pragmatically towards a system of social cooperation as a 
part of their programme of economic control. The Allied Control Council in Berlin, the 
common military government of the four occupying powers, was likewise unable to 
develop or implement an appropriate concept. In 1945 the Deutsche Arbeitsfront (DAF), 
the compulsory organization of capital and labour under fascism, was banned and the 
Nazi works-constitution law, the Gesetz zur Ordnung der nationalen Arbeit, which had 
introduced openly fascist tendencies in companies, was revoked. On the other hand, due 
partly to profound internal political differences about the character of ‘free trade unions’, 
the Control Council was not able to agree either on a trade-union law or on the basis for 
legal rulings on relations between capital and labour, industrial disputes, strikes and lock-
outs.9 Its only achievement was the passing of the Works Council Law of April 1946 
which made the precise definition of the rights of works councils the object of 
negotiations between management and the work-force.10 

No explicit ruling on industrial relations materialized, but other measures did have 
considerable consequences for the relationship between capital and labour. In 1945 and 
1946 the British Military Government confiscated the collieries and iron- and steelworks. 
In August 1946 the British Foreign Minister Ernest Bevin announced the socialization of 
the iron and steel industry. At the beginning of 1947 the deconcentration (Entflechtung) 
of the integrated steel companies began and on 1 March, 1947 the establishment of the 
first demerged plants coincided with an announcement by the British government of the 
introduction of parity co-determination based on equal rights for both sides. This co-
determination model meant that the supervisory boards of the newly established 
steelworks comprised an equal number of representatives of capital and labour, with one 
representative of the control authority (the North German Iron and Steel Control) as 
neutral chairman of the board. Second, on the management boards, a new office of 
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Labour Director (Arbeitsdirektor) was created, which became responsible for the social 
and labour problems of the plant. The rights of the works councils were not regulated by 
this model of company co-determination.11 

In most of the literature and in contemporary German statements these measures by 
the British government and the Military Government are seen as steps towards a 
comprehensive social-reform policy in Germany, the realization of which would have led 
to a profound restructuring of the relationship between capital and labour.12 According to 
this view it was primarily the United States that, from 1947 onwards, used its powerful 
financial influence to force socially conservative policies on the British government. The 
actions of the British government do not appear inconsistent with this interpretation, but 
it is incorrect in a number of important points. After his return to England in 1947, in a 
resumé of occupation policy, Wolfgang Friedmann clearly emphasized the conservative 
character of the Military Government.13 It prohibited the socialization of the coal-mining 
industry in Rhineland-Westphalia on its own accord in 1948. More recent research has 
also shown that the British Government’s main motives in its occupation policy had very 
little to do with concepts of structural reform. Their main interest was in keeping the 
occupation costs as low as possible and in guaranteeing effective control of the German 
economy. This was the most important explanation of the confiscation of the collieries 
and steelworks. The British also pursued a strictly anti-Soviet foreign policy which 
strongly influenced its occupation policy. The announcement of proposals to socialize 
heavy industry was mainly intended to prevent the internationalization of the Ruhr area 
which was being championed by the French. The British believed that such a policy 
would ‘bring the Russians to the Rhine’ as one of the international control powers. 
However, they did not wish to snub completely their French Allies and dismiss French 
security interests. Once the danger of such an internationalization of the Ruhr receded, it 
was hardly surprising that the idea of socialization was given up by the British with little 
resistance in the Washington negotiations of autumn 1946 between the United States and 
Great Britain.14 

It has long been presumed in the literature that the introduction of parity co-
determination in the coal, iron and steel companies (Montanmit-bestimmung) constituted 
some sort of compensation to pacify the unions for the retreat on socialization.15 The co-
determination initiative of the British controller of the iron and steel works, Harris-
Burland, and his German advisors was rather a result of the specific situation at the turn 
of the year 1946–7. Until 1946 the British Military Government believed their industrial 
relations policy to have been successful. The new union bodies were dominated by a 
Social Democratic majority and company industrial relations were developing as 
harmoniously as the occupying forces could have wished, facilitating effective control of 
the German economy. But with the winter crisis of 1946–7 and the outbreak of the 
dispute about the codetermination rights of the works councils, the situation became 
unstable. The Works Council Law of April 1946 had made the rights of the works 
councils the object of company-level agreements. However, since the workforces as well 
as the trade unions were demanding economic co-determination for the works councils 
this led almost automatically to fierce internal conflicts over co-determination with 
employers strongly resisting these demands. The intransigent position of the employers 
along with the deteriorating supply situation led to a growing crisis. The British were of 
the opinion that it was mainly the Communists who were exploiting the situation to push 
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the works-council question. But the leaders of the unions were also put in a difficult 
position since the demand for economic codetermination constituted an important part of 
the union program. The union leaders generally tried to de-escalate the disputes, but their 
model agreement for the completion of the works-council law clearly marked out that 
position and made conflict with the employers unavoidable.16 

The British found themselves in an unpleasant situation. On the one hand, they wanted 
to leave the arrangement of industrial relations up to the Germans themselves, as they had 
tried to do as far as possible up to this time. On the other hand, the conflict surrounding 
the co-determination question could have consequences that might affect broad 
occupation policy and call its aims into question. Moreover, the issues at stake in these 
conflicts were alien to British experience which was not acquainted with either statutory 
co-determination rights or the dual system of union and company representation in its 
German form. Hence their policy conclusions were often confused. The head of the 
Manpower Division of the CCG/BE, W.R.Luce, suggested increasing the power of 
moderate trade unions at the expense of the works councils and wanted to vest these 
unions with greater rights in economic questions at the same time. This was directed, on 
the one hand, against the German works councils—which the British believed were 
inspired by the Communists—and represented a rejection of economic codetermination in 
the company. On the other hand, however, the suggestion also corresponded to the British 
tradition of channelling company representation through the trade unions.17 

This was the background against which parity co-determination was introduced in the 
dismembered plants of the iron and steel industry in 1947. The British did not intend to 
create permanent new co-determination forms. They saw their establishment rather as a 
temporary solution until the Germans finally clarified the pattern of internal company 
relations. The temporary character of this arrangement showed that the British did not 
have their own industrial-relations concept for Germany but were guided in this matter 
solely by considerations of security and occupation policy. The apparent exception—
parity co-determination—was conceived as a temporary measure and was not a product 
of a socio-political programme. Nevertheless, the German public perceived part of the 
British occupation policy as a conscious shift of the balance of power in favour of the 
trade unions and the labour movement, impressions which seemed all the more plausible 
as a Labour Government (an apparent ally of the Sozial Demokratische Partei 
Deutschlands (SPD), the German Social Democratic Party and the trade unions) had been 
in office in London since August 1945. 

The German trade unions 

Although the political labour movement in Germany began to split into enemy camps 
again after 1946–7, the founding of a unified trade-union federation with a broadly 
accepted and comprehensive programme nevertheless represented considerable progress. 
Union demands for the reconstruction of German society reflected traditions from the 
Weimar period which had been sustained in exile and from the experience of fascist 
dictatorship, which many believed had been supported decisively by German industry. A 
unified trade-union movement appeared essential for the realization of a programme 
including the socialization of key industries, banks and insurance companies, as well as 
the legislative anchoring of union rights via company-level co-determination and 
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industry-wide economic control. The leading unionists of the immediate postwar period 
were well aware that the division of the labour movement had favoured the emergence of 
fascism.18 

To achieve this sort of ‘economic democracy’ (Wirtschaftsdemokratie) with legally 
established co-determination, the trade unions believed that the regulation of labour 
relations, wages and working conditions should be the object of equal negotiations 
between capital and labour. The prerequisite of this equality, according to the unions, was 
the prohibition of the traditional German form of employers’ associations, separate and 
distinct from trade associations. Instead, they favoured their amalgamation into general 
trade/ employers’ associations.19 But, with few exceptions, this position met with 
resistance from both the occupying forces and the new employers’ and trade associations. 
The unions needed to exert pressure in order to achieve such demands. The Social 
Democratic union leaders, under pressure from the British, were considerably less 
prepared to undertake such measures than the Communists. Thus in relation to the works-
council issue in the second half of 1946, although union leaders supported the demands 
of the workforce for the establishment of rights of economic co-determination within the 
company and even put them forward in the form of a general model agreement, they 
shied away from strikes and demonstrations.20 The Communists, therefore, played a 
considerable role in the radicalization of the work-force on these issues, even though they 
only mobilized them for generally accepted union aims.21 

The introduction of the Montanmitbestimmung, the Marshall Plan, the formation of the 
Federal Republic and finally the Cold War eventually led to the expulsion of the 
Communists and a consequent split in the unions. It is nevertheless important to note that 
this expulsion was not primarily the result of diverging ideas on future labour relations. 
Indeed, in their plans immediately after the war the SPD had shown itself to be more 
radical than the Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands (KPD), the German Communist 
Party, which had initially only argued for anti-fascist unity and the completion of the 
bourgeois revolution. The division between the SPD and the KPD which began to re-
emerge in the western zones at an early stage was, therefore, only superficially due to 
differences in political ideas. Indeed, the KPD was initially much less radical than the 
SPD which in its founding appeal of the summer of 1945 had placed socialism on the 
agenda and declared the death of capitalism.22 A major reason for the revived 
anticommunism of the Schumacher-Büro—which claimed a leading role for the SPD in 
the western zones—was the power struggle within the Berlin party executive for the 
leadership of the SPD. The Berlin party executive, headed by Otto Grotewohl, decided to 
cooperate closely with the KPD. Later it also gave its consent to the unification of the 
labour parties and to the formation in the Soviet zone of the SED (Sozialistiche 
Einheitspartei Deutschlands), a development which in the western zones was seen as a 
forced unification and self-defamation of the SPD.23 Then by refusing to cooperate 
closely with the KPD and by emphasizing his independence Kurt Schumacher was able 
to expand his leading role in the western zones as the supporters of the policy of unifying 
the parties in the West were more prepared to accept the authority of the Berlin party 
executive. The internal power struggle within the SPD thus fitted into the emerging Cold 
War which first escalated the situation and then decided it in Schumacher’s favour. The 
turn against the KPD was based on pragmatic politics which gave it an intensity that 
could not be explained by ideological differences.24 
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The unions did not escape the effects of the renewed split in the labour movement, 
even though the demand for the formation of a non-party unified trade union initially 
concealed the splits and the programmes of the two sides were not fundamentally 
divergent. Individual parts of the unions, from Christians to Communists, shared a 
common programme including nationalization/socialization of large-scale industry and 
the larger banks, planning and control of the economy, and union co-determination at all 
levels. These common aims, which amounted to a fundamental change of the inherited 
social and political structures, were born out of anti-fascist motives, as much as aims to 
fundamentally improve the position of the labour force.25 The latent, party-political 
differences came to the fore over the Marshall Plan question in 1947–8 and thereafter 
rapidly intensified. Faced by American Occupation policy with the question of whether to 
stick to a policy of structural reform or to sacrifice this in exchange for generous 
American economic aid, the Social Democratic wing of the unions—very reluctantly in 
the British zone—decided to accept the Marshall Plan. Thus they accepted also the 
division of Germany and the restoration of capitalist relations.26 This automatically 
brought with it the beginning of a change in union policy that involved giving up the 
struggle for structural reforms in favour of a fight for material improvements. 
Accordingly, the Communist minority increasingly came into conflict with majority 
union policy. This initially tactical conflict over the Marshall Plan had profound 
ideological consequences. At the beginning of 1947, as the Montanmitbestimmung was 
introduced, this split was not yet final. The relationship between the trade unions and the 
employers’ associations was also still determined by the focus on the rejection of 
independent employers’ associations and the union demand for equality with employers 
on all levels. In industry, particularly heavy industry, this programme met with resistance 
right from the start. The circumstances did not permit an outright rejection of the trade 
unions, especially since their Social Democratic leadership was openly supported by 
London and parts of the Military Government. But the more far-reaching co-
determination proposals were rejected, along with the institutionalization of a union role 
in economic planning and control. However, heavy industry’s rigid position began 
gradually to restrict its scope for manoeuvre, which became a serious weakness in face of 
far-reaching interventions by the occupation authorities. 

THE REACTIONS OF HEAVY INDUSTRY 1946–1947 

The confiscation of the collieries and their exclusion from the integrated steel companies 
in the autumn of 1945, the seizure of the plants of the iron and steel industry in the 
summer of 1946, the announcement of their socialization, the dismemberment of the steel 
trusts and finally, at the beginning of 1947, the introduction of parity co-determination, 
seriously threatened the economic and political power of heavy industry. At the same 
time the iron and steel industry itself admitted that it was in a precarious economic 
situation. Cut off from the importation of high-quality ores from abroad, subjected to 
strict production limitations and discriminated against in allocations of coal, they had run 
up losses of several hundred million Reichsmarks. Despite the support of the British, 
necessary price increases could not be pushed through the Berlin Control Council. But 
while little could be done about the poor economic situation in the short term, the 
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industry believed that the seizures and break-ups were destroying its longterm economic 
viability and undermining the foundations of its power. Under these circumstances the 
leading representatives of the steel trusts decided on a far-reaching break with tradition 
and offered the unions extensive rights of co-determination in order to win them over to a 
common front against the British plans to break up the big firms. In a public declaration, 
they stated, 

Finally we declare our sincere willingness to allow the work-force and the 
trade unions full rights of participation. We do not want to shut ourselves 
off from the demands of a new age, and we give our full consent to the 
participation of the labour force in planning and control as well as in the 
supervisory bodies of large companies in the iron and steel industry.27 

This generally worded offer was reiterated to the unions along with a more precise 
statement to the effect that they were prepared to accept equal representation on the 
supervisory boards.28 Even though these moves by the company representatives 
represented a break with their previous position they did not go beyond the co-
determination model that Harris-Burland was urging at this time. For obvious reasons the 
trade unions did not agree to this suggestion.29 

Why did the threat of a break-up of the companies make heavy industry’s leading 
representatives ready to give up their traditional anti-trade-union position? The power-
base of heavy industry had developed in the last third of the nineteenth century. The 
technical economic requirements of largescale heavy industry resulted in the adoption of 
positions during the Great Depression of the 1870s and 1880s that cartelization of 
production and high-protective tariffs were essential for the success of German heavy 
industry. The trade and employers’ associations founded after 1871 became the 
mouthpiece of this standpoint. They keenly pursued both cartelization and protective 
tariffs, and the successful implementation of these policies from 1878 onwards in turn 
strengthened the associations. The policy brought with it a concentration and 
centralization of capital that accelerated the integration of coal and steelmaking, under 
the hegemony of the large steel groups. These groups formed the real pillars of the trade 
associations: the Verein für die bergbaulichen Interessen (Association of the Coal Mining 
Industry), the Nordwestliche Gruppe des Vereins Deutscher Eisen- und Stahlindustrieller 
(Northwestern Group of the Association of the Iron andSteel Industrialists—VdESI) and 
the Verein zur Wahrung der gemeinsamen wirtschaftlichen Interessen in Rheinland und 
Westfalen (Association to Protect the Common Economic Interests in Rhineland and 
Westphalia, the so-called Langnamverein or ‘Long-Name Association’).30 With the 
founding of the Rheinisch- Westfälisches Kohlensyndikat (Rhenish-Westphalian Coal 
Syndicate, RWKS) in 1893—which eventually completely controlled the production and 
sales of coal, as well as various iron and steel cartels (which were less effective)—this 
process of the formation of combines, cartels and trade associations was completed 
around the turn of the century. Despite the objections raised by certain historians, there 
seems little doubt that these powerful organizations ensured heavy industry a dominant 
position in the politics of German industry more broadly.31 

This dominance was particularly noticeable in relations with labour and the trade 
unions. Heavy industry was traditionally patriarchal, but by the 1890s it was employing 
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increasing numbers of itinerant unskilled workers and reacting harshly to the new 
challenges of industrial disputes and unions. This reaction corresponded to the quasi-
military structure of labour relations in the mines and steelworks, and also expressed a 
principled rejection of any political claims by the labour movement, claims which not 
only demanded an ‘expensive social policy’ but which also questioned the whole imperial 
political system, the chief guarantor of the policies, which underlay the success of heavy 
industry. Heavy industry also forced these anti-union and anti-democratic policies on 
other branches of industry through the employer associations founded in the 1890s and 
1900s (Arbeitnordwest for the iron and steel industry, the Zechenverband for the 
coalmining industry). Similar practices did not succeed in other areas such as the 
construction and foodstuff industries where the technical and economic conditions did 
not allow for outright confrontation with the unions.32 

The First World War brought about some acceptance of the unions because their 
willingness to cooperate in the German war economy. Heavy industry had to recognize 
unions in the so-called Stinnes-Legien Agreement of 1918, but this did nothing to change 
heavy industry’s fundamental anti-trade-union stance. The War and its aftermath 
somewhat weakened the organization of heavy industry. Conflicts about export markets 
and prices, which had begun to emerge during the war, intensified after 1918 and led to 
government intervention in industrial price setting. But such conflicts did not destroy the 
unity of the employers on questions of working hours and wage systems; indeed, the 
employers’ role after 1919 in attempting to suppress the achievements of the Revolution 
enhanced the 

status of the employers’ associations.33 This suppression was only partly successful. 
Under the collectivist system of Weimar labour law, although the eight-hour day was 
more or less dispensed with by 1923, the trade unions remained party to industrial 
agreements and compulsory state arbitration was also retained and served to ensure the 
continuing existence of the unions and maintain workers’ living standards. At the same 
time heavy industry had to come to terms with works councils under union influence, 
something which until that time they had vigorously rejected because they saw it as a 
gateway into companies for ‘external elements’ (i.e., the unions).34 From 1928 heavy 
industry actively sought to dismantle the Weimar social system with a view to achieving 
an ‘objective’ economic and social policy independent of parliamentary majorities and 
the unions. This position intensified during the world economic crisis. Leading 
industrialists called for an open fight against the unions, although only a few initially 
declared themselves in favour of a take-over by the National Socialists.35 

After the First World War heavy industry’s influence relied on the unity of its 
organization and the social and political homogeneity of its leading groups which had 
increased despite economic rivalry and personal disputes. Although heavy industry found 
itself in a state of permanent economic crisis with its significance in the national 
economy on the decline and its entrepreneurial performance not always convincing, this 
sector still managed to maintain what Weisbrod has called a ‘veto position’ in the 
representation of German industry, thus making the assertion of an alternative concept of 
closer cooperation between business and the unions almost unthinkable.36 Instead, on the 
basis of a rejection of the unions and the union-influenced works councils, they favoured 
the Werksgemeinschaft (works community), a model in which there was room only for 
peaceful labour representation on economic issues. Since the revolutionary changes had 
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institutionalized parliamentarism, unions and works councils, heavy industry was forced 
into a position of fundamental opposition to the Weimar state. From 1929–30 onwards, 
heavy industry pursued the modification or dissolution of the Weimar state in favour of 
more authoritarian rule. 

Against this background the offer made by heavy industry in 1947 seems at first sight 
surprising. It is, however, comprehensible if one bears in mind how a comprehensive 
break-up of the large companies would have weakened heavy industry’s scope for 
political action. Another reason for their willingness to compromise should not be 
overlooked. After the suppression of the trade unions in 1933 and the replacement of the 
works councils with pliant and effective Vertrauensräte37 or ‘trustees’ councils’, union 
influence was effectively eradicated and the manager became ‘master in his own house’. 
Nevertheless from 1936–7 onwards, once full employment had been achieved, the 
position of individual workers was strengthened. They could now improve their working 
conditions and wages individually by changing jobs and it became apparent that 
mechanisms for pacifying internal conflicts and solving wage issues no longer existed. 
The DAF could not play this role because, swaying backwards and forwards between 
propagandist swindle and quasi-trade-union activity as it did, it was incapable of 
quashing unrest. Occasionally, the DAF even trod on the toes of the employers with their 
national socialist pathos about Volks- und Betriebsgemeinschaft (people’s and works 
community).38 There is some evidence that under full employment after 1936 leading 
industrialists began to come to terms with the idea of cooperating with free and 
economically peaceful trade unions as well as with those works councils aligned with 
company aims.39 Whilst this concept represented a retreat from the fascist model 
involving the deprivation of the rights of the work force, it was reminiscent of the 
Werkgsemeinschaft of the 1920s, despite the different circumstances of the day. 

At the end of the war works councils and anti-fascist committees sprang up 
spontaneously in most mines and steelworks.40 In addition to taking responsibility for the 
plants’ maintenance and everyday operations, these organizations soon levelled demands 
at management. They called for the withdrawal of especially incriminated members of 
plant management and demanded to be included in management themselves. Dinkelbach, 
Chairman of the Vereinigte Stahlwerke, the largest iron and steel company in Germany, 
reported on 18 January 1946 to the select board meeting of the newly founded 
Wirtschaftsvereinigung Eisen- und Stahlindustrie (Iron and Steel Industry Trade 
Association) that the works councils of the Vereinigte Stahlwereke ‘had demanded state 
ownership of the works, and further, a greater say for the works council in management’. 
At the same meeting, Karl Jarres, the chairman of the Klöckner Trust supervisory board, 
described the situation in Duisberg. The local unions there had also demanded the state 
ownership of heavy industry. Furthermore, the works councils had called for equal 
representation between capital and labour in both supervisory boards and management 
boards. Although Klöckner had rejected all such proposals, there remained the view that, 
in Jarres’s words, ‘a constructively-minded work-force should be allowed to share 
responsibility in the larger enterprises…to do nothing would be to make the situation 
worse. Serious consideration was very necessary. Employee participation was not 
avoidable’. Jarres was ready to accept a limited participation of the work-force in the 
supervisory boards, along the lines of the Weimar Betriebsrätegesetz. He was less willing 
to consider participation on the management board. The companies belonging to the Iron 
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and Steel Industry Trade Association began to take various initiatives for a dialogue with 
the newly formed unions. It was agreed that work-force representation on management 
boards should be rejected. Instead, they hoped to achieve a workable compromise with 
the unions which would block claims for further rights of company-level co-
determination and divert moves towards legal reform.41 

Negotiations with the unions had been directed by Robert Lehr, the head of the 
administration in the North Rhine province, since the beginning of 1946. The heavy 
industrialists involved worked hard to prevent the total breakdown of talks, but they 
resisted broad concessions on company-level co-determination. Nevertheless, they were 
prepared to make concrete agreements on work-force participation at shopfloor level 
‘man to man’.42 The main aim, however, was to win time and block any settlement that 
might be forced at company level by pressure from the work-force. The picture changed 
slightly after mid-1946 when trade unions started to repeat their demands for industry-
wide co-determination, the disbanding of separate employers’ associations and equal 
representation of capital and labour in the chambers of trade and industry. Heavy industry 
was more willing to compromise on the issue of industry-wide co-determination; but any 
shift in the balance of power within the plant in favour of the works councils and unions 
was strongly rejected. The aim was to keep their influence as far away as possible from 
company affairs. 

Parallel with the negotiations with the unions, the iron and steel industry started to 
rebuild separate employers’ associations. The Iron and Steel Industry Trade Association 
was reorganized from its fascist predecessor with British support in September 1945. 
Subsequently, the Arbeitgeberver-band für die rheinisch-westfalische Eisen- und 
Metallindustrie (Employers’ Association for the Iron and Metal Industry of North Rhine 
Westphalia) was formed early in 1946. Though it covered the entire metalworking 
industry it was clearly led by the Ruhr iron and steel industry and was financed by the 
trade association. The employers’ association secretary participated regularly in the board 
meetings of the trade association.43 The calculated promotion of this employers’ 
association indicates the limitations of heavy industry’s willingness to compromise on 
substantive matters. 

Conflict over the content of the Allied Control Council’s Works Council Law was not 
surprising in this situation. The employers were not prepared to make concessions. They 
rejected the equal representation of capital and labour on supervisory and management 
boards44 and categorically denied the works councils any rights of co-determination in 
economic matters. Their rights were to be limited to a tightly defined sphere of social and 
personnel questions. A veto on information was the only suggestion for economic 
questions. The iron and steel industry also rejected the union demand for the disbanding 
of separate employers’ associations. Admittedly, this did not entail the same sort of 
deadlock that characterized the issue of company-level co-determination. The retention of 
separate employers’ associations was pushed through mainly by the metalworking 
industry. The small scale of factories in this area heightened employers’ fear of 
infiltration by labour organizations. Separate employers’ associations were seen as a 
weapon that could be used to prevent any compromise with unions within these 
companies, managed predominantly on patriarchal lines. 

In the iron and steel industry on the other hand it was possible to imagine a take-over 
of socio-political functions by the trade association. Similarly a close working 
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relationship between the two types of organization was called for. This was admittedly 
already the case between the Iron and Steel Industry Trade Association and the 
employers of the metalworking industry. A clear decision was reached only in the context 
of the deconcentration in 1947 and the introduction of parity co-determination with 
labour directors. The latter made union influence possible in the trade association under 
certain circumstances (namely, representation of a newly established dismembered steel 
plant by a labour director). All plans for an integrated organization of industrial interests 
were put into cold storage under increasing pressure from manufacturing industry, even 
though some plans had already been discussed with the unions. Agreement remained, 
however, that a close harmonization between employers’ and trade associations should 
continue in the future. Only in public and to the unions should a clear division be 
apparent.45 

By the end of 1946 the fundamental lines of Ruhr heavy industry policy were clear. 
First, rejection of all substantial works-council co-determination rights within the plant, 
whether in the supervisory or management board. Second, a willingness to compromise 
in the setting-up of co-determination rights over and above the individual plant in the 
form of economic councils at county and regional level; these councils were reminiscent 
of the temporary Reichswirtschaftsrat (Reich Economic Council) of the Weimar Republic 
as one of the solutions discussed after 1936 during the crisis of fascist labour law and 
regulation. Third, a rejection of union demands for the disbandment of separate 
employers’ associations; this was in particular the result of the pressure from 
manufacturing industry. 

The pressures on heavy industry intensified in 1947. Because of the failure of 
economic planning in the winter of 1946–7, the material situation of the population 
deteriorated drastically.46 Above all in the Ruhr area, strikes and hunger marches, and 
calls for an improvement in the food situation linked up with more general demands for 
fundamental social reform, and particularly for the socialization of large-scale industry.47 
At the same time the influence of the Communist Party was growing. This was not 
confined to the Landtag (state parliament) and local elections. In certain coal districts the 
Communists won more than 50 per cent of the seats in works-council elections.48 This 
pressure had political repercussions. In their Ahlener Programm in the spring of 1947 
even the more conservative Christlich-Demokratische Union (CDU), the Christian 
Democratic Party, queried the continuing existence of large-scale industry and was 
generally very critical of the capitalist economic system, particularly because of its links 
with the genesis of National Socialism.49 Simultaneously in the Landtag of North Rhine-
Westphalia there had emerged something of a grand coalition for the socialization of 
heavy industry.50 

At the same time the implementation of deconcentration in 1947 created an entirely 
new situation: it destroyed the power-base of heavy industry and it introduced into the 
dismembered works the very form of parity codetermination which had been so decidedly 
rejected by the employers. It also weakened heavy industry’s organization because the 
dismembered plants belonged initially to neither the trade nor the employers’ 
associations. 1948, however, saw their entry into the trade association. This led to a shift 
in power in favour of heavy industry which had just lost its iron and steel producing 
works. The newly created companies under trustee administration (Treuhandverwaltung) 
remained consistently at one remove from the employers’ association because of the 
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opposition of both the Treuhandverwaltung and the management as newly defined by 
parity codetermination. While the director of the GHH Trust Hilbert continued as 
chairman of the Arbeitsgeberverband für der rheinisch-westfälischen Eisen-und 
Metallindustrie, the association could in fact no longer represent the socio-political 
interests of iron and steel. The interests of metal-manufacturing works dominated 
unmistakeably as a result.51 

In this context, various Ruhr companies bargained with the unions that they would 
agree to company-level co-determination in return for the unions supporting the 
employers’ opposition to the deconcentration. Such offers became immaterial with the 
completion of dismemberment. The representatives of the now-dismembered companies 
or trusts therefore rapidly returned to their previous positions with an eye to a permanent 
future settlement of labour relations. This consisted of limited concessions to company-
level co-determination and a greater willingness to compromise on the question of 
industry-wide co-determination rights. This policy was clearly motivated by the hope of 
delaying the legal settlement of labour relations until a new German government could 
enforce a solution agreeable to the trusts. For the settlement would involve not only the 
question of company-level and industry-wide co-determination but the reorganization of 
the trust structure. The success of this policy and therefore the abolition of parity co-
determination seemed only a matter of time. In 1947 and, especially, in 1948, it became 
clearer that the British socialization plans were not practicable. In fact, an American 
model of private capitalism was being set in motion by the Marshall Plan and the 
currency reform of June 1948. 

Such an assessment is fully laid out in a paper presented at the end of 1947 by 
Wilhelm Beutler, later first secretary of the Bundesverband der Deuts-chen Industrie 
(BDI or Federation of German Industries), and Wilhelm Salewski, secretary of the Iron 
and Steel Industry Trade Association and the Arbeitgemeinschaft Eisen und Metal 
(Working Group of the Iron and Metal Industry). This paper stressed to the supporters of 
socialization that the current economic situation would not permit the application of their 
policies to heavy industry. Production backlogs and a lack of capital meant that the 
socialization question had to be deferred 

until on the basis of careful and conscientious investigations, and after 
sufficient clarity has been gained about our political and economic future, 
it [the socialization question, W.P.] is mature enough to be decided upon 
freely by the entire German people in accordance with the rules of 
democracy.52 

This tactic of postponing socialization and waiting until political conditions were more 
favourable for heavy industry had been successful once before, after the November 
Revolution of 1918–19.53 At the same time, Beutler and Salewski were aware that the 
trade unions were not going to be won over easily. They therefore wanted to involve the 
latter in the responsibility for economic reconstruction and suggested ‘legal measures’ for 
‘the construction of an economic democracy’, and ‘the securing of social peace’.54 The 
‘construction of an economic democracy’, which was the terminology of a traditional 
trade-union demand,55 was to be achieved in two steps. First, the planning necessary to 
overcome the consequences of the war was to be carried out by self-governing organs 
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comprised of an equal number of representatives from employers’ associations and trade 
unions. Second, the peak organizations of labour and capital would establish a central 
economic chamber which would represent a sort of economic parliament with wide 
powers of executive action and rights to take initiatives in relation to parliament. Both 
suggestions appear at first sight to demonstrate extensive concessions to the trade unions, 
but they were actually very vague. The proposed ‘equal control’ of economic policy in 
the aftermath of the war was of a purely temporary nature and the experiences with the 
Reich Economic Council during the Weimar period56 had been anything but positive as 
far as the trade unions were concerned. 

At company level representatives of heavy industry were not prepared to make 
substantial concessions. In fact, their suggestions were not as advanced as the Works 
Council Law of the Weimar Republic, which had itself severely restricted the rights of 
the work force in the company. Employee representatives, according to Beutler and 
Salewski, 

should be given the possibility: (1) in all questions concerning the 
efficiency and technical production, (2) in all questions concerning 
workers’ settlement and future security, (3) in the whole social area, to 
constantly liaise with the employers and thus to gain information from the 
management and to make suggestions, and also on their own 
responsibility to take an active part in affairs and to work productively.57 

The proposals were designed above all to increase productivity by improving internal 
industrial relations through locking the worker into the interests of the company. As 
Beutler and Salewski put it, ‘The idea of class struggle, bound as it is to the collectivist 
concept of compulsion, will only be overcome when the individual has a conscious sense 
of belonging to an order which he believes to be just’.58 This Betriebsfrieden or shopfloor 
peace was to be achieved by guaranteeing the right to work in return for the cooperation 
of representatives of the work-force in the company. The guarantee of the right to work 
did indeed represent a far-reaching concession, but the details as to how this could be 
achieved remained vague, especially since it was to be the responsibility not of the 
employer but of the state. Finally, the almost revolutionary-sounding suggestion of 
investment controls in the producer-goods industry was quickly toned down on the 
grounds that such a control could only be executed on a European basis. In 1947 such a 
European solution was not in sight.  

This was the frame of reference with which heavy industry faced the conflicts over 
parity co-determination and the works constitution after the founding of the Federal 
Republic. It was a model of Betriebsgemeinschaft (enterprise community) orientated 
towards employers and industrial peace in the context of a more formally defined right to 
industry-wide codetermination. It rejected union demands just as much as it disavowed 
the strong anti-union stance which had been championed before 1933. Nevertheless the 
shift in policy was confined to industry level: the plant itself was to remain the exclusive 
domain of capital. 
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CONFLICT OVER CO-DETERMINATION AND THE WORKS 
CONSTITUTION LAW IN THE EARLY FEDERAL REPUBLIC 

The results of the first federal election and the formation of a conservativeliberal 
government were very satisfactory for the industrialists. In August 1949 Hermann 
Reusch, the chairman of the management board of the GHH Trust who had helped to 
finance the CDU and Freie Demokratische Partei (FDP) election campaigns, wrote 
privately, The results of the election came as a pleasant surprise. I can only hope that the 
results are assessed in a responsible manner. God save us from a second Weimar 
coalition’ (an allusion to the participation of the SPD in government).59 These hopes were 
realized. The government was a conservative one, even though parliamentary support 
partially rested on those groups within the CDU/CSU (Christlich-Soziale Union) faction 
who were sympathetic to the unions. 

Despite their basic approval of the new government, however, the response of 
industrial interest groups to its proposals speedily to implement a Works Council Law 
was mixed. The parliamentary debates on the proposal did nothing to allay fears. Even 
representatives of the CDU spoke of the timeliness of equal representation between 
capital and labour within enterprises.60 However, industry was given a chance to delay 
legislation until the conservative government had firmly established itself because of the 
government’s insistence on the prior agreement of capital and labour on fundamental 
points.61 

There was little clarity within industry on how to handle these government-imposed 
negotiations. There was a divergence of opinion between the Bundesvereinigung der 
Deutschen Arbeitgeberverbände (BDA—the peak organization of all regional and branch 
employers’ associations) and the BDI (the peak organization of all trade associations). 
The leading group in the BDA around Walter Raymond and its executive manager 
Gerhard Erdmann, a former secretary of the Zentralarbeitsgemeinschaft (ZAG) and 
subsequently a more or less prominent Nazi, proposed an industry-wide organization of 
employers and unions, an idea rooted in the tradition of the Stinnes-Legien agreement 
and subsequent National Socialist proposals after 1936. Many non-metalworking 
employers also accepted this policy, especially since an all-out confrontation with the 
unions would not be acceptable to the CDU, the dominant party in the conservative 
government. Raymond and Erdmann supported only limited compromises at company 
level, namely one-third union and worker participation in supervisory boards and co-
determination for works councils only on social and personnel matters. They believed 
that, given the internal conflicts between Communist and Christian traditions within the 
DGB, there was a possibility of winning union consensus on these issues. 

The BDI, however, strongly opposed these proposals, rejected any concessions to the 
unions and proposed the alternative of ‘man to man’ negotiations at shopfloor level. 
Heavy industry was not directly represented in the BDI, but it was dominated by the 
metalworking industries of North Rhine-Westphalia and Bavaria with close links to 
certain parts of heavy industry such as the GHH Trust. This and other former integrated 
companies were represented through their manufacturing branches. The GHH Trust, for 
example, was represented by its manufacturing branch through its participation in various 
machine-building factories. The group around Fritz Berg, the President of the BDI, and 
Wilhelm Vorwerk, chairman of the North Rhine-Westphalia employers’ association, 
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believed that negotiations with the unions could only be used to delay the decision on the 
Works Constitution Law until the conservative government was strong enough to stand 
up to union demands.62 

In late 1949 and early 1950 the leaders of the BDA were rudely called to heel by the 
BDI during the first meetings with the DGB and instructed that they were not to offer any 
concessions without prior reference to the BDI.63 This veto was largely responsible for 
the discussions between the DGB and BDA in spring and summer 1950 achieving very 
little. The employers rejected any form of works-council co-determination on economic 
matters and equal representation of capital and labour on supervisory boards. They also 
rejected any union representative on supervisory boards as an element alien to the 
company. Employee representatives would be confined to onethird of the supervisory 
board, and should consist of employees from the plant in question over 30 years old and 
with more than ten years of service in the plant. Company-level co-determination was to 
be confined to social and personnel matters.64 

The government shared the fundamentals of this view; nevertheless, its precarious 
power balance made its actions unpredictable. Following the failure of the talks between 
the unions and the employers’ associations, the CDU/CSU faction put forward its own 
legislative proposals which went further than the government would have liked. In 
particular, they provided for economic committees (Wirtschaftsausschüsse) with equal 
representation of capital and labour and for one-third employee representation (possibly 
including union representatives) on supervisory boards. The background to these 
proposals was the CDU/CSU faction’s desire to anticipate a more radical SPD bill and to 
conciliate its own labour wing without antagonizing industry. In this it was only partially 
successful. The BDI and the metalworking employers’ associations protested about the 
bill to Chancellor Adenauer and threatened to withdraw promised financial support from 
the CDU’s election campaign in North Rhine-Westphalia. As a result, Ade-nauer publicly 
distanced himself from his own party’s proposal and announced his own government 
proposal.66 

Heavy industry, as an organized group, did not play a decisive role in this phase, 
though it was still a strong influence within the BDI and employers’ associations. It had 
itself to accept the operation of co-determination rights in its own dismembered plants 
and to work together with unions on the control boards of the seized collieries and 
steelworks.67 However, it continued to assume that once deconcentration was settled and 
there was a return to old ownership relations, existing co-determination practices would 
be revised. Nevertheless, there were differing views on strategy. Some like Robert Lehr, 
now the Home Secretary, and Gunter Henle, the director of the Klöckner Trust, wanted a 
political solution based on consensus and an understanding with the unions similar to the 
CDU/CSU proposals, which made certain concessions but still involved the abolition of 
existing parity co-determination and were fairly close to most industrialists’ demands. 
Unlike the BDI leaders Berg and Reusch, they wanted to avoid a frontal confrontation 
with the unions which they did not believe would be acceptable to the CDU. Their ideas 
differed in style and tone from that of Berg and Reusch; but in substance they were not so 
far removed. 

Other employers were, however, prepared to go further. At the beginning of 1950, 
Heinrich Kost, director of Deutsche Kohlenbergbauleitung (DKBL, the German coal 
trusteeship), representing the coal companies that were not integrated with the iron and 
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steel industry, proposed to the unions negotiations on extensive co-determination rights in 
the coalmining industry.68 While Kost did not want to concede equality to the unions, he 
did want to involve them in his plans for a new industrial order directed against the 
domination of the former integrated companies or ex-trusts (Altkonzerne). There was a 
growing difference between the attitude of the iron and steel firms and the coalmining 
industry, reflecting their conflicting interests in the restructuring of Ruhr heavy industry. 
Both groups rejected equality of labour and capital within the plant. But they differed on 
what form agreement with the unions should take, just as they differed on the future form 
of company structures. The Schuman Plan further entangled the issue of co-determination 
with dismemberment and the shape of the new industrial order. The question of co-
determination therefore became increasingly involved with wider political and economic 
questions. 

COMPROMISE ON THE PARITY CO-DETERMINATION 
(MONTANMITBESTIMMUNG) LAW 1951 

These interlinked issues came to the fore at the end of 1950 when the question of the final 
reorganization of company structures in heavy industry came on to the political agenda. 
Law no. 27 of the High Commission for Germany made the final restructuring of the iron 
and steel and mining industries the responsibility of the Allied High Commission in 
consultation with the Combined Control Group for heavy industry and the trustee 
administrations (the Stahltreuhändervereinigung (Union of Steel Trustees) for steel and 
the DKBL for coal). 

Different interest-groups crystallized very rapidly on these issues and on the issues of 
the Schuman Plan which was being negotiated simultaneously. American policy was 
based on an anti-trust stance. The English and French were interested in weakening 
German competition as much as possible. They therefore argued for a further division of 
the trusts and rejected the reintegration of coal and steel.69 The federal government saw in 
the Schuman Plan a way out of the discriminatory regulations of the Ruhr statute and 
therefore accepted it. But at the same time it wanted to place German heavy industry in a 
strong competitive position and therefore wanted scope for the most efficient company 
structures. The ex-trusts likewise hoped to reintegrate coal and steel and to shake off 
parity codetermination. They recognized that the creation of new company structures 
through Law no. 27 would raise the question of co-determination. But it was also clear 
that the steel trustees, the DKBL and the unions would only agree to the proposed 
reintegration of coal and steel if the co-determination issue was settled to their 
satisfaction. 

On 20 November 1950 the representatives of Mannesman, Hoesch, Vereinigte 
Stahlwerke and Klöckner agreed to offer five of the eleven positions on the supervisory 
board to union and employee representatives. The eleventh member would be a neutral 
appointment.70 The representative of Vereinigte Stahlwerke wrote to the Home Secretary 
Lehr that, 

I again emphasize that I am thoroughly prepared to reach a reasonable 
understanding with the unions on the question of the composition of the 
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supervisory boards in the new companies—as I believe most of the 
gentlemen of the former companies are. However, this assumes that the 
stubborn demand for the equal representation of capital and labour in the 
supervisory boards and the general introduction of the labour director is 
not maintained.71 

Despite their retention of these fundamental aims, however, the ex-trusts realized that 
their proposed compromise would go too far for the BDI. They feared that the ‘free 
entrepreneurs…might interpret it as a measure with which the Ruhr industry is stabbing 
them in the back’. The ex-trusts rejected this view. 

It should be recognized that we already have a status quo in the iron and 
steel industry as a result of dismemberment which is such that the above 
suggestion represents an improvement at all events. So we would not be 
giving the unions a greater platform from which to fight but merely trying 
to win back that which has been lost. In this way it would be possible to 
follow this path without being accused of lacking loyalty’.72 

Among the ex-trusts, only GHH (with its greater production-base in metal 
manufacturing) and Reusch and Hilbert continued to reject totally the unions’ demands 
for co-determination. By the second half of 1950 this position was isolated in the camp of 
heavy industry. That very isolation, however, brought it strong support from leading 
members of the BDI. In the trustee administrations the situation also remained complex. 
The Union of Steel Trustees welcomed parity co-determination, but also supported a 
limited reintegration of coal and steel. The DKBL, however, rejected the restoration of 
integrated coal and steel firms on principle, not least because of the strong representation 
of mines which had never belonged to steelworks.73 

Against this background, and in the context of negotiations on the Schuman Plan, the 
federal government took the initiative. In November 1950 the government, the Union of 
Steel Trustees, the DKBL and the extrusts agreed to a proposal for the reorganization of 
the iron and steel industry and the mines. It planned a moderate reintegration. 25 per cent 
of coal production was to be linked to the iron and steel companies. When the newly 
created companies were transferred from occupation regulation into German law, parity 
co-determination was automatically removed.74 IG Metall (the Metalworkers’ Union) at 
once called a strike in defence of parity co-determination, with 95 per cent of both 
steelworkers and coalminers supporting the strike in their initial ballots. The strike threat 
disrupted the strategy of the federal government and the ex-trusts by threatening to draw 
in the Allied High Commission. At the same time the unions made it clear that they 
would support the reintegration proposals provided that parity codetermination was 
maintained in iron and steel and extended into coal. 

This was Adenauer’s moment. Long negotiations in the Chancellor’s office resulted in 
a compromise in January 1951.75 There was to be equal representation of capital and 
labour on the supervisory boards (five shareholder representatives plus five 
union/employee representatives). The neutral eleventh member had to be chosen by 
agreement between both sides. A Labour Director was also to be appointed, such 
appointments to be subject to veto by employee representatives on the supervisory board. 
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His duty was ‘to work for the protection of the human dignity of every employee …[and] 
to create a good working atmosphere and a warm interest within the plant with the 
understanding of all employees’. The rights of the works councils were, however, not 
settled.76 

Thus the ex-trusts were pressured into compromise, and this precipitated major 
conflicts on the periphery of the employer camp. Reusch and the GHH, the only ex-trust 
involved, along with the BDI and some metalworking employers, made great efforts to 
block the new agreement. Their strategy was to reject negotiation under pressure and take 
on a strike if necessary. By 6 January 1951, Reusch and the employers’ associations of 
North Rhine-Westphalia had succeeded in again creating a united front against the 
unions’ strike threat. Reusch claimed the support of Adenauer and Erhard and hoped to 
go on to the offensive: he wrote to Fritz Berg that the ‘situation had never been so good. 
The execution of the strike would signal the collapse of the united trade-union 
movement’.77 

Reusch and the BDI, however, under-estimated the unity and readiness to strike of the 
DGB. The unions refused to withdraw their strike notice in defence of 
Montanmitbestimmung and thereby broke up the employers’ united front. The leaders of 
the ex-trusts, notably Henle and Kost, finally accepted Adenauer’s compromise on union 
involvement combined with reintegration of steel and coal and, under pressure, agreed to 
the incorporation of Montanmitbestimmung under German law. The settlement deeply 
conflicted with their principles, but it was the price to be paid for their primary goal of 
the restoration of the old integrated trust structures. 

The BDI and the various employers’ associations had more or less reluctantly to watch 
these developments, and they withdrew from negotiations in Bonn. The withdrawal was 
also motivated by a desire to underline the exceptional character of the negotiations. The 
BDI and BDA now began to focus primarily on blocking any extension of the model 
provided by the coal, iron and steel industry and holding the government to its promises 
not to permit a generalized extension of these rulings. They succeeded in this to a great 
extent, partly because of government support and partly because the DGB was not well 
prepared for the ensuing negotiations on the broader Works Constitution Law.78 

Debate now focused on the rights of works councils and of company-level co-
determination in industry as a whole. In response to union demands for equal 
representation, the stance of industry during 1950 was that the codetermination rights of 
works councils should be limited to social and personnel matters, along with a ‘right to 
information’ in economic questions; employees should be allowed one-third 
representation on supervisory boards: these representatives would have to work in the 
plant and only onehalf could be chosen by the unions.79 

After the special ruling on the coal, iron and steel industries in 1951, the employers’ 
attitude hardened. Their position was strengthened by the government’s change of heart 
once it became assured of the support of the CDU/CSU faction’s labour wing. This group 
had come into conflict with IG Metall over the latter’s ‘illegal threat to strike’ and their 
relationship with the unions had become tense. When the Works Constitution Law was 
passed in 1952, the unions no longer had the means to exert political pressure that they 
had enjoyed during the debate on the Schuman Plan, and their strategy in regard to 
extending Montanmitbestimmung was unclear. The unions’ failure to exert significant 
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pressure to modify the worksconstitution bill during 1952 was striking, even when the 
repressive attitude of the labour courts is taken into account.80  

The core of the postwar legal settlement was shaped by the attitudes of the employers 
and the conservative-liberal government. Their weak point was the destruction of heavy 
industry’s power-base by the occupation policy of deconcentration. In order to 
reconstruct this base against occupation opposition, heavy industry needed union support. 
But the unions were only prepared to lend such support if the co-determination 
introduced in 1947 in the context of deconcentration was maintained. Thus, although the 
former power-base of the steel trusts and the mines of the Ruhr was restored in 1952, a 
price had to be paid. On the one hand, the employers’ social influence was constrained; 
on the other hand, they became entangled in international control structures through the 
European Coal and Steel Community. Moreover, divisions became apparent within heavy 
industry. Those enterprises more involved in manufacturing took a much more reserved 
stance on the issue of co-determination and of the ECSC than the ex-trusts who wanted to 
restore their industrial base, whatever the concessions they made to co-determination. 
Thus the introduction of Montanmitbestimmung was not the result of a concept for the 
settlement of industrial relations, either when introduced under British auspices in 1947 
or when later embodied in German law. It was the outcome of political compromises. 
Nevertheless, its consequences were to be of great importance, even though private 
capital’s position of power at company level remained substantially intact. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN POSTWAR INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 

How was the subsequent development of industrial relations influenced by parity co-
determination in coal, iron and steel? The position of the heavy industrialists, as set out in 
the paper by Beutler and Salewski, reflected the debate and experience of the 1920s and 
1930s.81 The rationalization of the 1920s demonstrated the necessity of improved social 
and labour structures within the plant.82 In this context, management had assigned to 
works councils an important role in the settlement of disputes and the implementation of 
social legislation, on condition that they did not act as an extended arm of the unions.83 
At the same time there was an expansion in what was called Soziale Betriebspolitik, 
‘personnel policy’ or ‘humanresource management’. Management increasingly devoted 
attention to the organization of the social side of the production process, from the 
recruitment of workers to safety in the workplace, both as an issue in itself and as one 
related to increasing productivity.84 These policies continued to expand during the Nazi 
era, even though there was no longer a dimension of settling internal company disputes.85 
In relation to increased productivity, such policies proved to be more and more necessary. 

After the War, enterprises revived these developments. They grew further in 
importance in 1948–9 in order to integrate foreign unskilled workers or inadequately 
trained immigrants from East Germany. They were seen as an essential part of the revival 
of international competitiveness. Revived competitiveness was seen to depend on the 
restoration of prewar trust structures and the optimal use of plant and on the organization 
of the social side of the production process. Beutler and Salewski echoed the rising flood 
of literature on personnel management and on social legislation to secure the well-being 
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of the worker in arguing that it was necessary to integrate workers at plant level to 
facilitate a smooth organization of the production process. 

Heavy industry perceived the unions as a threat to the smooth flow of production. 
They were also concerned about the difficulty of disciplining the re-created works 
councils after 1947. Relief came with the introduction of parity co-determination. It 
reduced the works councils’ scope for action to a degree that was functional for the 
enterprises concerned in the settlement of internal disputes. At the same time the 
introduction of labour directors forced and allowed a differentiation and specialization of 
personnel management. The introduction of Montanmitbestimmung in 1947 and its 
defence in 1951 represented a political defeat for the industrialists. But it ultimately 
resulted in an improvement of industrial relations at company level.86 It also shackled the 
unions to the persistance of private capitalism and effectively committed them to social 
partnership between capital and labour. In short, it led to a modernization of the political 
debate in heavy industry at company and institutional level after 1951. The Works 
Constitution Law gave the unions a nominal victory but also restricted the rights of the 
work-force; at the same time, however, the strong anti-union traditions of the employers 
were decisively restricted. These twin changes provided the basis for a reconstruction of 
industrial relations. 
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7  
Enterprise management and employer 

organization in Italy  
Fiat, public enterprise and Confindustria 1922–1990  

Giovanni Contini 

EMPLOYERS AND FASCISM 

During the early years of fascist rule, Confindustria, (Confederazione Generale 
dell’Industria Italiana, the General Confederation of Italian Industry), wavered in its 
relationship with the new regime. A number of leading employers had financially 
supported Mussolini’s seizure of power in 1922, and Confindustria itself had collaborated 
with his government in the first years of its existence.1 In 1924, however, during the 
Matteotti crisis, Confindustria kept its distance from Mussolini’s shaken government.2 
When the fascist regime overcame that crisis and reinforced its policies Confindustria fell 
into line. But in 1926–7 it campaigned against Mussolini’s revaluation of the lira, which 
created an economic crisis in Italy despite world-wide prosperity and expansion, and 
proved fatal for many small firms.3 Confindustria likewise firmly, and finally 
victoriously, opposed the proposals put forward by Edmondo Rossoni, the fascist trade 
unionist, with the support of a few small and medium-sized firms, for ‘integral 
corporativism’, a single trade union of workers and employers.4 But the fluctuating 
attitude of Confindustria towards fascism cannot erase the basic fact that Italian 
industrialists bowed and conformed to the regime, while from 1925 onwards, the 
organization itself was integrated into the fascist state, as a result of the Palazzo Vidoni 
Pact which established the representational monopoly of the new corporations. 

As the years passed, the fascist regime was able to exercise growing control over the 
activities of private firms, which needed state support to obtain tariff protection, import-
quota restrictions and public contracts. Giovanni Agnelli, the founder of Fiat, aptly 
characterized the situation with his tart remark that Italian industrialists were 
‘governmental by definition’. The turn towards economic autarky was also a result of the 
fascist regime, developing after the international sanctions which followed Italy’s 
conquest of Ethiopia in 1936. In that year, Gaetano Salvemini, the famous anti-fascist 
historian who had fled to the United States, maintained that the power of Italian 
industrialists had been reduced while that of the fascist state had grown. To request the 
assistance of the state meant having subsequently to submit to the control of state 
officials and fascist party bosses. The trade unions, too, according to Salvemini, 
represented a threat to the industrialists from within the fascist regime: ‘If the capitalists 
were to stop favouring the policy of the party, the party could finally move to the left’. 
But if Salvemini’s interpretation captures the growing dependence of industry on the state 
during the late 1930s, it also over-emphasizes the political pressures on employers and 
neglects opposing pressures on the regime from the industrialists.5 

The state and the political system had always played a crucial role in the Italian 
economy, but the coming of the Fascist regime marked a change of gear in the political 



role of employers, particularly larger firms such as Fiat (Fabbrica Italiana Automobili 
Torino, Italian Automobile Works of Turin). Recently Sapelli has proposed a model of 
the relationship between the industrial firms (particularly Fiat) and the fascist state which 
goes beyond both the one-sided image of industrialists as the true masters of fascism or 
the opposite image of a fascist government independent of industrial power.6 According 
to this interpretation, during the fascist regime, competing interests clashed directly 
within the fascist party, soon to be absorbed by the state, which was thus ‘parcelled out’ 
among the more powerful industrialists. The proliferation of decree laws is the clearest 
indication of this process. In the one-party state, he argues, it was mostly the larger firms 
that were able to impose their interests, because their social position and material 
resources exercised by definition a ‘conditioning power’ over the regime. When the 
interests of the large firms were injured, Sapelli suggests, they subsequently obtained 
some form of compensation. But when the interests of the small and medium-sized firms 
were sacrificed they received no such compensation in the absence of alternative 
channels of representation. 

Naturally, there were moments in which even large firms, such as Fiat, were unable to 
defend their interests. At the end of the 1930s, for example, the fascist regime attempted 
to alleviate the disastrous state of the public finances by imposing a tax of 10 per cent on 
the capital stock of all firms, a tax on petrol and higher charges on foreign exchange.7 But 
this was shortly before the war, when Fiat began to experience growing difficulties in its 
relations with the regime, difficulties which were to increase during the course of the 
conflict. In previous years, Fiat had managed to overcome the disadvantages resulting 
from the revaluation of the lira: its losses in the sphere of exports were made up through 
adjustments to its fiscal obligations.8 When in 1929–30, the Ford Motor Company tried to 
establish itself in Italy, Fiat succeeded in blocking this initiative and had its foreign rival 
expelled from the Italian market on the grounds of ‘national order’, in Mussolini’s 
words.9 

During the fascist era, Fiat was thus able to protect its interests more efficiently than 
were other firms, and as well as Conflndustria which represented them. Its vast size 
ensured that the company’s demands were more readily met than those of the multitude 
of small firms, and its contacts with international finance allowed Fiat to move outside a 
purely Italian orbit, and therefore partly to escape the regime’s totalitarian grip, 
particularly towards the end of the war. 

Fiat developed an ideology of superiority to the rest of the Italian economic world, 
which remained strong well after the end of the fascist regime. As Agnelli’s lieutenant 
Vittorio Valetta declared: 

Rationalized industry could thus address the rest of the social-economic 
world: my machines work, my plants are solid, my calculations are 
infinitesimally exact…. But you, my friends, colleagues in other 
industries, in commerce and finance…what are you doing, you who are so 
obviously incapable of upholding the continuity of my technical effort 
with your policy, your economy, your finance?10 

Agnelli’s practical proposals in this period demonstrate this sense of superiority in action. 
For example, in order to overcome the impact of the 1929 crisis on popular purchasing 
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power, the elderly senator suggested a reduction in working hours with no loss of 
wages.11 This proposal would have proved fatal for many small and medium-sized firms, 
and would have triggered a gigantic process of capital concentration and an increase in 
the mass of wages. As Agnelli intended, however, it would also have resulted in an 
enormous stimulus to economic recovery. This proposal, which was taken up with some 
interest by the International Labour Office and the fascist trade unions, was strongly 
opposed by Confindustria, which maintained that if implemented it would provoke a 
major crisis of authority within the organization. The regime too reacted negatively, 
judging the proposal to be ‘Fordist’. But Fiat managed yet again to obtain some 
compensation in the crisis, in the form of state export subsidies, quota restrictions and 
bilateral trade agreements.12 

POSTWAR: CONFINDUSTRIA’S ‘GOLDEN AGE’ 

The organizational structure of Confindustria was easily rebuilt after the war. By 1946, 
with an affiliation of 85 trade associations, 98 territorial associations and 70,000 firms, it 
was the largest association in Italy.13 Confindustria was, and still is, a ‘secondary’ 
association, whose membership includes both territorial and industrial associations. 
Unlike the workers’ unions, who forced their members to join both horizontal and 
vertical associations, Confindustria allowed its members, if they wished, to belong only 
to one kind of ‘primary’ association. Small entrepreneurs, in particular, preferred to 
affiliate only to the territorial association. 

Employers’ financial contributions to Confindustria were based on the number of 
employees per firm, and voting power in electing the organiza-tion’s governing bodies 
was allocated on a similar basis, reinforcing the dominance of large firms within the 
organization. From the late 1950s, as smaller firms became more numerous and more 
important, Confapi, a new general organization of small entrepreneurs was formed. But 
the majority of small firms declined to join this organization, preferring instead to 
maintain their membership in Confindustria. 

After the war, despite the organizational strength of Confindustria, Italian 
industrialists’ history of compromises with the fascist regime weakened their position 
with the first parliamentary governments, formed by Communists, Socialists, Christian 
Democrats and members of the Action Party. Even those industrialists most compromised 
by fascism managed to escape the postwar purge, but the top of the organization clearly 
had to be renewed. Angelo Costa, a shipbuilding industrialist from Genoa who had held 
aloof during the fascist period, was called to preside over the association: in politics he 
was a Catholic integralist and a Christian Democrat; in economics, a vigorous free-trader, 
as were the economists who worked for the first postwar governments. 

The new political class which replaced the fascists had very little administrative 
experience, and the experts in economic policy who were chosen were all from a liberal 
background. Concentrated in the Treasury, in the years immediately following the war 
they devoted their energies to ‘demolishing with determination controls on prices, output, 
and on all forms of financial activities’.14 Protectionism and the interventionary policies 
of the previous regime were considered the economic side of fascist authoritarianism; 
thus for the left and the extreme left, it became extremely difficult to champion state 
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economic intervention, at the risk of appearing nostalgic for fascist economic policies. It 
was no accident, therefore, that the left only proposed a Keynesian strategy in 1949, two 
years after the Communist and Socialist parties had been expelled from the government, 
and after the draconian deflation imposed by Luigi Einaudi, the Chancellor of the first 
centre-right government, which had socially weakened the working class.15 

Confindustria accepted deflation as a necessary concomitant of political 
normalization.16 This policy damaged small and medium-sized firms, whereas it favoured 
larger enterprises which had less trouble in raising capital.17 Divergence of interests thus 
emerged among the industrialists, and it is in these years that there appeared that 
ambiguous entrepreneurial type, who ‘first requires the state to intervene to protect 
national industry. Once he has pocketed the grants and obtained the protective tariffs, he 
denounces the state in the name of free enterprise’.18 Such ‘liberal protectionism’ did not 
correspond solely to a psychological type: it became more and more the model for the 
behaviour of the state itself in the sphere of trade liberalization. As government practice 
moved away from the theoretical principles of laissez-faire, industrialists were able to 
exercise pressure on the state through the majority party, the Christian Democratic Party 
(Democrazia Cristiana or DC), and through Confindustria. Economic liberalization was 
consequently accompanied by growing public support for industry.19 

This state intervention took place under the aegis of the DC, which used it to 
consolidate its power by mediating between extremely different interests. When the 
power of the DC increased, as we shall see, the party was able to become more 
independent from the industrialists and their organization. There were times when violent 
disagreements arose between Confindustria and the government because the organization 
demanded the complete abolition of controls over the export of capital and the dismissal 
of labour, or, in the early 1950s, because Confindustria opposed—again in the name of 
free trade—the Schuman Plan;20 or, finally, when Ugo La Malfa, the Minister of Foreign 
Trade, accused Confindustria of ambiguity in its attitude to trade liberalization: ‘…The 
fact that there are conflicting interests among you does not exempt you from giving the 
government a univocal and not equivocal indication’.21 It was also the public sector 
which supported Italy’s entry into the European Coal and Steel Community over 
Confindustria’s objections in 1953.22 

But despite these disagreements between the government and Confindustria—well 
documented by Abrate23—and despite the fact that Costa never tired of reproaching the 
state for seeking to gain an autonomous role, independent of the parties, these were 
disagreements inside a basic consensus. In the years of Costa’s presidency (1944–55), 
Fiat found itself quite isolated in the world of Italian industry. Already in 1946, when 
questioned by the Economic Commission of the Ministry for the Promulgation of the 
Constitution (Ministro per la Costituente), Valletta, the managing director of Fiat, had 
outlined a development plan that included an international marketing strategy based on 
small and very small automobiles, to be built using new American technology.24 When 
questioned by the same Commission, Costa argued that only the small and medium-sized 
firms would be capable of growth, since larger enterprises in Italy were ‘unnatural’; the 
management of Alfa Romeo had gone so far as to foresee a development, in Italy, 
confined to the artisanal sector alone.25 

Fiat’s policy, in the succeeding years, consistently followed the plans outlined by 
Valletta in 1946: loans were successfully requested from a series of American banks, and 
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the importance of the Marshall Plan, which the Americans considered to have been 
betrayed by Einaudi’s deflationary policy, was immediately understood, and the firm was 
able to appropriate a large proportion of the funds available. Fiat also initiated, against 
the will of Confindustria, that policy of high wages which was to characterize the 
company until the beginning of the 1960s, while also launching a bitter campaign of 
victimization against Communist and Socialist union activists.26 Meanwhile, until the late 
1950s, Fiat also continued to enjoy the privilege of protective tariffs, which sheltered it 
from the competition of foreign firms in the Italian market.27 Valletta was practically the 
only industrialist during this period who maintained direct relations with the political 
parties, breaking the monopoly which Costa had managed to establish over business 
contributions to the parties, which all passed through Confindustria.28 

The 1950s are remembered by the trade unions as the worst period in their recent 
history. In those years, particularly from 1955 on, the employers progressively eroded 
workers’ power on the shop floor, left-wing militants were persecuted inside the factories 
and the unions were severely weakened.29 Confindustria was seen by the unions as the 
‘number one’ enemy; but a Parliamentary Commission of Enquiry discovered that many 
firms, particularly in the south, declined to join the organization precisely in order to 
avoid any obligation to implement agreements reached with the unions at the national 
level.30 It is noteworthy that in the 1950s even the newly formed Catholic and Social 
Democratic unions CISL (Confederazione Italiana dei Sindacati Lavoratori) and UIL 
(Unione Italiana dei Lavoratori) were unable to play an autonomous bargaining role, 
despite their more collaborative attitude towards employers. They proposed, for instance, 
to link workers’ wages to the productivity of individual firms. But the employers, in the 
short run, did not need more collaborative unions, since the working class, as a whole, 
was extremely weak, and the CISL proposals remained unheeded. As we shall see, the 
frustration of the CISL and UIL militants would ultimately play an important part in 
shaping the attitude of the political system towards the employers. 

The sections which follow are organized into three parallel narratives covering the 
period from the mid-1950s through the late 1960s: the emergent conflict between 
Confindustria and the Christian Democratic Party; the developing relationship between 
Fiat and the political system; and the increasingly autonomous role played by public 
enterprises in Italian politics and industrial relations. 

CONFINDUSTRIA VERSUS CHRISTIAN DEMOCRACY 

What Speroni, perhaps exaggeratedly, has called the ‘golden age’ in the relationship 
between the DC and Confindustria ended in the mid-1950s, when a series of events 
pushed the Christian Democratic Party progressively to the left.31 The first major 
consequence of this movement was the government’s decision to detach the state-
controlled enterprises from the Confindustria. The state holding company IRI (Istituto la 
Ricostruzione Industriale) had been established by the fascists in the early 1930s. It was 
originally a rescue operation aimed at saving large firms faced with bankruptcy as a result 
of the 1929 crash. But both during the fascist period and in the immediate postwar years, 
state enterprises had been very similar to private firms, not least because of the classical 
liberal formation of the directors of IRI. During the fascist period, Avagliano has argued, 
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the IRI managers had given the impression that they wanted to oppose both Italian and 
foreign private trusts, making state industry the warden of the free economic game.32 

With the crisis of the centrist governments that began in 1953, Amintore Fanfani’s 
Christian Democratic left began to grow in importance, and it reorganized the party 
efficiently, granting space to many popular elements of the Catholic party that did not 
identify with the industrial bourgeoisie. At the same time, the Christian Democratic left 
began to develop its relations with the ENI (Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi), the giant public 
energy holding company run by Enrico Mattei. Immediately after the war, ENI was to 
have been dismantled, but its president Mattei managed to consolidate the structure of the 
firm, aiming at a monopoly of all sources of energy in Italy. From the very beginning, 
ENI polemicized quite vigorously against Con-findustria’s cautious and conservative 
policy: Mattei needed, in fact, a good relationship with the political system and very soon 
financed a specific Christian Democratic faction, the so-called ‘corrente di base.’ The 
ENI was to play an important role in the government’s decision to detach public industry 
from the associations of private industry and would become an ally of Fiat’s. 

The Catholic trade unionists, another component of the new DC emerging in those 
years, were disillusioned by the behaviour of Italian industrialists, who had not accepted 
their offer of responsible negotiation. In their view, it was necessary to weaken the 
employers’ front which behaved in an autocratic way towards the trade unions. The 
formation of a Ministry of Public Enterprises in 1955 and the legislative decision to form 
a separate association for enterprises with state participation in 1957 was intended to 
soften up Confindustria and, at the same time, to set a positive example of more modern 
and democratic industrial relations. 

The Christian Democratic left also began to demand the nationalization of the 
electrical industry. Confindustrica’s reaction was to move towards the right. This 
movement in fact preceded the IRI firms’ withdrawal from the organization. It began in 
1955, more than five years before the passage of the nationalization law, when the 
Assolombarda (Association of the Industrialists of Lombardy) and the electrical groups 
forced the organization to replace Costa with De Micheli (close to Edison, the leading 
firm in the electricity sector) and to break its friendly relations with the Christian 
Democratic governments. De Micheli’s presidency (1955–61) transformed the image of 
Confindustria: whereas under Costa’s direction political interventions had been cautious, 
the new president maintained that the organization should ‘show its face’ and enter 
directly into politics. Con-findustria was almost transformed into a party, reflecting in 
this metamorphosis the highly politicized character of the Italian trade unions.33 

De Micheli began to finance only the right wing of the DC and, even more, the Liberal 
Party, which was transformed into a megaphone for Confindustria’s point of view. The 
neo-fascist and monarchical extreme right was also subsidized. Confindustria promoted 
an alliance with Conf-agrocoltura (the organization of Italian landlords) and with Con-
fcommercio (the organization of traders). During the election, Confmdus-tria supported 
its own candidates from the party lists. In this phase small firms fluctuated between 
loyalty towards the electrical groups, which could set differentiated electric tariffs, and 
loyalty towards the DC, the traditional party of the industrialists, which in those years 
began introducing legislation for special credits to small business.34 

The effective results of this turn to the right were wholly negative. The Conflndustria 
candidates lost the election and Confagricoltura and Conf-commercio proved unpopular 
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organizations, helping to ruin the prestige of the association of industrialists. This 
destroyed the organization’s image in the eyes of the parties. Previously, Conflndustria 
had been able to reach the party secretaries; at this point, it was only able to influence 
specific groups of deputies. The organization was now only able to tackle specific 
legislative measures, whereas before it had been in a position to promote general 
policies.35 

The leftward evolution of the political system was not hindered, but on the contrary 
accentuated. In 1962 the centre-left experiment began and electricity was nationalized, 
and during the course of the 1960s there was a growing political and economic 
mobilization of the working class. In the same period the economy underwent a period of 
unprecedented growth, especially in the industrial sector. But though Confindustria 
played a role in this process, it had spoiled its relations with the sources of power in the 
political system. The aggressive behaviour and dark prophecies of the electrical 
industrialists, in particular, seemed to have pushed them exactly in the direction they 
were trying to avoid—a case of self-fulfilling prophecy. 

After nationalization many of the indemnities paid by the state were squandered,36 but 
Edison, the largest of the electrical groups, decided to merge with Montecatini, an 
important group largely based on chemicals in 1966. The two managements, however, 
were unable to collaborate effectively. The former Montecatini managers sabotaged 
operations, as a protest against the fact that the former Edison men had used their 
financial contribution to appropriate the top positions, and the massive dimensions of the 
new group allowed for the initiation of uneconomical projects, which the organization 
was frequently incapable of evaluating properly. By the end of the 1960s Montedison had 
accumulated an astronomical deficit. At this point, by means of an extremely circumspect 
round-up of shares, the publicly owned ENI, under Mattei’s successor Eugenio Cefis, 
won control of the company in alliance with the IRI.37 

Just over ten years after Confindustria’s turn to the right, the old electrical companies, 
which had been the leaders of that policy, found their firms nationalized, a centre-left 
government in power and leaning towards further left coalitions in the future. Moreover, 
Montedison, the largest Italian firm and the recipient of Edison’s investment capital, was 
now controlled by the state. At the same time, the Intersind (the new organiza-tion of 
public enterprises) and Fiat had begun transforming their industrial relations, accepting a 
relationship with the trade unions and breaking the employers’ front. 

FIAT’S HERETICAL RELATIONSHIP WITH THE POLITICAL 
SYSTEM 

Fiat had meanwhile used its large share of American aid for a massive process of 
technological modernization. From 1953 onwards, moreover, the firm began discreetly to 
support the Christian Democratic left, currents which were principally responsible for the 
campaign to detach state enterprises from Confindustria, the nationalization of the 
electricity industry and the creation of the centre-left government.38 In these same years 
Fiat formed an alliance with the most dynamic and progressive group in the public sector, 
Mattei’s ENI. Fiat and ENI addressed themselves to the same political issues; the ENI 
lowered the price of petrol, while Fiat ceded all of its activities in this area to the ENI; 
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and both enterprises, together with Italcementi and Pirelli, participated in the financial 
consortium that built the Milan-Naples motorway.39 

But Fiat’s progressivism was not applied to the relationship between management and 
labour: in the 1950s, in fact, the militants of the Socialist-Communist trade union were 
extensively victimized by Valletta’s staff, to the point that the Socialist and Communist 
parties cited Fiat as a key example of industrialists’ anti-democratic behaviour, 
demanding that the Republican Constitution of 1948 be allowed inside the factories. This 
contradiction between Fiat’s progressive politics and its reactionary industrial relations, 
which Valletta frankly described as a policy of the ‘iron fist at Mirafiori and the velvet 
glove in Rome’, remained characteristic of the company for a long period. It arose from 
two different logics, which in the medium term were destined to clash. Support for the 
Christian Democratic left, like the formation of the parliamentary group of ‘friends of the 
automobile’, which was supported by representatives from all parties except for the PCI 
(Partito Communista Italiana), had two principal aims: to promote measures in favour of 
automobiles (rate rebates for motorists, a reduction in the price of petrol, the construction 
of motorways by public enterprises, low-cost iron and steel production); and to promote 
the formation of more representative and therefore more stable governments (the centre-
left), capable of isolating the Communist extreme left and of assuring social peace. 

Valetta managed to achieve the first goal, to the point that even a Communist 
journalist could maintain that ‘in the absence of any national economic planning, the 
main element of planning in our economy comes from the development of Fiat’.40 Fiat 
tried to achieve its second goal of social peace, not only by supporting more 
representative and stable governments, but also through the ‘iron fist at Mirafiori’. 
Valletta and his managerial staff had an extremely hierarchical conception of production 
and could not tolerate any form of shopfloor discretion on the part of the unionized work-
force. Even its relationship with the Catholic trade union, the CISL (Confederazione 
Italiana dei Sindacati Lavoratori), which would have liked to collaborate with the firm, 
proved to be difficult, and resulted in an internal split and the formation of a company 
union, the SIDA (Società Italiana dell’Automobile ), entirely controlled by Fiat. 

At the same time, however, Valletta favoured reductions in working hours and wage 
increases for Fiat employees; in this way he sought to divide the latter from the rest of the 
working class organized by the national trade unions. As a result, he clashed both with 
the trade unions, which accused him of not understanding ‘that the relationship between 
Fiat and its workers had to be identical to that of thousands and thousands of other Italian 
firms’ (with their workers) and with Confindustria.41 The latter, for example, accused 
Valletta of being ‘an enemy of Confindustria and a promoter of the dialogue between 
Catholics and Socialists’, when in June 1956 Fiat unilaterally reduced its working 
hours.42 

This clash became more acute with the formation of the first centre-left government in 
1963 with the participation of the Socialists. At this point Valletta openly supported the 
new formula and criticized Confindustria. But a few days later Fiat workers participated 
for the first time in many years in the national strike over the renewal of collective 
contracts for the metalworking industry. As Turone has observed, the resumption of 
worker protest was also related to ‘the firm’s need to avoid showing its authoritarian 
side’.43 Fiat was torn between its two sides. First, it attempted to impose a lock-out while 
reaching an agreement with the trade unions which it dominated, UIL and SIDA. Then, 
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faced with the fury of the workers who destroyed the headquarters of the UIL and with it 
the image of Fiat as an ally of the centre-left, the company together with Olivetti signed a 
separate protocol with the trade unions as an advance against the future contract renewal. 
The employers’ front was broken a second time when Intersind, the association of public 
sector employers, signed its own contract with the unions. A few months later, after the 
first comprehensive metalworkers’ strike for nine years, Confindustria was also obliged 
to sign an agreement on similar terms. 

In the years which followed, the government reacted to rising labour costs with a 
traditional deflationary policy. The Socialists at first participated actively in government 
coalitions, but the new formula of the ‘organic’ centre-left gradually slipped into decline 
and had become clearly discredited by the end of the decade. The conservative opposition 
of Confindustria helped to undermine the centre-left reforms, but the Christian 
Democratic Party also contributed to their failure, because the conflicting interests in the 
party prevented it making clear choices to support reforms which would have favoured 
some and harmed others. In these years Fiat continued to persecute left-wing militants in 
its factories, but went on supporting the centre-left, progressively detaching itself from 
the DC and moving towards the Socialist Party.44 

In 1965 Gianni Agnelli, grandson of the founder of Fiat, replaced the elderly Valletta 
at the head of the firm. Between 1965 and 1969, before the strike wave known as the ‘hot 
autumn’, the repression inside the factory slackened, though the speed-up of production 
continued. Agnelli claimed publicly that the large firm was the best interpreter of the 
general interest and he also began to support a group of ‘young industrialists’ that 
resolved to transform the social and political role of Confindustria and of industry more 
broadly. These young industrialists proposed to democratize the structure of 
Confindustria, to abandon its conservative/reactionary political position, to support a 
policy of economic planning and to promote a better relationship with the democratic 
parties. Their policies proved particularly successful in the late 1960s and early 1970s as 
the workers’ struggles finally and completely eclipsed Confindustria’s established style 
of behaviour.45 

THE AUTONOMY OF PUBLIC ENTERPRISE 

From the mid-1950s to the late 1960s, the public enterprises represented the most 
progressive and innovative sector of industry in their relations with the leftward-moving 
government coalitions and with the trade unions. Whereas Fiat’s support for the centre-
left formula was the product of strategic calculations based primarily on the specific 
interests of the automobile sector, that of the state enterprises arose from the fact that its 
top management themselves were left-wing Christian Democrats and CISL unionists, 
sharing the ideology, the political loyalties and frequently the militant past of the 
Christian Democratic politicians who led the centre-left governments.46 This implied a 
certain willingness to bargain with trade unions, and the public enterprises systematically 
superseded Confindustria during labour negotiations. The state-controlled firms were 
much more straightforward in this respect than Fiat. They even went so far as to articulate 
theoretically a positive role for conflicting interests as the motor of economic growth. 
Such pluralism was strikingly radical at the time, since the whole of private industry 
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(with the possible exception of Olivetti), considered industrial conflict subversive, sought 
to avoid it and certainly were not prepared to acknowledge its legitimacy. The public 
enterprises, on the other hand, began an experiment with ‘articulated’ bargaining at the 
level of the firm and the sector, as well as introducing formal systems of job evaluation.47 

But the very closeness of the management of the state enterprises to the Christian 
Democratic leadership would gradually sap its economic vitality. In the 1950s even 
Confindustria, which considered state industry its enemy, was forced to recognize the 
seriousness and professionalism of the IRI managers.48 As time passed, however, the 
state-controlled firms resorted more and more to special credits, endowment funds and 
other privileged methods of finance, thanks to their relations with the Christian 
Democratic leaders. The bond with the DC, which was originally political and 
ideological, came to be based on interest: the party guaranteed finance to the firms, and 
the firms funded the party factions with which they sympathized. Management, too, was 
chosen and promoted more and more often on political grounds rather than on the basis 
of professional merit; top managers ‘passed from one position to another more frequently 
according to the rules of political alchemy than according to the needs of the company’.49 
The result was a gradual loss of economic efficiency on the part of public enterprises. 

At the same time, the policies of the centre-left were failing, while in the late 1960s a 
new political alignment began to emerge which would displace the DC. Fearful of this 
possibility, the public enterprises moved towards the right. Finally, when the workers’ 
struggles exploded in 1969, the statecontrolled firms found themselves faced with an 
extremely aggressive union, which disorientated their management and bore no 
resemblance to their earlier image of the union as an institutionalized channel for conflict. 
The good relations between the unions and the public enterprises had already begun to 
break down during the contract renewals of 1965–6, when Intersind formed an alliance 
with Confindustria not to recognize the unions’ shopfloor structures as bargaining agents, 
but rather to treat them as mere representatives of the provincial unions.50 The decline of 
the more progressive centre-left played an important role in this rapprochement between 
the two organizations. 

By 1973 public enterprise comprised a large and growing part of the industrial sector, 
accounting for 29.8 per cent of all sales, 39.2 per cent of invested capital and 25.17 per 
cent of the labour force.51 The leaders of this sector of the economy, whom Scalfari and 
Turani called the state bourgeoisie or ‘razza padrona’ (‘race of bosses’), had lost along 
the way its Catholic reformism of the 1950s. But it had continued to speak of the 
supremacy of social interests over purely capitalist interests, whenever it was necessary 
to resort to special financing by the state to cover budget deficits or to prevent bankruptcy 
and dismissals. These enterprises consequently gave a powerful impetus to the 
inflationary spiral, which began to characterize the Italian economy in these years, and 
they became increasingly discredited in the eyes of the mass media and public opinion. 

Montedison provides an anomalous yet extremely important case in this scenario. It 
was anomalous because, despite the fact that a majority of its voting shares were in public 
hands, the company was able to continue its membership of Confindustria since the 
state’s majority remained ineffective, while private and public shareholders were 
balanced on the controlling committee.52 Important because it was Montedison which 
constituted the most faithful support for the ‘integralist’ attempt to restore the cultural 
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and political hegemony of Christian Democracy launched by Fanfani, DC party secretary 
and head of the government from 1973. 

A few years after ENI had secured a voting majority of Montedison’s shares, its 
president Eugenio Cefis left to become president of Montedison. Thereafter, although the 
government tried in several ways without success to secure some control over 
Montedison through ENI’s shares, he was able to restrict the influence of the state’s 
majority voting power. Cefis also clashed with Girotti, the president of ENI, when 
Montedison reorientated itself towards fine chemicals, directly conflicting with ENI’s 
sphere of interests. Cefis’s strategy was to extract massive financial support from the 
state (whose secret mechanisms he knew all too well as a long-time Christian Democratic 
public-sector manager) in order to ‘re-establish’ Montedison, despite the fact that its 
management remained ‘private’—denationalization of the profits and nationalization of 
the losses, as it was described. In fact, not only did the state lavishly finance Montedison, 
but it went so far as to create a new institution, the EGAM, which took over all the 
unprofitable firms of which Cefis had decided to dispose. 

The relationship between Montedison and the political system resembled that of the 
state-controlled enterprises, but the ‘private’ management of the group made it a 
particular object of dislike for the opposition and a sitting target for the press.53 At the 
same time, Montedison remained inside Confindustria, appearing to the large private 
firms as the ‘long arm’ of the state within the organization, despite the fact that an 
absolute majority of its shares always remained in private hands, offsetting the state’s 
control of a majority of the voting power. Cefis’s Montedison had similar interests to 
those of the other public enterprises in supporting by all possible means the political 
power of the Christian Democratic Party. But perhaps the company felt that it needed that 
kind of protection more urgently because of its greater number of enemies. For this 
reason Cefis openly supported Fanfani’s ‘integralist’ policy, which beginning in 1973 
sought to re-establish the lost harmony between DC and Italian society by violently 
attacking all the cornerstones of non-Catholic culture. Cefis, in particular, purchased 
control of an impressive number of newspaper titles, and at the same time managed 
successfully to block the election of Visentini, the candidate promoted by Agnelli and 
Pirelli, as the new president of Confindustria. Thus Cefis demonstrated the power of 
Montedison within Confindustria, making a clash with Fiat and the Agnellis inevitable. 

THE 1970s: FIAT VERSUS MONTEDISON 

At the beginning of the 1970s, as we have seen, Gianni Agnelli had become the point of 
reference for industrialists dissatisfied with Confindustria, which had been caught totally 
unprepared by the strike wave of 1969. In the years which followed Agnelli became the 
inspiration of those who wished to reorientate Confindustria politically, and at the same 
time to reassert the values of industrial enterprise, proposing it as a model of rationality 
and efficiency for the reform of the inefficient and corrupt state administration. This 
attack was motivated not only by high principles, but also by resentment against the 
state’s damage to Fiat’s interests during the late 1960s and early 70s. In particular, the 
state built the Alfa Sud factory to produce ‘public’ automobiles in the south, as a 
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punishment for Fiat’s failure to collaborate in southern industrialization, and froze the 
price of cars while increasing the price of petrol. 

After the crisis of the system of industrial relations precipitated by the strikes of the 
hot autumn, and as the economy began to deteriorate sharply, the larger firms became 
more and more interested in Conflndustria, which underwent a series of reforms, inspired 
by the ‘young industrialists’ supported above all by Agnelli and Pirelli. The latter, in 
particular, lent his name to the reform of Confindustria’s constitution in 1970, which 
created regional federations in parallel to the new regional governments—and flanked its 
president with a series of vice-presidents responsible for distinct operational functions 
(public relations, internal relations, economic relations and relations with the unions).54 

In the years which followed, the intervention of the Agnelli brothers in the affairs of 
Confindustria became more intense, stimulated by the national industrial-relations crisis, 
which was particularly serious at Fiat, and also by the oil crisis, perhaps even more 
serious for the firm.55 On the one hand, they pressed for agreements with the unions, 
hoping to make them into strong and reliable bargaining agents. Thus in 1972—3, 
Umberto Agnelli tried to resolve the metalworkers’ contract dispute, but the newly 
established Federmeccanica, influenced by the smaller metalworking firms, broke off the 
negotiations.56 On that occasion, Gianni Agnelli said that he was worried that the strike at 
Fiat had not been successful—better a ‘strong and firm’ union. Again in 1975 Gianni 
Agnelli strove to reach an agreement establishing a wage-indexation system (the so-
called ‘scala mobile’), which was later judged extremely favourable to the workers and 
was strongly criticized by the small industrialists.57 

On the other hand, the Agnelli’s public stance also became more prominent. In 1972 
Umberto took up a proposal by the president of Confindustria to establish a common 
programme between the industrialists and the unions, aimed at presenting a united 
political front.58 In the same year, he also proposed—with little success—a second reform 
of Confindustria, demolishing the new vice-presidencies, concentrating power in the 
territorial associations, and at the top level, in the hands of the president.59 Gianni, 
speaking in those same days, maintained that industry had become unprofitable because 
of the burden of ‘rent’, understood both in the sense of housing, important for Fiat’s 
workers, and of the financial depredations of public enterprises, important for private 
employers. This burden had been tolerable so long as labour costs remained low but, as 
they had risen, profits now tended to disappear altogether. There were only two choices, 
and Fiat was for the second: either a head-on clash with the unions to lower wages, or an 
alliance of all the productive classes against unproductive ‘rent’.60 

Gianni Agnelli maintained this stance for a number of years with the support of other 
important private employers such as Pirelli. A further estrangement from the DC ensued: 
‘For 30 years the Catholic party with 40 per cent of the vote enjoyed 80 per cent of the 
power’, Agnelli stated, for example, in an interview with Newsweek in June 1974. The 
DC in those years, as we have seen, was allied with Cefis and Montedison and therefore 
formed part of a strategy that was profoundly different from and opposed to that of Fiat. 
While the latter proposed to restore the image of the industrial firm and fully to recognize 
the workers’ unions in order to form an alliance against the parasitic rentier state, 
Montedison aimed at reducing its industrial employment and therefore the unions’ 
strength and, at the same time, at establishing a ‘symbiotic relationship with the state’ in 
order to obtain a profusion of privileged credits, and to induce the state to resolve its 
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employment problems by a vast expansion of the public administration.61 These two 
entrepreneurial positions were certainly linked with the divergent interests of different 
industrial sectors, notably between those with a highly capital-intensive development 
strategy, like Montedison and the chemical firms, and those who still needed a large 
number of employees, like Fiat.62 But they also correspond to two different industrial 
philosophies, whose importance it would be wrong to underrate. 

With the election of Gianni Agnelli as president of Confindustria in opposition to 
Cefis’s candidate, with the sucess of the left and the failure of the DC during the 
referendum on divorce and the 1975 and 1976 elections, the Montedison-DC project was 
defeated. The DC was forced to abandon the idea of an ‘integralist’ restoration. 
Montefibre, Montedison’s finechemical project, failed and Cefis lost the presidency of 
Montedison, became involved in a financial scandal and left Italy in 1977. At the 
beginning of the 1980s Montedison was wholly privatized, and a society formed by 
Agnelli, Pirelli, Orlando and Bolchini bought the ENI’s shares. Later Ferruzzi, a financial 
group specialized in the grain trade became Montedison’s major shareholder, controlling 
more than 40 per cent of the company’s stock, an unprecedented achievement. 
Mediobanca, a public/ private investment bank created in 1946 from the banking 
holdings acquired by IRI during the depression of the 1930s, played a crucial role in the 
transformation of the Italian industrial landscape during the late 1970s and early 1980s. 
Despite the fact that the state was formally the major shareholder, Mediobanca’s director 
Enrico Cuccia always managed to protect the interests of private industry, to promote the 
privatization of public enterprises and to oppose the development of open share issues on 
the Wall Street model.63 In the end, even Mediobanca itself was privatized.  

THE 1980s: CRISIS AND RENEWAL 

Between 1976 and 1979 the Communists participated indirectly in the government, 
supporting it from the outside, and it appeared as if the ‘industrial pact’ that Agnelli had 
proposed in 1972 might now have become possible. But a series of events pushed in the 
opposite direction. The level of conflict within the factories did not decrease, and the 
industrialists began to clash head-on with the unions. At first they were encouraged to do 
so by the Communists’ reluctance to defend the unions’ interests while they were close to 
the government, and later by the Communists’ weakness when the Christian Democrats, 
having improved their position, broke the alliance. Gianni Agnelli also disapproved of the 
PCI’s entry into the government, although he would have preferred a strengthening of the 
secular and Socialist parties at the expense of the DC. His brother, on the other hand, put 
himself forward as a parliamentary candidate on the DC list as soon as the Catholic party 
had abandoned its integralist strategy. 

Relations between Fiat and the unions have always exercised a decisive importance 
for the history of Italian industrial relations, and this pivotal role was confirmed once 
again by the events of 1980. In that year, a new top management assumed control of the 
Fiat group, reorganized the car firm, abandoned any project for collaboration with the 
unions and successfully took them on in a head-to-head clash, thereby liquidating one of 
the labour movement’s most important strongholds.64 In the years that followed, Fiat 
launched a massive programme of automation and robotization in its plants, significantly 
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reducing its labour requirements, while at the same time a fortunate choice of models and 
an efficient reorganization of the firm made Fiat highly successful in the European 
market during the 1980s. 

During the same period Fiat took an active part in the privatization of several major 
firms, former strongholds of the public sector. The first coup was the privatization of 
Montedison in 1981, whereby the group was taken over by ‘Gemina’, an investment 
company formed by Mediobanca, Pirelli, Orlando, Bonomi and Fiat, whose stake was 
later sold to the Ferruzzi group which became its major shareholder. A second major 
coup was the purchase of Alfa Romeo, the state-controlled car firm which had once 
challenged Fiat’s monopoly in the national market. By the mid-1980s Alfa Romeo was in 
crisis, and Ford was negotiating to buy it from the IRI. After months of public 
manoeuvres, in which Fiat presented itself as the champion of Italian national interests, 
the company succeeded in blocking the Ford deal and acquiring Alfa for itself in 1986. 
Since Fiat had already absorbed Lancia and Autobianchi, it thus became the sole 
producer of automobiles in Italy.65 

But precisely during the late 1980s Fiat seemed to have lost the support of the political 
system, and of the Socialist Party in particular, once very friendly with the Turinese firm. 
Fiat was increasingly accused of being a monopoly, particularly after the absorption of 
Alfa Romeo, and an anti-trust law was under discussion; by this time, Fiat’s empire ran 
from cars, buses, tractors, aero-engines and trains through machine tools, robots, 
biomedical equipment, armaments and nuclear-power stations to newspapers, banks, 
advertising agencies, insurance companies and investment funds.66 Fiat owed its recent 
success to the car sector, and to Vittorio Ghidella in particular, the manager who 
launched the successful new models Uno and Tipo. Yet Ghidella was accused of 
‘automobile-centrism’ and was fired in November 1988, and Cesare Romiti, the winner 
of the internal power-struggle, remained alone at the top of the firm. This sensational 
event was seen as a sign of Fiat’s shift from an agressive and successful industrial policy 
toward a more traditional configuration based on financial speculation, spurred by fear of 
the coming abolition of internal customs-barriers within Europe in 1992.67 

Unionization in Fiat, according to Marco Revelli, decreased dramatically during the 
1980s: by the middle of the decade, it reached only 25 per cent of what it had been five 
years before, while in the key shops of Mirafiori (Fiat’s biggest plant) it had fallen to 12 
per cent of the previous figure.68 During the second half of the decade, Fiat management 
again began to sign agreements with shopfloor unionists: the growing success of Fiat’s 
models pushed the management to ask for additional working hours, Saturday work and 
greater internal mobility of the work-force. Although the unions’ views were not 
unanimous, they largely excepted management’s demands, obtaining in exchange the 
return to work of former employees laid off in 1980.69 While bargaining resumed, the 
unions’ role remained a subordinate one, with little opportunity to pursue a more 
conflictual line because of the increasingly collaborative behaviour of the workers 
themselves. An interesting sign of this latter process was the rapid growth of quality 
circles at Fiat, whose numbers jumped from 100 in the mid-1980s to 450 in 1989 and 700 
in 1990.70 Most recently, Romiti has denounced the negative effects on product quality of 
the authoritarian shopfloor regime installed in 1980, calling for a ‘Total Quality’ 
campaign aimed at meeting Japanese competitive standards, although it remains to be 
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seen how far the firm will be able to mobilize the collaboration of its work-force without 
the active support of the unions.71 

The early 1980s saw a sharp change in the strategy of Confindustria as well as that of 
Fiat. Employers had grown increasingly disenchanted with the scala mobile established 
by Gianni Agnelli during his presidency of Confindustria, which they judged overly 
favourable to wage-earners. The moderate coalition which came to power in 1979 
likewise saw the reform of the wage-indexation system as a crucial means of reducing 
inflation and cutting the public sector deficit in the wake of Italy’s entry into the 
European Monetary System. With the encouragement of the Socialist-led Craxi 
government, Conflndustria successfully attacked the scala mobile in 1983–4, and 
managed to obtain a new agreement with two of the three union confederations 
modifying the wage-indexation formula which was then made law by administrative 
decree. At that point, a referendum opposing the government’s wage policy was 
introduced by the Communist Party, the Radical Party and the extreme-left party 
Democrazia Proletaria, supported by the Communist wing of the CGIL. But the 
Communists’ overtly political stance provoked a clash with the Socialists within the 
CGIL, as well as with the CISL and the UIL, who supported their parties within the 
government, thereby undermining the trend towards inter-confederal unity that had 
characterized the Italian labour movement during the 1970s. The referendum in any case 
was defeated at the polls, compounding the isolation of the Communists and the political 
disarray of the unions. A major consequence of this clash over the reform of the wage-
indexation system was the break-up of the tripartite model of industrial relations 
established during the previous years. From this point onwards, ‘the state was there, but it 
could not show itself.72 In 1986 the reform of the scala mobile was definitively settled by 
the passage of a law which reduced the average proportion of workers’ earnings covered. 
Although the new scala mobile was intended to restore wage differentials which had been 
compressed under the old formula, ‘the differentiation by grade was very modest, and 
indeed virtually negligible if instead of contract minimums, actual earnings are used’.73 

During the 1980s the interest of larger firms in Confindustria seems to have declined. 
The organization became more and more involved with the small firms which boomed in 
the 1970s, but subsequently experienced difficulties in certain sectors and increasingly 
needed its support, particularly at the regional level. In 1980 Confindustria acquired a 
new president, Vittorio Merloni, a ‘Christian’ small entrepreneur, who managed to 
strengthen the links between the employers’ association and the government, accepting 
and promoting a discussion on the duties of the enterprise, and obtaining important 
concessions from the political system, notably the modification of the scala mobile. 
During the very bitter confrontation between Fiat and the unions in 1980, Confindustria’s 
support was very weak indeed: according to Cesare Romiti, Fiat’s top manager since the 
late 1970s ‘Confindustria’s Board of Directors discussed for half a day whether or not to 
express its solidarity with Fiat’.74 The links between Confindustria and the socialist 
governments ruled by Bettino Craxi were further reinforced during the presidency of 
Luigi Lucchini (1984–8), to the point that one can compare these years to those of the 
Costa/De Gasperi alliance during the 1940s and early 1950s. After Lucchini, Sergio 
Pininfarina, a close friend of Agnelli, became president of the organization.75 

The crisis of the unions at Fiat, following an established historical pattern, seems to 
have influenced the whole industrial relations system, and in particular the private sector. 
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By the mid-1980s, scholars had already noted that Italian unions were shifting from 
solidarity to competition, and from general representativeness to free-riding.76 
Unemployment rose dramatically during the 1980s, reaching three million or 12 per cent 
of the labour force in 1987, while the unions were having increasing difficulties in their 
relationship with the workers: membership fell by 25 per cent in the industrial sector 
while strike activity in the period 1984–6 was 22 per cent below that of the previous three 
years.77 

Although the Italian unions have lost part of their political and industrial influence, 
they still retain significant bargaining power. As in the 1960s, for example, the unions’ 
position has been buttressed by the collaborative policies pursued by management in the 
public sector. In 1986 IRI signed a protocol with the unions on the adoption of an ‘active 
employment policy’ whereby both parties would seek alternatives to redundancies 
through ‘parttime work, rotation of workers on special cassa integrazione guadagni [the 
public fund for temporary unemployment compensation], new work schedules and 
organization of working time, solidarity contracts, internal and external mobility, 
adequate reallocation of excess manpower and income support for workers not placed in 
new positions, privileged quotas in new hiring for certain groups, cooperatives and 
worker self-management, and productivity accords’. Similar protocols were also signed 
with two other state holding companies, EFIM and GEPI. In the latter case, the protocol 
was mainly aimed at maintaining employment levels without loss of competiveness: 
unions were to be fully involved, both nationally and regionally, in decisions aimed at 
‘regaining economic health, re-employment and job creation, restructuring, divestitures, 
and industrial promotion’. 78 

In the private sector, too, bilateral bargaining between unions and employers has 
largely filled the gap left by the collapse of tripartite negotiations during the conflicts 
over reform of the wage indexation system in 1983–4. Some groups of employers, 
notably Federmeccanica, the metalworking-industry association, have pushed for a rapid 
transition to decentralized bargaining at the company level, while also seeking to bypass 
the unions through direct communication with employees. But other important 
employers’ associations such as those in chemicals and textiles have openly opposed this 
approach, as has the government, and national collective bargaining remained important 
at both the confederal and the sectoral levels.79 During the summer of 1990 the leadership 
of Confindustria unilaterally disavowed the revised scala mobile, seeking to block the 
renewal of all sectoral contracts pending a comprehensive reform of pay structure. But 
after a highly successful stoppage of metal and chemical workers, the coalition 
government, whose economic ministers had initially encouraged Confindustria’s hardline 
stance as part of their counter-inflationary strategy, then stepped in to avert a threatened 
general strike by forcing the employers back to the bargaining table. Under pressure from 
Socialist and Christian Democratic ministers sympathetic to the unions, Confindustria 
eventually agreed to extend the scala mobile through December 1991 and remove its veto 
over sectoral contract renewals in exchange for the unions’ commitment to bilateral 
negotiations for a new wage structure and government funding for cuts in employers’ 
social contributions.80  
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CONCLUSIONS 

During the past decade, as in previous periods, the labour policies of Italian employers 
have been strongly influenced by their ambivalent relationship with the state and the 
political system, as well as by union strategies and their own internal politics. Since the 
1920s successive ‘political projects’ have failed to establish consistent and dynamic 
relationships between employers, unions and government. At each stage, internal 
divisions and problems of coalition building undercut successive strategies pursued by 
Confindustria; yet despite periodic setbacks the organization has always managed to 
reorientate itself and re-establish its central role in Italian industrial relations. The 
behaviour of Italian employers, as this chapter shows, did not simply reflect their material 
or sectoral interests. Instead, political change, state policies and union strategies 
constantly reshaped their interests and perceptions while also being reshaped by the latter 
in turn. 

In neither the fascist period nor the ‘golden age’ of postwar collaboration with the 
Christian Democrats were the relationships between business and government so 
harmonious as they have often been presented. Before the war, Confindustria was only 
ambiguously integrated into the fascist state: it was the ambitious giant Fiat which came 
out best in the contest for the parcelling-out of power. After the war the state’s role in the 
economy expanded rapidly and Confindustria was one of the most powerful influences 
within the ruling DC, securing a free hand to move against the unions in the factories. Yet 
the DC always remained a broader coalition, too autonomous, too ready to constrain 
managerial freedoms and too wedded to the promotion of state enterprise for 
Confindustrid’s liking. As the DC began to shift leftwards in the late 1950s, 
Confindustria attempted to use its political weight to forestall the changes. In particular, 
it sought to forestall the consolidation of a new public-sector power bloc or model of 
modern and democratic business enterprise. Yet its strategy of resistance backfired. 
Confindustrid’s overt politicization isolated the organization and undercut its grip on key 
political levers. Instead, the public sector attained new levels of influence within both the 
economy and the political system. 

Fiat had always stayed on the periphery of Confindustria, preferring to make its own 
bargains with political parties and the state in a more aggressive and expansionist mould. 
In the 1950s and 1960s, while Con-findustria failed to stem the leftward tide in the DC, 
Fiat swam with more progressive political currents, finally moving into effective alliance 
with the Socialist Party. During the 1960s Fiat and the public-sector firms committed 
themselves to the emergent centre-left project. Representing the most innovative and 
dynamic sectors of industry, they looked to combine social reforms with the direct use of 
state power for industrial growth, planning and political stability, though Fiat was much 
less willing than the public enterprises to match this national approach with ‘pluralist’ 
labour relations policies within the firm.  

But during the late 1960s and early 1970s this strategy miscarried. The centre-left 
consensus on a business-government partnership for economic modernization broke 
down as workers radicalized and inflation rose. Meanwhile the relationship between the 
public sector and the government deteriorated from a strategic political and ideological 
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alliance for economic reform into an increasingly inefficient nexus of interests based on 
mutual financial support. In the 1970s these developments gave rise to new divisions 
among employers as Fiat and Montedison contended for the leadership of Confindustria. 
Agnelli and Pirelli sought to reanimate a ‘progressive’ coalition by reorientating large 
firms towards a more active leadership role within Confindustria, shifting towards a new 
‘industrial pact’ in the workplace, and allying with the Socialist Party as the DC backed 
off from its earlier reform commitments. With the reform of Confindustria in 1970, 
Agnelli’s elevation to the organization presidency and the DC’s set-backs in the 1975–6 
elections, this position seemed to have triumphed. Montedison’s project, on the other 
hand, remained more right-wing and allied with the DC. It reflected the degeneration of 
the public-sector model as it increasingly used the power of the state to promote its own 
transition into a powerful private-sector grouping. 

Once again in the late 1970s, however, broader political shifts precipitated major 
strategic reorientations among Italian employers. During these years high levels of 
industrial conflict on the shop floor and the collapse of the Communist-supported 
government of national unity prompted Fiat’s new top management to abandon the firm’s 
earlier project, swinging back towards financial expansionism, privatization of state 
enterprises and a repressive factory order. As larger firms withdrew to pursue their own 
projects, small and medium-sized businesses gained the ascendancy within 
Confindustria, and the organization won the support of the government for a major 
reform of the wage-indexation system during the mid- 1980s. But government and unions 
together have restrained hardline employers from adopting unilateral strategies to bypass 
collective bargaining (unlike in other countries such as Britain or the United States), 
while Confindustria and its affiliates continue to play an important part in labour 
negotiations at all levels of the industrial-relations system. 
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8  
Technological convergence and limits to 

managerial control: flexible manufacturing 
systems in Britain, the USA and Japan  

Bryn Jones 

INTRODUCTION 

Contemporary debates about managerial strategy have raised the possibility of a new 
transnational paradigm for combining and controlling labour and production capital. 
Technological change, in what are still—at the moment—relatively specialized spheres 
of production automation, is an important element in descriptions of new control models. 
What is problematic is whether new practices and policies are sufficiently uniform and 
coherent to constitute a distinctively new outlook. If there are differences between 
managerial strategies and enterprise functions both between firms and within the same 
firm or establishment, it becomes difficult to argue for a new paradigm. 

A more specific issue for Britain follows from the implications of the 
transnationalization proposition. Older styles of management, production methods and 
forms of labour relations, and enterprise regulation have either declined or broken down 
in the advanced capitalist economies—notably so in Britain. These changes have led 
some observers to claim, or at least speculate, that the emergent patterns are being based 
upon regimes that are more typical of other countries. Keith Sisson focuses on this issue, 
in his chapter, in relation to changing systems of collective bargaining. The problem 
addressed here concerns the British particularities in work practices, training, the 
occupational division of labour and broader management policies for handling labour 
issues. Are the indigenous practices of enterprise and plant-level systems of work 
organization and labour control being displaced by the seemingly global trend towards 
the adoption of new production technologies with a universal design and purpose? 

To deal with these questions this chapter examines the introduction of computer-
integrating technologies into the automation of batch production processes in the metal-
engineering industries. These are principally sectors and sub-sectors engaged in 
aerospace and marine engineering, and the manufacture of products such as machine 
tools and other forms of industrial equipment. In relation to these industries and 
technologies the automobile industry is, strictly speaking, a special case, so only a few 
comparisons will be made to recent changes in that sector. The framework will be a 
comparative one drawing principally on case-study evidence from the USA and Japan. 

There are three objectives in this account: (1) to sketch out the probable limits to a 
technology-driven convergence of the control and management of labour; (2) to show 



that changes in enterprise organization, such as automation, though often having the 
major impact upon jobs and labour relations, may be the result of managerial aims, 
policies and decisions that have only a minor direct concern with these effects; (3) to 
demonstrate that management strategy and policy implementation in British 
manufacturing in the 1980s continues to be characterized by eclecticism and 
particularism. 

The first step in the analysis is to set these issues in the context of the conflicting 
evidence and interpretations of the relationship between technical-organizational change 
in production processes and the enhancement of managerial control over labour. The 
second section contrasts real and predicted managerial control aims with the actual 
implementation and operation of so-called ‘flexible automation’ technologies in Britain. 
The third part discusses changes and continuities in British industrial structure, industrial 
politics and business institutions as causes of the differences between technical and work 
organization in Britain and the Japanese and US patterns. 

TECHNOLOGY AND THE CONTROL OF LABOUR 

This chapter takes issue with interpretations of manufacturing automation as enhancing 
managerial control of labour. The bases of these interpretations can be summed up in 
three points. First, there are increases in managerial surveillance and monitoring of work 
and workers. Modern computer technologies provide higher levels of management with 
immediate and more accurate data on the progress of work-tasks and the individual 
workers in the plant who are responsible or available for the relevant tasks. These forms 
of control may come as a by-product of the production monitoring involved in computer-
controlled machinery such as numerically controlled (NC) machine tools. Alternatively, 
there are more deliberate Management Information Systems which provide designated 
managers throughout the company with access to real-time data bases which combine 
company records with up-to-the-minute changes keyed in by workers or their immediate 
supervisors.1 

The second technological improvement to labour control concerns the stabilization of 
the cost/effort ratio. Computerized automation not only cuts the total wage bill, by 
reducing the number of workers required for a particular work process, it also eliminates 
the direct relationship between the amount of human effort and the amout of output. The 
inputs required from individual workers are less continuous, and variations in required 
output are no longer met by increasing or decreasing the numbers of workers employed 
on the process in question. Hence additional uncertainties involved in the management 
and (re)negotiation of payment for effort, or recruitment and re-allocation of labour can 
be avoided.2 

Third, control over labour is enhanced in the indirect sense that it becomes less 
necessary. Machines with computers that can calculate numbers, angles, tolerances, 
speeds, feeds and the priority to give to the working of different types of component and 
product have less and less need of the application of human skills, knowledge and 
attention at the point of production. This greater control over the planning, methodology 
and operation of production processes, it is argued, is accompanied by de facto 
enhancement of control over the activities of the remaining technicians and shopfloor 
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workers. Workers’ former discretion and skilled judgements are made redundant. Their 
remaining contributions of labour become more predictable as subjective solutions, and 
therefore sources of error and departures from designs and plans, are excluded. Work-
roles are therefore more closely regulated.3 

Most aspects of these propositions, but especially the second and third mode of 
control, have been developed into axioms of the labour-process literature. More 
interestingly, it is not difficult to find reasonably accurate support for some of these aims 
coming directly from managerial participants in automation schemes.4 Reductions in 
labour costs and greater managerial control over the execution of designs and plans are 
regularly cited as principal aims of flexible automation projects.5 Labour control is 
allegedly the goal of new investments in automation. Yet writers who emphasize the 
centrality of such aims often also acknowledge the difficulties of achieving them. Both 
Noble and Wilkinson,6 for example, point out the effectiveness of rudimentary forms of 
shopfloor subversion of the methods prescribed for operating new technology. There is 
moreover a growing body of evidence that the ‘tacit knowledge’ phenomenon may 
present an inevitable and insuperable obstacle to the capacity of contemporary 
technology to replace many conventional job-skills.7 More pertinently for the present 
discussion, there is no shortage of reported cases of managements who are prepared to 
upgrade skills, and who attempt to plan for increases in some aspects of worker discretion 
or autonomy.8 

Observers of such bifurcations between, on the one hand, greater task regulation 
through deskilling and, on the other, more responsibility and reskilling often adopt 
Friedman’s convenient classification. This distinguishes between managerial strategies 
aimed at ‘direct control’ and those that delegate ‘responsible autonomy’ in order to win 
the consent of unionized workers.9 However, this simple dichotomy, like a similar 
cyclical distinction for levels of general participation by Ramsay,10 provides only a 
limited, and somewhat essentialist, specification of the determinants of one outcome 
rather than the other. Autonomy and responsibility are only ceded, according to these 
perspectives, when there is a challenge, or risks of resistance, from organized labour to 
plans for change. This kind of explanation does not take account of the possibility that 
there may be other determinants of managerial strategy stemming from separate, and 
possibly conflicting, perceptions and interests within management, and varying external 
influences upon them.11 

Evidence of complexity and variability in the managerial decision-making and 
implementation processes has led to some support for Buchanan and Boddy’s distinction 
between control objectives, aimed at reducing human involvement and resulting 
uncertainties, and the ‘strategic’ and ‘operational’ aims of automation.12 Strategic 
objectives are concerned with improving position in external markets. Operational 
objectives are aimed at improvements in the establishment’s internal performance—in 
terms of cost reductions and quality enhancement. This analytical classification has the 
advantage of being able to help to locate different kinds of aims in different managerial 
strata. Thus, Buchanan and Boddy identify strategic aims principally with top managers, 
operational goals with financial and middlelevel line managers and control objectives 
with lower-level line managers. 

However, there is, as with Friedman’s and other analytical classifications, obvious 
overlap, and some confusion, between the categories in substantive cases of change. 
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‘Internal’ cost and quality improvements are also gains in ‘external’ market terms. Most 
‘control’ objectives are also aims that are closely tied to—and may either follow from or 
contribute to—operational gains. In a later case study of NC machining Buchanan 
suggests that the dichotomy of skill and control patterns corresponds with two opposed 
complexes of managerial intentions: either a technically based or a sociotechnically 
based perspective. The narrow, short-term and internal orientation of the technical view 
would also favour close control of labour and work-roles, and risk minimization limited 
only to sections of the organisation. The vague general aims of this outlook are in 
contrast to the sociotechnical paradigm’s clearly expressed aims, long-term goals and 
focus on external strategy. There is also, in the latter, a linked emphasis upon operational 
rather than labour-control criteria and on organizational rather than a sectional frame of 
reference.13 

These refinements, even if they are accurate representations, still explain little of why 
one pattern rather than another should develop. At a more general level it would clearly 
be desirable to consider broader socioeconomic contexts, if only to understand 
differences between Britain and other countries. Yet historical shifts in Britain’s internal 
political economy, let alone the changing industrial structure of the international 
economy, remain unanalysed as sources of variation in internal corporate policy. The 
only partial exceptions to this weakness are Ramsay’s association of changing control 
perspectives with cycles of economic growth and recession, and Friedman’s correlation 
of the shifts between shopfloor autonomy and control with the product cycle within the 
British motor-car industry. Yet, as we have seen, in these accounts, the dependent 
variable—that of the forms of control themselves—remains simplistic.  

A more influential and ambitious explanation of shifts in labour and job control 
characterizes these as effects of changes at the supranational level of capitalism—in 
changes from a ‘Fordist’ to a more sophisticated ‘neoFordist’ industrial system. From its 
origins in the so-called ‘regulation school’, such as the Marxist scholars Aglietta and 
Palloix, this conception has undergone a number of applications and modifications.14 
However, for present purposes, it should be sufficient to outline the theory’s most 
common themes. It argues that the industrial structure and vitality of the post-World War 
II boom was based upon the symmetry of mass production and mass consumption. This 
Fordism involved a Tayloristic system of tight controls over job definitions, in a highly 
specialized and detailed division of work-tasks. The consequent standardization and thus 
cheapening of products allowed the maximum number of goods to be sold to the ‘mass 
workers’ of many other Fordist industries, thus maintaining a virtuous circle of 
production and consumption that spread out of its original base in the USA to Western 
Europe in the 1950s and 1960s. While intensely restrictive and exploitative of labour 
power at the point of production, Fordist managements eventually accepted, or were 
pressured into, tolerating plant, company and sometimes even national-level bargaining 
with unions over pay and conditions. 

By contrast, it is argued, neo-Fordism uses the greater systemic controls of 
programmable automation over the realization of designs and plans at the point of 
production in order to improve commitment by ceding lowerlevel responsibilities in task 
requirements and authority relationships. Individual workers are deskilled of certain 
conventional manual and craft techniques, which can now be pre-programmed. However, 
the consequent reduction of uncertainty about the detailed execution of production 
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operations allows for a relaxation of many of the preceding Tayloristic controls. 
Remaining tasks may now be recombined into ‘enlarged’ jobs, individual work-roles may 
be spread amongst new teams of workers, who may have the opportunity to plan for 
themselves the allocation and execution of work and even to self-supervise/self-police 
themselves as a unit, rather than submit separately to the conventional hierarchy of 
authority. 

However, the interpreters of these reforms are highly critical of their authenticity. The 
interpretation is that capitalist enterprises may have changed their spots but they have not 
changed their basic motives and interests. The autonomy of work-groups, it is argued, is 
defined within strict limits. Their new-found authority is often restricted to trivial 
responsibilities and is cynically engineered so as to create an illusory independence and a 
collective commitment to overall production goals that have been well defined in advance 
and from above. Worse still: it is also observed that the spread of this pseudo-collectivist 
identity is often seen by management as an alternative to the Fordist pattern of collective 
bargaining over well-defined individual rights and grievances, and as a way of regaining 
control over employee relations from unions.  

Despite the coherence of these theories, they do not involve a specific evaluation and 
characterization of the technological changes. Indeed in some recent commentaries,15 in 
which a new post-Fordist harmonization of employment with consumption is attributed to 
the segmentation of product ranges, a technological shift is alleged that is seemingly 
infinite in its flexibility. The most common example of the technological aspect of the 
shift from Fordism to neo-Fordism is the motor-car industry’s move away from 
‘dedicated’ technologies, of the fixed purpose transfer-line type, to the systems that gain 
flexibility by reprogramming the central computers to make a range of parts and models 
with the same machinery. The theorists of neo-Fordism and flexible capitalism see 
changes in work-roles and authority patterns as arising more from changes in the scale of 
production, size of markets and product ranges. Often the technology is treated as a 
convenient intermediate variable for realizing labour-control outcomes that arise from 
inevitable system-level shifts in policy. As Scott has pointed out, at least as far as the 
‘regulationist’ writers are concerned, the detailed forms and applications of the 
technology are either unexamined or misinterpreted.16 

Leaving aside these detailed reservations, which have been exposed in some detail 
elsewhere,17 if the Fordist/neo-Fordist divide were applied to the British evidence then a 
superficially appropriate explanation could be derived. Those firms that had Buchanan’s 
‘technical’ perspective would still be automating within Fordist manufacturing 
assumptions and its attendant concern with detailed forms of labour control and task 
regulation. Those with a ‘socio-technical’ approach, on the other hand, would have a 
more strategic vision that recognized that the break with mass production and 
standardized products was best achieved through technological rationalization at the 
organizational level. To complement this shift greater control at 
organizational/operational levels would follow from ceding control of work-tasks and 
their immediate determination to the workers themselves. Buchanan’s model ignores 
collective-bargaining processes, but appropriate changes to industrial relations practices, 
that are consistent with radical organizational shifts, have been documented and 
implicitly linked to aspects of the socio-technical pattern.18 
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The relevant restructuring of work organization may be given a benign and liberatory 
characterization as with proponents of work humanization19 or a sinister and 
manipulative interpretation as with the regulationists and most Marxists. But from 
different directions, and with varying levels of overlap and generalization, there is 
convergence of opinion about such a plausible new pattern of labour control in 
manufacturing industry. However, to some extent such interpretations claim, or imply, 
that a new generalized production paradigm is being constructed from a universally 
available technology. If they do this then these theories must rely upon an implicit 
technological convergence that transcends not only particular national economies but also 
different industrial sectors. Moreover, even if this kind of dualism in manufacturing 
philosophies and labour-control policies is emerging, we still have no idea of why some 
managements are not choosing the neoFordist option that is, seemingly, generally 
available to all. A closer assessment of the realism of these models, and their relevance to 
Britain, can only be gained from more detailed evidence on the adoption and operation of 
the most advanced of the relevant technologies. The currently most appropriate of these is 
the Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS). 

THE MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION OF 
COMPUTERINTEGRATED SYSTEMS IN BRITAIN 

FMS is a crucial stage in the advance to Computer-Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) in 
which different computer-controlled systems are linked together to eliminate repetitive 
human translation of one set of data and instructions into another. The systems involved 
include Computer-Aided Design (CAD), Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) 
planning and parts specification, machine tools and production control and scheduling. At 
the moment there is only sufficiently advanced software to link together a few of these, 
such as CAD with CAM, and production scheduling with NC in FMS. Indeed, because 
fully-fledged FMSs involve automated material- and tool-transfer systems, cells of 
Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machine tools and central computer systems 
for scheduling the sequence of machining programs and parts-transfer, they are 
sometimes referred to as rudimentary cases of CIM.20 

A recent estimate is that there are around 30 fully-fledged FMSs in Britain.21 These 
systems are fairly evenly spread between different metalengineering sectors.22 By 
comparison, estimates for the number of FMSs in USA and Japan by 1990 are 220 and 
150 respectively.23 Yet the total pool of potential FMS users in Britain may be only 200–
300. Systematic evidence on the pattern of use, and reasons for adoption, of FMS is not 
available. In Britain the highest sectoral concentrations (outside the marginal 
technological case of automobiles) are in the aerospace, machine tools, diesel engines and 
agricultural and earth-moving equipment industries. Existing technological 
sophistication, as in aerospace, and examples set by foreign competitors and parent 
companies appear to be the principal stimuli to adoption in these types of company rather 
than others. The exception to this pattern appears to be mining equipment where both the 
main British producers appear to have made independent decisions to adopt FMS based 
upon intrinsic productive criteria. 
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Research carried out from Bath University by Scott24 suggests that the managers’ 
rationale and anticipated gains from FMS are varied and often ambiguous. Shortening of 
the lead time between design and production, reductions in inventory and labour costs, 
together with higher machine utilization, figure prominently. Flexibility in switching 
between different product-types either was not sought or proved difficult to achieve in 
practice. Economic reductions in batch-size also presented problems. The influential 
Ingersoll consultants25 recommend adaptation of the FMS to a clearly specified product, 
and allowance of adequate development time. The study found that these safeguards were 
often violated. It seems that conventional automation perspectives are obscuring the 
potential for production flexibility. The dominant management view seeks short-term 
quantifiable savings in direct costs such as machine utilization and labour costs.26 Yet 
pursuit of these goals may obscure more strategic gains of competitiveness in product 
markets. 

The workers operating these FMSs almost all had experience or qualifications in craft 
skills. Most continued to use some of their previous machining expertise in making 
tooling and workpiece adjustments, settingup and loading. In three cases these ex-
machinists also did remedial partprogramming, and in three firms some of the day-to-day 
changes to the programmes for scheduling parts through the system. Although in four 
firms minor tasks had been delegated to FMS operators, most of the maintenance 
responsibilities remained with the conventional, specialist, electrical and mechanical 
departments. One aerospace company, pursuing a comprehensive plan for CIM, had 
attempted to merge its electrical and mechanical maintenance trades in order to respond 
more effectively to problems with equipment such as FMS. However, trade-union 
opposition had checked this scheme. 

In one of Scott’s companies, management had originally established a conscious 
scheme for an autonomous and polyvalent work-group. The degree of ‘vertical’ job 
enlargement was more authentic than the pseudoreskilling envisaged in the neo-Fordist 
scenario. The management scheme conformed to that theory, however, in terms of its 
industrial-relations aspects. The FMS project was implemented in a separate purpose-
built shop, from which the rest of the work-force, including the union representatives, 
were denied access or information. However, problematically for the theory, the eventual 
transfer of the debugged system to the main production area did not include the flexible 
work-roles. Personnel managers and union representatives could not agree upon a pay-
and-grading scheme that did not upset the hierarchies and differentials for the rest of the 
factory. After pressure from the personnel managers the production engineers agreed to a 
traditional technician-operator demarcation within the FMS with a consequent 
deterioration of work-group flexibility.27 

In three other firms the job descriptions of the FMS worker exceeded both the 
conventional task range of the craft machinist and that predicted for neo-Fordism. They 
resembled genuine polyvalence where ‘vertical’ tasks such as programming and 
scheduling were combined with a ‘horizontal’ expansion of machinist responsibilities 
such as tool procurement and maintenance and inspection. Haywood and Bessant report a 
general drift to ‘horizontal’ job enlargement in the smaller-firm Flexible Manufacturing 
Cells: smaller units in which control by the central computer system is more limited.28 
Yet it was only in one company, a machinery manufacturer, where operators were clearly 
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being confined to the most minor mechanical remedial work, that there was a substantial 
deskilling in relation to their previous jobs. 

The potential of the computerization of production for enhancing managerial 
surveillance and hence control of workers stressed by some predictions29 may also be 
overstated. Systems such as Direct Numerical Control often require operators to report 
back to a central computer at each stage of a production cycle. Management Information 
Systems enable middle and senior managers to carry out ‘real time’ monitoring of the 
whereabouts and actions of each individual worker. While such arrangements have been 
fully utilized in some automobile plants,30 in some respects over-riding the traditional 
powers of first-line supervisors, their relevance is limited by other concurrent changes in 
production priorities, management techniques and the shopfloor balance of power.31 

Studies of Computerized Production and Information Control Systems, which put 
production planning, inventory and work-in-progress monitoring into central computer 
schedules instead of clerical administration, show that there is no universal imperative 
either for centralizing or decentralizing the responsibility for such systems. They may be 
run either by a centralized production-control management or the sectional supervisors.32 
It may, indeed, be more suitable to relax supervisory controls at these first-line levels in 
order to encourage real or contrived perceptions of work-group autonomy, responsibility 
and commitment. Where managements have successfully displaced union shop stewards 
as the main channels of information to the shop floor, supervision may, in some cases, 
have become more concerned with the function of communications rather than direct 
control.33 However, Sabel34 suggests that ‘flexible specialization’ in product and 
production versatility will need genuine, ‘high-trust’,35 forms of workgroup autonomy. If 
this approach is followed then the conventional exercise of managerial control through 
first-line supervisors will also be unworkable.36 

An implication largely unconsidered by prophets of more centralized control of task 
execution is that automation of many manual effort contributions simultaneously replaces 
the need for detailed surveillance of workers such as setters and operators. Instead, there 
is a need for managers and workers to monitor the machinery more closely. For output 
levels and machine techniques are largely independent of the efforts of these direct 
workers. Generalized commitment and motivation to quality and the proper running of 
the machinery is now more important than workers’ effort contributions. British FMS 
installations lend some support to this proposition. In four of Scott’s case studies line 
authority for the FMS crews had been combined with the new post of ‘system supervisor’ 
or ‘system manager’, whose main concerns were with software and scheduling rather 
than with discipline and labour control.37 

In general, however, no more thought seems to have been given to the systematic 
recasting of supervision and labour-control issues than was given to comprehensive job 
redesign. The majority pattern is one of fairly fluid work-roles and varying degrees of 
FMS operators’ involvement in programming aspects. At one pole are a small minority of 
firms retaining Tayloristic principles of work organization and labour control. At the 
other pole are a few cases where there is a fairly conscious attempt to expand work-roles 
and devolve responsibility, although it is far from clear that these innovations are integral 
parts of the kinds of comprehensive managerial strategy predicted by the neo-Fordist or 
socio-technical models. The vast majority have retained craft skills and supplemented 
them on an ad hoc basis with varying degrees of additional training or responsibility. 
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CONTRASTING ASSUMPTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES AND 
JAPAN 

United States 

Of the 220 claimed FMSs in the USA many would not qualify as such on strict 
engineering criteria of flexible manufacturing, such as random assignment of parts to 
workstations. However, in general, they possess a higher level of technological 
sophistication than Japanese or European installations in terms of automatic parts-transfer 
and automatic sensors for tool wear and so on. Also, the US experience is longer than that 
of Europe; a few of these FMSs have been running successfully for a decade or more. 
Consistent with this lengthier experience, US firms are more likely to purchase a 
complete ‘turnkey’ FMS from automation specialists, or from advanced technology 
machine-tool companies. In Japan and Britain it is not uncommon for the user firm’s 
engineers to develop at least part of the system rather than risk an inappropriate purchase 
from an external vendor. 

Perhaps as a consequence of the resulting high costs, and more so than in Britain, the 
users are almost exclusively the larger corporations. A further factor may be that, outside 
the aerospace and defence industries, FMS costs do not get the specific government 
subsidies available in Britain. Moreover, whilst UK firms report a variety of reasons for 
investment, the overwhelming—though not universal—emphasis in the rationale for 
adopting and operating American FMSs is conventional cost reductions that are easily 
quantifiable in accounting terms. More ‘qualitative’ gains in terms of streamlined 
management controls, product innovation, market responsiveness or better use of 
employee expertise are much less prominent.38 

Similarly, FMS operation is based neither on socio-technical forms of devolved 
authority, nor even on the limited relaxation of direct supervision found in some British 
cases, but on the continuation of hierarchical organizational principles. Programming 
functions and process controls tend to be the strict prerogative of managerial grade staff 
with little officially recognized modification to the original parameters prescribed by 
system engineers. By and large traditional forms of job classification and work roles are 
maintained. This is true even where some loosening is possible, because of weak or non-
existent unions, or where it is desirable in order to increase the operational flexibility of 
the systems. 

During 1984 I visited eight FMS firms that were traditional small-to medium-batch 
manufacturers in the machine tool, agricultural and construction equipment, and 
aerospace sectors. Only one firm satisfied the strict manufacturing flexibility criterion of 
responsiveness to continuing product variations. Instead, the systems were being applied 
mainly as singular technological solutions to bottlenecks that could not be dealt with by 
means of manufacturing techniques in the Fordist mould. The flexible occupational roles 
and participative management arrangements that are currently popular in other parts of 
US industry—notably in the form of Quality of Work Life schemes in parts of the US 
auto industry39—were conspicuously absent in these firms. Neo-Fordism, if it was 
present as an operations strategy, was not being extended to the spheres of labour control 
and employee relations. Instead, there were conventional forms of linemanagement, work 
organization and industrial relations. However, there was limited, though sometimes 
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grudging, recognition of the importance of conventional skills in keeping the FMS 
running and adjusting machine operations. Yet these jobs were regarded as a strictly 
defined and sometimes residual sphere of manual input rather than as a core element in 
the systems’ performance potential. Official rotation of jobs was almost non-existent, and 
a rigid barrier separated computer control and programming tasks from the mechanical 
operating duties. In some respects operators were treated as (and were capable of acting 
as) the new bottlenecks, hampering the required levels of FMS utilization on jobs such as 
pallet and tool loading. 

Differences in managerial styles and industrial-relations histories gave no grounds for 
assuming that the low-trust and adversarial attitudes arose from the specific experiences 
of the individual companies. Instead, the generalized and unthinking preference for 
hierarchy, occupational specialization and the demarcation of computer-related tasks 
from the shop floor could only be attributable to a deeply rooted Tayloristic managerial 
culture and an institutionalized, and legally buttressed, resistance to any possibility of the 
extension of trade-union involvement in managerial decisions. Amongst unionized plants, 
managers were generally only too aware that less direct supervisory authority and more 
informal individual job responsibilities in the FMS would risk complicating conventional 
bargaining and work organization arrangements in the rest of the plant. For, despite some 
commentators’ assessments,40 the arrangements favoured by the unions worked as much, 
if not more, to the benefit of the managers. By defining computer programming and 
controlling tasks as a managerial job, and therefore beyond the scope of collective 
bargaining, managements are conveniently able to avoid union influence over these jobs. 

Where more of a socio-technical approach is attempted, the more generalized 
emphasis on direct financial gains from the automation schemes provides an inhospitable 
environment. In one of my case studies the FMS had been introduced to improve the 
quality of the motor frames for dieselelectric locomotives. The main operating objective 
was reduced machiningtime. Despite being designed for only two small ‘families’ of 
parts, rather than extensive product variations, considerable debugging and mechanical 
adjustment was necessary after installation. Management and union worked out a 
provisional agreement on all-round work-roles for loading, operating, tooling and 
maintenance tasks. There was also a relatively revolutionary—by US standards—
aspiration to involve the operating crew in the computer scheduling of the parts through 
the system. However, all of these innovations broke down amidst recriminations from the 
union and work-force and a withdrawal of further cooperation when senior management 
revoked the accompanying payment system. Only a few thousand dollars per week out of 
a capital cost of several million were at stake. Yet it seemed that management had made a 
narrow, and somewhat cynical, calculation (the reversal took pace when most of the 
running-in problems had been resolved) to continue to aim for primary gains on the cost, 
rather than the performance, side. 

FMSs in the US have been purchased and used principally to achieve more 
conventional Fordist cost economies on fairly restricted product lines. Within these limits 
the systems exhibit considerable technical sophistication and several users seem 
committed to seeking additional technological solutions to some of the problems set by 
human inadequacies. The ideologies behind the traditional adversarial and legal-
contractual industrial-relations system, rather than any concrete local manifestations of 
conflictual labour relations, appear to lock both management and unions together in their 
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indifference to or anxiety about more responsible and flexible forms of work 
organization. 

The novel trends, in US sectors such as automobiles, towards ‘participation’, less 
narrow collective-bargaining foci and broader work roles have attracted much academic 
interest. Kochan et al. suggest that these and other work-reform measures are especially 
important in the non-union sector which increasingly acts as a model and threat to 
practices in unionized plants. These authors, however, provide no indication of the extent 
to which the new model is spread amongst sectors, let alone US industry as a whole. 
Moreover, they mistakenly assume that the increasing sophistication of production 
technologies requires more flexible and expanded work-roles. They do not recognize that 
managers may see such automation policies as a self-contained solution to labour and 
productivity problems.41 For example, one of the FMS firms I studied had a non-union 
plant on a greenfield site. Yet it had still introduced the narrow occupational division of 
labour typical of older unionized plants. Radical work-reorganization patterns seem not, 
so far, to have made much impact upon firms in metalworking manufacturing.  

Japan 

Most western media attention to Japanese schemes for computer-integrated production 
lines has focused on the alleged technological virtuosity that has led to ‘workerless 
factories’ such as Fujitsu Fanuc’s new plant for robot production. A factory visit and 
interviews there in 1985 revealed that the ‘workerless’ night-shift is prepared for by 
generously staffed daytime shifts, processes only a few well-tested components and is 
continually monitored by the shift supervisor. It is true that Fanuc’s plant and some 
others have some, undoubtedly advanced, forms of automation. More importantly, 
however, they are not necessarily aimed at substituting human skills and knowledge in 
the same way as many western applications. 

It is generally recognized that large Japanese firms do not seek the same degree of 
direct management authority and detailed control over shopfloor work-tasks as their 
Anglo-American counterparts.42 Japanese industry is also credited with greater internal 
mobility of workers within the enterprise and plant—with job rotation possibly occurring 
as frequently as half-day intervals in many plants.43 Many western experts in CIM have 
emphasized that such automation schemes will only be effective if the pre-existing 
organizational framework is sufficiently malleable.44 The Japanese superiority in this 
administrative dimension may thus be more useful than sheer technological commitment. 
However, their organizations’ dependence upon collective ingenuity and individual 
discretion is not likely to appeal to these western technologists. 

Like most North American and many British FMSs, Japanese systems rank reductions 
in operating costs ahead of qualitative gains, such as more product variability. FMS 
vendors thought that smaller batch-sizes and increasing product-ranges, together with the 
ubiquitous Japanese concern for further improvements in final product quality, were 
attractive considerations for purchasing firms. Financial considerations were given most 
emphasis. Round-the-clock working reduced the length of the pay-back period, and the 
flexibility of the systems for resetting to different uses reduced or eliminated the need to 
purchase new or additional machinery. Although quality improvements are seen as an 
important residual aim, the range of parts that they can machine is sometimes quite rigid. 
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The relative simplicity of technology and the concern with overall production cost (not 
primarily labour) may follow from the fact that retained profits, rather than external 
funding (at least in the firms visited), is the principal source of finance. This more 
circumspect approach affects purchasing policies. Production managers tend to put 
together the constituent elements of the system themselves rather than buying complete, 
and more expensive, turnkey systems. 

The lack of emphasis upon operating flexibility as a gain from the technology may 
simply indicate that the human organization already provides this quality. Technological 
advance and the bias towards cooper-ative working and work-role flexibility are mutually 
conditioning. These forms of work organization that have proved so effective in the past 
discourage the kind of detailed record-keeping found in the more hierarchical and 
Taylorized factory administrations of the west. This tendency, for decision-making by 
work-groups and a reliance upon the on-the-job knowledge of all relevant individuals, is 
in turn made possible and reinforced by employment policies based on the famous ‘long 
service’ and ‘life-time employment’. As a result, the written data bases from which 
computerized information controls such as CAD/CAM, must be compiled, are lacking. 

Work-role flexibility, and the cooperative character of the detailed production tasks 
delegated to workers and supervisors, also compensates for the tendency to more rigidity 
in the design parameters and range of products in some FMSs. The pressure is, on the 
whole, towards operator involvement in computer programming and controls of FMSs. 
As in one of the US firms, Sabel’s flexible-specialization hypothesis was supported by 
one of the Japanese case studies. Here greater flexibility of product range corresponded 
to, and seemed to presuppose, even more polyvalence and autonomy amongst production 
staff than in the other cases.45 

Job categories were simply an extension of normal practices in the rest of the plant. 
So, unlike the American FMSs, job categories were much less specialized, with simple 
programming tasks, routine repairs and maintenance, tool and workpiece setting and 
quality inspection being the responsibility of a single class of ‘operators’. Most leading 
Japanese firms have no concept of the Anglo-American craftworker; so questions of 
specialized qualification, separate from on-the-job training, and occupational redefinition 
and deskilling of such a status group did not emerge. Paradoxically, this kind of human 
kanban, developing skills only as and where they are needed, enhances managers’ 
dependence upon the existing work-crews. Specific skills are not readily available 
elsewhere within the firm, or on the external labour market, so labour cannot be 
redeployed to immediate effect. FMS areas tend to be treated like any others: sometimes 
relatively ‘green’ labour is introduced, but is supported by more experienced workers. 

In at least one firm there was little movement out of the FMS areas because the extra 
time taken to develop machining skills limited the numbers of recruits with appropriate 
experience. The likelihood that a large proportion (perhaps half) of the shop floor are 
graduate-entry ‘career workers’—in transit to eventual management positions—further 
limits the pool of available experience, because these employees gradually move away 
from the shops and plants where they gain their production experience.  
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BRITAIN IN CONTEXT: INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURE AND 
INSTITUTIONAL INFLUENCES 

In terms of the relationship between the purposes and uses of computerintegrated 
automation and the impact on work-roles and labour control, Britain falls somewhere 
between Japan and the US. All three countries tend to organize work and recruit for 
FMSs on much the same basis as in their other conventional production areas. Some 
British firms may, however, be more adventurous in their expansion of FMS workers’ 
skills and responsibilities than their US counterparts. In this sense there is some 
movement away from job specialization of the US kind towards a pattern that more 
resembles Japanese practice. It is more likely, however, that these limited changes are 
due to the loosening of detailed union controls over job territories and demarcation 
stemming from the general decline of union power in the 1980s. 

In terms of production strategies the British firms’ FMS objectives were more similar 
to the US norm of a preoccupation with financially reinforced cost reductions—although, 
again, the impulse seems less strong and less pervasive amongst all the firms studied. 
What then accounts for this seeming eclecticism and ‘middle of the road’ character in 
Britain? The broader context of industrial structure, financial culture and government 
policy clarifies this heterogeneity. It demonstrates the range of pressures that influence 
British managers away from coherent and equivocal models of labour control and 
production strategy. In the last decade the most significant of these influences on 
automation patterns may have been the emergence of a dual industrial structure amongst 
larger firms in the manufacturing sector.46 

The spread of programmable automation in Britain has been rapid and extensive 
enough for the claim to be made that a greater number of British enterprises now have 
‘some form of automated manufacturing’ than other European nations.47 But the 
distribution of the particular kinds of system, by sector, region and type of industrial 
enterprise, is uneven. In the metalengineering heartland of the West Midlands there is 
only one fully-fledged FMS.48 Robots are confined to the automobile and electrical-goods 
sectors. Freeman argues that another reason for the patchy investment pattern in robotics 
is the changing industrial structure. Larger plants tend to have more robots; but these 
kinds of establishment are more typical of firms making simpler metal goods and electro-
mechanical products.49 These are the sectors of British manufacturing that have 
contracted most severely in the 1970s and 1980s. 

According to Freeman, traditional British manufacturing firms may now have settled 
into product markets of middle value and middling sophistication in international trade 
terms. But many companies of this type are distinct from another type which is more 
involved in international markets for more advanced products. The latter may be 
branches of American, and more recently Japanese, corporations or indigenous 
competitors in international markets. This second group, which would include aerospace 
and motor vehicles and the more complex types of industrial machinery, are advancing 
toward the pursuit of eventual CIM. The senior management of these ‘high-tech’ 
automaters understand the latest technologies and want to force through long-term 
programmes of system integration. Their managerial problems may be more to do with 
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how to embed programmable automation in traditionalistic, indigenous local plant and 
work-group cultures. 

For the more traditional firms and industries, the latter problem permeates entire 
enterprises. A web of organizational, financial and business policy complexities inhibits 
strategic programmes of investment. Corporate structure may be fragmented into 
networks of ‘federal firms’ with restricted communications and managerial career paths. 
Investment plans may be piecemeal and initiated from below by the managers of 
individual plants, or even departmental heads. Line managers rather than unions may be 
the most sceptical and resistant to advanced automation schemes.50 Their technological 
sluggishness is a focus for governmental concern and initiatives. 

Amongst the internationalized category are firms such as British Aerospace, the 
monopoly civil aircraft and aerospace-weapons contractor, and Rolls Royce, the 
international aero-engine manufacturer. Both have been prominent developers and users 
of FMS and CAD/CAM and are enthusiastic exponents of CIM. To a certain extent their 
technological proficiency results from the examples set by their high-technology rivals 
and cooperators in the intensely competitive international market for civil aerospace 
vehicles. Participation in joint projects is stimulating their involvement in development of 
advanced software for the integration of different kinds of automation systems. The 
European dimension to technology advance is also emphasized by British Aerospace’s 
appointment to be lead contractor in the EEC-funded CIM Project 955, which is aimed at 
developing standards for inter-systems communications and will also be applied to 
Airbus production.51 Another influence is the beneficial effects of long-term Research 
and Development and investment support gained from the continuing high levels of state 
spending on military hardware since the advent of the Conservative government in 1979. 

Yet, whatever the causes, little of this technological sophistication is matched by 
higher trust in forms of work organization. The FMSs in the large aerospace firms are 
often those with minimal expansion of operators’ roles. As far as a sophisticated neo-
Fordist programme, or a socio-technical philosophy, for work organization and labour 
control is concerned, defence expenditures and the general retreat of union militancy 
have provided diversions rather than stimuli. Longer-standing volatility in 
aerospaceproduct markets, a highly concentrated enterprise structure and high 
unionization amongst all grades of employees, are all conditions that have fostered, and 
seem likely to continue to foster, considerable, though often muted, industrial-relations 
frictions.52 

Key groups of technologists and other advisers to the Tory administrations appear to 
have maintained some continuity of technical goals with the growth-orientated spirit of 
previous interventionist governments. In that period industrial policy regarded 
automation as part of a rationalization process to achieve American levels of efficiency, 
Fordist-type economies of scale and capital intensity. The continuity in manufacturing 
philosophy underlying these state interventions is best summarized by the Department of 
Industry working party, the Automated Small Batch Production Committee, set up under 
the Labour Government in 1976. It proposed support for the establishment of automated 
cells similar to current FMSs. However, the proposed gains from such systems were 
conventionally Fordist: reduced inventory and work-in-progress, reductions in direct 
labour costs, and higher levels of machine utilization. Automation would allow small-
batch producers to reduce the prices of their low-technology products relative to foreign 
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competitors. By 1983 the available technologies were more advanced but the message 
was only slightly modified. A working party of the influential Cabinet-level Advisory 
Committee on Advanced Research and Development argued that ‘New and advanced 
manufacturing technologies…offer even greater scope for improved productivity and 
product quality.’53 In similar vein the Advanced Manufacturing Systems Group of the 
tripartite National Economic Development Office, though recognizing the competitive 
gains from the flexibility of new systems, presented the ‘key results’ of Advanced 
Manufacturing Technology in terms of material costs, total production costs, operating 
profit, tendering time and delivery time.54 

The official doctrine is that ‘it is for industry to take the initiative’ while 
Government’s role ‘is to create the right climate for the use of Advanced Manufacturing 
Technology’.55 In practice there has been a set of compromise measures, with an implicit 
double focus. On the one hand, a succession of schemes has aimed at spreading proven 
technologies, such as CNC and robots, to smaller (or more backward) firms, through 
financial inducements. On the other hand, large sums have been given to a very small 
number of bigger firms, to act as demonstrations of the potential of newer systems such 
as CAD/CAM and FMS for larger firms with the in-house technological expertise to 
exploit them. The numbers of firms applying under these schemes has often exceeded the 
funds allocated to them. As far as FMS is concerned, for example, a majority of firms 
would probably not have been able to justify them financially to their boards of directors 
without the grants of up to 33 per cent that were made available.56 

The fact that many of these firms are large and generally profitable suggests that it 
may be accounting procedures rather than available funds that restrict investment in 
flexible automation. If these pressures towards a US pattern were able to work 
themselves out unchecked then they would tend to bias objectives towards the 
redundancy and marginalization of the workers involved. However, they are often 
checked by the immediate production perspectives of production management, and by 
hybrid and nebulous rationales for the automation schemes. Attempts to re-plan the 
contribution of labour may seem less relevant now that broader political and economic 
changes have made it less of an organizational problem than it was a decade ago. 

Buchanan’s argument, described above, also suggests that the different dimensions of 
automation schemes—the external-strategic, cost-performance and control of production 
aspects—may sometimes be in conflict with one another. Re-examining these different 
objectives in the broader structural, institutional and political context indicates that for 
many British firms, at least those implementing schemes such as FMS, there are almost 
inevitable conflicts and inconsistencies. Moreover, it is these tensions and 
incompatibilities in enterprise policy that play the major role in creating pragmatism, 
uncertainty and heterogeneity in job definitions, work practices and principles of labour 
control. 

Apparent arbitrariness in favouring one kind of objective rather than another may be 
attributable to practical inconsistencies between different strategic dimensions or 
managerial levels. An alternative interpretation is that final schemes are compromise 
arrangements worked out to satisfy competing business objectives and managerial 
groups, formulated on the basis of a mixture of calculation, conjecture, hunch and 
imagery. First of all, it must be recognized that different stated aims have different 
weights for the management groups with most influence over employment and labour 
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issues. In some cases objectives such as reducing certain kinds of operating cost will 
indeed be features of a systematic plan of change. In other cases they may be, at least 
partly, after-the-event and cosmetic justifications. (This point is developed with respect to 
CAD by McLoughlin.)57 There may be, in other words, a distinction to be made between 
managers’ manifest and latent objectives. 

There is considerable evidence that detailed financial analyses of the costs and 
benefits of automation investments are either limited or speculative.58 What seems to 
happen in many cases is that operations managers single out a few demonstrably 
quantifiable cost savings such as work-in-progress, labour costs or machine-utilization 
rates. They then use these claims as the basis for securing approval from the financial and 
senior managements of their firm. This characterization of advantages need not, of 
course, correspond to the direct gains sought by managers responsible for the operation of 
the new systems. However, its limited relevance is indicated by the apparently distorted 
investment priorities that result; where, for example, the actual labour-cost reductions 
represent less than 20 per cent of the total savings and a less than 1 per cent saving on the 
total wage-bill.59 

Underlying the general investment process is the financial constraint noted by Senker 
for CAD acquisitions.60 New technology investments have to come out of the particular 
budgets for designated cost centres which may not correspond to the totality of an 
enterprise’s operations. Often key investments such as CAD, which could form the basis 
for higher levels of computer integration, are made by relatively low-level and specialist 
departmental heads. But these departments are defined in terms of specialized cost 
centres that are separate from other functions such as production shops. So a strategic 
perspective is precluded. These managers also tend to justify investments to senior 
managers on the basis of shortterm accounting methods such as Discounted Cash Flow or 
short payback time-limits. Consequently, financial justifications are made on the basis of 
direct cost advantages such as labour costs. This preoccupation is exacerbated by the 
sales-pitches of perceptive equipment vendors. This justification constraint means that 
operations managers in general, whatever efficiency gains they themselves perceive, have 
to claim a return on investment that can be achieved within a relatively short-term 
payback period of around two years. The underlying institutional condition here is the 
conventions of the financial environment. Senior managers see new investments in plant 
in terms of the length of time they take to make the financial returns that will improve 
companies’ half-yearly statements of profits and share dividends. 

Some production managers making a case for investments in flexible automation may 
therefore describe the benefits in terms of financially quantifiable short-term savings. 
However, the underlying advantages sought may be of a more qualitative character, such 
as the capability to respond quickly to certain kinds of orders and customers, or to 
improve production quality for some types of design. An artificial case of the value of 
purchasing an FMS on the grounds of direct cost savings may be made to top 
management. The real aim, however, could be the system’s technical proficiency and the 
improved responsiveness to urgent and special orders. Fieldwork has revealed other cases 
where production managers and engineers believed the FMS investment would reduce 
batch-sizes and increase versatility for making different kinds of products. But in these 
firms the technical staff were subsequently pressured by senior or financial managers to 
minimize, or eliminate, the necessary experimental time and extra programming needed 
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to make the systems more flexible. The policy, instead, was to maximize machine-
utilization times and so reduce the financial payback period. Thus these types of gain get 
priority, rather than the more qualitative advantages.61 

So industrial policy, financial controls, industrial context and managers’ strategic 
perspectives constrain production organization. The labour consequences of such 
limitations on flexible production methods are that the systems are put to uses that are 
more restricted than their potential or the original plans. Then managers have less need to 
involve setters, operators and system supervisors in programming and planning 
adjustments. Less attention need be paid to shopfloor expertise and training. All the com-
panies in Scott’s study brought in setters and operators with craft or technician level skills 
to run their FMSs. However, in the majority of cases, new training was limited to 
familiarization courses by the system suppliers, or on-the-job training as the systems 
were built up. It was noted above that there were only isolated instances of a move 
towards autonomous workgroups with a higher ‘vertical’ level of responsibility; but there 
is little evidence that this derived from conscious management plans to restrict the 
workers’ skills and decision-making (a finding that parallels Haywood and Bessant’s 
report that over half the firms installing the smaller FMSs had given no advance 
consideration to re-organizing work-roles).62 

The majority pattern of eclecticism and pragmatism is partly a result of contingent 
circumstances. The relative newness of the systems encourages attempts to involve all 
concerned in order to achieve normal running as quickly as possible. The simple effect of 
the smaller numbers on the shopfloor means that the numbers of operators and setters is 
normally well below that in conventional and CNC machine shops. So the individual 
operators tended, in most cases, to be given tasks that were additional to those that would 
have been distributed on a more specialized basis where there was a higher number of 
workers. Paradoxically, the unions’ diminished powers of resistance may also be making 
managers more amenable to some extensions of worker responsibility. Changes in work 
practices are less likely to become issues of principle for union-management contestation. 
Coordinated management attention to detailed job designs and control of work-roles 
comes to be seen as less important. 

CONCLUSION 

Three propositions were put forward about the changing relationship between work 
organization and labour control in key sectors of British manufacturing. First, that there 
are limits to a convergence of labour control and labour-management policies by means 
of a common technological solution. Second, that the major impact upon jobs and labour 
relations, arising from changes in production organization through automation, will not 
stem primarily from specific labour-orientated policies incorporated within the planning 
and implementation of automation schemes. Instead, a more important factor will be the 
indirect influence of other business conditions and practices. Third, that British 
eclecticism and particularism in the management of manufacturing has not been 
transcended, in the 1980s, by competitive strategies of which the adoption of new 
technology is thought to be a central feature. 
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We saw that essentially the same FMS technology was staffed by workers with 
distinctly different roles and levels of responsibility in the three countries. Each country 
relied partly on traditional skills of what the British would call a manual-craft type. 
However, with the partial exception of Britain, the occupational distinctions and 
boundaries that labour-market or industrial-relations institutions had formed in the 
traditional production areas survived. Several British plants had adopted FMS work-roles 
for their operators that were more flexible and responsible than those for conventional 
processes. But these practices did not seem, on the whole, to stem from any grand designs 
in comprehensive strategic-level plans for corporate change. 

There was not any general pattern in Britain towards more centralized control but 
neither was there sufficient change in authority systems and work-group accountability to 
conform either to Buchanan’s socio-technical strategic paradigm, or the manipulative 
pseudo-autonomy predicted for neo-Fordism. Even within the British FMSs there was 
considerable diversity in managerial attitudes and practices for the work-organization and 
labour-relations consequences. There are therefore distinct national and local limits on 
the extent to which technologically based production changes will promote a universal 
model of work practices and labour control. 

It seem likely that many of the current British FMSs would not have been set up 
without Government financial assistance and the publicity associated with the 
Department of Trade and Industry schemes. The underlying policy assumptions have 
favoured ‘performance’ gains of the familiar direct labour-saving kind. These influences 
have been complemented by the predisposition to seek performance improvements for 
direct and short-term profit gains conducive to matching the expectations of the powerful 
British financial interests. These constraints often circumscribe the purposes to which 
production managers put flexible technologies such as FMS. But they do not 
predetermine the outcomes. The most likely response of local managers and engineers is 
to try to steer a middle course between tangible cost savings that will conform to the 
initial investment justifications and more qualitative gains such as market responsiveness 
and product-quality enhancement.63 

Since these operating objectives also affect the roles and status of the production staff 
we find that their job definitions and work-tasks fall halfway between the marginalized 
American operatives and the more responsible Japanese crews. Flexible automation does 
destroy jobs and potentially limit the importance of manual skills, but such results do not 
arise from the needs of the technology. To a significant extent they are effects of the 
broader financial frameworks, governmental influence and different, though overlapping, 
managerial perspectives and priorities—forces that are also, to a certain extent, modified 
at the point of implementation. 

The only constant characteristics in all the engineering industrial sectors are the 
common metalworking processes and the associated workers’ skills. It might therefore be 
thought that ideas about a technology-driven convergence of labour affairs are 
intrinsically naïve. This is true up to a point. Yet it should be borne in mind that current 
changes amount to more than a narrow set of technological determinants. Government 
agencies, technocrats and manufacturing consultants are aware that their radical auto-
mation schemes presuppose more fundamental reforms of organizational structure and 
managerial practice. The pressures for a transformed model of the production enterprise, 
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incorporating new hierarchies of skill and decision-making based on a common 
technological core, do exist. 

What is at issue is the strength of the countervailing conditions that have hitherto 
made for heterogeneity, compromise and pragmatism in the face of previous paradigms 
such as Taylorism and Fordism. The suggestion here is that the effects of higher-level 
constraints and controls of financial regulation of production policies, and state targeting 
of industrial goals through technology support schemes, may promote diverse and 
partially inconsistent practices by those in charge at plant level. If a technological 
dualism, between traditionalist and internationalized types of firm, develops then this 
may constitute another source of particularism. This chapter has deliberately excluded 
historic and highly localized labour-management contests over shopfloor variations in 
jobs, tasks, their autonomy or control; but these struggles will also continue to be decisive 
in particular cases. 
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9  
Employers and the structure of collective 

bargaining  
Distinguishing cause and effect  

Keith Sisson 

As the Introduction to this volume suggests, after years of being virtually ignored, in 
recent years employers have come to occupy centre stage in the industrial-relations 
literature. This is above all true of the British literature: the prevailing wisdom seems to 
be that it is the exceptionalism of British employers that explains a wide range of 
industrial-relations phenomena. Thus, British employers are compared with their West 
German or Swedish counterparts—to show how lacking in collective solidarity they have 
been in dealing with trade unions and how this has made for a disorderly system of pay 
bargaining; with their US counterparts—to show how weak they have been in protecting 
the exercise of managerial prerogative in the workplace from the incursions of shop 
stewards and how this has contributed to a relatively poor productivity record; and, more 
recently, with their Japanese counterparts—to show how inept they have been in failing 
to adopt integrated human-resource management strategies and how this has led to a 
failure to secure comparable levels of employee commitment. At first sight, the case 
appears pretty strong—especially if the tendency to shift the point of comparison to suit 
the argument is ignored and it is forgotten that British employers have not always been 
regarded as so weak or lacking in foresight. 

This chapter, which draws on a larger study of the role of employers and their 
organizations in the development and practice of collective bargaining in Britain, France, 
Italy, Japan, Sweden, West Germany and the USA1 suggests that much of the discussion 
is misplaced. Three main points will be made. First, although the approach of British 
employers to collective bargaining does appear to differ from that of employers in most 
other countries in major respects, there is no one dominant model: the approach of 
employers to collective bargaining and trade unions more generally is far more varied 
than is normally recognized. Second, the institutions of collective bargaining which 
implicitly, if not explicitly, most commentators seem to feel are determined by 
employers, are themselves perhaps the most important single influence on employer 
behaviour. Third, rather than being determined by employers or, for that matter, by the 
state, these institutions are deeply rooted in an historical compromise which reflects the 
pattern of industrialization and the nature of the trade-union challenge.  



IS THERE A DOMINANT MODEL? 

One of the things that emerges very quickly when a number of countries are compared is 
that it is not only British employers who are held to be exceptional in their behaviour. 
Indeed, this tendency to see issues through the eyes of one’s own country is perhaps the 
major problem in distinguishing fact from opinion in comparative research. Thus, Sellier 
has argued that the individualism of French employers and their lack of organization was 
a major consideration in the relatively slow development of collective bargaining in 
France;2 while Brizay’s account of decision-making in the apparently powerful 
metalworking employers’ federation, the Union des Industries Minières et 
Métallurgiques, also suggests that it is not only British employers who have found it 
difficult to maintain a common line.3 Similar expressions and comments can be found in 
the Italian literature about employers in that country.4 

Clearly, employers everywhere are faced with a common set of problems: how to 
recruit, to develop and to maintain their authority (especially when faced with organized 
labour protest) over their workers. It is also true that collective bargaining has proved to 
be a major—some would say the major—method by which employers in capitalist 
economies have been obliged to legitimize their authority when faced with such protest. 
But the details of the policies and practices that have been adopted are very different 
from one country to another. In short, although it will be argued in the following section 
that the structure of collective bargaining in Britain differs in important respects from that 
in most other countries, this does not mean that there is a single or dominant model. 

Consider the levels at which collective bargaining takes place. A major distinguishing 
characteristic is whether or not the bargaining is collective on the side of the employers. 
At first sight, the major difference appears to be between Japan and the USA, where 
employers would seem to have preferred to deal with trade unions independently, and 
Britain and the Western European countries, where (at least historically) they have 
wanted to deal with them collectively. Yet not only does multi-employer bargaining take 
place in Japan and the USA (in Japan in shipping, the private railways and sectors of 
printing and textiles, and in the USA in clothing, construction and printing), but there is 
also very considerable coordination of the single-employer bargaining; in Japan, for 
example, the employers’ confederation, Nikkeiren, plays an important role in 
coordinating the outcome of the enterprise-level negotiations at the time of the annual 
shuntō or ‘spring offensive’ mounted by the trade unions.5 Similarly, in Western Europe 
multi-employer bargaining can take place at a variety of levels. Thus, in Britain, Italy and 
Sweden multi-employer bargaining within branches or industries is predominantly 
national in coverage; in France and West Germany it is national in many industries but 
predominantly local in metalworking. The multi-employer bargaining can also be single-
industry or multi-industry in its coverage; in Britain and the Federal Republic of 
Germany multi-industry bargaining is noticeable by its absence; in France it takes place 
on social affairs but not on pay; in Italy and Sweden it takes place on a range of issues 
including pay. 

Similarly—if one sets Britain on one side for a moment—there are major differences 
in the extent to which employers are constrained by the legal framework in their 
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relationships with trade unions. First, in Sweden and the Federal Republic of Germany 
the statutes are relatively silent on the procedure to be adopted in negotiations and the 
substantive content of collective agreements, whereas in France they are extremely 
detailed on both. Second, there are considerable differences in the treatment of employee 
representation in the workplace; in France, for example, there are no fewer than three 
forms of statutory workplace representation, whereas in Sweden there are no such 
provisions. Third, the details of the contractual status of collective agreements have 
different implications for the ‘peace obligation’ which is implicit, if not explicit, in the 
negotiation of an agreement. In Sweden, the Federal Republic of Germany and the USA 
the ‘peace obligation’ is more or less unqualified so far as the signatories to the collective 
agreement are concerned; a party that breaches the ‘peace obligation’ lays itself open to a 
claim for damages. By contrast, in France and Italy the right to strike is enshrined in the 
constitution and reigns supreme, and the ‘peace obligation’ is very substantially qualified. 
Fourth, in Sweden and West Germany the ‘sympathetic’ lock-out, which has proved to be 
a major weapon in the employers’ armoury, is not only condoned by law but supported 
by it; in France and Italy it is effectively unlawful and is very rarely, if ever, used. 

THE STRUCTURE OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND ITS 
SIGNIFICANCE 

Preliminary remarks 

In recent years the institutional approach to the study of industrial relations has come in 
for considerable criticism and there has been a tendency to down-play, if not totally 
ignore, the significance of institutions. This is especially unfortunate in the case of 
international comparisons. Clearly, institutions do not exist in a vacuum and are not fixed 
and immutable; there is also a need to explain how they come about and how they 
change. But it is important not to forget either that institutions are important in their own 
right and that they mediate economic, political and social developments as well as being 
influenced by them. In short, institutions are relatively autonomous and do exert an 
independent influence. 

This is, above all, true of the institutions of collective bargaining—the level of 
collective bargaining, the contents and status of collective agreements and so on. The 
reason for this, as will be argued in more detail below, is that the structure of collective 
bargaining is deeply rooted in a specific historical compromise that defines the nature and 
extent of trade-union involvement in the process of making the rules governing the 
employment relationship. Just as the level of negotiations and the contents and status of 
collective agreements have a profound effect on the ability of trade unions to mount 
industrial action, so too they affect the ability of employers and their organizations to 
resist such action or to respond in kind. The structure of collective bargaining in Britain 
offers a good illustration of the point. 
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The ‘common law’ model and its implications 

A great deal has been written about the structure of collective bargaining in Britain and, 
although it is not always obviously so, the major distinguishing characteristics should be 
well known. In the final analysis, and following Kahn-Freund and Flanders,6 there are 
two characteristics that stand out above all others and they are the contents and status of 
collective agreements. First, in Britain the relationship between employers and trade 
unions is based on procedural rules, whereas in most other countries it is mainly built on 
a code of substantive rules in force for a specific period. In Kahn-Freund’s words, 

Here [in Britain] all the emphasis is on institutions such as joint industrial 
councils and the like, on the machinery, its constitution, above all its 
procedure. The substantive rules about wages, hours and other conditions 
are not, as they are in many foreign countries, built up as a series of 
systematically arranged written contracts between employers and unions. 
They appear as occasional decisions emanating from permanent boards on 
which both sides are represented and sometimes they are informal 
understandings, ‘trade practices’ never reduced to writing. A very firm 
procedural framework for a very flexible corpus of substantive rules, 
rather than a code laid down for a fixed time—such is the institutional 
aspect of much collective bargaining in this country.7 

Second, in Britain priority has been given to voluntary rather than compulsory collective 
bargaining. In other words, the procedural rules are largely made by the parties 
themselves rather than being imposed by government and, along with any substantive 
rules they might negotiate, are deemed to be ‘gentlemen’s agreements’ binding in honour 
only rather than legally enforceable contracts and codes as they are in most other 
countries. In short, and to draw on Clegg,8 whereas practice in most other countries 
conforms to a ‘statute law’ model of collective bargaining, in Britain it inclines to a 
‘common law’ model. 

The neutralization of the workplace 

It will be argued here that the distinction between the ‘common law’ and ‘statute law’ 
models of collective bargaining is profoundly important. Above all, the ‘common law’ 
model has made it extremely difficult for British employers to neutralize the workplace 
from trade-union activity. On the face of it, and unlike, say, agreements in the USA, 
collective agreements in Britain, especially of the multi-employer variety, impose few 
limitations on the rule-making of the individual employer: the limited coverage and the 
lack of detail in the agreements mean that he can settle most matters in the workplace as 
he sees fit. Indeed, this was the logic of the managerialprerogative clause set out in the 
‘Terms of Settlement, 1898’ in the engineering industry. But—and this is the point which 
must be emphasized—the price of this freedom is that the trade union and, perhaps more 
importantly, its members in the workplace also have few limitations imposed upon them. 
In general, the agreements give the employer few points of reference that can be 
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defended as legitimate in the event of unilateral action by him being challenged: most 
issues have to be settled in a vacuum or in the light of previous decisions or against the 
background of custom and practice. Moreover, in the absence of detailed substantive 
agreements lasting for a fixed period, issues have to be dealt with as and when they arise 
rather than periodically and collectively with other employers. Other things being equal, 
then, the individual employer is given little respite from claims and grievances. Also, the 
disputes procedure may or may not be honoured by the trade union and its members in 
the event of a failure to agree. Even if it is, they are free to take industrial action against 
the individual employer as soon as its provisions are exhausted. As Clegg points out, 

the procedure may experience considerable difficulty in resolving disputes 
over managerial rights unless the matter is specifically regulated by 
agreement. Once procedure has failed to resolve the issue, however, the 
union is free to take industrial action against a managerial decision.9 

By contrast, and paradoxical as it may seem, the more comprehensive and detailed multi-
employer agreements of the Western European countries give the individual employer 
greater control. Three points can be made. First, the limitations which such agreements 
impose on the employer are not so extensive as might be imagined. Few of the rules in 
the agreements are standard: most establish minimum conditions only or allow 
considerable flexibility in their application. Second—and perhaps more importantly in 
the present context—the comprehensive and detailed coverage of the agreements imposes 
limitations on the activities of the trade union and its members in the workplace: it tends 
to exhaust the scope for further negotiations or ensure that these negotiations are largely 
administrative or supplementary. For example, it is one thing to negotiate over the 
position of a job in a detailed job-classification system; it is quite different to negotiate an 
independent and separate rate for a job in a vacuum. Third, comprehensive and detailed 
agreements that are fixed-term tend to concentrate workplace bargaining in the period 
following the negotiation of the multiemployer agreement; and, because of the legal 
status of the agreement, it is difficult for the trade union or its members to take industrial 
action during the life of the agreement in support of claims and grievances. In brief, then, 
the comprehensive and detailed coverage of substantive issues in multiemployer 
agreements makes a major contribution to the neutralization of the workplace in the 
Western European countries. 

To return to Britain for a moment, in practice a great deal depended on the relative 
power of the parties. In the 1920s and 1930s the ‘common law’ model allowed the 
individual employer a fair measure of autonomy. In the post-World War II period of full 
employment and buoyant product markets, however, the policy of controlling the 
workplace through procedures proved to be nowhere near so successful—especially as 
employers came under pressure to increase the pace of change. 

Employer solidarity 

Fundamental though they are, the implications of the ‘common law’ model go far beyond 
the workplace. Just as Clegg10 has shown how many features of trade unions can be 
explained in terms of the structure of collective bargaining—including membership 
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density, the distribution of power and the ability to mount industrial action—so too can 
many aspects of employers’ behaviour. Thus, the relative weakness of employers’ 
organizations in Britain, rather than being a cause of the practice of multi-employer 
bargaining, is better seen as a consequence of it. The development of multiemployer 
bargaining along procedural and voluntary lines encouraged British employers to deal 
with issues in an informal and ad hoc way in their workplace; and the more they did so, 
the more difficult it became not only to develop common policies through their 
employers’ organizations and to maintain the solidarity of their counterparts in other 
countries but also, even more crucially, to maintain the solidarity of their predecessors. In 
short, manifest collective action by employers in Britain is largely a thing of the past; the 
more distant its experience, the more difficult it is to contemplate. 

Clearly, the argument on this point cannot be proved conclusively. It is, nevertheless, 
significant that an analysis of the structure and government of employers’ organizations 
suggests no major differences between Britain and other countries. Strictly speaking, the 
structure and government of the Confederation of British Industry is different from that 
of its counterparts. But the CBI was only formed in 1965. The structure and government 
of its predecessor, the British Employers’ Confederation, was no different in major 
respects. Similarly, there is nothing exceptional about the levels at which multi-employer 
bargaining takes place within industries or branches in Britain. Significantly, too, a 
number of employers who in Britain have never been members of their industry or branch 
employers’ organization or who have resigned from membership, are very active 
members of employers’ organizations in other countries—and, what is more, are parties 
to the multi-employer agreements they negotiate with trade unions largely because of the 
institutional advantages that a ‘statute law’ based system of multiemployer bargaining 
offers. 

Ford, which in Britain has always been regarded as a proponent of independence of 
action, is perhaps the most notable example. Ford decided to join the metalworking 
employers’ organization in North Rhine-West-phalia in 1963 when faced with industrial 
action by IG Metall in support of demands for a company agreement. In the absence of 
any collective agreement governing its relationship with Ford, this was something IG 
Metall was perfectly entitled to do under the law. Once Ford joined the employers’ 
organization, however, it immediately placed itself under the protection of the ‘peace 
obligation’ of the regional metalworking agreement to which IG Metall was a party. Had 
IG Metall persisted with its industrial action, it would not only have laid itself open to the 
charge of infringing Ford‘s right of association; it would also have been vulnerable to 
action for damages for breaching the ‘peace obligation’ in the multi-employer agreement. 
In the circumstances, then, it is perhaps not surprising that Ford joined the employers’ 
organization. 

The legal framework 

It can also be argued that the development of collective bargaining along procedural, as 
opposed to substantive, lines has also had a profound effect on the nature of the legal 
framework of collective bargaining. At first sight, this argument appears even more far-
fetched than that made in respect of employers’ behaviour: surely it is the legal system 
that has helped to determine the structure of collective bargaining rather than the other 
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way round? The justification for this view is particularly strong in view of the similarities 
that appear to exist between the legal systems in Britain and the other countries—the 
common law in Britain and the statute law in the other countries—and the two types or 
models of collective bargaining referred to earlier. 

As Kahn-Freund has said of Britain: 

there is an extraordinary similarity between the spirit of the common law 
and the spirit of industrial relations in Britain. The common law is 
permeated by a deep distrust, by an almost obsessional fear of ‘tidiness’. 
So is much of the British system of industrial relations. Both sides have a 
traditional desire of solving problems ad hoc, as they arise. So does the 
common law.11 

By the same token, it can be argued that there are equally striking similarities between the 
statute law and the ‘contractual’ method of collective bargaining: in both cases the 
emphasis is on rights and obligations that are explicitly spelt out. 

Once this is said, the temptation to conclude that the differences highlighted in this 
section are to be explained in terms of the legal system must be resisted. As Kahn-Freund 
again has pointed out,12 there is no intrinsic reason why collective agreements should not 
be regarded as legally enforceable contracts under the common law; and even the famous 
Section 4(4) of the 1871 Trade Union Act, which forbade agreements between trade 
unions and employers’ organizations from being enforced as legal contracts, was not the 
problem it has often been supposed to be. Added to which, Australia and the USA have a 
similar legal system to Britain but the legal framework of collective bargaining is very 
different. Similarly, not all the countries where the system of statute law prevails regard 
collective agreements as legally enforceable contracts. Kahn-Freund quotes Belgium as 
an example.13 In these and other cases, then, it would seem that the legal framework of 
collective bargaining reflects wider considerations than the legal system. It is with these 
considerations that the following section is concerned. 

HOW IS THE STRUCTURE OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
DETERMINED? 

Very rarely have attempts been made to account for differences in the collective-
bargaining behaviour of employers and when they have—the notable exception being 
Fox14—the results have been far from satisfactory. Thus, attempts to explain employer 
behaviour in terms of the characteristics of the material structure of infrastructure15 
quickly break down as soon as they are subjected to scrutiny or when other countries are 
added to the equation. Similarly, explanations which put great store by the type of 
industrializing elite,16 while superficially attractive, do not take things very far; the 
approach of employers in Britain, Sweden and the USA—all of which are supposed to be 
examples of countries where the ‘middle class’ elite presided over industrialization—
could hardly be more different; and the same goes for Germany and Japan, which are 
seen as examples of countries where ‘dynastic’ elites were dominant. 
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As has already been indicated, any serious attempt to account for the structure of 
collective bargaining has to adopt an historical perspective in order to capture the 
significance of the interaction between employers, trade unions and the state. But this 
does not mean that no generalizations can be made. 

The first half of this section will attempt to give an overview of developments in the 
seven countries. The second will compare developments in Britain and Sweden in an 
attempt to account for the distinguishing characteristics of the structure of collective 
bargaining referred to in the previous section.  

Overview 

It was not simply a question of Britain and other countries following different paths of 
development from the very beginning. In industries such as printing, building and parts of 
the clothing industry the origins of collective bargaining were remarkably similar from 
one country to another, regardless of the many differences between them. Multi-employer 
bargaining was dominant and the rules on which it was originally based were voluntary 
with a strong substantive bias; rates of pay or piece-work prices and hours of work 
figured prominently. 

In industries such as printing, for example, the impact of industrialization was very 
similar from one country to another. There was a growth in the market and in the size of 
operations, leading to the split between masters and journeymen. But there were no 
significant changes in technology until the end of the nineteenth century. In these 
industries, where establishments remained relatively small, labour constituted an 
important share of total costs and competition was intense, employers were confronted 
with the challenge of craft trade unions which were able to establish an effective control 
over the supply of labour. Much as they might find it distasteful, employers were more or 
less obliged to join forces and to come to some form of accommodation with trade 
unions. In these industries too multiemployer bargaining not o.nly helped to 
institutionalize industrial conflict but also to regulate wage competition. Hence the 
emphasis on substantive rules. 

By contrast, in the manufacturing industries, and especially in the metalworking 
industries, the impact of industrialization was very different from one country to another. 
In particular, there were significant differences in the timing, the pace and the 
concentration of industrialization—all of which had a profound effect on the nature of the 
trade-union challenge and of the employers’ response. Here the structure of collective 
bargaining was rooted in very specific compromises which, due to the size and 
significance of these industries, were to have a determining influence on the overall 
structure of collective bargaining in each country. 

Although some iron and steel employers had come to an accommodation with trade 
unions at an earlier date, in Britain the key date so far as the important group of 
engineering employers was concerned was 1898; so far as employers in many other 
industries were concerned it was the period 1917–19. In Sweden the key date so far as 
engineering employers was concerned was 1905, and for employers more generally 1906. 
In France, Italy and Germany the periods following World War I and, to a lesser extent, 
World War II were critical. In the USA and Japan the critical periods were 1933–7 and 
1945–8 respectively. 
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The circumstances in which the compromises were struck also reveal a great deal 
about employers’ motives for engaging in collective bargaining. In Britain and Sweden 
the settlements in engineering in 1898 and 1905 respectively did not involve the state 
directly and were grounded in voluntary rules. In France, Italy and Germany, the state 
was involved directly and the compromises were underwritten by governments with 
compulsory rules. The major reason for this difference is that although the British and 
Swedish settlements followed major industrial conflicts, in France, Italy and Germany the 
conflict was on a much wider scale. Indeed, the very fabric of existing society appeared 
to be threatened by industrial and political unrest. The situation was also very special in 
the USA in the mid-1930s and in Japan in the late 1940s; governments, faced with major 
economic and social crises, were anxious to secure the cooperation of the trade unions 
that employers hitherto had refused to recognize. It can be concluded that employers and 
governments agreed to recognize trade unions and to allow them to participate in the 
process of making and administering employment rules first and foremost in order to 
institutionalize industrial conflict, and that they did so in response to circumstances 
without any overall plan. 

To understand why the structure of collective bargaining emerged in the form it did, it 
is necessary to appreciate the relationship between employers and trade unions at the time 
the compromise was struck. Thus, in Britain and Western Europe multi-employer 
bargaining emerged not because of the employers’ desire to regulate the market. In many 
cases employers were quite capable of settling wages in collusion with one another 
without the help of trade unions. Indeed, it was the control of the market—partly as a 
result of government tariffs and partly as a result of the cartels—that was a major 
consideration in the ability of employers in France, Germany and Italy to withstand the 
challenge of trade unions until World War I; the large employers especially, who tended 
to dominate their local communities, had little to fear from competition in the event of 
industrial action. Put simply, multi-employer bargaining emerged because employers 
were confronted by the challenge of national trade unions organized along occupational 
or industrial lines who were anxious to protect their members against the ‘devastating and 
degrading effects of unregulated labour markets’.17 In these circumstances multi-
employer bargaining made it possible for employers and governments to meet trade-
union demands for a comprehensive coverage of the substantive issues of collective 
bargaining with a single act of recognition—an especially important consideration in the 
crisis years immediately following World War I. Furthermore, and crucially, as well as 
helping to maximize the bargaining power of employers, multi-employer bargaining 
made it possible for employers to neutralize the workplace from trade-union activity: that 
is to say, to exclude the trade union from the workplace or, at the very least, to set limits 
to the role that it was allowed to play there. 

The situation was very different in the USA and Japan. It was not that employers, as 
has been argued in the case of the USA,18 were opposed in principle to collective action. 
Far from it. Employers have been as willing to cooperate with one another to deal with 
trade unions as they have in Western Europe: witness the defeat of the ‘Knights of Labor’ 
in the 1880s and the conduct of the ‘Open Shop’ campaign at the beginning of the 
century.19 By the time legislation was introduced requiring employers to recognize trade 
unions in the 1930s and 1940s, however, the large individual employers that emerged at a 
relatively early stage of industrialization had already exerted a profound influence on the 
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trade-union movement. In the USA these large employers had inflicted a major defeat on 
trade unions at the turn of the century with the success of the ‘open shop’ campaign; in 
Japan they had, more or less, prevented the emergence of an independent trade-union 
movement altogether. In both countries employers used ‘welfarism’, ‘internal job 
ladders’ and ‘employee representation plans’ or company unions to keep the external 
trade unions at bay. In the circumstances there was little or no pressure from trade unions 
for legislation to promote multiemployer bargaining, and single-employer bargaining 
appeared to be the lesser of two evils for employers. Not only did single-employer 
bargaining mean that employers did not have to unscramble their own internal systems of 
job regulation but it also meant they were able to deal with their own employees (even if 
they were now organized in ‘independent’ trade unions) rather than the external trade 
unions that they had struggled to avoid for so long. Paradoxical as it may seem, then, it 
was single-employer bargaining that served to neutralize the workplace in the USA and 
Japan. 

The degree of compulsion entered into by governments also reflected the relationship 
between employers and trade unions. In Britain and Sweden, where employers had been 
obliged to come to terms with trade unions largely because of their competitive product-
market positions, there was little need for governments to intervene with compulsory 
rules. In the case of Sweden—and for reasons explained below—it was enough simply to 
pass the Collective Agreements Act of 1928 making collective agreements legally 
enforceable. In the other countries, where employers had been able to take a far tougher 
line with trade unions either because of their size (USA and Japan) or because of the 
presence of a small number of large employers and protection (France, Germany and 
Italy), the government was obliged to intervene with compulsory rules. In the USA and 
Japan, where the ‘SCAP’ administration’s 1945 Trade Union Law was closely modelled 
on the 1935 Wagner Act, there seemed no other way of overcoming employers’ 
opposition; in France and Germany both the government and trade unions were anxious 
lest the large metalworking employers would revert to their previous position once the 
immediate crisis was over; and in Italy the government was looking for ways and means 
of containing the revolutionary challenge presented by trade unions during the ‘red years’ 
of 1919 and 1920. 

It remains to comment on what can only be described as the remarkable permanency 
of the main dimensions of the structure of collective bargaining. It will be argued here 
that it is employers—at least in the countries included in this review—who have been 
primarily responsible for maintaining the structure of collective bargaining in more or 
less its original form. Collective bargaining involves mutual recognition. In agreeing to 
make some issues subject to joint regulation, employers implicitly, if not explicitly, were 
requiring trade unions to recognize the employers’ right to make the other rules 
unilaterally; it did not mean that employers were committed to joint regulation as a matter 
of general principle or that they were any less anxious to minimize the impact of trade 
unions. Thus, even if they had little responsibility for it in the first instance, the structure 
of collective bargaining did help to define—and so limit—trade-union involvement in the 
rule-making process; and, as in the case of multiemployer bargaining, the structure of 
collective bargaining could usually be exploited to dent the full impact of trade-union 
involvement. Perhaps not surprisingly, then, employers have been reluctant to change the 
structure of collective bargaining, unless there has been an overriding need to reach a 
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new accommodation with trade unions or unless a relatively costless rollingback of the 
trade-union position can be achieved. Better the devil they know than the devil they do 
not. 

Britain and Sweden 

The contents and status of collective agreements in Britain can perhaps best be explained 
in comparison with Sweden. In both cases employers were obliged by their market 
situation, which was much more competitive than that of their counterparts in Western 
Europe, to seek an accommodation with trade unions on the basis of voluntary rules. In 
Britain, where industrialization was early and protracted, the challenge to employers 
came mainly from craft unions, such as the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, which 
had been able to establish a significant degree of unilateral control over the terms and 
conditions of employment at local level. In Sweden, where industrialization was later and 
more rapid, the challenge came from skilled workers, such as the iron and metalworkers’ 
union, who had not yet been able to develop the kind of craft controls of their British 
counterparts. In Britain, with informal local bargaining involving the district committees 
of the craft unions already well established, the means to institutionalizing industrial 
conflict was a national disputes procedure designed to put the district committees, in 
Wigham’s words, in a ‘strait jacket of national control’.20 In Sweden, with little or no 
history of local bargaining and the iron and metalworkers’ union anxious to establish 
minimum rates of pay and other conditions of employment, employers secured the same 
objective with a fixed-term national agreement on substantive issues. 

A second respect in which Britain and Sweden differ involves the status of collective 
agreements. In both cases collective agreements began life as voluntary arrangements 
unregulated by the law. In Britain, with the possible exception of the period of the 1971 
Industrial Relations Act, collective agreements have remained ‘gentlemen’s agreements’ 
binding in honour only. In Sweden collective agreements were made into legally 
enforceable contracts with the passage of the Collective Agreements Act of 1928. In 
Britain the practice of collective bargaining was hardly conducive to the development of 
contractual relations. The voluntary system also appeared to be more than adequate to 
employer needs—so much so that in the 1920s the engineering employers’ opposed 
greater legal regulation for fear that it would be to the trade unions’ advantage. In 
Sweden employers had been anxious to give contractual effect to their collective 
agreements from the very beginning in order to reinforce the ‘peace obligation’ implicit 
in their fixed-term substantive agreements. Indeed, if the Svenska Arbetsgivareföre-
ningen (SAF) had had its way collective agreements would have been made legally 
enforceable following the unions’ defeat in 1909. It was only thwarted by the farmers’ 
representatives in the Riksdag who were afraid to give legal support to the lock-out that 
the proposed legislation entailed for fear that the equivalent right of trade unions to take 
sympathetic action might encourage agricultural workers to seek the support of their 
better organized colleagues in manufacturing. 

The third respect in which Britain and Sweden differ is in the role played by the 
employers’ confederation. In Britain the National Confederation of Employers’ 
Organizations (later the British Employers’ Confederation) emerged only in 1919, largely 
on the initiative of the government, and never played a major role in collective 
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bargaining. In Sweden the employers’ confederation, the SAF, was formed in 1902 in the 
wake of the general strike in support of political suffrage and quickly assumed a major 
role; in 1906 it imposed a management-rights clause on trade unions in the form of the 
‘December Compromise’ and in 1909 conducted an extremely effective lock-out; it 
subsequently became the employers’ main bargaining agent. In Britain employers saw no 
need for an employers’ confederation: industry or branch employers’ organizations such 
as the Engineering Employers’ Federation were well established, quite capable of looking 
after the interests of their own members and reluctant to see their power diminished. In 
Sweden the employers outside of the engineering industry were too weak to take on the 
trade unions by industry. Indeed, SAF was only one of several multiindustry employers’ 
organizations in its early years and could claim to have truly national coverage only after 
the affiliation of the Halsingborg and Malmö organizations in 1906 and 1907 
respectively. 

With the virtue of hindsight, then, it is very easy to criticize Colonel Dyer and his 
fellow engineering employers for introducing the ‘Provisions for Avoiding Disputes’ that 
would become a ‘shop stewards’ charter’ or their successors for failing to restructure 
industrial relations in the 1920s. The individuals concerned, like their Swedish 
counterparts, were not omniscient, however, and certainly did not possess the gift of 
hindsight. Moreover, they were not, as some commentators seem to imply, entirely free 
agents. They dealt with the problem as they saw it and within the constraints that they 
experienced; and, of these constraints, the history of employers’ relationship with trade 
unions was as important as, if not more important, than their market situation which, in 
any event, allowed them a fair amount of discretion. 

It is also interesting to reflect that it is not only Colonel Dyer and his colleagues who 
would have found some of the recent comments about the inability of British employers 
to take collective action rather odd, but also many of his contemporaries in other 
countries. The willingness of the engineering employers to mount a long-standing lock-
out was held up in a number of countries as an example of what employers could do if 
only they were to stick together. Indeed, believe it or not, the engineering employers’ 
organization provided the direct model for employers’ organizations in a number of other 
countries; one example is the metalworking employers’ organization in Milan.21 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

To conclude with a statement of the obvious: although the structure of collective 
bargaining may be important, it is not the only institution that deserves close analysis. 
One institution or set of institutions that requires further analysis is the internal and 
external form of the labour market itself; there is a growing body of evidence for 
example, to suggest that the provisions for training are especially important in 
understanding personnel management practices.22 Another area of importance is the 
functional composition of management which, notwithstanding the attention that the 
design of organisations has received following the pioneering work of Chandler,23 has 
been virtually ignored: the balance between production or engineering and finance, for 
example, appears to be very significantly different from one country to another.24 The full 
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implications of the different institutional arrangements of share ownership also remain to 
be fully examined. 

The emphasis on the need for an historical perspective is also something that has 
wider relevance. It is important not only to explain how institutions emerge and change, 
but also, difficult though it is, to capture something of the significance of the interaction 
between the main actors and of the critical incidents in their relationship. A prime 
candidate here for further attention would be government-industry relations. Indeed, it is 
unlikely that the employer-behaviour jigsaw will ever be complete without the essential 
pieces that such a study would provide. 

It also seems that little real progress will be made in understanding employer 
behaviour unless and until internationally comparative research is taken more seriously. 
This is not to decry the extremely valuable onecountry research, most of which is itself 
comparative, that has been going on. There are dangers, however, in seeing issues 
through the eyes of one’s own country only—witness the fundamentally different 
theoretical con-clusions which have been drawn about the logic of collective action on 
the part of employers by Olson,25 on the one hand, and Offe and Wiesenthal,26 on the 
other. Ideally, too, three or more countries should be included in the comparison: 
frustrating though it initially may be, the apparently ‘black and white’ situation in a two-
country comparison can quickly turn into ‘midgrey’ in a third country. 
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Conclusion  
National models and international variations in 
labour management and employer organization  

Steven Tolliday and Jonathan Zeitlin 

THE PROBLEM OF NATIONAL MODELS 

This book has shown that employer labour policies, both individual and collective, 
display considerable variation across space and time. But how far do such variations 
polarize around distinctive national models? And if, as we argued in the Introduction, the 
objective constraints of markets and technology are insufficient to impose uniform labour 
strategies on employers, what of other forces operating ‘behind the backs’ of the actors 
themselves—notably national culture? Are the apparently subjective choices of 
employers—along with those of other social actors—in fact determined at a deeper level 
by the values, norms and practices of the culture into which they have been socialized?1 
This concluding chapter begins by considering the relationship between culture, 
institutions and strategies in defining national models, before building on the findings of 
the preceding chapters to construct a systematic comparative analysis of international 
variations in labour management within the enterprise, and in employer organization and 
collective action. 

Culture looms large in popular interpretation of international variations in economic 
performance, notably in the abundant literature on ‘the British disease’ or ‘the Japanese 
miracle’.2 But it has a chequered career in academic and theoretical accounts. In the 
1950s and 1960s the mainstream of organization theory, typified by the work of Clark 
Kerr and his associates in the United States, stressed the growing universality of the 
social order arising from progressive convergence in markets and technology.3 Later 
theorists adapted this framework to give culture a more central role. Thus Child, for 
example, has argued that alternative solutions to organizational problems might be 
‘functionally equivalent’ and that culture might determine the choice between them, 
thereby becoming an additional ‘contingency’ for organizational design.4 

In these analyses ‘culture’ has generally been defined as sets of norms and values 
acquired through early socialization which condition actors to evaluate and respond to 
situations in a predetermined fashion. As many critics have observed, however, it is 
difficult to establish clear links between national culture in this sense and organizational 
behaviour, since norms and values may be ambiguous, contested and susceptible to 
change over time.5 For this reason, other writers have insisted that culture is a dynamic 
historical phenomenon, which empowers as well as constrains actors in adapting to 
changing situations. Dore’s comparative studies of Japanese and British industry, for 
example, treat culture simultaneously as a set of normative predispositions and as a set of 
social institutions which reward and reinforce varying value systems differently. Thus the 
Japanese employment system, in his view, can be understood partly as an adaptation of 



preexisting institutions, partly as a conscious attempt to create new arrangements 
consonant with dominant cultural values, and partly as the result of selective borrowing 
from other industrial nations. At the same time, however, Dore also emphasizes the role 
of objective differences in the timing of industrialization in explaining the contrasting 
evolution of employment systems in Britain and Japan, while arguing that the demands of 
international competition are pushing Britain towards a partial convergence with 6 the 
Japanese model.6 

Perhaps the most sustained attempt to overcome the limitations of the concept of 
‘national culture’ in analysis of international differences in enterprise management and 
industrial relations is the work of the Laboratoire d’Economie et Sociologie du Travail 
(LEST) at the University of Aix-en-Provence under Marc Maurice and his associates. 
The core of this work is a detailed comparison of ‘twin factories’ matched by economic 
and technological characteristics conducted in France and the Federal Republic of 
Germany during the 1970s, and supported by broader organizational and labour-market 
surveys at national level.7 These studies uncovered systematic variations between the two 
countries across industrial sectors (metalworking, chemicals) and technologies (unit, 
batch/line, and continuous-process production) in the composition of the work-force, the 
mechanisms of mobility and career development, the hierarchy of management and 
supervision, the pattern of wage differentials, the organization of work and the structure 
of industrial relations. They found that French factories had a substantially higher 
proportion of white-collar staff overall and of low-skilled workers within the manual 
labour force, much higher levels of indirect, supervisory and administrative personnel 
and much narrower spans of supervisory control. Wage differentials were larger at each 
level of the hierarchy in France—between blue- and white-collar employees, skilled and 
unskilled, senior and junior managers—and there was also a much greater dispersion of 
earnings between firms, industries and sectors within the national economy. 

These differences are associated with a deeper contrast in the underlying principles of 
job design between the two countries. French firms use their own criteria to define jobs to 
which workers have to adapt, while German firms instead start by taking account of the 
workers’ qualifications and then organize the jobs according to their capabilities. The 
result is that French work organization corresponds closely to a bureaucratic or Taylorist 
model, with a large authoritarian hierarchy supervising a mass of low-skilled workers 
predominantly engaged on fragmented, individualized tasks. German work organization, 
instead, more closely resembles the craft model, with a smaller and more technically 
orientated hierarchy collaborating with teams of highly skilled workers able to turn their 
hand to a variety of tasks with a minimum of direct supervision. 

Franco-German variations in work organization, the LEST researchers argue, are 
linked in turn to national differences in systems of education, training and the production 
of skills. In France, job assignment and promotion depend primarily on a combination of 
general educational attainment and in-firm seniority. Hence the administrative decisions 
of firms are central to workers’ careers and French firms have a powerful role in shaping 
occupational stratification. In Germany, on the other hand, job mobility depends on the 
acquisition of public vocational qualifications, notably craft apprenticeship, while general 
education is much less important. Hence workers can be moved easily between tasks 
without any necessary effect on their status or salary. 
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According to the LEST analysis, finally, these variations in work organization and 
training in French and German factories both give rise to and are shaped by fundamental 
differences between the two countries in the structure of industrial relations and 
collective action. The organizational logic of French firms homogenizes their work-force 
by subjecting it to a unified system of job classification, while at the same time isolating 
workers from one another both within and across companies by the fragmentation of 
individual tasks and pay rates. French unions therefore seek to mobilize all employees in 
a given firm in pursuit of their bargaining objectives, generalizing the best results across 
the economy through industry-wide contracts or government-set minimum wage rates. 
Management responds by discriminating between workers individually within the 
enterprise and seeking to shift labour conflicts into the national arena where a minimalist 
settlement can be reached based on the ability to pay of the weakest firms in each 
industry. The professional logic of German firms, conversely, links workers to one 
another across the labour market through a common system of vocational qualifications, 
while at the same time binding its employees to the company by productivity bonuses and 
the cooperative, polyvalent organization of work. German unions and employers alike 
therefore subordinate local conflicts to wider objectives in industry-wide bargaining, 
resolving disputes in particular firms through negotiations between company 
management and works councils under statutory co-determination procedures which 
prohibit recourse to strike action. 

National differences in the pattern of professional identity and collective action, on 
this view, are at once a product of the legal and institutional rules of the industrial-
relations system in each country and an independent factor reinforcing the underlying 
structure of each system. Thus the centralization and comprehensiveness of collective 
bargaining in the Federal Republic of Germany homogenizes wages and conditions 
within each industry, strengthening the authority of trade unions and employers’ 
associations over their members, which is in turn a necessary condition for the successful 
operation of the bargaining system. In France, conversely, the limited scope and weak 
institutionalization of collective bargaining give rise to wide disparities in wages and 
conditions between firms, undermining the authority of trade unions and employers’ 
associations, and encouraging in turn the settlement of industrial disputes by minimalist 
national agreements and statutory regulations. 

The LEST studies convincingly identify deep-seated differences in employer labour 
policies between France and the Federal Republic of Germany, and their methodology 
has been extended effectively to a wider range of national cases and problems. A 
replication of the ‘twin plants’ study in Britain revealed a third set of national variations,8 
while the LEST approach has also been used to identify systematic differences between 
these three countries in the use of new microelectronic technologies.9 

But how are such pervasive national differences to be explained? The LEST 
researchers emphatically reject ‘culturalist’ explanations of national differences in terms 
of a ‘value system’ that ‘provides a normative orientation for action and for the system of 
roles and expectations that defines the position of the actors in each subsystem’. In such 
models, 

once the social system and its dominant system of values is known, the 
actors are in a sense given. The relation between the actors and the system 
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is no longer problematic; it is completely determined. The actors are 
dependent on the social system, in which the real independent variable is 
the system of values.10 

Instead of culture, therefore, the LEST researchers prefer to speak of a ‘societal effect’. 
National differences arise from an interaction between processes of 
education/socialization, organization and industrial relations in which actors 
simultaneously construct the system and are constructed by it. Hence ‘the actor as we 
conceive him’, Maurice et al. write, 

fits into a set of rules, but at a deeper level identifies also with it, since he 
is at the same time a player, creator of the game and prisoner of its forms. 
The rules help to define the identity of [the] actor, and his professional 
and relational practices in turn help to establish the rules.11 

Despite its theoretical sophistication and empirical fruitfulness, there are a number of 
substantive difficulties with the LEST approach.12 First, its radical holism contains an 
inherent tendency towards that very structural determinism which its progenitors are at 
such pains to avoid. Little real independence remains to the actors when their actions are 
so tightly constrained by their socialization that they become ‘prisoners’ of a game, 
condemned to re-enact its rules in every situation whatever their conscious intentions. 
Despite their desire to develop an interactive model, the determining weight of society 
upon organization seems invariably to become the driving force.13 Significantly, too, 
other attempts to apply the LEST approach often fall back in practice on the rejected 
category of national culture.14 

Second, however great the pressures for uniformity within each national system, some 
internal heterogeneity inevitably persists. Even in France itself, the LEST’s own 
subsequent research has thrown up evidence of significant variations in work 
organization between firms which cannot be fully accounted for in terms of structural 
differences in products or technology.15 Moreover, the LEST research makes no attempt 
to take into account either the impact of foreign-owned multinational corporations 
(whose work organization may be more influenced by the parent than the host country), 
or the impact of large communities of migrant workers who have experienced a different 
national process of socialization (despite the fact that in some of their paired plants 
immigrants constituted between half and two-thirds of the work-force).16 

A final and related problem is that of change over time. Despite its insistence on the 
need for a diachronic and dynamic approach, the LEST framework remains static and 
synchronic. Existing national systems are seen as embodiments of an underlying 
organizational logic. But how did these distinctive national models initially come into 
being as unified systems of action rather than mere ‘crystallizations of accidental 
historical differences’?17 In so far as they have addressed this issue, the LEST researchers 
seek to explain the origins of such national differences by historical variations in the 
pattern of industrialization, technical education and state intervention. But, as in Dore’s 
parallel project, these explanations remain ad hoc and incomplete, while also entailing an 
objectivist determinism that violates their methodological insistence on the subjective 
autonomy of social actors.18 Similar difficulties, finally, arise in considering the future of 
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each national model. Like any system of action, national patterns of work organization, 
training and industrial relations always contain both stabilizing and destabilizing 
tendencies. Why, therefore, should the actors necessarily reinforce the coherence of the 
national model by their responses to novel situations, as the LEST researchers suggest, 
rather than upset or transform it through the intended or unintended consequences of their 
actions?19 

It follows from these critical observations that national models of labour management 
should be understood not as homeostatic and self-reproducing systems of action but as 
complex and contingent historical constructions whose unity and coherence always 
remain open empirical questions. In each case, it is necessary to identify specific 
mechanisms—institutional, legal, political—which ensure the homogeneity of the 
national model across time and space.20 And the unity and coherence of the national 
model will itself tend to vary depending on the extent to which the regulation of the 
labour market, training and industrial relations is permissive or prescriptive, centralized 
or decentralized—conditions which differ considerably across major developed countries 
such as France, the Federal Republic of Germany and Great Britain. 

Peculiarities of the British? 

With these theoretical considerations in mind, we can return to the problem of the 
‘peculiarities of the British’ raised in previous chapters. British employers are often 
presented as internationally distinctive in terms of their limited exercise of direct control 
over production, their weak development of managerial and supervisory hierarchies, and 
the fragile solidarity of their collective associations. Recent research, including the 
chapters in this volume, largely confirms the validity of this characterization of British 
employers’ labour policies for major sectors of the economy over long periods of time. 
There is no shortage of general explanations for these features of their behaviour, notably 
the influence of a national culture marked by the strength of ‘individualism’, ‘laissez-
faire’ or ‘anti-industrial’ values.21 Yet there are serious theoretical problems in 
interpreting these characteristics as an expression of a broader set of national 
peculiarities. 

British employers’ labour policies may have differed sharply from those of some 
(though by no means all) of their foreign counterparts. But it would be wrong to interpret 
these differences as deviations from some ‘normal course of national development 
derived from a stylized account of the experience of another country such as the United 
States, Germany or Japan.22 As we argued in the Introduction, there is no theoretical 
justification for treating any particular set of labour policies—such as direct control, 
bureaucratic management or associational solidarity—as a privileged or superior model 
imposed on successful employers by the objective logic of markets and technologies. In 
other industrial countries similar debates can be observed about the impact of a singular 
pattern of development on employer labour policies, often taking Britain as the bench-
mark or norm against which their own national peculiarities are measured. Thus as the 
chapters by Harris, Homburg and Plumpe illustrate, historians speak of the 
‘exceptionalism’ of American employers in resisting trade-union recognition and 
collective bargaining or the Sonderweg (special path) of German employers in combining 
these objectives with an equivocal attitude to parliamentary democracy.23 As Keith 
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Sisson points out in his chapter in this volume, not only is there ‘no one dominant model’ 
for employer labour strategies, but many international contrasts lose their starkness when 
a wider range of cases are considered: thus, ‘the apparently “black and white” situation in 
a two-country comparison can quickly turn into “mid-grey” in a third country’. (see p. 
270). 

Each national experience may therefore be considered ‘peculiar’ or ‘exceptional’ in 
different respects. Hence each case must be analysed as the product of a distinctive 
national history, rather than as a deviation from some universal evolutionary model of 
‘normal’ development. Accordingly the potential distinctiveness of every country’s 
development path must be acknowledged, and it must be accepted that the unity and 
coherence of each national model will itself vary depending on the institutional 
mechanisms that generate uniformity across individual sectors, regions and firms. The 
sections which follow explore the implications of this approach for the characterization 
and explanation of international variations in labour management and employer 
organization respectively. 

INTERNATIONAL VARIATIONS: LABOUR MANAGEMENT 

Britain 

Before the Second World War, labour management in much of British manufacturing 
industry was based on an indigenous variant of craft production which exhibited little 
tendency towards the assertion of direct control through deskilling technology or 
bureaucratic methods. Among the central features of this system of production was its 
heavy reliance on skilled, autonomous workers for the performance of a varied range of 
tasks that required considerable know-how and discretion. Even large-scale machinery in 
British workshops typically remained flexible, general-purpose equipment, and many 
tasks continued to be performed wholly by manual methods well into the twentieth 
century. Much managerial authority was devolved to craft-trained foremen or 
supervisors, and subcontracting was prevalent in a variety of forms both within and 
between enterprises. Although certain skills were ‘picked up’ on the job rather than 
through craft apprenticeship, workers changed firms frequently in many occupations and 
few enterprises developed much in the way of internal labour markets or company 
welfare programmes. At the same time, however, most British employers remained 
intensely cost-conscious, constantly seeking to cheapen and intensify skilled labour 
within the existing craft organization of production by a variety of methods from the 
extension of the working day and the manipulation of incentive payment systems to the 
multiplication of apprentices and the substitution of boys or ‘handymen’ for adult 
tradesmen on simpler and more repetitive tasks.24 

The archetypal case of British craft production was the shipbuilding industry. Reid’s 
chapter in this volume shows that until the 1950s most British ships were one-off 
products built to order by squads of skilled workers with little direct supervision. These 
workers used mainly handtools, often hired their own assistants and followed the work 
from yard to yard according to the cycle of construction. Less extreme forms of craft 
organization, as Zeitlin’s chapter demonstrates, also characterized much of British 
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engineering, particularly the heavier capital-goods sectors which dominated the 
industry’s output before 1914. Similar combinations of manual methods, skill-intensive 
technologies and devolved management were common not only in classic craft sectors 
catering for local markets such as printing and construction, but also in the ‘operative 
trades’ such as cotton textiles, iron and steel and coalmining which comprised the core of 
Britain’s staple export industries.25 Even in newer sectors such as motor vehicles which 
expanded rapidly between the wars, British employers deliberately opted for more 
labour-intensive methods than their American counterparts, relying on incentive systems 
rather than tight supervision and machine-pacing to drive production.26 

Many of these distinctive features can be explained by the pattern of demand for the 
products. Bureaucratic administration of production and large-scale investment in 
special-purpose equipment could only be justified by a large and stable demand for a 
standardized product. But most British manufacturers catered for highly differentiated 
markets at home and abroad that afforded little opportunity for mass production. 
Complex capital goods such as ships or heavy machinery were typically built to customer 
specifications, limiting the possibility of systematic production planning; while sharp 
fluctuations in demand discouraged investment in expensive machinery that might stand 
idle during the trough of the business cycle. Even in lighter consumer trades, such as 
motor vehicles, that made substantial use of interchangeable parts, competition revolved 
more around models and designs than price alone, and manufacturers emphasized 
productive flexibility and continuous productivity improvement rather than special-
purpose machinery and economies of scale. These product-market influences were in turn 
reinforced by the relative cheapness and abundance of skilled labour in Britain, 
particularly compared to the United States. 

The labour policies of British employers were shaped not only by narrowly economic 
forces but also by the broader institutional and political environment. Craft organization 
of production was buttressed in many sectors by strong occupational unions which sought 
to protect the market value of their members’ skills by controlling access to the trade, 
establishing rights over a particular job territory, and standardizing wage rates and 
working conditions across as wide a territory as possible. At the same time, moreover, 
such unions also enhanced the attractiveness of craft methods to employers by organizing 
the supply of transferable skills, guaranteeing worker quality and accepting large wage 
differentials between apprentices and journeymen. In other sectors such as cotton textiles 
or iron and steel where few workers served a craft apprenticeship, the central constraint 
on employers’ freedom of action came instead from union-backed collectivebargaining 
procedures that linked wages to work effort and regulated internal promotion to the more 
skilled jobs. Each of these tendencies in workplace industrial relations was reinforced 
from the 1870s onwards by state policies that promoted collective bargaining and trade-
union recognition but did not impose in return a restrictive legal framework guaranteeing 
managerial prerogative, as occurred in the United States or Germany.27 

In addition, however, British employers’ labour policies reflected the internal 
organization of their firms and their own strategic choices as well as the constraints of the 
external environment. Most sectors of British industry were dominated by fragmented, 
family-owned firms, often specialized in a single phase of the production process. There 
was a limited amount of cartelization and monopoly, but even where some concentration 
of capital occurred, few centralized management-control structures emerged until the 
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merger wave of the 1960s and 1970s. Firms of this type had much less capacity than their 
American or German counterparts to develop extensive in-house schemes for training, 
promotion or welfare; and their managerial and supervisory hierarchies likewise 
remained less elaborated.28 But this persistence of family control and decentralized 
management, like the continued reliance on skilled labour in the production process, was 
as much a product of conscious preference as of structural constraints. Thus as Reid 
documents in the case of shipbuilding, British employers were actively sceptical of the 
economic and technological benefits of product standardization, scientific management 
and large-scale mechanization, and rejected proposals to assume direct responsibility for 
the payment and supervision of important sections of the work-force.29 To some extent, 
as Reid suggests, these entrepreneurial choices may in turn have been influenced by 
deeper cultural and political values predisposing employers towards respect for workers’ 
autonomy and self-reliance. But as he also observes, such values could give rise to 
sharply contrasting styles of labour management and attitudes towards trade unions 
between employers from different regions even within a single industry. 

While a modified version of craft production remained the dominant model of labour 
management in Britain before the Second World War, a second pattern which placed 
significantly greater emphasis on paternalism, bureaucracy and company welfare, 
flourished alongside it in other sectors such as railways, gas works, chemicals, food 
processing, drink and tobacco. The major firms in these sectors were typically larger, 
more bureaucratic and more oligopolistic, and made more extensive use of large-scale, 
capitalintensive and continuous process technologies employing considerable numbers of 
semi-skilled, often female, workers. Stability of employment in these firms was greater, 
at least for the core work-force, and internal systems of training, grading and promotion 
were also more common. Firms such as the London and North Western Railway, South 
Metropolitan Gas, Cadbury, Rowntree, Imperial Tobacco, Unilever and Imperial 
Chemical Industries (ICI) pioneered the development of systematic personnel 
management in Britain, and invested most heavily in company welfare programmes, 
particularly occupational pensions, first on an ex gratia and then on a contributory basis. 
In some cases, such as railways and gasworks, these firms remained highly resistant to 
dealings with outside trade unions. But even where unions were recognized, as in 
chemicals and confectionery, such companies typically preferred in-house systems of 
consultation and representation confined to their own employees.30  

As in the case of craft production, many features of this second model of labour 
management can be explained by the economic and technological characteristics of the 
industries concerned. Britain’s rapid urbanization during the nineteenth century created a 
mass market for cheap, standardized consumer perishables such as chocolate, margarine, 
beer, cigarettes and soap, as well as services such as rail transport and gas lighting, a 
sharp contrast to the demand pattern of other sectors of the economy. Oligopolistic 
concentration in these industries was accompanied by investments in large-scale process 
technologies and distribution networks that required greater continuity of operations, 
leading to more stable employment of workers whose skills became more firm-specific 
and costly to replace.31 Yet such arguments cannot be pushed too far, since other sectors 
like iron and steel shared certain key characteristics—notably continuous-process 
technology—without embracing bureaucratic methods of labour management. 
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The personnel policies of such ‘progressive’ companies in Britain were linked to the 
development of managerial hierarchies for the coordination and control of their 
increasingly complex and diverse businesses. But the adoption of such organizational 
forms was not simply a response to environmental pressures. It also depended on the 
contingent outcome of firms’ internal decision-making processes, notably conflicts 
between family owners and professional managers, or external relations with other 
firms.32 ICI’s precocious diversification between the wars, for example, was strongly 
influenced by its close association with the American DuPont company through patent-
sharing arrangements and other ties.33 Entrepreneurial choices therefore loomed large in 
the adoption of paternalistic or bureaucratic labour policies. Many of the leading figures 
concerned were Quakers, Unitarians or Congregationalists whose religious values led 
them to regard their firms as trusts which imposed moral responsibilities for the well-
being of their work-force. Not all non-conformist enterprises adopted similar policies, 
however, and other pioneers of systematic personnel administration and company welfare 
were not motivated by religious concerns.34 Even within a single sector, finally, similar 
firms might adopt sharply different attitudes towards trade unionism, as in the case of the 
north and south London gas companies or the North Eastern and North Western railway 
companies.35 

While British firms were internationally distinctive in their approach to labour 
management before 1945, the postwar years have seen a far-reaching transformation of 
both their structures and their strategies. The first and most striking development has 
been the rapid rise of industrial concentration. The merger waves of the 1900s and the 
1920s began to alter the fragmented structure of British industry, but for the bulk of the 
economy, the decisive changes occurred during the great merger boom of the 1950s and 
1960s. Between 1953 and 1970, the share of the 100 largest firms in net manufacturing 
output rose from 26 to 40 per cent, mainly as a result of mergers rather than internal 
growth, and the output share of manufacturing firms with under 200 employees fell 
substantially and only recovered slightly in the 1980s.36 Merger activity and 
conglomeration have reached new heights during the past decade, in contrast to the trend 
towards deconcentration and corporate break-ups observable elsewhere.37 As a result of 
these developments, the British economy is now one of the most concentrated in the 
world: the share of manufacturing output produced by the top 100 firms is considerably 
larger than in the United States, the Federal Republic of Germany or Japan, while its 
small-firm sector has declined much further in size and importance.38 

These changes in ownership patterns were matched by wholesale shifts in the internal 
structure of company management. Before the Second World War, large British firms 
were typically organized either on functional lines or as loose holding companies in 
which the merged units retained a large measure of autonomy, often managed by their 
previous owners. During the 1950s and 1960s, however, these forms of organization were 
rapidly displaced by multi-divisional structures. Of the 100 large British companies 
studied by Channon, for example, the proportion organized on multidivisional lines 
increased from 13 per cent in 1950 to 30 per cent in 1960 and 72 per cent in 1970, while 
diversification similarly rose from 25 per cent in 1950 to 45 per cent in 1960 and 60 per 
cent in 1970.39 

Concentration and divisionalization also had important implications for labour 
policies. Personnel and industrial-relations functions have become increasingly 
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specialized and professionalized within large multi-plant companies, while key issues are 
frequently decided by corporate planners above the level of the individual 
establishments.40 On the shop floor, as Tolliday shows in the case of the motor industry, 
these changes were often accompanied by sweeping attempts to move away from indirect 
forms of labour control through the adoption of work-study methods, tighter supervision 
and the substitution of measured day-work for payment by results.41 In many industries, 
too, large companies have run down their commitment to the production of transferable 
skills through apprenticeship programmes in favour of narrower forms of on-the-job 
training for their own work-force.42 Some larger British firms, finally, have introduced 
internal labour-market policies and company welfare programmes, notably occupational 
pensions, though their scope and coverage typically remains more limited than in other 
advanced economies.43 

The transformation of labour management in postwar Britain was clearly influenced 
by changes in the economic environment. From the mid-1950s onwards, competitive 
pressures intensified as a result of the dismantling of internal controls and restrictive 
trade agreements together with the reduction of external tariff barriers. But institutional 
factors also played a crucial role in shaping the pace and direction of changes in British 
business organization. Among the most important of these was government policy. From 
the First World War onwards, civil servants and politicians, con-vinced of the benefits of 
industrial concentration and mass production, had sought with limited success to promote 
rationalization and restructuring, particularly in older, depressed sectors such as steel, 
coal, cotton textiles and shipbuilding.44 As in private industry, however, the real turning-
point came during the 1960s. While Conservative governments had begun to encourage 
concentration in the late 1950s and early 1960s, the 1964–70 Labour Government 
pursued their commitment to the technological modernization of British industry by 
sponsoring a series of far-reaching mergers aimed at creating ‘national champions’ in 
sectors such as motor vehicles, aerospace, electrical manufacturing, computers and 
mechanical engineering.45 During the 1970s governments of various political stripes 
extended nationalization from industries like coal, railways and steel to failing firms in 
aerospace, shipbuilding, motor cars and machine tools; and it was public-sector 
companies such as British Steel, British Leyland and the National Coal Board which 
undertook the most ambitious (and financially disastrous) investments in new mass-
production facilities.46 

Concentration policies, however, were only part of the story. For the vast majority of 
mergers the institutional organization and regulation of the British stock market were 
more crucial. The dispersion of share ownership among financial institutions pursuing 
short-term strategies of portfolio investment, the weakness of legal constraints on hostile 
take-overs and the possibility of purchasing assets with unsecured company paper all 
combined to make acquisitions an attractive alternative to internal growth for many 
British firms, particularly during stock-market booms when share prices soared. During 
the 1980s these conditions fuelled a merger wave of unprecedented proportions, despite 
an ostensible shift in government policy away from concentration towards the promotion 
of greater competition.47 

Some commentators, finally, have suggested that British firms’ adoption of multi-
divisional structures was influenced by their desire to regain managerial control over the 
labour process from strong shop-steward organizations based on the individual factory.48 
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Although this claim is clearly over-drawn, Tolliday’s chapter on the motor industry 
shows that such motives did play a significant role in the introduction of new systems of 
payment and supervision, and as Jones’s chapter demonstrates, British management more 
generally has become obsessed with the chimera of direct control over labour on the shop 
floor since the 1960s. In contrast to their Japanese counterparts, British managers focus 
on the reduction of direct labour costs with little reference to their place in the overall 
cost structure or the wider financial and commercial objectives of the enterprise. 
Similarly, when introducing new, automated technologies such as Flexible 
Manufacturing Systems or Computer-Aided Design, British managers often pursue the 
control or elimination of manual labour at the expense of productive flexibility and 
product diversification. The irony here, as Tolliday points out, is that British 
manufacturers embraced direct control at precisely the moment when US multinationals 
like Ford were recognizing its limitations in the light of both local institutional conditions 
and changing patterns of international competition.49 

As these examples suggest, the transformation of British enterprise management 
cannot be explained without reference to firms’ own strategic choices. Before 1914, as 
we have seen, American strategies of mass production and scientific management were 
received with considerable scepticism by large sections of British industry. From the First 
World War onwards, however, and even more after the Second, a growing body of 
business opinion came to regard the American model as technologically superior to 
indigenous practice, even though managers often continued to insist on its limited 
applicability to British conditions. When deteriorating performance made change appear 
imperative during the 1950s and 1960s, British firms accordingly turned to the American 
model as the most plausible remedy for their malaise despite the radical shifts in 
management structure and practice that it required. The resulting reorganizations were 
often overseen directly by American management consultancies such as McKinsey and 
Co., which was used by nearly one-quarter of the top 100 British companies between 
1950 and 1970, while US-trained engineers also played an important part in the 
implementation of new payment systems and production methods.50 

In many cases, however, these new management structures and methods were simply 
grafted onto older forms of organization. Great difficulties were often experienced in 
integrating the constituent units of merged companies, and overlaps between strategic and 
operational management remain common within multi-divisional firms.51 Concentration 
of ownership did not necessarily result in concentration of production or economies of 
scale, and the share of output manufactured in the largest plants did not rise 
proportionately with the output share of the largest firms. The performance of merged 
companies accordingly proved disappointing both in terms of profitability and efficiency 
gains.52 

Top management in these large, multi-industrial groups is generally dominated by 
financial considerations, with little commitment to product innovation or productive 
organization in any specific sector.53 Production managers often have little formal 
training and are confined to narrow spheres of responsibility and specialized roles, 
without the autonomy or experience to innovate in their own right.54 White-collar staffs 
contain large numbers of subaltern employees cut off from the line of authority, while the 
proportion of technically trained personnel remains low by international standards.55 
Such companies have experienced major problems in coordinating design, manufacturing 
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and marketing functions, and production itself is internationally distinctive in its poor 
organization. British manufacturing in the 1980s continued to be characterized by missed 
delivery dates, poor quality control, under-utilization of new technology, pervasive skill 
shortages and a weak capacity for product innovation. Domestic manufacturers have 
largely failed to participate in the broader international shift towards product 
diversification and productive flexibility, locking themselves into declining markets for 
low-value goods. The result was a rapidly deteriorating balance of trade in manufactures 
during the 1980s, despite increased exports and a sharp upturn in productivity growth, 
itself largely a product of extensive de-manning and fuller utilization of existing capacity 
during a period of buoyant domestic demand.56 Under these conditions, Britain has 
become one of the most internationalized economies in the western world, as US, 
European and most recently Japanese multinationals have stepped in to take charge of the 
physical and human resources which British manufacturers seem incapable of utilizing 
effectively.57 

The United States 

The case most often contrasted to the dominant craft model of British enterprise 
management is that of the United States. Between the midnineteenth century and the First 
World War, US industrialists elaborated the principles of the ‘American system of 
manufactures’, originally developed for the fabrication of firearms with interchangeable 
parts, into a full-fledged system of mass production using special-purpose machinery and 
unskilled, often immigrant, labour to turn out large volumes of standardized goods. With 
appropriate modifications, the mass-production model came to characterize the core 
sectors of the American economy not only in assembly industries such as sewing 
machines, farm equipment, bicycles, automobiles, rubber tyres and electrical products, 
but also in process industries such as oil, steel, food processing, glass and chemicals. 
These product and production strategies went hand-in-hand with a growing movement 
towards the systematic management of labour, including but by no means confined to 
Taylorism. On the shop floor, this movement often involved the analysis and sub-division 
of tasks, the introduction of new systems of supervision and incentive payment, and the 
concentration of production planning in a separate department. Within the wider 
enterprise, systematic management developed in parallel with movements towards 
professional, bureaucratic personnel policies, from centralized hiring and firing through 
internal systems of training and promotion to company welfare programmes, employee-
representation plans and company unions.58 

As in the case of Britain, this American model of enterprise management was the 
outcome in no small measure of a distinctive set of environmental conditions. The 
extraordinary development of mass production in the United States would hardly have 
been possible without its vast national market, its relatively egalitarian income 
distribution, and the unparalleled willingness of its immigrant consumers to accept 
standardized substitutes for traditional products. The production methods of American 
manufacturers were also influenced by the peculiarities of the US labour market. The 
scarcity of workers initially encouraged firms to invest in labour-saving technologies, and 
the extension of these methods was subsequently facilitated by the abundant flow of 
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unskilled immigrants willing to accept the arduous discipline of the new mass-production 
jobs.59 

In the United States, too, however, labour management was shaped not only by 
narrowly economic factors, but also by the wider institutional and political environment. 
The radical scope of managerial work reorganization and corporate personnel policies, 
for example, was facilitated by the relative weakness of craft unionism in the expanding 
sectors of the American economy before the New Deal.60 Subsequently, as Jones’s 
chapter shows, the triumph of industrial unionism in the 1930s and 1940s played an 
important part in the consolidation of the narrow job classifications, rigid seniority rules 
and bureaucratic grievance procedures that became characteristic of American mass-
production companies in the postwar period.61 In each of these phases, moreover, the 
labour policies of US companies were decisively influenced by legal and political 
intervention at the local and national levels. Many of the difficulties of American unions 
before the 1930s arose directly from judicial hostility to any form of worker collective 
action, and from the willingness of elected officials and government officers to use the 
police and the military for strike-breaking purposes. Government policies and judicial 
decisions during and after the New Deal were likewise crucial for the development of the 
legalistic, contractual system of industrial relations that came to regulate labour 
management in unionized companies.62 

The dependence of this American model of labour management on specific 
environmental conditions is underlined by the experience of US multinationals such as 
Ford in Britain. As Tolliday shows, the smaller size and greater diversity of the British 
market defeated Henry Ford’s attempt to transplant his American product, production and 
labour strategies during the 1920s, necessitating important modifications to stave off 
commercial annihilation. Government policies and the institutional structure of British 
industrial relations (multi-unionism, decentralization of authority and the legal 
unenforceability of collective agreements) similarly obliged Ford’s successors to retreat 
from their American strategy of direct control over labour first by negotiating with full-
time trade-union officials, then by recognizing shop stewards, and finally by accepting—
if only tacitly—a measure of local bargaining over work-loads, manning and grading.63 

Internal organization and strategic choices as well as external constraints shaped the 
labour policies of American enterprises. The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
saw a remarkable process of horizontal concentration and vertical integration in 
American industry, partly as a consequence of judicial decisions prohibiting looser 
combinations among firms and partly of growing investment in large-scale technologies. 
Concentration and integration in turn gave rise to the development of powerful 
managerial hierarchies initially to coordinate the increasingly interdependent phases of 
production and distribution and later to monitor performance and allocate capital across 
firms’ diversified business activities. The managerial systems pioneered on the railroads, 
as Chandler suggests, served as the template for this process of corporate reorganization, 
in sharp contrast to Britain where the techniques of railway administration had relatively 
little influence on the management of manufacturing firms.64 

Nor was American employers’ commitment to mass-production methods a simple 
response to their economic circumstances. Many of the innovations associated with the 
‘American system of manufacturers’ were inspired by design conceptions elaborated 
outside the market. Thus military goals and finance provided the crucial impetus for the 
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development of firearms with interchangeable parts, and it was at the federal armouries 
that the new technology emerged and many of the mechanics were trained who would 
later apply it in private industry. The technological choices of American manufacturers 
were similarly shaped by a utopian vision of automatic machine production which, 
though never fully realized, nevertheless helped to transform the factory along the 
prophesied lines.65 Undoubtedly, too, American employers’ approach to labour 
management was influenced by their deep attachment to individualist values and 
unilateral control associated with a liberal conception of property rights, although their 
interpretation of these values differed sharply from that of their British counterparts.66 

As in Britain, however, a significant measure of internal diversity in employer labour 
strategies remained visible within the United States itself. The persistence of craft 
production in the United States has usually been seen as confined to sectors such as 
printing, construction and women’s garments in which a host of small and medium-sized 
firms manufactured a wide range of specialized products for competitive, unstable 
markets.67 But similar conditions, as Howell Harris’s chapter shows, also prevailed across 
large sections of the American metalworking industry well into the 1930s. Hence when 
metalworking employers in cities such as Philadelphia drove out unions during the ‘open 
shop’ campaign of the early 1900s, rather than introducing deskilling machinery or 
systematic management they instead reorganized the local labour market to ensure an 
abundant supply of ‘independent’ skilled workers for firms predominantly engaged in 
craft production for fluctuating niche markets. Even in the United States, therefore, such 
sectors provided a significant basis for the survival of an alternative pattern of labour 
management.68 

Within the mass-production sector itself, moreover, the uniformity of American labour 
management can easily be overstated. Detailed studies of the scientific-management 
movement have shown that the reform of work practices was often less systematic and 
far-reaching than its proponents recommended, while Taylor’s own schemes for 
redeploying labour were never fully implemented even in companies whose 
reorganization he personally supervised.69 In personnel management, too, large firms’ 
continued to rely on the crude ‘drive’ system of supervision before 1914, while more 
ambitious corporate employment reforms often lapsed during the 1920s.70 Even on the 
railroads, the supposed pioneers of bureaucratic management, the arbitrary action of local 
foremen and supervisors continued to determine recruitment, discipline, job assignments, 
pay, promotions and welfare benefits for more than a generation until the reforms that 
followed the great strike wave of 1877.71 In mass-production enterprises, similarly, it was 
only the coming of industrial unionism during the 1930s and 1940s that consolidated pre-
existing employment practices such as seniority and job classifications into a 
comprehensive bureaucratic system.72 Within the increasingly important non-union 
sector, finally, more flexible patterns of work organization, labour deployment and skill 
development have persisted, along with internal systems of employee consultation and 
representation.73 

Germany 

German labour management is often assimilated to the American massproduction model 
in contrast to British craft production. But recent research suggests that the German 
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model has been distinctive, combining elements found in both Britain and the United 
States. As in the United States, German firms in core sectors of the economy like coal, 
iron and steel, mechanical engineering, electrical products and chemicals were often 
large, vertically integrated concerns enjoying a significant degree of market power. Such 
firms, like their American counterparts, constructed complex managerial hierarchies for 
the planning and supervision of production, as well as for marketing, research and 
product development.74 These large German manufacturers, as Homburg’s chapter shows 
in the case of Siemens, also developed substantial internal labour markets, using in-firm 
systems of training, promotion and welfare provision to bind workers to the enterprise. 
As in the United States, finally, many German employers bitterly resisted trade-union 
recognition before the First World War, promoting ‘yellow’ company-based alternatives. 
And as Plumpe’s chapter points out, heavy industry’s continuing hostility to collective 
bargaining helped to wreck the Weimar system of compulsory arbitration during the late 
1920s and early 1930s.75 

But as Homburg and others have shown, unlike their American counterparts, giant 
firms like Siemens, AEG, Krupp, Borsig, Mannesmann and the Guttehoffnungshütte 
(GHH) continued to make extensive use of skilled workers and universal machines 
throughout the inter-war period, and to devolve authority over the direction of production 
to craft-trained meister or foremen. Despite their enthusiasm for rationalization and 
standardization, moreover, German manufacturers largely rejected the adoption of 
American techniques of scientific management as incompatible with their flexible work 
organization and diversified range of products. In some sectors, like electrical 
manufacturing or to a lesser extent iron and steel, German employers during the 1920s 
also began to accommodate collabor-ation with union-influenced factory councils within 
their vision of werksgemeinschaft or plant community. Thus before the Second World 
War large sections of German industry had already come to display the distinctive form 
of craft organization observed by the LEST researchers during the 1970s.76 

As in Britain and the United States, these labour policies can be explained in part by 
structural features of their economic and institutional environment. As a late developer 
with a limited domestic market, German industry turned to flexibility and specialization 
in order to break into international markets already occupied by British and American 
manufacturers. German exporters accordingly concentrated on technologically advanced 
capital goods manufactured in small batches to customer specifications such as electrical 
generators, precision machinery, optical equipment or fine chemicals rather than on 
mass-produced consumer goods as in the United States, and they also relied more heavily 
than their British counterparts on customization and product innovation in older sectors 
such as textile machinery.77 This pattern of specialization was likewise encouraged by the 
widespread availability of apprenticed skilled workers first from the stateprotected artisan 
or handwerk sector and later from the public system of vocational training, as well as by 
the flow of scientifically trained manpower from the state-sponsored technical 
universities.78 

As in the United States, moreover, trade-union weakness reinforced by government 
hostility gave large German firms a relatively free hand in labour management before 
1914.79 By the time such employers were forced to negotiate with trade unions, the latter 
were already organized on industrial rather than craft lines, while their predominantly 
skilled workforce largely shared management’s commitment to ‘German quality work’, 
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flexible job assignments and werksgemeinschaft.80 The subsequent penetration of outside 
unions into the ‘plant community’ has been limited, as Plumpe emphasizes, by the 
restrictive works-council legislation that emerged from the political upheavals of the two 
world wars. But there is also considerable evidence that the legal framework of co-
determination and works councils’ statutory rights to consultation over layoffs, 
promotions and transfers have pushed postwar German employers towards manpower 
policies based on long-term planning, internal flexibility and broad training, particularly 
since the legislative reforms of the 1970s.81 

As in Britain and the United States, German employers’ distinctive style of labour 
management was also shaped by the internal organization of their firms and their own 
strategic choices. Thus the rapid progress of concentration and integration across as well 
as between sectors was stimulated by the spread of cartelization—tolerated and at times 
encouraged by the state—as well as by the close ties between the major firms and 
universal banks anxious to safeguard their large industrial investments.82 Public 
bureaucracy, in contrast to the United States and Britain, provided the template for 
professional management in many large-scale German enterprises, and also served as a 
model for the status and career structure of the new whitecollar employees, initially 
known as privatbeamte or private civil servants.83 

The labour policies of German employers have also reflected a conscious rejection of 
American management methods, and large German enterprises have generally eschewed 
multi-divisional structures in favour of functional organization in which centralized 
design, research and marketing departments ensure cross-fertilization between separate 
craft workshops and facilitate customization and the development of new products.84 In 
many cases, too, the German model of enterprise management was doubtless influenced 
by pre-capitalist traditions of authoritarian paternalism taken over from the aristocratic 
Junkers who dominated Prussian agriculture and public administration. Much more than 
their British or American counterparts, however, the cultural values of German 
employers have undergone significant transformations during the course of this century.85 

As in other countries considerable variations in labour policies can also be observed 
within Germany itself. Unlike Britain or the United States, however, the major cleavage 
within German industry is not between craft and mass-production sectors, but rather 
between regions dominated by large, autarkic concerns and those characterized by more 
decentalized complexes of small and medium-sized firms. The autarkic, vertically 
integrated model of enterprise management discussed above emerged in poor, 
agricultural regions such as the Ruhr, Westphalia and parts of northern Germany and 
Bavaria which had little tradition of proto-industrial manufacturing. Firms in these 
regions grew large quickly because the absence of a pre-existing infrastructure forced 
them to internalize a wide range of processes and functions. The high capital 
requirements of this strategy in turn drew them into close relationships with investment 
banks, and the need to recruit and retain a vast labour force in isolated areas further 
encouraged them to develop welfare policies such as company housing.86 

The decentralized form of industrial organization, by contrast, grew up in the older 
manufacturing regions of southern and western Germany such as Baden-Württemberg, 
Saxony and the Bergisches Land (Solingen, Remscheid, Wupperthal). There an 
abundance of handicraft skills and the survival of corporate institutions allowed firms in 
industries such as textiles, machinery, furniture, edge tools, cutlery and automobile 
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components to remain small family enterprises specializing on particular products or 
phases of production. Other functions such as finance, marketing, training and research 
and development were externalized to an extensive local infrastructure of cooperative 
banks, trade associations, public research institutes and municipal government. 
Subcontracting has remained widespread in these regions, and even larger firms such as 
Robert Bosch are more closely integrated into the surrounding economy than their 
counterparts elsewhere in Germany. Before the 1920s local craft societies were often 
more important in these areas than industrial unions, and labour relations there remain 
less centralized today than in other German regions. Both models of German industrial 
organization are equally committed to the manufacture of customized goods for 
specialized export markets using flexible, skill-intensive methods. But the decentralized 
form—which is linked directly to the ‘industrial districts’ of the nineteenth century—has 
been gaining ground in recent years as a result of the increased volatility of international 
markets and rising costs of product development, while there are growing signs of 
decentralization within historically autarkic firms themselves.87 

Japan 

Since the mid-1970s the focus of international contrasts in labour management has 
shifted increasingly to Japan. Japanese manufacturers’ extraordinary success in world 
markets across a wide range of sectors from automobiles and machine tools to computers 
and consumer electronics has led many western observers to regard their management 
practices as a new model of productive efficiency that foreign competitors will fail to 
emulate at their peril. There is little agreement about the precise nature of Japanese 
management or the sources of its competitive advantage, but recent research presents a 
reasonably clear picture of work organization and employment policies in large Japanese 
companies. 

The central feature of work organization in Japan highlighted by these accounts is the 
systematic pursuit of productive flexibility even by mass manufacturers turning out high 
volumes of standardized goods. Like the West Germans, but unlike the Americans, 
Japanese manufacturers typically eschew narrow work assignments and job 
classifications, relying instead on teams of broadly skilled, polyvalent workers able to 
cope with a variety of tasks. As in Germany, there is little bureaucratization of production 
management, and supervisors are integrated into work-teams rather than hierarchically 
separated from them. In Japan, however, this broad skill base is produced by rotating 
workers across jobs within each enterprise rather than through a national system of 
occupational training or craft apprenticeship as in Germany. As Jones shows in his study 
of Flexible Manufacturing Systems, moreover, new microelectronic technologies in 
Japanese companies are assimilated into pre-existing flexible work practices rather than 
used to substitute for human skills and knowledge.88 

This flexible model of work organization both permits and reflects a series of 
celebrated innovations in large-scale manufacturing which have played an important part 
in Japanese companies’ international competitive success, from ‘just-in-time’ systems of 
inventory control, quick die-changes, short machine set-ups and small batch production 
of components to ‘mixedmodel’ assembly lines and ‘total quality control’ through the 
integration of production and inspection.89 Over time, these piecemeal innovations have 
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allowed the Japanese to capitalize on their productive flexibility by speeding up the 
introduction of new models and widening their product ranges, fragmenting the market 
into a series of specialized niches.90 Thus the Japanese system has gradually moved from 
an unprecedentedly flexible type of mass production towards flexible specialization, 
understood as a modern, innovative form of craft organization that combines great 
product variety with rapid throughput and high total volume.91 

The most distinctive feature of employment policies in large Japanese firms has been 
their extensive development of internal labour markets. ‘Permanent employment’, 
seniority wages and promotions, company welfare benefits and enterprise unionism form 
the central pillars of what has come to be known as the ‘Japanese employment system’. 
While a significant amount of job-changing continues to occur, particularly during 
periods of labour-market tightness, large Japanese companies prefer to recruit core 
workers at the beginning of their careers and train them internally. These largely male 
workers are then offered a high degree of job security with the company—maintained if 
necessary through transfers between plants or even affilitated firms—until the age of 
compulsory retirement in their mid- to late fifties. A major component of the monthly 
wage is related to length of service and other company-specific factors, and seniority 
plays a crucial part in promotions and career progression, as in much of American mass-
production industry. In Japan, as in France, however, management has retained much 
greater discretion in promotions and job assignments, and ‘merit’ payments based on 
supervisors’ assessments play a significant part in the determination of individual 
workers’ wages. Company welfare is particularly important in Japan because of the 
absence of a developed system of state provision, and non-wage benefits cover a wide 
sphere from health insurance and subsidized housing or housing loans to cheap goods at 
company stores and company-sponsored leisure activities. Taken together, these 
employment policies have produced what Koike terms the ‘whitecollarization’ of manual 
workers in large Japanese companies, fostering a broadly shared sense of ‘enterprise 
community’ among their members, reminiscent of but more intense than the German 
concept of werksgemeinschaft.92 The Japanese employment system, finally, is capped off 
by the prevalence of trade unions organized around the individual enterprise rather than 
the craft or industry. These unions have generally adopted a cooperative outlook towards 
company policies, and often include past or future managers and supervisors among their 
officers, though their active representation of workers’ interests through collective 
bargaining and joint consultation makes them much more than simple management 
tools.93 

As in other countries, the distinctiveness of Japanese labour policies can be explained 
in part by structural features of markets and technology. Thus Dore, for example, 
attributes the internalization of labour management within large, bureaucratic enterprises 
primarily to Japan’s position as a ‘late developer’. In this view, the higher capital 
requirements and more sophisticated technology of heavy industries such as steel, 
shipbuilding or electrical machinery, coupled with a shortage of indigenous skills, pushed 
Japanese companies to internalize a wider range of functions and to adopt more 
bureaucratic employment policies to train and retain their workers than comparable firms 
in early industrializing countries such as Great Britain.94 Similarly, the flexibility of 
Japanese work organization can be linked to the small initial size and diversity of the 
domestic market for industrial goods, together with postwar manufacturers’ desperate 
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drive to catch up with western standards of productivity and quality as quickly as 
possible. These characteristics in turn led Japanese entrepreneurs in sectors such as 
textiles and automobiles both to modify imported western technology for smaller batch 
sizes and to increase the flexibility of mass production methods through policies of 
continuous rationalization and product upgrading.95 

As in the other countries we have discussed, institutional factors also played an 
important part in shaping the evolution of the Japanese employment system. The spread 
of flexible work practices and enterprise unionism were facilitated by the relative 
weakness of craft organization in Tokugawa Japan, where unlike Europe there were few 
links between guilds or journeymen’s associations in different towns. In Japan as in the 
United States, conversely, the development of job security and seniority-based systems of 
promotion and wage determination owed much to workers’ struggles between the 1920s 
and the 1940s to force management to live up to the half-hearted promises of their own 
personnel policies. It was only with the defeat of industrial unionism in the late 1940s, 
moreover, that the enterprise-based model of labour organization was reaffirmed and 
firms regained a wider margin of discretion in internal manpower management.96 

State policies likewise exerted a formative influence on the evolution of Japanese 
employment practices. From the early 1900s onwards and especially between the wars, 
Japanese bureaucrats and politicians debated a variety of competing proposals for labour 
reform ranging from the regulation of working conditions through the creation of works 
councils to legal support for trade-union organization and collective bargaining. Although 
comprehensive legislative guarantees of labour standards, minimum wages and trade-
union rights were only enacted during the postwar American occupation, the reform 
proposals of these ‘social bureaucrats’ during the preceding period arguably stimulated 
large Japanese enterprises to develop their own programmes of job security, company 
welfare and employee representation. The postwar defeat of industrial unionism, finally, 
owed much to the abrupt reversal of pro-labour policies by the American occupation 
authorities and Japanese government after the onset of the Cold War in 1948.97 

As in other countries, however, the labour policies of Japanese employers were a 
result not only of the pressures of the external environment but also of the internal 
organization of firms and their own strategic choices. As in the United States and 
Germany, the creation of internal labour markets in Japan was associated with the 
development of large, horizontally concentrated, vertically integrated and sectorally 
diversified enterprises run by complex hierarchies of professional managers. As in 
Germany, too, industrial concentration and market control were underpinned by a far-
reaching system of trade associations and cartels, often operating under government 
sponsorship. But unlike the United States, where multi-divisional corporations exercised 
tight control over their subsidiaries, the flexibility of Japanese manufacturers was 
enhanced by the greater autonomy allowed to their operating units by the prewar zaibatsu 
and the postwar industrial groups, which often remain loose federations of 
complementary firms with reciprocal shareholdings under the aegis of a trading company 
and an inhouse bank.98 

Although Japanese employers were keenly interested in mass production and scientific 
management, like their German counterparts they were rarely prepared to impose a rigid 
system of task fragmentation, narrow job assignments and bureaucratic production 
planning on their factories. Before the Second World War, Japanese attempts to introduce 
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scientific management were concentrated in government enterprises such as naval 
dockyards and the national railways, together with certain large private textile and 
electrical manufacturers. Even in these cases, moreover, Taylorist methods were often 
introduced in a selective and piecemeal way, without necessarily resulting in the 
development of narrow work-roles.99 In employment policies, similarly, Japanese 
managers borrowed selectively from a variety of foreign models, drawing for example on 
the company unionism of American firms such as US Steel during the 1920s or the 
unitary corporatism of Nazi Germany during the Second World War.100 No doubt the 
labour policies of Japanese employers are also consonant with certain values of 
traditional Japanese culture, notably the ‘beautiful customs’ of familism and paternalism 
often invoked by opponents of independent trade unionism before the Second World 
War. But as we have seen, the Japanese employment system was not a residue of pre-
industrial practices but rather a twentieth-century creation whose characteristics were the 
outcome of bitter internal struggles and debates as well as of external influences.101 

Within Japan itself, as in western countries, a large measure of diversity in 
employment practices has also persisted. As many commentators have pointed out, the 
‘Japanese employment system’ applies fully only to core workers within large private 
enterprises—roughly 25 per cent of the total work-force. The predominant view of 
employment conditions for Japan’s ‘peripheral work-force’ is that they are simply the 
obverse of those prevailing in the core: low wages, insecurity and limited career 
progression. The small and medium-sized firms which employ the bulk of the work-
force, on this view, are largely composed of dependent subcontractors whose exploitation 
forms a vital buffer underpinning the security and prosperity of workers in large 
companies.102  

But recent research on the small-firm sector in Japan presents a different picture. This 
work has drawn attention to the technological dynamism and economic autonomy of 
many, though by no means all, small and medium-sized Japanese enterprises. A 
significant proportion of these firms manufacture specialized products with advanced 
equipment for international markets, and most subcontractors work for a plurality of 
customers while often in turn subcontracting to other firms. As in south-west Germany 
and other parts of western Europe, Japanese small firms frequently cluster in 
geographically compact industrial districts where trade associations, credit unions and 
local government combine to provide a wide range of infrastructural services needed to 
offset the disadvantages of a fragmented industrial structure.103 One important but little-
noted consequence is that the overall wage gap between workers in large and small firms 
is no greater than in other western economies, and has narrowed sharply since the loose 
labour markets of the 1950s.104 The remaining wage gap between employees of similar 
ages in firms of different sizes narrows still further when account is taken of the high 
prospects that skilled workers in small firms have of moving either into self-employment 
or into supervisory and white-collar positions.105 Employment conditions in this sector 
are thus distinguished by higher levels of job-changing, vertical mobility and new firm 
formation than in the core. But Koike has demonstrated that high levels of work-force 
seniority and internal skills formation can also be observed within the majority of small 
Japanese firms themselves.106 Labour management in the small-firm sector can thus be 
understood as a hybrid form combining elements of the decentralized craft model 
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characteristic of western industrial districts and the bureaucratic, internalizing model 
dominant in large Japanese companies. 

INTERNATIONAL VARIATIONS: EMPLOYER ORGANIZATION 
AND COLLECTIVE ACTION 

Britain 

Like British labour management, the British model of employer organization has long 
been regarded as internationally distinctive; and it too has undergone a fundamental 
transformation during the postwar period. From the 1890s through the 1960s core sectors 
of the British economy such as engineering, shipbuilding, coalmining, textiles and iron 
and steel were characterized by widespread but restricted forms of employer solidarity. 
Employers in these sectors were organized into broadly representative associations which 
bargained collectively with trade unions over wages, hours and working conditions, first 
at a regional and then (with the partial exception of coal) at a national level.107 British 
employers were among the first in the world to form continuous associations of this type, 
and as Sisson’s chapter observes, their example often served as an inspiration for the 
creation of similar organizations abroad. Through much of this period, the British system 
of industry-wide bargaining was widely admired by foreign observers, and domestic 
employers’ associations could be favourably compared in strength and cohesion with 
those of other European countries such as France or Italy. 

Compared with their Scandinavian or German counterparts, however, it is the limited 
internal coherence and capacity for sustained offensive action of British employers’ 
organizations that stand out. Employer organization in Britain has been notably weak at 
the inter-industrial level, and peak associations such as the National Confederation of 
Employers’ Organizations (NCEO), the Federation of British Industries (FBI) or the 
Confederation of British Industry (CBI) have never played much role in coordinating the 
labour policies of their affiliates.108 Even at a sectoral or regional level, as the chapters by 
Reid and Zeitlin show, although British employers’ associations in industries such as 
shipbuilding and engineering succeeded in forging common fronts against the unions in 
periods of crisis, they were rarely able to acquire sustained influence over the strategies 
of individual firms. Few associations thus possessed much disciplinary power over their 
members; the centralization of resources and decision-making often remained limited; 
and financial guarantees of future solidarity were largely absent.109 Attempts to prevent 
competitive bidding for labour through the use of enquiry or discharge notes usually 
broke down in practice, and systems of strike insurance and organized provision of 
blacklegs were in decline by the early 1920s.110 In shipbuilding, as in other industries 
such as cotton spinning or iron and steel, the proposals of aggressive employers to attack 
job controls and restructure payment systems were repeatedly blocked by other firms’ 
reluctance to bear the costs of a protracted stoppage.111 Even in engineering, where the 
Engineering Employers’ Federation (EEF) was more seriously committed to the 
collective defence of managerial prerogatives, the conflicting interests of its members in 
different districts and subsectors made it difficult to obtain support for a national lock-out 
to contain resurgent craft militancy between 1898 and 1922 or again in the late 1930s. 
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Despite considerable variations from sector to sector, finally, collective agreements 
typically remained loose procedural or framework arrangements which left considerable 
discretion on many issues in the hands of individual firms.112 

This model of industry-wide bargaining by national employers’ organizations reached 
its apogee in the interwar years of high unemployment, weakened trade unions and 
increasingly regulated markets. During these years employers’ organizations dominated 
collective bargaining and were often able to use their national strength to extract 
concessions from the unions during trade downturns or choke off local demand for 
improved wages and conditions in areas of relative prosperity. Under the changed 
circumstances of the postwar period, however, British employers’ organizations came 
under increasing strain as a widening gap opened up in many industries between 
nationally agreed wages and conditions on the one hand and those conceded by 
individual firms on the other. By the mid-1960s, the Donovan Commission could identify 
a conflict between two systems of industrial relations in Britain: a formal system of 
national bargaining between employers’ associations and trade unions, and an informal 
system of workplace bargaining between managers and shop stewards.113 From that point 
onwards, the national bargaining system began to disintegrate rapidly in many industries. 
By the late 1970s workplace or company bargaining rather than national wage 
agreements had become the primary determinant of manual workers’ earnings in key 
sectors of private manufacturing such as engineering and chemicals, while national 
disputes procedures were increasingly marginalized or ignored. Employers’ organizations 
in these industries accordingly began to transform themselves from bargaining agents to 
providers of advice and services, as large firms seeking to develop companybased labour 
policies outside the framework of national agreements either resigned altogether or 
withdrew to new categories of associate membership.114 The most dramatic such 
development came in engineering, where in 1989 the EEF decided to discontinue national 
negotiations over substantive issues during a protracted dispute over reductions in 
working hours, thereby bringing to an end nearly a century of involvement in multi-
employer bargaining.115 

How can we account for the emergence and subsequent transformation of this 
distinctive model of employer organization in Britain? One explanation widely canvassed 
during the 1970s and 1980s concerns the role of national culture and individualistic 
attitudes in inhibiting the development of employer solidarity. British employers, on this 
view, have differed from their counterparts elsewhere primarily in a lesser willingness to 
subordinate their individual autonomy to the demands of collective action on a longterm 
basis.116 Whatever the merits of this view as an account of British employers’ social 
attitudes, however, the postulation of deep-rooted cultural continuities can hardly provide 
much guide to explaining the profound changes in organizational behaviour which have 
taken place over the past century. Equally importantly, there is considerable evidence that 
British employers seriously attempted at key moments to strengthen the authority of their 
organizations and enhance the influence of collective agreements over the labour policies 
of individual firms. After the First World War, as Zeitlin’s chapter argues, the EEF 
sought to reach a comprehensive national agreement with the engineering unions which 
would have established a standard code of working practice across the industry as a 
whole, bringing under joint regulation such key areas of managerial prerogative as 
payment systems, grading and training. After the Second World War, too, British 
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engineering employers made determined efforts to rebuild their collective solidarity and 
stem the tide of workplace bargaining. During the late 1940s and 1950s, for example, the 
EEF tried to unify its members by coordinating resistance to union claims for general 
wage advances, culminating in a major national lock-out in 1957. And again in the 1960s 
the Federation sought to revive the effectiveness of the industry’s disputes procedure by 
lobbying for legal enforceability of collective agreements and statutory penalties for 
unofficial strikers.117 In each of these cases, the strength of support for such proposals 
among employers is as striking as their ultimate failure; nor does internal dissension, 
however significant, appear to have played the decisive part in determining any of these 
outcomes. 

A more promising line of explanation focuses on the role of industrial structure and 
company organization. Well into the twentieth century, as we saw above, many sectors of 
British industry continued to be marked by a fragmented, competitive structure, while 
few companies had created effective organizational capabilities for labour management 
within the enterprise. These characteristics exerted a double influence on the 
development of employer organization and collective bargaining. On the one hand, 
British employers in industries such as iron and steel or engineering lacked both the 
incentives and the power that led their American and German counterparts to sweep away 
trade unionism and impose the open shop, so that some form of collective bargaining 
accordingly became unavoidable.118 On the other hand, multi-employer bargaining 
offered positive benefits to individual firms in such industries by helping them to regulate 
competition in product and/or labour markets, and by allowing them to devolve 
responsibility for labour management to external organizations. As we also saw, 
however, the structure of British industry was transformed during the postwar period by 
the growing concentration of ownership, the spread of the multi-divisional company and 
the professionalization of all areas of management. Large diversified firms in 
oligopolistic industries gradually became less willing to accept the constraints of national 
agreements on their freedom of action, and they saw little need for assistance from 
outside bodies in framing their internal labour strategies. The resulting growth of 
managerial hierarchies and corporate personnel polices in turn helped to precipitate the 
decline of multi-employer bargaining and collective organization in many sectors of 
British industry from the mid-1960s onwards.119 

This type of explanation clearly has considerable force. Not only are changes in 
industrial structure and company organization closely associated with chronological 
shifts in the pattern of collective action among British employers, but similar factors also 
appear important in accounting for sectoral variations within each period. Thus during the 
heyday of multiemployer bargaining before the Second World War, collective 
organization was generally weakest in sectors such as chemicals and confectionery where 
large, hierarchical companies had already developed their own personnel policies and 
welfare programmes.120 More recently, on the other hand, employers’ organizations and 
national bargaining have survived best in those industries such as footwear, textiles, 
printing, construction and clothing whose fragmented, competitive structure most closely 
resembles the earlier dominant model.121 But such arguments break down, as Sisson’s 
chapter points out, when the comparison is extended to the international level. For in 
other European countries such as the Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden, France or 
Italy, large firms have continued to play an active part in multi-employer bargaining—
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including foreign multinationals, such as Ford, which have always refused to join 
employers’ associations in Britain. Even at a sectoral level, moreover, the correlation 
between industrial structure and employer organizations is far from perfect. Thus as 
Gospel himself has shown, one of the tightest national agreements in interwar Britain was 
negotiated by the Flour Milling Employers’ Federation which was dominated by a 
handful of large, paternalistic companies.122 Over the past two decades, conversely, the 
scope and effectiveness of multiemployer organization and bargaining has also declined 
significantly in highly competitive small-firm industries such as construction.123 

Within any given industrial structure, therefore, a spectrum of bargaining 
arrangements are possible, and changing patterns of collective organization cannot be 
explained without reference to the strategic choices of employers themselves. As the 
chapters in this volume demonstrate, British employers’ own decisions, individual and 
collective, clearly played a crucial role in both the rise and the subsequent decline of 
national bargaining. But as the chapters also show, these choices depended at each point 
not only on employers’ internal deliberations, but also on a process of strategic 
interaction with the state and trade unions. 

Thus the organizational practices and bargaining strategies of British employers were 
shaped not only by the changing structure of their industries but also by the trajectory of 
public policy. From the 1890s onwards civil servants and politicians alike became 
committed to the extension of collective bargaining as a distinctly British method for 
reconciling economic efficiency and social peace. Liberal ministers such as Gladstone, 
Mundella and Lloyd George pressurized recalcitrant employers to recognize trade unions 
and accept compromise settlements on the railways, in the mines and on the docks. The 
officials of the Board of Trade Labour Department, many of them ex-trade unionists, 
constituted a similar force for conciliation and arbitration in industrial disputes; and this 
tradition was continued in a lower key by the Ministry of Labour after its formation in 
1916.124 In engineering, as Zeitlin shows, the EEF’s fear of government intervention in 
case of a renewed lock-out was a key factor behind its pursuit of a negotiated 
accommodation with the unions between 1908 and 1922. The emergence of national 
wage bargaining in many industries was closely associated with the compulsory 
arbitration system introduced by the state during the First World War; and government 
policies also sought to diffuse collective bargaining into sectors where economic forces 
did not encourage its spontaneous emergence through measures such as fair-wage 
resolutions, trade boards and Whitley Councils.125 

But if public policy stimulated collective organization among British employers and 
circumscribed their opportunities for collective action, it also inhibited the development 
of employers’ associations into more authoritative bodies. Thus the abstentionist regime 
of labour law confirmed by the Trade Disputes Act of 1906 discouraged the effective 
centralization of collective bargaining by granting far-reaching immunities from civil 
prosecution to unofficial as well as official strikers; while unlike in countries such as 
Sweden, Germany or the United States, collective agreements were allowed to remain 
voluntary arrangements without binding force on either party.126 At the peak level, 
similarly, the relative weakness of organizations such as the NCEO, the FBI and the CBI 
owed much to the enduring hold of parliamentary sovereignty on the British state and its 
consequent ambivalence towards such experiments in corporatist concertation as the 
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National Industrial Conference of 1919–21, the Mond-Turner talks of 1927–33 or the 
National Economic Development Council of the 1960s.127 

During the postwar period, similarly, the state has played a crucial role in the decline 
of multi-employer bargaining and collective organization in Britain. Thus in the 1957 
engineering lock-out, for example, the Conservative government’s concern for the impact 
of a prolonged dispute on the balance of payments led them to pull the rug out from 
under the EEF whose resistance to trade-union wage demands it had hitherto 
encouraged.128 During the 1950s and 1960s, as Tolliday’s chapter illustrates in the case of 
Ford, continuing pressure from both Conservative and Labour governments to avoid 
serious outbreaks of industrial conflict pushed the motor employers to abandon their 
long-standing opposition to shop-steward organization and paved the way for the 
extension of workplace bargaining. The Donovan Commission gave official sanction to 
the spread of factory and company agreements, while productivity bargaining offered 
firms an increasingly attractive means of escaping from the constraints of incomes 
policies.129 Since 1979, finally, government policy and labour-law reform have 
consciously promoted the growth of employer individualism by a variety of means such 
as removing legal immunities for sympathetic strikes, abolishing fair-wages resolutions 
and wages councils, privatizing nationalized companies and dismantling national 
bargaining arrangements in public services.130 

Trade unions as well as the state have exercized a formative influence on the shifting 
pattern of employer organization and collective bargaining in Britain. Thus during the 
second half of the nineteenth century, it was the ability of short-lived unions of operatives 
to disrupt production during upturns of trade that led employers in cyclical export 
industries like coal, textiles and iron and steel to pioneer early forms of collective wage 
determinations such as sliding scales, joint boards and third-party arbitration. It was also 
the ability of craft unions to impose unilateral regulation on individual firms that led 
employers in sectors like engineering, shipbuilding, construction and printing to create 
industry-wide federations and disputes procedures during the 1890s and 1900s.131 In 
engineering, as Zeitlin argues, the federal structure of the Amalgamated Engineering 
Union (AEU) and the weakness of its executive played a decisive role in undermining 
negotiations with the EEF to create a more centralized and comprehensive bargaining 
system after the First World War. The limited authority of trade unions over their 
members, like that of employers’ associations, owed much to the negative immunities 
conferred by British labour law; but whenever reform proposals were debated between 
the Taff Vale decision of 1901 and the Employment Act of 1980, it was the unions that 
emerged as the staunchest defenders of the voluntarist system.132 During the 1950s and 
1960s, moreover, unions such as the AEU and the Transport and General Workers Union 
contributed significantly to the growth of workplace bargaining by throwing their support 
behind shop-steward organization and giving retrospective sanction to unofficial strikes, 
as in the case of the 1969 dispute at Ford described by Tolliday. During the 1980s, too, 
the EEF’s decision to withdraw from national bargaining had its roots in the inability of 
the AEU executive to deliver its members’ support for a proposed agreement exchanging 
workplace flexibility for shorter hours.133 
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Sweden and Germany 

Sweden and Germany are the cases most often contrasted to the British model of 
employer organization and collective bargaining. Through most of this century 
employers’ organizations in these countries have been characterized by their remarkable 
cohesion and capacity for strategic action. Perhaps the most striking example is that of 
Svenska Arbetgivareforeningen (SAF), the Swedish Employers’ Confederation, which 
established the national framework of industrial relations through its historic agreements 
of 1906 and 1938 with the Landsorganisationen i Sverige (LO), the Swedish 
Confederation of Labour. From the early 1950s through the mid-1980s, SAF bargained 
over wages on behalf of its affiliates at a multi-industrial level, and the Confederation 
still plays a key role in the coordination of sectoral negotiations. Decision-making within 
SAF is extremely centralized, and until 1982 no affiliated association could enter into a 
collective agreement without its formal approval. Member firms that fail to uphold their 
obligations to SAF or its affiliates are subject to substantial fines, and the organization 
seeks to control wage drift through financial penalties for violation of collective 
agreements. Crucial to the centralization of authority within SAF is the highly developed 
system of mutual strike insurance, which has underpinned its strategic use of sympathetic 
lock-outs to meet tradeunion challenges by widening the scope of conflict, from the 
formative confrontations of the 1900s to the most recent national dispute of 1980.134 As 
key affiliates such as Verkstadsförening (VF), the Engineering Employers’ Federation, 
have become more independent of SAF during the 1980s, they too have begun to build up 
their own strike-insurance funds to finance sectoral lock-outs.135 Within this institutional 
framework, it is hardly surprising that Swedish collective agreements typically cover a 
wider range of issues in greater detail than their British counterparts, from bonus systems, 
payment by results and wage-drift compensation to training, health and safety, 
technological change, job security, pensions and investment.136 

In Germany, on the other hand, the focus of collective bargaining is sectoral and 
regional rather than national and inter-industrial, but employers have been strongly 
organized at each of these levels. Under the Wilhelmine Reich and the Weimar Republic, 
peak associations of business were directed more at relations with the state than with 
labour, despite a short-lived experiment at bipartite cooperation with trade-union leaders 
in the Zentralarbeitsgemeinschaft (ZAG), or Central Working Community of Employers 
and Employees, between 1918 and 1924.137 Under the Federal Republic, however, the 
Bundesvereinigung der Deutschen Arbeit-geberverbände (BDA), the Confederation of 
German Employers’ Organizations, maintains a mutual strike-insurance fund for its 
sectoral affiliates and helps to coordinate their bargaining strategies on non-wage 
questions such as working hours and paid holidays through its secret ‘Tabu-Katalog’ of 
prohibited concessions.138 Before 1914 and again from the mid-1920s, as the chapters by 
Homburg and Plumpe show, sectoral employers’ associations in large-scale industries 
such as coal, iron and steel and to a lesser extent electrical manufacturing deployed their 
collective strength to resist rather than negotiate with trade unions. Strike-insurance 
funds, sympathetic lockouts, leaving certificates, blacklists, employer-controlled 
employment exchanges and standardization of payment systems were among the methods 
used with varying degrees of success to harmonize the labour strategies of individual 
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firms and reinforce collective solidarity during this period.139 After 1945, as Plumpe 
documents, West German employers were forced to come to terms with trade unionism, 
collective bargaining and co-determination even in the heavy industries of the Ruhr. But 
national employers’ organizations in sectors such as iron and steel and engineering have 
maintained a strong role in coordinating regional bargaining through sympathetic lock-
outs, mutual assistance to struck firms in meeting urgent contracts, and fines for non-
compliance with association rules. As in Sweden, German collective agreements on 
subjects such as the operation of payment systems are considerably more comprehensive, 
detailed and binding on individual firms than would normally be the case in Britain.140 In 
recent years, however, some tendencies towards decreasing uniformity have been 
observable, with growing regional differentiation and collective agreements setting the 
framework for more customized arrangements negotiated by works councils.141 

As in Britain, national culture has often been adduced to account for the associative 
behaviour of Swedish and German employers. Thus Swedish ‘communitarianism’ and 
cultural and religious homogeneity are sometimes held to underlie the high levels of 
collective solidarity displayed by employers and workers alike. In Germany the weakness 
of liberal values and the strength of pre-capitalist corporate traditions have figured even 
more prominently in historical explanations of employer strategy and organizations. 
Despite evident cultural similarities between the two countries, however, Swedish and 
German employers’ attitudes to liberalism have been quite different, and as we observed 
in the previous section, those of the latter have shifted considerably over time.142 At a 
micro level, moreover, Homburg shows that the cultural norms of metalworking 
employers did not in themselves prevent periodic breaches of collective solidarity such as 
poaching of skilled workers in Berlin’s tight labour market during the 1920s. 

As in Britain, too, industrial structure has played a key role in explanations of the 
effectiveness of employer organization in Sweden and Germany. High early levels of 
concentration and cartelization, it is often argued, underpinned the success of sectoral 
employers’ associations in both countries, while the domination of the Swedish economy 
by a small number of oligopolistic export sectors is also held to account for its long 
history of centralized multi-industrial bargaining.143 Concentration and cartelization 
undoubtedly do facilitate collective organization and strategy formation among 
employers by relaxing competitive pressures, reducing the number of actors involved in 
key decisions and increasing the resources available for their implementation. The 
German iron and steel cartels, for example, regularly deployed their economic leverage to 
promote association and influence the policies of their customers in the machine-building 
and finishing sectors during both the Wilhelmine and the Weimar periods.144 

But the historical relationship between concentration and collective organization in 
these countries is far from straightforward. Thus the centralization of organization among 
Swedish employers largely preceded the development of industrial concentration, while 
German employers were able to rebuild cohesive associations after the Second World 
War despite the dismantlement of their cartels. Substantial domestic competition has 
always existed in key sectors of the Swedish economy such as engineering, while in 
Germany, too, it was in competitive sectors such as book printing that employers first 
began to perfect the techniques of sympathetic lock-outs and national collective 
bargaining during the late nineteenth century.145 Even within concentrated sectors such as 
Ruhr iron and steel, Plumpe demonstrates that there were bitter disagreements among 
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employers over co-determination and the Schuman Plan during the late 1940s and early 
1950s, and important divisions over labour strategy could likewise be observed within the 
SAF at key turning-points between the 1900s and the 1980s.146 Nor does this line of 
argument stand up better to international comparisons: in Britain, as we have seen, the 
growth of industrial concentration accompanied the decline rather than reinforcement of 
collective action among employers; while the centralization of employer organization in 
Denmark approaches that of Sweden on the basis of a much more fragmented industrial 
structure.147 

Strategic choice is thus just as important in explaining the relative strength of 
collective solidarity among employers in Sweden and Germany as in accounting for its 
relative weakness in Britain. There is widespread agreement, for example, that SAF’s 
policies played a decisive role in the successive phases of centralization in Swedish 
industrial relations during the 1900s, the 1930s and the 1950s, even at the cost of 
squeezing out marginal firms unable to meet the burden imposed by national wage 
settlements. During the 1980s VF, the Engineering Employers’ Federation, has been the 
driving force behind the demand for decentralized bargaining; but many Swedish 
employers still see real benefits in centralization as a private-sector substitute for incomes 
policy, and fears of an impending wage explosion prompted all sectors other than 
engineering to return to central negotiations under SAF auspices in 1989.148 In Germany, 
too, employers were arguably the dominant actors in shaping the pattern of industrial 
relations before 1933, stimulating the formation of industrial unions in the 1890s by their 
ability to defeat localized craft societies through sympathetic lock-outs, allying with 
national union leaders to contain radical factory councils during the revolution of 1918–
19, and undermining first peak-level concertation and then sectoral collective bargaining 
during the 1920s. After the Second World War, of course, German employers’ scope for 
manoeuvre was substantially curtailed, but even then, as Plumpe points out, they were 
still able to block the extension of parity co-determination to sectors other than coal and 
steel, obtain a restrictive legal framework for works councils and contain union militancy 
within industry-wide bargaining arrangements. 

As in Britain, however, the strategic calculations of Swedish and German employers 
were also shaped at key moments by the behaviour of the state and the unions. During the 
1890s and 1900s the Swedish state, like its British counterpart, promoted employer 
recognition of trade unions by its unwillingness to deploy repressive force in industrial 
disputes.149 Once both sides of industry had become organized, a series of unstable 
coalition governments reinforced the ‘December Compromise’ of 1906 (in which SAF 
committed itself to collective bargaining in exchange for LO’s recognition of managerial 
prerogatives) by intervening against hardline employers in the lock-out of 1908 while 
refusing to protect militant workers in the general strike of 1909.150 In contrast to Britain, 
a Conservative-dominated government then made collective agreements legally binding 
in 1928, imposing a peace obligation on both parties during the life of the contract, with 
disputes over its interpretation to be settled by a special Labour Court. Fear of further 
state intervention also proved an important stimulus to subsequent voluntary 
compromises between SAF and LO. Thus the Saltsjöbaden ‘Basic Agreement’ of 1938 
which committed the two peak associations to national negotiations before strikes or 
lock-outs could occur was framed against the threat of legislation to introduce 
compulsory arbitration by the Social Democratic government whose recovery programme 
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was being disrupted by a rash of industrial disputes. And the centralization of wage 
bargaining during the 1950s likewise owed much to the desires of both SAF and LO to 
avoid the imposition of official incomes policies.151 Since 1982, finally, the macro-
economic preoccupations of Social Democratic administrations have made them the 
staunchest defenders of centralized collective bargaining, using tax concessions and 
political pressure to broker renewed national wage agreements in 1985–6 and abortively 
proposing a statutory incomes policy in February 1990.152 

In Germany unlike Sweden, the Wilhelmine state underwrote employer resistance to 
trade unions by legal support for organized strike-breaking and statutory restrictions on 
strike activity.153 The state and the courts also promoted the cartelization process which 
reinforced employer organization in the labour market by granting tariff protection, 
making cartel agreements legally enforceable, pushing raw-materials suppliers to 
accommodate the needs of export customers, and even in extreme cases imposing 
compulsory syndicalization of marketing.154 During the First World War, however, 
government policy and the exigencies of the war economy encouraged collaboration 
between employers and trade-union leaders, setting the stage for the Stinnes-Legien 
Agreement of 1918 whereby the former accepted collective bargaining while the latter 
accepted the continued existence of private property.155 Weimar labour law placed the 
state’s authority behind this compromise by creating statutory works councils, giving 
binding force to collective agreements and providing for compulsory arbitration where no 
agreement could be reached; and it was heavy-industrial employers’ growing resentment 
of these policies which helped to turn them against the Republic itself during the late 
1920s and early 1930s.156 

After 1945, as Plumpe shows, the Allied occupation authorities and the Adenauer 
Government brokered the crucial compromises over deconcentration and parity co-
determination which enabled Ruhr employers to restore their organizational unity. The 
postwar regime of labour law in turn has strongly fostered sectoral bargaining between 
employers’ associations and industrial unions through a combination of positive and 
negative sanctions. Thus the legal right to strike is confined to national trade unions, and 
works councils are subject to a friedenpflicht or peace obligation; strikes and lockouts are 
prohibited during the life of an agreement with heavy fines for violations, and disputes 
over contract interpretation are subject to the binding decision of the Labour Court; and 
collective agreements may be extended by public officials to cover all workers and 
employers in any particular industry.157 In contrast to Britain, too, German law provides 
statutory support for employer organization throughout the economy by a compulsory 
system of Chambers of Industry, Commerce and Handwerk (artisanry) which exercise a 
variety of public functions, most notably in the area of vocational training.158 Since 1982, 
however, the Kohl government has sought with limited success to weaken the public 
framework of German industrial relations—in some cases against the opposition of the 
BDA itself—by measures such as refusing to extend industry-wide agreements to civil 
servants, making public assistance to troubled firms conditional on wage cuts, and 
denying social-security payments to workers laid off by strikes and lock-outs.159 

In both countries, finally, the emergent patterns of employer organization and 
collective action also owed much to the strategies of trade unions themselves. Thus the 
formation of SAF in 1902 was a direct response to that of LO in 1898, and the former’s 
policies of centralized strike insurance and sympathetic lock-outs were stimulated by the 
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latter’s use of mutualassistance funds to finance general strikes over political as well as 
industrial issues.160 The centralized negotiating procedures created by the Saltsjöbaden 
Agreement could not have worked had the LO not revised its rules to acquire control over 
strike decisions and the right to participate in the contract negotiations of member unions, 
nor could centralized bargaining have been sustained during the postwar period had 
Swedish unions not come to see it as an effective instrument for the implementation of a 
solidaristic wages policy.161 During the 1980s, too, LO’s macroeconomic distributional 
objectives have made the Confederation a formidable opponent of decentralized 
bargaining, and its refusal to accept industry-level settlements was a major factor behind 
the national wage agreement of 1986. At the same time, however, some unions within LO 
such as the Metal Workers, whose members’ earnings have been compressed by the 
solidaristic wage policy, see definite advantages in sectoral bargaining, while bitter inter-
union rivalries between representatives of blue- and white-collar workers, as well as 
between those of the public and private sectors, has been a crucial factor in destabilizing 
peak-level wage negotiations.162 A final and unexpected impetus to more decentralized 
bargaining has emerged from the ‘Development Agreements’ which gave workers rights 
to participate in company decisions over capital investments, rationalization and work 
organization under the union-sponsored Co-determination Act of 1976.163 

In Germany as in Britain, the leap-frogging tactics of craft societies provided the 
stimulus for the formation of defensive employers’ associations in fragmented industries 
during the late nineteenth century. Unlike in Britain, however, the transformation of the 
craft societies into industrial unions closely linked to the Social Democratic Party spurred 
Wilhelmine employers to block worker organization in large-scale industry by building 
strong offensive associations.164 The organizational structure of German trade unions 
ensured that collective bargaining once established under the Weimar Republic would 
assume an industry-wide form, while the centralization of industrial relations was 
decisively reinforced after 1945 by structural reforms that rationalized the prewar unions 
into twelve industrial organizations and created a unified peak-level confederation. The 
centralization of employers’ organizations during the 1950s and 1960s was largely a 
response to the coordinated bargaining strategies adopted by unions like IG Metall which 
sought to win major contract breakthroughs by concentrating its resources in industrial 
disputes on particularly prosperous firms and regions.165 Since the 1970s German unions 
have continued to pursue industry-wide objectives such as the 35-hour week through 
centralized negotiations with employers’ organizations, most notably in the national 
metalworkers’ strike of 1984. As in Sweden, however, advocates of greater 
decentralization have gained increasing ground within the unions’ own ranks during the 
1980s, in part as an unintended consequence of the enhanced co-determination powers 
over the manpower policies of individual firms conferred on works councils by the 
union-sponsored legislation of the early 1970s, though no similar divisions have opened 
up between workers in the public and private sectors.166 

France and Italy 

If the solidarity of Swedish and German employers contrasts sharply with that of their 
British counterparts, other international comparisons are less invidious. In France and 
Italy, as we have already noted, employer organization and collective action have been 
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generally weaker and less cohesive than in Britain for most of this century. In France, for 
example, peak associations of employers have been orientated more towards the state and 
the political system than to relations with organized labour, with little bargaining 
autonomy or authority over their constituents outside periods of crisis. Thus the 
Confédération Générale de la Production Française (General Confederation of French 
Production, CGPF) was founded in 1919 in response to government initiatives and 
languished in relative inactivity until its reorganization in response to the strikes of the 
Popular Front era.167 Its successor, the Confédération National du Patronat Français 
(National Confederation of French Employers, CNPF), was not permitted to sign binding 
agreements on behalf of its affiliates with the trade unions until the strike explosion of 
1968; and after a series of inter-industrial agreements during the late 1960s and early 
1970s over non-wage issues such as job security, unemployment insurance and monthly 
pay for blue-collar workers, the bargaining activity of the Confederation has once again 
subsided. Although CNPF officials have periodically sought to exercise a leadership role 
in industrial relations and social policy, their initiatives have generally been 
circumscribed by internal political constraints as well as by external competition from 
other business organizations.168 

As in Britain and Germany, employer organization in France has historically been 
more developed at the sectoral and regional levels than at that of the peak confederation. 
Perhaps the best-known example is that of the Union des Industries Métallurgiques et 
Minières (Union of Metallurgical and Mining Industries, UIMM). From its formation at 
the turn of the century, the UIMM has run a relatively effective strike-insurance scheme, 
and the association has played an important if fluctuating role in coordinating the labour 
strategies of its members both through unilateral arrangements and agreements with trade 
unions. Like most French employers’ associations, the UIMM has long preferred to 
bargain over wages at a regional rather than a national or sub-sectoral level, though 
during the past two decades it has been prepared to sign national agreements on some 
nonwage issues such as job classifications (1975) or work-time restructuring (1986). Like 
other sectoral associations, too, the UIMM strongly opposed any form of company 
bargaining until the 1980s, and most national agreements have been consciously designed 
as ‘closed accords’ (accords parfaits) which could not be renegotiated at lower levels.169 

As at the confederal level, however, sectoral employers associations in France are also 
marked by a lack of cohesion and limited authority over their members. The UIMM, for 
example, is a loose federation of some 100 regional chambers, and its bargaining 
strategies are effectively constrained by the position of the weakest firms in each area. 
The minimum wages set by collective agreements are typically below those fixed by law, 
leaving a wide discretionary margin to each enterprise, and the UIMM’s heterogeneous 
membership has strongly resisted proposals to bargain over actual earnings rather than 
nominal rates. Often, too, no agreement at all can be reached at the local level, and 
employers’ associations are reduced to issuing nonbinding guidelines for wage increases 
to their members, while derogations from associational policy on other issues such as 
working hours have become increasingly common during the 1980s.170 Despite industrial 
and regional variations, therefore, French employers’ organizations at whatever level 
have rarely been able to go beyond limited defensive strategies aimed at maximizing the 
freedom of individual firms, and their internal coherence seems if anything to have 
diminished further over the past decade. 
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Employer organization in Italy historically resembles the French model, although the 
two countries have evolved in significantly different directions over the past two decades. 
As Contini’s chapter shows, Confindustria, the peak association of Italian employers, has 
concentrated its energies even more than the CNPF on relations with the political system, 
while also lacking much in the way of authority or sanctions over its constituent 
associations and firms. Like the CNPF, too, Confindustria has suffered from severe 
problems of internal cohesion and factionalism—exemplified by the independent policies 
pursued by large firms such as Fiat—as well as from external rivalries with separate 
organizations representing public enterprises, small business and the artisanal sector. 
Unlike the CNPF, however, Confindustria served as the main employers’ representative 
in collective negotiations over wage as well as non-wage issues during the 1940s and 
1950s, and it has continued to exercise an important bargaining role despite the 
widespread development of sectoral and plant-level agreements since the late 1960s. 
Thus Conflndustria successfully sought to reinvigorate peak-level bargaining by signing 
the landmark agreement of 1975 which created a new wage-indexation system, the scala 
mobile; and throughout the 1980s it has remained a key player in centralized negotiations 
with the unions, and at times the government, over cost-of-living increases as well as 
non-wage issues such as youth-training contracts.171  

As in the French model, too, Italian employer organization at the subconfederal level 
combines elements of both territorial and sectoral representation. Until the 1970s, there 
were no sectoral organizations in major industries such as metalworking, and 
heterogeneous regional associations such as Assolombarda (the Association of Lombard 
Industrialists) looked to Confindustria to prevent potentially dangerous concessions by 
better-off sectors or firms. But with the rise of plant bargaining after the ‘hot autumn’ of 
1969, large metalworking firms found it necessary to create a separate organization, 
Federmeccanica, to control leap-frogging wage advances, and triennial contract 
negotiations between sectoral unions and employers’ associations covering a wide range 
of wage and non-wage issues have become the cornerstone of Italian industrial relations. 
At the same time, however, sectoral and territorial organization are closely intertwined, 
and the regional associations remain important in the coordination of plant bargaining, 
the provision of information to firms and the administration of local disputes resolution 
procedures. The cumulative result of these developments, in sharp contrast to the French 
model, has been the emergence of a flexible but robust system of ‘articulated bargaining’ 
in which Italian employers’ organizations, while lacking the power and resources of their 
Swedish or German counterparts, nevertheless play a major part in substantive 
negotiations at each level from the confederal through the sectoral and regional to that of 
the individual plant.172 

As in the case of Britain, national culture has figured prominently in explanations of 
the relative weakness of employer organization in France and Italy. In France, in 
particular, employers’ reluctance to be drawn into binding organizational commitments 
and their defensive use of association as a shield against plant bargaining have often been 
attributed to cultural attitudes such as a conception of the firm as an ‘extended family 
circle’ and a deep-seated aversion to face-to-face conflict.173 While such attitudes are 
undoubtedly widespread in French industry, however, they cannot account for observed 
variations in employer behaviour. Thus more solidaristic forms of employer organization 
and collective bargaining had become established in a number of industries before 1914, 
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and ‘local industrial systems’ with similar characteristics survived in certain regions until 
external interventions by state and trade-union officials brought them closer to the 
national model during the 1950s.174 At the confederal level, too, the CNPF enjoyed 
considerable success in negotiating authoritative inter-professional agreements for a 
number of years after 1968, and the gradual disintegration of its centralized-bargaining 
strategy during the mid-1970s was due less to resistance from its own affiliates than to 
the decreasing willingness of leftwing trade unions to sign such agreements and of 
governments to finance their consequences through expansionary macroeconomic 
policies.175 

The cultural attitudes of Italian employers present many similarities to those of their 
French counterparts, but their associational behaviour has developed in different 
directions. Thus before 1914, Italian employers in cities like Turin had formed relatively 
cohesive associations inspired by the German model which sought to establish stable 
bargaining relationships with trade unions, and despite significant internal divisions these 
organizations proved moderately effective in coordinating resistance to the massive 
strikes and factory occupations that convulsed the country between 1919 and the fascist 
seizure of power in 1922.176 Since 1969, similarly, the culture of Italian employers, 
however construed, has not prevented them from participating in a system of articulated 
bargaining that has at the same time expanded the scope of collective agreements and 
enhanced the importance of wider organization for the individual enterprise. 

As in Britain, Sweden and Germany, industrial structure has also occupied a central 
place in explanations of the associative behaviour of French and Italian employers. 
France and Italy are among the most dualistic of the advanced economies, and the 
resulting split between large corporations and small family firms has often been held 
responsible for undermining the cohesion of employers’ associations and pushing them 
towards minimalist bargaining strategies.177 Separate organizations of small business are 
more developed in these countries than elsewhere, and tensions between firms of 
different sizes have figured prominently in the internal politics of employers’ associations 
in both cases. In France, for example, the reorganization of the CGPF was triggered off 
by a revolt of small and medium employers against the Matignon agreement of 1936; the 
CNPF from its formation was obliged to concede an independent role to the 
Confédération Générale des Petites et Moyennes Entreprises (General Confederation of 
Small and Medium Enterprises, CGPME); and both organizations have faced recurrent 
challenges from more radical movements of small business throughout the postwar 
period.178 In Italy, too, as Contini points out, small firms acted as a brake within 
Confindustria on the more positive bargaining strategies promoted by Fiat and other large 
enterprises at a number of points betwen the 1930s and the 1970s, while also 
spearheading the drive for reform of the scala mobile during the 1980s. In both countries, 
however, employers’ organizations have generally found political mechanisms for 
reconciling the interests of large and small enterprises, and the divisions between the two 
groups have rarely proved decisive in shaping their policies. Thus after 1968–9 both the 
CNPF and Confindustria were able to reform their organization and bargaining strategies 
despite opposition from small business, while large firms in each country have been at 
least as active as small ones in seeking to push employers’ associations in neo-liberal and 
anti-union directions during the 1980s. In Italy, in fact, trade-union density is highest in 
industrially decentralized regions such as Emilia-Romagna, where even the smallest 
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firms are organized into artisan associations and largely respect the terms of collective 
agreements.179 

As in other countries, therefore, structural factors have left a significant margin for 
strategic choice in the development of collective organization and action among French 
and Italian employers. In France, for example, the relative atrophy of employers’ 
organizations between the wars was largely a product of their rejection of union overtures 
for collective bargaining after the defeat of the 1920 general strike; and the CNPF 
likewise passed over opportunities to establish a more cooperative bargaining relationship 
with the ex-Catholic Confédération Français Democratique du Travail (French 
Democratic Confederation of Labour, CFDT), first in the early 1960s and then in the late 
1970s.180 At the same time, however, French employers were largely successful in 
defeating proposals to extend collective bargaining beyond the sectoral level from the 
1950s through the 1970s, while their adoption of new strategies of employee involvement 
and humanresource management has paved the way for the diffusion of company 
agreements during the 1980s.181 In Italy, too, as Contini demonstrates, many of 
Confindustria’s difficulties during the 1960s stemmed from the organization’s misguided 
forays into electoral politics, as well as from its earlier rejection of overtures for more 
decentralized bargaining from the nonCommunist trade unions. The revival of the 
confederation’s influence over the past two decades, conversely, owes much to its 
strategic reorientation towards collaboration with the union confederations and 
government during the 1970s, and to the ascendancy within its ranks of forces favouring 
negotiated rather than unilateral approaches to employment flexibility during the 1980s. 

But as in other countries, too, the strategic choices of French and Italian employers 
were formulated in close relationship with those of their interlocutors in the state and the 
unions. In contrast to Sweden or Germany, as Sisson observes, public policy in postwar 
France and Italy has inhibited the development of employer solidarity by vesting workers 
with an unrestricted right to strike while ruling lock-outs illegal. In France, more broadly, 
the state has played a decisive role in shaping the trajectory of industrial relations and 
employer organization from the turn of the century to the present. Widespread 
government intervention in settling industrial disputes before 1914—often on the side of 
the strikers—scouraged the formation of more cohesive organizations among workers 
and employers alike, and government repression was also crucial in the defeat of the 
labour movement after the First World War.182 Both the Matignon Agreement of 1936 
and the Grenelle Accords of 1968, the two formative settlements between French 
employers and unions, were likewise a direct result of government mediation. Where no 
bilateral agreement can be reached between the parties, the state has regularly stepped in 
to impose a legislative solution, and statutory regulation covers a wide range of issues in 
France that are largely governed by collective bargaining elsewhere, from minimum 
wages and maximum hours through working conditions and employment security to 
forms of worker representation. Legislation has likewise exercised a strong influence 
over bargaining structure, from the acts of 1936 and 1950 that institutionalized collective 
agreements at the sectoral level to the Auroux Laws of 1982 which gave workers rights 
of direct expression within the enterprise and obliged employers to bargain with the 
unions each year at company level.183 From Millerand in the 1900s, Thomas during the 
First World War and Blum in the 1930s to Delors in the 1960s and Mitterand in the 
1980s, politicians and government officials have periodically sought to encourage 
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collective bargaining by organized workers and employers as a means of overcoming the 
polarization and conflictuality of French industrial relations. But unlike in other countries 
such as Sweden, on each occasion the French state’s pervasive interventionism and 
reluctance to share its sovereignty with corporate groups ultimately led employers and 
unions alike to look towards political rather than negotiated solutions to industrial 
conflicts.184 

In Italy, too, the state has played a less visible but no less important role than that of 
its French counterpart in the evolution of employer organization and collective 
bargaining. A major stimulus to employer organization after the turn of the century came 
from Giolitti’s encouragement of tradeunion activity as part of a broader political opening 
to the left, while his repeated interventions in industrial disputes both before and after the 
First World War undercut employer unilateralism and pushed many industrialists to 
abandon their support for the liberal state.185 The postwar system of centralized collective 
bargaining, as Contini observes, was a direct inheritance from the fascist regime; while 
the predominant position of employers during the 1950s owed much to the close 
relationship between Conflndustria and the Christian Democratic Party. From the late 
1950s onwards, however, the left-wing Christian Democrats began to distance themselves 
from Conflndustria, while the public enterprises they controlled withdrew from the 
organization and broke the employers’ front by pursuing an independent strategy of 
sectoral and plant negotiations with the unions. Unlike in France, where the resolute 
response of the stable Gaullist regime soon absorbed the impact of May 1968, in Italy the 
incoherent policies of a succession of weak centre-left governments both prolonged the 
industrial conflicts of the ‘hot autumn’ and gave legal ratification to the strikers’ 
conquests through the Statuto dei diritti dei lavoratori (Charter of Workers’ Rights) of 
1970.186 

While the Italian state proved an unreliable partner for corporatist projects of ‘political 
exchange’ with unions and employers during the late 1970s and early 80s, its mediation 
has nevertheless played a crucial part in the successful resolution of disputed issues 
through bilateral collective bargaining since the mid- 1980s. Thus the government 
facilitated the 1986 accord between Confindustria and the unions on reform of the scala 
mobile through a combination of tax concessions and public-employment initiatives, 
while also pressing the employers back to the bargaining table during the contract-
renewal disputes of 1990. As in the 1960s, moreover, public enterprises have also helped 
to push private employers away from unilateral strategies by signing separate protocols of 
collaboration with the unions.187 At the local level, too, public authorities have played a 
vital part in brokering consensual solutions to the employment problems created by 
industrial restructuring, while also helping to reinforce the associational solidarity of 
small firms through the provision of collective services, particularly in ‘red’ regions such 
as Emilia-Romagna.188 In contrast to its French counterpart, therefore, the Italian state 
appears to have compensated for its lesser autonomy from civil society by using public 
resources to facilitate the resolution of politically unmanageable conflicts through 
bilateral agreements between private interest groups.189 

In neither country, finally, can the organizational choices of employers be fully 
understood without reference to those of trade unions. In France particularly, the 
predominant characteristics of national unions—their politicization, ideological divisions 
and weak representativeness—have repeatedly discouraged employers from regarding 
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them as potentially reliable bargaining partners. Even before the Communist split of 
1921, the Confédération Générale du Travail (General Confederation of Labour, CGT) 
was divided into competing ‘reformist’ and ‘revolutionary’ wings, and conflicts between 
the two groups were instrumental in undermining emergent collective bargaining 
arrangements in the Parisian metalworking industry after the First World War.190 The 
reunification of the CGT during the run-up to the Popular Front was crucial for the 
breakthrough of collective bargaining in June 1936, but the Confederation’s inability to 
control subsequent strikes and its insistence on the rigid application of the 40-hour week 
to continuous-process industries such as metallurgy soon proved instrumental in 
undermining employers’ initial willingness to negotiate.191 

After the Liberation, political disputes over wage restraint and the advent of the Cold 
War soon fractured the reconstruction coalition, and Communist, Catholic and Socialist 
trade unionists divided once again into hostile and competing camps. Through most of 
the postwar period, Communist-controlled CGT pursued an avowedly ‘maximalist’ 
strategy, subordinating industrial grievances to political objectives and refusing to sign 
collective agreements or treating them as trampolines for subsequent demands rather than 
as binding agreements, while its ideological rejection of plant-level bargaining as a form 
of enterprise corporatism reinforced employer preference for sectoral negotiations. Fear 
of being outflanked by the CGT in turn acted as a powerful constraint on the adoption of 
more contractual bargaining strategies by other unions, notably the CFDT, even at 
moments when employers themselves were more favourably disposed to collaboration.192 
After May 1968, for example, both the major confederations rejected proposals from 
government and employers for contrats de progrès which would have exchanged wage 
increases tied to productivity for plant-level guarantees of industrial peace; and union 
reservations likewise proved crucial to the collapse of centralized negotiations with the 
CNPF over working conditions in 1975 and over employment flexibility in 1984.193  

While the developments of the 1980s mark a partial break with the historic traditions 
of French trade unions, the outcome has only served to exacerbate their underlying 
organizational weakness. Despite the CFDT’s ardent support for the Auroux Laws, for 
example, none of the unions has succeeded in establishing an effective presence at the 
level of the enterprise, and the ensuing wave of worker discussion groups and company 
agreements has largely been shaped by employer initiatives. While both the CGT and the 
CFDT have de-emphasized political action as a result of their disappointing experiences 
with the left in power under Mitterand, they have been slow to find alternative strategies, 
and the resulting disorientation has favoured the smaller ‘reformist’ confederations which 
had maintained their distance from the government. French trade unions are now more 
fragmented and less representative than at any time in the recent past, further diminishing 
the incentives for employers to subordinate their individual strategies to the demands of 
collective organization.194 

Much of the contrast between the recent evolution of employer organization in France 
and Italy has its roots in the divergence of union strategies in the two countries. From the 
1900s through the 1950s the structural and ideological characteristics of Italian trade 
unions closely resembled those of their French counterparts, with similar consequences 
for the development of collective bargaining with employers’ organizations. Thus 
between 1906 and 1922, the inability of reformist trade unions such as the Federazione 
Italiana degli Operai Metallurgici (Federation of Italian Metalworkers, FIOM) to control 
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strikes and recurrent challenges to their authority from anarchosyndicalist and 
Communist groups led employers to lose faith in the possibility of a negotiated settlement 
with organized labour.195 After the fall of fascism, similarly, the predominantly political 
orientation of the Con-federazione Generale Italiana del Lavoro (General Confederation 
of Italian Labour, CGIL) and the resulting split between Communist, Catholic and Social-
Democratic trade unionists spurred employers to adopt unilateral strategies. The CGIL’s 
firm commitment to centralized bargaining also reinforced that of Conflndustria, 
undercutting the position of its representatives on the commissioni interne (internal 
commissions) which had sprung up in the plants at the end of the war.196 

From the 1960s onwards, however, the strategic orientation of Italian unions began to 
change significantly. Like the CFDT, the ex-Catholic Confederazione Italiana dei 
Sindacati Lavoratori (Italian Confederation of Workers’ Unions, CISL) had become 
convinced of the desirability of plant bargaining by its contacts with American trade 
unionists during the 1950s; but unlike the CGT, which was more tightly controlled by its 
Communist Party, the CGIL had also slowly begun to move in the same direction as a 
result of its reverses in elections for the commissioni interne. Trade-union support paved 
the way for the breakthrough of workplace organization during the ‘hot autumn’ of 1969, 
while the growing unity of three main confederations ensured a continuing link between 
the emergent forms of plant bargaining and wider negotiations with employers’ 
organizations and government at other levels.197 During the late 1970s, as Contini notes, 
the unrelenting conflictuality of factory councils in large companies such as Fiat 
provoked a unilateralist reaction from employers, while the limited authority of union 
confederations over their affiliates and the resurgence of political divisions between them 
also helped to scupper tripartite negotiations with Confindustria and the government over 
incomes policies during the mid-1980s.198 Unlike their French or British counterparts, on 
the other hand, Italian unions during the 1980s proved willing to negotiate flexibility 
agreements with employers on issues such as work organization, wage structure, working 
hours and employment conditions in return for a significant voice in their 
implementation. This strategy of ‘bargained flexibility’ in turn has played an important 
part in reducing the influence of anti-union employers within Confindustria and 
maintaining the articulation between different levels of negotiation in Italian industrial 
relations.199 

The United States and Japan 

Employers’ associations vary widely in strength and cohesion across countries such as 
Britain, Sweden, Germany, France and Italy, and no single dominant pattern can be 
identified. But as Sisson’s chapter points out, there are also major industrial economies—
most notably the United States and Japan—in which such organizations appear to play 
little formal role in labour management or collective bargaining. In the United States in 
particular, there is no comprehensive peak organization of business, while the coverage 
of sectoral and territorial associations is also fragmentary and incomplete. Even more 
importantly, since the breakthrough of massproduction unionism during the 1930s and 
40s, single-employer bargaining, often centralized at the company level, has become the 
dominant form of labour negotiations in large-scale industries such as automobiles, 
rubber, agricultural equipment, electrical manufacturing, telecommunications and to a 
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lesser extent steel. Some large corporations like IBM, Polaroid, Grumman Aircraft or 
Burlington Mills were never unionized at all, while many others such as DuPont, Proctor 
& Gamble, Goodyear, Mobil Oil and General Electric (GE) have won increased freedom 
to pursue firm-specific labour policies through the opening of new non-union plants since 
the 1960s.200 

At the same time, however, it would be wrong to suppose that American industrial 
relations were completely atomized. In 1975, for example, multiemployer arrangements 
accounted for 45.8 per cent of all workers covered by collective agreements, and regional 
or industry-wide bargaining between unions and employers’ associations predominated in 
sectors such as garments, construction, printing, coalmining, trucking, longshoring, 
entertainment, hotels, restaurants and other services.201 Even in large-scale 
manufacturing, moreover, there is extensive coordination of contract negotiations both 
within and across industries through mechanisms such as pattern and coalition 
bargaining. From the 1940s onwards, industrial unions such as the United Auto Workers, 
the United Steel Workers and the United Rubber Workers have sought with considerable 
success to standardize wages, working conditions and fringe benefits for their members 
by targeting a particular company in each bargaining round and imposing the resulting 
settlement pattern on other firms in the same and related industries. Until the late 1970s 
large companies in these industries generally acquiesced in pattern bargaining as a means 
of taking labour costs out of competition, while also in some cases developing more 
formal coalitions to influence the emergent settlement. In steel, for example, the major 
companies formed a Coordinating Committee under the leadership of US Steel and 
Bethlehem which bargained collectively on their behalf with the Steel Workers between 
1956 and 1985; after less successful experiments with joint negotiating committees, the 
airlines similarly provided themselves with collective strike insurance under a Mutual 
Aid Plan from 1958 to its statutory dissolution in 1978.202 During the 1980s, however, 
there has been a significant erosion of pattern bargaining in economically troubled 
industries like automobiles, steel, meatpacking and airlines, while the spread of 
nonunionism has likewise diminished the coverage of multi-employer agreements in 
sectors like construction, coal and trucking. But despite the evident diversification of 
settlement patterns, both formal and informal structures of coordination still remain 
important points of reference for employers across much of American industry, including 
the non-union sector.203 

Although employer association membership is much more widespread in Japan than 
the United States, the predominance of company-level bargaining is also greater. Outside 
the public sector, as we saw above, the overwhelming majority of collective agreements 
are negotiated between company management and enterprise unions rather than 
industrial, craft or professional organizations. Only shipping and textiles are currently 
covered by formal multi-employer agreements, though industry-wide bargaining 
arrangements have previously existed in other sectors such as coalmining, private 
railways, brewing, glass, docks and phosphates. Even more than in the United States, 
however, the apparent de-centralization of Japanese industrial relations conceals 
widespread coordination of bargaining by employers at the national, sectoral and regional 
levels. Thus Nikkeiren, the Japan Federation of Employers’ Associations, which covers 
90 per cent of all unionized workers, does not engage directly in collective bargaining nor 
is it authorized to sign collective agreements on behalf of its affiliates. But the 
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organization nevertheless has played a central role in shaping employers’ collective 
response to the unions’ spring bargaining offensive (or ‘shuntō’), particularly since the 
wage explosion of 1974, seeking to establish a uniform national norm through a 
combination of information gathering, participation in joint consultation forums, 
publication of guidelines, government lobbying and informal pressure on key groups of 
firms. At the sectoral and regional levels, too, there are a variety of arrangements such as 
‘diagonal’, ‘group’ and ‘associational’ bargaining which fall little short of industry-wide 
agreements, while large companies in industries such as steel and metalworking have 
long issued simultaneous ‘one-shot’ wage offers which are normally accepted by the 
unions and go on to set the pattern for other major sectors. Through such forms of 
synchronized and coordinated bargaining, national wage settlements in Japan have 
become increasingly standardized and responsive to economic fluctuations since the mid-
1970s without recourse to formal incomes policies.204 

Even more than in other countries, perhaps, explanations of employer collective action 
in the United States and Japan have frequently revolved around national culture. 
American employers’ fierce proprietorial independence, it is widely believed, made them 
unwilling to share control over their affairs with external business organizations as with 
unions or the state. Collective action in this view could never become more than a means 
of advancing firms’ short-term interests, and when associations did form they were more 
likely to pursue belligerent than bargaining objectives.205 Japanese employers’ 
paternalistic outlook, it is often claimed, made them no less reluctant to recognize outside 
trade unions than their American counterparts, while deep-seated cultural preferences for 
cooperation over competition are likewise held to account for firms’ adherence to 
collective wage norms despite the absence of formal multi-employer agreements.206 But 
whatever the broader validity of these characterizations of American or Japanese business 
values, such explanations are difficult to square with finer-grained evidence about 
employer behaviour in the two countries at specific points in time. Thus as Harris’s 
chapter documents, from the 1900s through the 1930s open-shop metal employers in 
cities such as Philadelphia maintained mutual strike-insurance schemes, non-union labour 
bureaux and collective training programmes whose effectiveness far surpassed those of 
their British contemporaries as described by Zeitlin. In Japan, conversely, the failure of 
Nikkeiren to enforce its wage guide-lines between 1969 and 1974 offers clear testimony 
to the insufficiency of cultural cohesion alone to guarantee employer solidarity.207 

As in other countries, a second type of explanation for the distinctiveness of employer 
collective action in the US and Japan focuses on industrial structure. In both countries, 
the argument runs, the predominance of company bargaining reflects the rapid 
development of large, professionally managed, multi-plant firms in core sectors of the 
economy. In contrast to Britain, for example, the financial and managerial resources of 
large American and Japanese enterprises enabled them to sweep away craft unionism and 
break free of multi-employer agreements, while also ensuring that collective bargaining 
(once established) would be based on the plant or company rather than the occupation or 
industry. In these concentrated sectors, oligopolistic price-leadership structures have 
under-pinned the emergence of industry wage patterns, while the broader standardization 
of wage settlements in Japan has also been facilitated by the prevalence of multi-industry 
groups, cartels and extensive subcontracting relationships between large and small firms. 
On the other hand, as in Britain, multi-employer bargaining has persisted in fragmented, 
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competitive sectors where small and medium-sized firms have an incentive to standardize 
labour costs and join forces against more powerful unions. Just as pattern and multi-
employer bargaining had their roots in a preexisting industrial structure, so too have these 
practices been undercut by the growing volatility of markets in the United States during 
the 1980s.208 

As in previous cases, there is evident force to these arguments. Yet the examples of 
Sweden and Germany demonstrate that industrial concentration may reinforce rather than 
subvert centralized multi-employer bargaining, while similar patterns of dualism may be 
accommodated within looser industry-wide agreements as in France and Italy. Even 
within the United States and Japan, moreover, the correspondence between industrial 
organization and bargaining structure is far from perfect. Thus in the US, as Harris’s 
chapter shows, industry-wide bargaining and employer organization have largely 
disappeared even from fragmented, competitive sectors such as small-scale 
metalworking, while in Japan there are fewer formal multi-employer agreements than the 
country’s decentralized industrial structure might lead one to expect. And if the turbulent 
competitive conditions of the 1970s and 1980s have weakened the coordination of 
bargaining in the United States, the reverse appears true in Japan where employers have 
stepped up their efforts to standardize wage settlements both within and across industries. 

In these countries too, therefore, bargaining structure and collective action have been 
shaped not only by industrial organization, but also by the strategic choices of employers 
themselves. In the United States, as Harris’s chapter illustrates, the open-shop drive of the 
1900s was not confined to giant mass-production corporations like US Steel, Ford or 
International Harvester, but also encompassed the host of small and medium-sized 
machine shops and foundries that formed the mainstay of multi-employer bargaining in 
countries like Britain. Within the largest firms, as we saw above, corporate personnel 
policies consciously promoted worker identification with the enterprise during the non-
union era: yet the centralization of labour management at the company level also created 
strong incentives for a parallel centralization of bargaining once unionization had been 
achieved. In some cases, notably General Motors, top management saw companylevel 
bargaining as a vital means of containing workplace militancy during the postwar period, 
though other firms such as GE or American Telegraph & Telephone (AT&T) preferred 
instead to play local unions off against one another in plant-by-plant negotiations.209 
During the 1980s, managerial strategies of concession bargaining, work-rule reform and 
union avoidance have been the driving forces behind the erosion of industry patterns and 
multi-employer agreements.210 

In Japan, too, managerial opposition was the decisive factor behind the curtailment of 
industry-wide bargaining before the Second World War. In 1919 and again in 1929, for 
example, associations of small and medium employers from Osaka and Tokyo publicly 
endorsed legislation which would have legalized craft and industrial unions, only to 
withdraw their support under pressure from the large industrialists of the Japan Industrial 
Club who had been more successful in maintaining a union-free environment.211 
Resistance to progressive labour legislation was also the trigger for the formation in 1931 
of Zensanren (National Federation of Industrial Organizations), the first peak 
organization of Japanese business; while the development of local and regional 
associations was a product of industrialists’ struggle to refashion Tokugawa institutions 
of corporate self-regulation and collective services after the western-inspired 
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liberalization of the Meiji restoration.212 From the 1920s onwards, as we noted above, 
large Japanese firms like their American counterparts consciously set out to bind workers 
to the enterprise through seniority-based wage systems, welfare benefits and company 
unions; and management also played a crucial role in the consolidation of enterprise 
bargaining during the late 1940s and early 1950s by sponsoring splits within radical 
unions and refusing to deal with ‘outside’ organizations.213 Since the late 1950s, finally, 
large firms in industries such as steel and automobiles have consciously sought to take 
labour costs out of competition, and the resulting trend towards wage standardization has 
been crucial to Nikkeiren’s more recent success in coordinating shuntō settlements on an 
economy-wide basis.214 

In few countries has business enjoyed a freer hand in labour management than in the 
United States and Japan. Yet as in other cases, the organization and strategies of 
American and Japanese employers have nevertheless been shaped by those of the state 
and the unions. In the United States, as we observed above, the success of the open-shop 
drive before 1914 depended heavily on the favourable attitude of the judiciary, while 
pressure from the federal government played a key part in the acceptance of collective 
bargaining by the mass-production corporations during the 1930s and 40s. From the 
1900s through the 1960s industry-wide bargaining arrangements have often fallen foul of 
the anti-trust acts, as the courts have repeatedly prohibited attempts to control product-
market competition through the enforcement of collective agreements, whether by trade 
unions or employers’ associations.215 New Deal labour policies reinforced this trend by 
favouring plant or company rather than craft or industrial bargaining units and prohibiting 
unions from pushing demands for multi-employer negotiations to the point of a strike; the 
Taft-Hartley Act of 1947 further undermined the effectiveness of industry-wide 
agreements by banning practices such as the secondary boycott and the pre-entry closed 
shop. During the 1940s, the National War Labor Board consciously promoted pattern 
bargaining in industries like steel and meatpacking as part of its wage-restraint policies, 
while the regulatory regimes introduced between the wars exerted a similar influence on 
the transportation and communications sectors. During the 1980s, conversely, the major 
impetus towards decentralization of bargaining in industries such as airlines, trucking and 
telecommunications has come from public deregulation policies.216 

The Japanese state also supported employer resistance to union organization before the 
mid-1920s, but during the late 1920s and early 1930s, in contrast to the United States, 
factional divisions between ministries and political parties also blocked the passage of 
progressive labour laws. Following the strike wave of 1919, the Home Ministry pressed 
industrialists to alleviate worker discontent by creating their own works councils and 
company unions; while the military regime which came to power in 1936 abolished 
independent unions and employers’ associations, enrolling workers alongside 
management in compulsory corporate organizations within each enterprise known as 
sanpō.217 After the Second World War, the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers 
(SCAP) and Japanese social bureaucrats pushed through far-reaching legislation 
guaranteeing workers’ freedom to organize, strike and bargain collectively as part of a 
broader programme of democratization. But the new unions proved unexpectedly radical, 
and with the onset of the Cold War, SCAP reversed course in 1947, abandoning its 
previous opposition to the formation of Nikkeiren, amending labour law to give 
government greater powers to intervene in industrial relations, and throwing its weight 
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behind the large firms’ campaign to replace industry-wide with enterprise bargaining.218 
During the postwar period, as in the 1930s, state agencies such as the Ministry of 
International Trade and Industry (MITI) have fostered the development of sectoral and 
regional business associations as privileged interlocutors for their industrial policies, 
endowing them with public responsibilities and powers, though the results have not 
always turned out as the bureaucracy intended.219 Since the mid-1970s, finally, the 
Japanese government has played a leading role in bolstering employers’ response to 
shuntō by involving union leaders in tripartite concertation processes and persuading 
them to moderate wage demands in exchange for tax cuts, reductions in working hours 
and more active employment policies.220 

Despite their comparative weakness, trade unions in both countries have nevertheless 
exerted a formative influence on the evolution of bargaining structure and employer 
organization. In the United States, as in Britain, local autonomy and craft rivalries 
inhibited the development of centralized bargaining between unions and employers’ 
associations in industries such as metalworking: as Harris observes, for example, unions’ 
inability to prevent local strikes was a central motive for the repudiation of trade 
agreements by organizations such as the National Metal Trades’ Association and the 
National Founders’ Association during the early 1900s. In other sectors such as 
coalmining, garments and trucking, by contrast, centralized bar-gaining arrangements 
were imposed on fragmented employers by strong, authoritative union leaders like John 
L.Lewis, Sidney Hillman and Jimmy Hoffa as a means of stabilizing their industries. 221 
Plant-specific demands such as seniority rules loomed large in the organization of mass-
production firms during the 1930s; while union objectives such as wage equalization and 
fringe benefits were likewise crucial to the centralization of bargaining in companies such 
as Ford, International Harvester and AT&T.222 As we have seen, too, pattern bargaining 
was first and foremost a union strategy, and despite its decline during the 1980s, union 
efforts to maintain a ‘level playing-field’ for wage costs between companies have proved 
an important force for competitive stability in troubled industries such as steel, airlines 
and telecommunications.223 

In Japan, as in France and to a lesser extent Italy, ideological divisions between rival 
union confederations have reduced the political clout of organized labour and 
discouraged management from regarding them as potential bargaining partners. During 
the inter-war period, for example, the Communist Hyōgikai (Japan Council of Labour 
Unions) split off from the moderate Sōdōmei (Japan General Federation of Labour) to 
pursue a militant class-struggle line which soon attracted government repression; the 
radical Sambetsu (Japanese Congress of Industrial Organizations) was forcibly dissolved 
during the government’s ‘Red Purge’ of 1950; and the right-wing Domei (Japan 
Confederation of Labour) broke away from the left-wing Sōhyō (General Council of 
Japanese Trade Unions) in 1964.224 Even during the heady postwar period, however, 
Socialist and Communist unions remained strongly committed to organizing workers on 
an enterprise basis; and Japanese unionists of all stripes focused their demands on 
company-specific goals such as job security, seniority wages and the elimination of status 
distinctions between blue- and white-collar employees.225 As in the United States, 
moreover, it was the union confederations that initiated the shuntō system of national 
pattern bargaining, while coalitions such as Tekkōrōren (the Japanese Federation of Iron 
and Steel Workers’ Unions) and the International Metalworkers’ FederationJapan 
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Council (IMF-JC) played a growing role in the sectoral coordination of enterprise 
negotiations. Nor would shuntō have proved an effective means of containing inflation 
during the 1970s and 1980s without the willingness of ‘realistic’ unions such as Dōmei 
and the IMF-JC to moderate their wage demands in return for a measure of influence on 
government economic policies.226 

CONCLUSIONS 

The chapters in this volume offer powerful testimony to the historical variation of 
employer labour policies, both individual and collective, across such major industrial 
economies as Britain, France, Italy, Germany, Sweden, the United States and Japan. But 
are such national differences a thing of the past to be swept away by the growing 
integration of the world economy and the current wave of innovation in technology and 
manufacturing organization? Here, too, this volume documents the persistent diversity of 
employers’ responses to the challenges posed by their changing environment. 

Since the mid-1970s, as we observed in the Introduction, the changing conditions of 
international competition—epitomized by the dramatic ascendency of Japan—have 
pushed manufacturing firms in the advanced economies to shift their strategies away 
from mass production towards greater flexibility. But as the British case demonstrates, 
there is little reason to expect different national economies to converge around a single 
model of productive organization. Even where a significant proportion of domestic firms 
persistently fail to meet competitive pressures, the result may simply be a slow and 
uneven process of decline coupled with a growing presence of foreign direct investment. 
Similarly, as Jones shows in the case of Flexible Manufacturing Systems, the same 
equipment may be used in very different ways in countries such as Britain, the United 
States and Japan depending on institutional factors such as government policy, labour law 
and trade-union structure, as well as on firms’ own organization and strategies. As in the 
case of mass production, finally, there may be a variety of routes to flexibility, and a 
multiplicity of hybrid forms intermediate between the two pure models of mass 
production and flexible specialization. Thus internal labour markets, for example, may 
play a more important part in achieving product diversity and productive flexibility 
within large, diversified companies than within the small-firm industrial districts of 
Germany, Italy or Japan. And firms of either size may strike different balances between 
flexibility and rigidity in different spheres of operations, from product design and 
production technology to work organization and relations with suppliers. Today as in the 
past, therefore, neither markets nor technology dictate a uniquely efficient form of labour 
management, and historical differences in national institutions continue to exercise a 
powerful influence over firms’ strategic choices. 

Turning from the individual to the collective sphere, a similar picture can be traced. 
Pervasive volatility in the international economy and company-level experiments in work 
reorganization have everywhere strained established patterns of collective action and 
employer organization. Yet these pressures have not resulted in a universal trend towards 
the atomization of industrial relations or the disintegration of employers’ associations. 
While centralized bargaining structures have declined significantly in countries such as 
Sweden, France, Britain and the United States, employers’ organizations have maintained 
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or even enhanced their importance in other cases such as Germany, Italy and Japan. 
Present conditions clearly favour looser forms of articulation between different levels of 
bargaining, but even where decentralization has proceeded furthest many employers 
continue to feel the need for greater coordination of their individual labour strategies. 
Today as in the past, employer organization and collective action may assume a variety 
of forms, and as this book has shown, the outcome will depend not simply on markets 
and technology but also on the interaction between the strategic choices of employers, 
trade unions and the state. 
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